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Preface

In memory of
Professor Vitalii Lytvynov

and
Professor Valentyn Tomashevskyi

Conference founders, Teachers, and always good friends for all of us

The International Scientific-Practical Conference “Mathematical Modeling and
Simulation of Systems” (MODS) was formed to bring together outstanding
researchers and practitioners in the field of mathematical modeling and simulation
from all over the world to share their experience and expertise.

It was established by the Institute of Mathematical Machines and Systems
Problems of the NASU, Ukraine (IMMSP of the NASU) in 2006. MODS is an
annual international conference organized by IMMSP of the NASU and Chernihiv
National University of Technology (CNUT). Since 2018, the State Scientific
Research Institute of Armament and Military Equipment Testing and Certification
became one of the conference organizers.

The XVth International Scientific-Practical Conference MODS’2020 was held in
Chernihiv, Ukraine, during June 29 – July 01, 2020.

MODS’2020 received 77 papers submissions from different countries. All
papers went through a rigorous peer review procedure including pre-review and
formal review. Based on the review reports, the Program Committee finally selected
35 high-quality papers for presentation at MODS’2020, which are included in
“Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing” series.

This book contains papers devoted to relevant topics including tools and
methods of mathematical modeling and simulation in ecology and geographic
information systems, manufacturing and project management, information tech-
nology, modeling, analysis and tools of safety in distributed information systems,
mathematical modeling and simulation of special purpose equipment samples. All
of these offer us plenty of valuable information and would be of great benefit to the
experience exchange among scientists in modeling and simulation.
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The organizers of MODS’2020 made great efforts to ensure the success of this
conference. We hereby would like to thank all the members of MODS’2020
Advisory Committee for their guidance and advice, the members of Program
Committee and Organizing Committee, and the referees for their effort in reviewing
and soliciting the papers, and all authors for their contribution to the formation of a
common intellectual environment for solving relevant scientific problems.

Also, we are grateful to Springer-Verlag and Janusz Kacprzyk as the editor
responsible for the series “Advances in Intelligent System and Computing” for their
great support in publishing these selected papers.

Serhiy Shkarlet
Alexander Palagin
Anatoliy Morozov
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About the Book

The development of complex multicomponent systems requires an increase in
accuracy, efficiency, and adequacy while reducing the cost of their creation. This
book contains works on mathematical and simulation modeling of processes in
various domains: ecology and geographic information systems, IT, industry, project
management.

The studies presented in the book will be useful to specialists who involved in the
development of real events models-analog, management and decision-making
models, production models, and software products. Scientists can get acquainted
with the latest research in various decisions proposed by leading scholars and
identify promising directions for solving complex scientific and practical problems.
The chapters of this book contain the contributions presented on the 15th
International Scientific-practical Conference, MODS, June 29 – July 01, 2020,
Chernihiv, Ukraine.
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Use of Nuclear Emergency Response System
for Assessment of Transboundary Transfer
and Radiological Risks of the Potential
Accidental Releases at Khmelnitsky NPP

Ivan Kovalets1,2(&) and Oleksandr Romanenko3

1 Institute of Mathematical Machines and System Problems NAS of Ukraine,
Prosp. Glushkova, 42, Kiev 03187, Ukraine

ivkov084@gmail.com
2 Ukrainian Center of Environmental and Water Projects, Prosp. Glushkova,

42, Kiev 03187, Ukraine
3 Rivne Nuclear Power Plant, Rivne Reg., Varash 34400, Ukraine

Abstract. The JRODOS nuclear emergency response system was applied for
estimation of risks caused by transboundary transport of possible accidental
release from the newly designed units 3&4 of Khmelnitsky NPP. The total
effective potential dose for 1-year children, received during 1 year after release
from all pathways was calculated and used as measure of impact. About 4000
calculations of the dispersion scenarios were conducted using JRODOS atmo-
spheric dispersion model and food dose model, with the start times of the
releases falling within the time period of June-November, 2018. The numerical
weather prediction data of WRF-Ukraine forecasting system operating in the
Ukrainian Hydrometeorological Center were used to drive the JRODOS simu-
lations. For each dispersion scenario maximum dose reached at the territory of
every considered neighbor country (Belarus, Poland, Slovakia, Hungary,
Romania, Moldova) was calculated. The simulated series of effective doses were
fitted with GEV distribution. Taking into account probability of the accident the
total probability of effective dose exceeding 1 mSv in at least one of neigh-
boring countries is 9.74E − 07 yr-1, which corresponds to the frequency of
occurrence of such event 1 time in 1 million years.

Keywords: RODOS � Dose � Transboundary transport � Risk assessment

1 Introduction

Nuclear emergency response systems (ERS) like RODOS [1], NARAC [2], Argos [3]
and others are widely used for assessment of short-term and long-term consequences of
accidental releases from nuclear power plants (NPPs) and in emergency preparedness
trainings. Such systems typically contain models of different processes, such as
atmospheric transport and deposition models, food chain and dose models, combined in
the so-called ‘model chains’. This allows use of ERS for risk assessment of the con-
sequences of potential accidental releases from NPPs. Hence when the scenario of the

© The Editor(s) (if applicable) and The Author(s), under exclusive license
to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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potential release from NPP is available, it could be used for generation of calculation
sets of atmospheric transport following release and finally of the potential doses
received by people. The reliable risk estimates are possible only if generated sets cover
wide range of meteorological conditions of atmospheric dispersion which include
wind, precipitation and stability patterns. When the region of interest exceeds about
30 km [4] the conditions of constant in time and in space wind are unrealistic.
Therefore the commonly used practice is to calculate a set of atmospheric dispersion
scenarios following meteorological data representative of an extended period in the
area of interest (e.g. [5, 6]). The JRODOS system, which is redesigned Java-version of
RODOS [7], contains special functionality called ‘Statistic Output Tool’ which is
specially designed to solve such task. To do this the JRODOS requires the input
meteorological data generated by the numerical weather prediction (NWP) models on a
relatively fine grid (less than 0.25 dec. deg. spatial resolution, at least 1 h time reso-
lution). Thus generated input meteorological data are then further downscaled with the
aid of the RODOS meteorological preprocessor on even finer grid [8] and the atmo-
spheric dispersion is then performed with the aid of one of the atmospheric transport
models available in Local-Scale Model Chain of RODOS [1], most of which are
applicable to the distances of at least 800 km. Finally the statistical processing of the
obtained results remains on responsibility of user. Therefore the goal of the present
paper was to perform assessments of the transboundary transfer of the potential acci-
dental releases at Khmelnitsky NPP in Ukraine with the JRODOS system which was
recently implemented in Ukraine and to apply suitable statistical processing tools for
estimation of the corresponding radiological risks.

2 Problem Description and Solution Methodology

2.1 Khmelnitsky NPP

Khmelnitsky Nuclear Power Plant (KhNPP) is operated by the Ukrainian “National
Nuclear Energy Generating Company” (Energoatom). It is located in North-Western
part of Ukraine (Fig. 1) in 150 km from the Ukrainian border with Belarus, 180 km
from Poland, 210 km from Moldova, 230 km from Romania, 320 km from Slovakia,
380 km from Hungary. Presently two units VVER-1000/V-320 are in operation at
KhNPP. Construction of the third and fourth units of KhNPP started in 1985. During a
long period in 1990-th this construction was halted and renewed only after 2010.
Presently the newly constructed units 3&4 of KhNPP undergo environmental impact
assessment (EIA) procedures [9]. For that reason one of the tasks of this EIA is to
evaluate possible radiological risks related to transboundary transfer of radioactivity
following potential accidental releases at Khmelnitsky NPP units 3&4.

2.2 Meteorological Data and Source Term

Simulations of atmospheric transport following potential accidental releases from
KhNPP were calculated using the meteorological data generated in operational runs of
the WRF mesoscale meteorological model (www2.mmm.ucar.edu/wrf/users) which is
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installed and used in Ukrainian Hydrometeorological Center (UHMC) as a part of
WRF-Ukraine numerical weather prediction system. This system supply the RODOS
system operated by UHMC and other governmental organizations in Ukraine with
numerical weather prediction (NWP) data. The NWP data used in this work covered
time period from 1 June to 11 November 2018. The computational domain covered
territory of Ukraine and neighbor countries with grid resolution 0.25 dec. deg. In this
work the meteorological calculations were performed using global final analysis data
with 1 dec. deg. grid resolution of the Global Forecasting System (GFS) operated by
the US National Centers of Environmental Prediction (NCEP) with 6 h update time
period.

The source term for the potential accidental releases from KhNPP units 3&4 was
estimated in [10] for accident with a ‘guillotine rupture’ of the main circulation
pipeline. Accordingly the total released inventories are presented in Table 1. Further-
more the release duration was assumed 8 h. The release height was considered 300 m
which is realistic value taking into account large heat content of the possible release.
On the other hand, since in this work we are primarily interested in dose effects beyond
150 km, the results are not expected to be very sensitive to this parameter. As addi-
tional sensitivity tests had shown, the variation of the maximum calculated dose at
distances from the source beyond 150 km and less than 500 km, for the release heights
varying from 50 to 500 m does not exceed 15% as compared to average value of the
maximum dose at the corresponding distance calculated for different release heights.
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Fig. 1. Location of KhNPP and closest distances to the borders of neighbor countries.
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2.3 Other Settings

For the estimate of transboundary impact of the potential release from KhNPP about
4000 calculations of the dispersion scenarios were conducted using
JRODOS RIMPUFF atmospheric dispersion model and food dose model FDMT [1],
with the start time of the release located between 01.06.2018 to 08.11.2018.
The JRODOS Statistic Output Tool was used to automatically generate and perform
dispersion scenarios within the considered time period. For each dispersion scenario
atmospheric transport during 96 h following start of release was simulated and maps of
total effective potential dose for 1-year children, received during 1 year after release
from all pathways (hereafter refereed briefly as ‘effective dose’) were calculated. The 1-
year children were chosen as a reference age group because preliminary testing had
shown that for all distances from the point of release total effective doses for this group
exceeded respective doses received by other age groups (5, 10, 15-years children and
adults). Thus for each country the series of maximum effective doses reached in each
dispersion scenario at the territory of the respective country were created.

For the statistical processing of the obtained series it is important that the results
obtained for different dispersion scenarios are statistically independent. This may be
violated start times of the releases of the neighbor dispersion scenarios are close.
Therefore decorrelation procedure was applied for the simulated series of effective
doses. The selected values were deleted from series until correlation coefficient of the
obtained series of simulated effective doses and shifted series by one element was less
than 0.05. Depending on distance from the release point this required separation
between start times of the releases from 4 to 8 h. Thus for each country the decorrelated
series of maximum effective doses corresponding to different dispersion scenarios were
obtained. After this from the calculated series only elements with non-zero doses for
the respective countries were chosen. The probability of the non-zero dose (or
equivalently – probability of transport into the given country) was immediately cal-
culated. This finally reduced series vector with nonzero doses was then statistically
processed as described below.

Table 1. Release inventories for the potential accidental scenario [10].

Nuclide Inventory, Bq Nuclide Inventory, Bq

I-131 8.792E+13 Zr-95 2.600E+10
I-132 7.610E+13 Nb-95 8.880E+10
I-133 2.052E+14 Ru-103 8.130E+11
I-135 4.687E+13 Ru-106 8.040E+10
Kr-85 m 1.920E+14 Cs-134 7.210E+11
Kr-85 1.170E+13 Cs-137 4.480E+11
Xe-133 2.180E+15 Ba-140 8.740E+11
Xe-135 4.670E+14 Ce-144 6.120E+11
Sr-90 4.090E+10
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3 Results of Calculations

3.1 Calculated Doses

Figure 2 presents as an example series of calculated maximum doses at distance
200 km from KhNPP. It is interesting that variability of this parameter created
exclusively by meteorological conditions (source term is fixed) is very large and spans
three orders of magnitude. As additional analysis had shown more than 99% of
effective dose at this distance during the first year after the accident is created by food
ingestion containing iodine isotopes.

Figure 3 presents locations of points in which maximum effective dose was reached
at the territory of Belarus in different dispersion scenarios. Naturally the number of
those points is significantly smaller than the number of points in Fig. 2 because not for
all meteorological conditions plume reaches Belarus. Similar figures could be built also
for other countries. The presented example of Belarus shows that not in all cases points
of maximum dose are located near the border. Though the area density of points is
largest near the border, but in some cases points of maximum dose are located more
than in 200 km from the border. Therefore it is not possible to consider risk assessment
for the specific country by analysis of the results only in a single point of this country,
even if it is the nearest point to the release location (like points shown in Fig. 1).

Fig. 2. Maximum effective dose (mSv) obtained in different simulations at distance 200 km
from KhNPP.
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Table 2 presents values of maximum effective doses reached at the territories of
different countries in dispersion scenarios when plume was transported to the corre-
sponding country. The probabilities of transport to countries are also presented in
Table 2. This probability is greatest for Belarus (0.362) because Belarus is closest
among all countries to KhNPP and also because the length of the joint border of
Ukraine with Belarus is largest among all the considered countries. The maximum dose
reached at Belarus (on average 0.118 mSv among all scenarios) is the largest as
compared to other countries.
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Fig. 3. Locations of maximum effective dose at the territory of Belarus reached in different
dispersion scenarios following potential release from KhNPP.

Table 2. Range of values of maximum effective doses reached at the territories of different
countries in dispersion scenarios when plume was transported to the corresponding country.

Country Distance from KhNPP to
the nearest point at the
border, km

Probability of
transport to
country

Min,
mSv

Average,
mSv

Max,
mSv

Belarus 150 0.362 0.0001 0.1180 2.2711
Poland 180 0.176 0.0009 0.1204 0.7197
Slovakia 320 0.059 0.0002 0.0258 0.0754
Hungary 370 0.063 0.0001 0.0191 0.1030
Romania 230 0.300 0.0001 0.0404 0.3090
Moldova 210 0.126 0.0001 0.1418 0.7888
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The probability of transport to Romania is also considerable (0.3). Though transport
to Moldova is less probable (0.126) than transport to Romania, but the maximum doses
obtained in Moldova (on average 0.14 mSv among all scenarios) are greater than
maximum doses in Romania (on average 0.04 mSv) probably because of closer dis-
tance from Moldova to KhNPP. Despite considerable length and relatively close dis-
tance of joint border with Poland probability of transport to Poland (0.176) is more than
by 2 times less than probability of transport to Belarus, because of prevailing transport
of air masses from West. On average maximum doses reached in Poland are 0.12 mSv
which is close to the corresponding value for Moldova. The smallest among all
countries probabilities of transport and smallest maximum doses are obtained for
Slovakia and Hungary.

3.2 Results of Statistical Processing

To determine the probability of effective dose exceeding 1 mSv as a result of a single
release, the maximum dose series for each country presented in the previous sections
were approximated by the generalized extreme value distribution function (GEV),
which is often used for statistical analysis of extreme values [11]. The distributions of
conditional probabilities of exceedance of the effective dose provided that plume was
transported to corresponding country were obtained after fitting of the simulated series
with GEV distribution using MATLAB gevfit function. The resulting distributions are
presented in Fig. 4. The obtained conditional probabilities of exceeding the effective
dose of 1 mSv for different countries are presented in Table 3.

As can be seen from Table 3, in all cases the probability of a dose exceeding 1 mSv
is low, but differs quite different between different countries. The differences are due to
both the different distances to these countries and the peculiarities of climatic condi-
tions, which are naturally taken into account when calculating the consequences of
identical emissions in different meteorological conditions. In Table 2 the maximum
value of effective dose was obtained for Belarus (2.27 mSv), while according to
Table 3 the probability of exceeding the dose of 1 mSv for Belarus is less than for
Poland.

Table 3. Conditional and unconditional probabilities of exceedance of 1 mSv effective dose for
different countries.

Country Conditional probability of D > 1 mSv Probability of D > 1 mSv

Belarus 0.011 3.1E−07
Poland 0.028 3.9E−07
Slovakia 0.003 1.4E−08
Hungary 0.005 2.5E−08
Romania 0.010 2.3E−07
Moldova 0.001 9.9E−09
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This is explained both by the different length of the series and the fact that the
approximating function cannot accurately reproduce the discrete distribution histogram
due to smoothness requirements, and since the discrete histogram has an error related to
the finiteness of a number of random values. Hence to clarify the effect of the error
introduced by the finiteness of the series on the probabilities estimates, confidence
intervals for estimating the probability of exceeding the dose of 1 mSv were also
evaluated for Belarus and Poland by bootstrap method [11]. For Poland, the confidence
interval of the studied probability turned out to be 0.8–5%, while for Belarus, this
interval was 0.5–2%.

Fig. 4. Conditional probability of exceedance of given effective dose provided that plume was
transported to corresponding country, obtained after fitting simulated series with GEV
distribution for: a) Belarus; b) Hungary; c) Poland; d) Slovakia; e) Romania; f) Moldova. Circle
shows probability of exceedance of 1 mSv.
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The unconditional probability of effective dose exceeding 1 mSv could be obtained
by multiplication of conditional probability presented in Table 3 on probability of
transport to corresponding country (Table 2) and on probability of the accident.
According to the document [12], the probability of an accident similar to the accident
[10] considered in this paper is 7.82E − 05 yr−1. The corresponding unconditional
probabilities of effective dose exceeding 1 mSv for different countries are presented in
Table 3. The largest of those probabilities is obtained for Poland (3.9E − 07 yr−1),
which corresponds to the frequency of occurrence of such an accident 1 time in 2.6
million years. Finally the probability of effective dose exceeding 1 mSv in one of
neighboring countries is 9.74E − 07 yr−1, which corresponds to the frequency of
occurrence of such event 1 time in 1 million years.

4 Conclusions

In this work we applied the JRODOS nuclear emergency response system for esti-
mation of risks caused by transboundary transport of possible accidental release from
the newly designed units 3&4 of Khmelnitsky NPP. The total effective potential dose
for 1-year children received ruing 1 year after release from all pathways was calculated
and used as measure of impact because total effective doses for this age group exceeded
respective doses received by other age groups. About 4000 calculations of the dis-
persion scenarios were conducted using JRODOS atmospheric dispersion model and
food dose model, with the start times of the releases falling within the time period of
June-November, 2018. The numerical weather prediction data of WRF-Ukraine fore-
casting system operating in the Ukrainian Hydrometeorological Center were used to
drive the JRODOS simulations. For each dispersion scenario maximum dose reached at
the territory of every considered neighbor country (Belarus, Poland, Slovakia, Hun-
gary, Romania, Moldova) was calculated. The decorrelation procedure was applied for
the simulated series of effective doses to allow fitting of the simulated series with
General-Extreme Value (GEV) distribution. Taking into account probability of the
accident the total probability of effective dose exceeding 1 mSv in at least one of
neighboring countries is 9.74E − 07 yr−1, which corresponds to the frequency of
occurrence of such event 1 time in 1 million years.
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Abstract. The possibility of using grid and spectral relaxation methods
(nudging) and other options in the mesoscale model WRF for long-term con-
tinuous and forecast calculations on fine-resolution grid in the vicinity of Kyiv
has been investigated. Results of comparison of selected meteorological
parameters with surface measurements are presented. The basic recommenda-
tions for selecting the optimal combination of long-term calculation parameters
are given. The use of the selected parameters allowed to obtain continuous
meteorological fields over a long period (several months), which are well
consistent with surface measurements. With grid and surface nudging and
update of sea surface temperature for a temperature at a 2 m height in long-term
continuous simulation a mean absolute error was MAE = 1.63 °C, and for wind
speed at a 10 m height MAE = 1.11 m/s. Application of grid relaxation meth-
ods with grid surface nudging also allowed for improved results of calculations
in forecast mode. The use of optimal combination allowed decrease of MAE for
2-m temperature from 2.06 °C to 1.85 °C for the first 48 h of forecast and from
2.35 °C to 2.14 °C for the next 49–96 h of forecast. The statistical measures of
the quality of forecasted wind fields were also improved.

Keywords: WRF � Grid nudging � Spectral nudging � Meteorological fields �
Data assimilation � Kyiv

1 Introduction

In many scientific and practical problems there occurs a need to estimate the state of the
atmosphere in the past on a regular grid covering particular geographical region and
prolongated time period – from several months to years. In several global products,
such as final analysis archive of the Global Forecasting System (GSF) of the US
National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) [1] global fields of analyzed
meteorological variables were calculated with using meteorological models and mea-
surements combined by using data assimilation procedures and made available on a
regular grids typically having spatial resolutions from 0.15 to 1 dec. deg (0.25 dec. deg
in case of [1]). However in many applications, for instance, in urban air pollution
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studies, occurs a need to calculate meteorological fields on even finer grids for certain
historical time periods. If this is done in a single run of limited-area mesoscale
meteorological model such as WRF [2] and using data of global reanalysis fields to
specify boundary and initial conditions, the following known problem may occur.
When historical time period is sufficiently long (e.g. a few months and more) the
resulting synoptic-scale features obtained in the run of mesoscale model could unre-
alistically deviate from the input reanalysis data as a result of the inherent sensitivity of
non-linear equations of atmospheric dynamics to small changes in initial and boundary
conditions [3]. One way to overcome this difficulty is to split historical time period in a
sequence of short-duration calculation periods having length from 48 to 96 h [3].
However this approach may lead to unphysical discontinuities in meteorological
variables. Alternative approach is to use ‘nudging’ methods previously implemented in
WRF model [4, 5]. This approach was tested in previous work (to be published) for the
problem of reanalysis of meteorological conditions for the territory of Ukraine on a grid
with resolution 0.15 deg. However when meteorological conditions are simulated on
even finer grid new physical processes of smaller scale are resolved by the model, such
as urban-scale circulations, convection. Therefore the goal of the present work was to
test the nudging method for reanalysis of meteorological fields in fine-scale long-term
simulations of weather conditions for the Kyiv region. Secondly we for the first time
apply and test this method in forecasting mode for Kyiv region.

2 Model Setup and Numerical Experiment Description

The simulation was performed using the WRF model [2] in nested domains. A large
external domain with dimensions 120 � 80 horizontal grids points with spacing of 0.15
degrees was created to cover the whole of Ukraine. An internal domain (Fig. 1) with 49
� 37 horizontal grid points with spacing of 0.025 degrees was created for detailed
modeling in the vicinity of Kyiv. In both domains 28 vertical levels were used. The
Modis_15s global dataset was used to obtain land use categories and the topo_gmt-
ed2010_30s dataset was used to obtain topographical data. The resolution of input
geographical data (15s for land use and 30s for topography) is sufficient for meteo-
rological simulations on computational grid having 0.025 dec. deg. (90 s) resolution
around Kyiv. However if resolution of computational grid is further increased it is
reasonable to use more detailed geographical data such as products of Sentinel-2
(https://land.copernicus.eu/global/products/lc). Some parameters are responsible for
physical processes, which supposedly should not significantly affect the differences
between long-term and short-term modeling, were fixed in all the calculations. WSM 6-
class graupel scheme was used for microphysics. For the long-wave radiation, we used
the RRTM scheme, for the short-wave radiation Goddard Shortwave scheme. For the
surface layer model, the Monin-Obukhov (Janjic Eta) scheme based on the similarity
theory and for the boundary layer model, the Mellor-Yamada-Janjic (Eta) TKE scheme
parameterization was used. The Kain-Fritsch cumulus region model was turned on only
for the outer region and turned off for the detailed region. Therefore, the feedback
option was disabled in all performed calculations. All mentioned parameterizations are
described in [2].
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Modeling was performed for the period from 2019/01/01 to 2019/06/11. This
period includes the cold and warm seasons of the year, which are characterized by
significantly different characteristics of meteorological conditions and processes (the
presence or absence of snow cover, the presence or absence of ice on the surface of
water bodies, soil heating, rainfall of various types, etc.). The end of the calculation on
2019.06.11 is due to the fact that at this moment the number of vertical levels in the
global GFS model changed (in the WRF model, it is not possible to use boundary data
with a different number of vertical levels within one continuous calculation). For initial
and boundary conditions in long term calculations we used the 0.25° � 0.25° NCEP
Global Final Analysis (FNL) data [1] with 6 h’ time step. In forecast mode we used
0.5º � 0.5º NCEP Global Forecast System (GFS) data with 3 h’ time step.

In this study, we first examined the effect of common parameters that are likely to
affect the quality of long-term modeling, such as sst_update (update of sea surface
temperature), grid_fdda (grid nudging), grid_sfdda (surface nudging). All these options
were turned on only for the external domain. The simulation results in the detailed
internal region changed only due to changes in the boundary conditions due to changes
in the fields in the external domain. After that, for the chosen optimal combination, the
influence of the different surface physics options was investigated. At the final stage,
the optimal combination was checked when operating in the prognostic mode.

Fig. 1. Internal computational domain (d02) with fine-scale grid, topography, and surface
weather stations
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To apply grid surface nudging is necessary to create the wrfsfdda_d01 file. The
Obsgrid program was used to create these files. This program was created by NCEP to
assimilate measurements and fields of the global model in the calculation process. To
create a wrfsfdda_d01 file, we did not use raw measurements, but only assimilated the
data already contained in met_em files created by the real.exe program, which already
contain information from measurements assimilated during analysis procedure of GFS
model.

Comparison was performed for the results obtained in the inner domain with
measurements of three weather stations (Fig. 1) located at the airports: UKKK (Kyiv,
Zhulyany), UKBB (Boryspil), UKKM (Antonov, Gostomel). Basic statistical com-
parisons were made for temperature at 2 meters, wind speed and wind direction at
10 meters. For the statistical evaluation of the simulation results, we used the following
measures: mean error (ME), mean absolute error (MAE) and correlation coefficient
between the simulated and measured data. Precipitation reproduction quality assess-
ment was performed only for UKKK station. All the comparisons in this Sects. 3 and 4
(analysis calculations) were performed against data of WMO stations that were
involved in the creation of final analysis data which were used as input. Only in Sect. 5
(the forecast mode) the comparisons are performed against independent measurement
data.

3 Results with Varying the General Parameters

Table 1 shows all the calculations performed during testing of the selected general
parameters, which can affect the quality of long-term continuous modeling. Noah
Land-Surface Model was used in all these calculations. To additionally assess the
quality of long-term continuous calculations, short-term calculations (48h_restart in
tables) were performed that fully covered the selected comparison period (the duration
of each individual calculation was 54 h, of which the first 6 h were spent on initial-
ization and were not taken into account in the comparison).

Table 1. Calculations with different the general parameters

ID Case WRF options
sst_update grid_fdda grid_sfdda

1 48h_restart 0 0 0
2 continuous 0 0 0
3 sst_update 1 0 0
4 gfdda 0 1 0
5 gfdda&sst_update 1 1 0
6 gfdda2&sst_update 1 2 0
7 gfdda&sfdda&sst_update 1 1 1
8 gfdda&sfdda2&sst_update 1 1 2
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Tables 2 and 3 show the systematic error, the mean absolute error, and the cor-
relation coefficient Corr for temperature at 2 m, precipitation accumulated for 24 h,
wind speed and wind direction at 10 m. Statistical measures for precipitation were
calculated only for one surface weather station (UKKK), which reported 283 mm of
rainfall during comparison period from 2019/01/01 to 2019/06/11. Automatic updating
of the water surface temperature positively affected the modeling of temperature at 2 m
level, and is less statistically noticeable when modeling wind fields. Enabling this
option reduced MAE for temperature from 2.11 to 2.04 °C.

The use of grid relaxation (option grid_fdda = 1) had a noticeable positive effect in
modeling wind fields. Enabling this option allowed reducing MAE for wind speed from
1.46 m/s to 1.29 m/s and increasing the correlation coefficient from 0.71 to 0.75. For
wind direction, MAE decreased from 27.17° to 24.30 with an increase in the correlation
coefficient from 0.62 to 0.65. In addition, similarly to other works (for example [6]), it
was possible to maintain the correct synoptic-scale structure of the pressure field in the
long-term calculation. Figure 2 presents the example of simulated temperature at height

Table 2. Statistical variables for temperature at 2 m level and precipitations.

Temperature, °C Precipitation, mm/24 h
ID Case ME MAE Correlation ME MAE Correlation

1 48h_restart −0.47 1.73 0.97 0.26 1.88 0.45
2 continuous −0.47 2.11 0.97 0.84 2.03 0.50
3 sst_update −0.81 2.04 0.97 0.38 1.96 0.30
4 gfdda −0.19 2.10 0.97 0.46 2.08 0.38
5 gfdda&sst_update −0.47 2.03 0.97 0.62 2.23 0.43
6 gfdda2&sst_update −0.54 2.05 0.97 1.36 2.72 0.37
7 gfdda&sfdda&sst_update −0.43 1.63 0.98 0.39 1.99 0.41
8 gfdda&sfdda2&sst_update −0.51 2.11 0.96 0.93 2.20 0.41

Table 3. Statistical variables for wind speed and wund direction at 10 m level

Winds Speed (m/sec) Wind Direction (deg)
ID Case ME MAE Correlation ME MAE Correlation

1 48h_restart 0.97 1.32 0.76 3.55 23.37 0.64
2 continuous 1.33 1.46 0.71 5.88 27.17 0.62
3 sst_update 1.34 1.39 0.70 4.61 27.71 0.62
4 gfdda 0.54 1.26 0.75 4.31 24.30 0.65
5 gfdda&sst_update 0.93 1.37 0.75 3.72 24.50 0.69
6 gfdda2&sst_update 0.96 1.43 0.75 2.88 25.34 0.64
7 gfdda&sfdda&sst_update 0.61 1.11 0.79 2.24 22.27 0.68
8 gfdda&sfdda2&sst_update 0.17 1.33 0.71 −10.11 30.11 0.63
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2 m, wind speed and wind direction at height 10 m and observations for surface
weather station in Zhulyany (UKKK).

The use of spectral relaxation (option grid_fdda = 2, with additional parameters
xwavenum = 3 and ywavenum = 3) allowed to obtain close statistical results to the
calculations with grid relaxation. Both relaxation options implemented in the WRF
model improve the results and are recommended for use in continuous long-term
modeling of meteorological conditions.

Using the option of grid surface nudging (grid_sfdda = 1) has significantly
improved the modeling of surface meteorological fields Simulation with the turning on
of this option allowed to obtain the best results for all the studied variables. This
allowed us to reduce the average error for temperature to 1.63 °C and increase the
coefficient of correlation to 0.98. For wind speed MAE reduced to 1.11 m/s and
coefficient of correlation increased to 0.79. For wind direction MAE reduced to
22.27 deg and coefficient of correlation increased to 0.68. The FASDAS method of
surface grid nudging (grid_sfdda = 2, flux-adjusted surface data assimilation system)
turned out to be statistically worse than a number of other calculations.
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Fig. 2. Temperature at height 2 m, wind speed and wind direction at height 10 m for surface
weather station in Zhulyany (UKKK). Solid line – WRF simulations (gfdda&sst_update case),
dashed line – measurements.
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4 Results with Varying the Surface Physics

The land surface model (sf_surface_physics) is one of the most important options for
long-term modeling, as it is responsible for the properties of the underlying surface
(temperature, humidity, albedo, snow depth, etc.). We tested four different land surface
models (LSM) and evaluated their impact on the quality of continuous long-term
modeling. The following models took part in testing: NOAH LSM (four layers of soil),
RUC LSM (nine layers of soil), CLM4 (ten layers of soil), PLEIM-XIU (two layers of
soil).

During testing, we found that the RUC earth surface model in WRFV3.9 (and
newer versions) contains a critical error, which leads to an incorrect estimate (over-
estimation) of the thickness of the snow cover. Therefore, for the RUC model, we used
older WRFV 3.8.1, all other calculations were performed using WRFV 3.9. All cal-
culations were performed with the turning on of updating the sea surface temperature
and using grid nudging. The statistical results of comparing calculations with mea-
surements of surface stations are given in Tables 4 and 5.

The best results for temperature modeling were obtained with the ten-layer model
CLM4 (MAE = 1.93 °C). The two-layer PLXU model resulted in the worst results for
temperature (MAE = 3.02 °C). When modeling wind speed at a height of 10 m, the
best results were obtained using models PLXU (MAE = 1.03 m/sec) and RUC
(MAE = 1.09 m/sec). At the same time, for the wind direction, the minimum error was
obtained using the model NOAH (MAE = 24.50 deg).

Table 4. Statistical variables for temperature at 2 m level for different land surface model

Temperature 2 m, °C Precipitations, mm/24 h

ID Case ME MAE Correlation ME MAE Correlation
1 NOAH −0.47 2.03 0.97 0.62 2.23 0.43
2 RUC9 −1.33 2.38 0.96 1.31 2.38 0.54
3 CLM 0.54 1.93 0.97 0.21 1.70 0.42
4 PLXU −2.68 3.02 0.96 −0.17 1.55 0.64

Table 5. Statistical variables for wind speed and wind direction at 10 m level for different land
surface model

Winds speed
(m/sec)

Wind direction
(deg)

ID Case ME MAE Corr ME MAE Corr
1 NOAH 0.93 1.37 0.75 3.72 24.50 0.69
2 RUC9 0.44 1.09 0.76 −1.83 26.08 0.66
3 CLM 0.77 1.28 0.72 6.17 27.12 0.65
4 PLXU 0.16 1.03 0.75 –5.26 26.42 0.67
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The best results for precipitation were found for the PLXU model (see Fig. 3).
The NOAH and RUC models showed good agreement with snow depth obtained from
the final analysis data (see Fig. 4). Moreover, the NOAH LSM reproduced better than
other models the time of complete disappearance of the snow cover. Models CLM4 and
PLXU significantly underestimated snow depth.

With continuous long-term calculation, none of the models was able to reproduce
well the temperature of the lower soil layer given in the final analysis. This is probably
due to difference in the depth of the lowest soil layer where a fixed boundary condition
for the temperature is set.

5 The Forecast Mode

In the previous sections we found that the use of grid nudging and option sst_update
could significantly improve the results of long-term modeling of meteorological con-
ditions in the vicinity of Kyiv. In this section, we will check the effect of these options
on the quality of short-term modeling in the forecast mode. For testing, we performed
four sets of predictive calculations: 1) without grid nudging and sea surface tempera-
ture updating (normal); 2) with turned on grid nudging and sea surface temperature
(wrfda); 3) with turned on grid nudging and sea surface temperature only for the first
48 h of forecast (wrfda48); 4) with turned on grid nudging and sea surface temperature
and turned on surface grid nudging (wrfda&sfdda);
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Each set of calculations includes 80 separate prognostic calculations lasting 96 h.
The period between individual calculations is 48 h. The performed series of calcula-
tions fully covered the same period over which the comparison in the previous sections
was carried out (from 01/01/2011 to 2019/06/11). The comparison was carried out
separately for the first 48 h of each forecast, and for the period from the 49th to the
96th hour of each forecast. Statistical error indicators of the calculated results are
presented in Tables 6, 7 and 8.

The use of grid nudging allowed us to slightly improve all the simulation results in
the prognostic mode. MAE for temperature decreased from 2.06 °C to 1.99 °C for the
first 48 h and from 2.35 °C to 2.32 °C for the next 49–96 h. For wind speed MAE
decreased from 1.51 m/sec to 1.42 m/sec for the first 48 h of forecast and from
1.84 m/sec to 1.71 m/s for the next 49–96 h.

The turning on of surface nudging had noticeable positive effect on the quality of
forecasted temperature. The MAE additionally decreased from 1.99 °C to 1.85 °C for
first 48 h of forecast and from 2.32 °C to 2.14 °C for the last 49–96 h. There is no
noticeable error change for the wind direction, but using this option allowed to increase
the correlation coefficient from 0.63 to 0.66 for the first 48 h and from 0.55 to 0.57 for
period covered 48–96 h of forecast.

Table 6. Statistical variables for temperature at 2 m level for calculations in forecast mode

0–48 h 49–96 h

ID Case ME MAE Corr ME MAE Corr
1 normal −0.42 2.06 0.97 −0.17 2.35 0.96
2 wrfda −0.39 1.99 0.97 −0.11 2.32 0.96
3 wrfda48 −0.39 1.99 0.97 −0.11 2.36 0.96
4 wrfda&sfdda −0.25 1.85 0.97 −0.01 2.14 0.96

Table 7. Statistical variables for wind speed at 10 m level for calculations in forecast mode

0–48 h 49–96 h

ID Case ME MAE Corr ME MAE Corr
1 normal 1.18 1.51 0.73 1.45 1.84 0.62
2 wrfda 1.07 1.42 0.74 1.31 1.71 0.64
3 wrfda48 1.07 1.42 0.74 1.40 1.78 0.63
4 wrfda&sfdda 1.07 1.43 0.73 1.31 1.70 0.63

Table 8. Statistical variables for wind direction at 10 m level for calculations in forecast mode

0–48 h 49–96 h

ID Case ME MAE Corr ME MAE Corr
1 normal 1.56 28.06 0.64 2.27 35.44 0.55
2 wrfda 1.57 28.25 0.63 0.68 34.84 0.55
3 wrfda48 1.57 28.25 0.63 1.73 35.20 0.55
4 wrfda&sfdda 0.27 28.45 0.66 −1.12 34.90 0.57
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6 Conclusions

The effectiveness of using grid and spectral relaxation methods and other options in the
mesoscale model WRF for long-term historical calculations and in forecast mode on
the detailed grid covering Kyiv region has been investigated for the period from
January 1, 2019 to June 6, 2019. The use of grid nudging combined with the sea
surface temperature updating option in WRF model allows long-term multi-month
calculations with improved simulation results on detailed grid. Errors obtained for the
internal high-resolution domain during long-term calculations using the grid nudging
and grid surface nudging are smaller than the errors of the run splitted on sequence of
short-term calculations. In long-term historical run with grid and surface nudging and
update of sea surface temperature for a temperature at a 2 m height a mean absolute
error was MAE = 1.63 °C, and for wind speed at a 10-m height MAE = 1.11 m/s. The
obtained statistical indicators of the model performance are consistent with the results
presented in similar works such as [6, 7].

The disadvantage of the CLM4 model is its complexity and significant require-
ments for computing resources (the calculation time using this surface model turned out
to be approximately 8 times longer than the calculation time of other models). Models
CLM4 and PLXU significantly underestimated the height of the snow cover, but better
than other models reproduced precipitation in the warm season. In future studies it may
also be useful to use for land surface model validation the Sentinel-3 Land Surface
Temperature product and Snow and Ice Monitoring product.

Grid relaxation methods (especially grid surface nudging) also allowed for
improved results of calculations in the prognostic mode. For temperature at 2 m height
MAE decreased from 2.06 °C to 1.85 °C for the first 48 h of forecast and MAE
decreased from 2.35 °C to 2.14 °C for next 49–96 h of forecast. The quality of fore-
casted wind fields using relaxation techniques was also improved.
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Abstract. The study was carried out to evaluate the amount and composition of
SMW and to determine the potential for waste treatment. The simulation model
that underlies the information subsystem of management support for solid
municipal waste management has been developed. The system dynamics model
was used to estimate the average annual amount of SMW. Simulation was
performed using the AnyLogic 7 environment. To analyze the sensitivity of the
model, it is necessary to consider the main factors of influence: population,
waste components.
For developing a simulation model, regression equations were used: the

dynamics of population change, the dynamics of changes in the generated waste,
the dynamics of changes in the volume of housing stock, the dynamics of
changes indicators of retail trade and public catering, the dynamics of changes
industrial production, the dynamics of changes household income.
The used amount depends on the produced and recycled wastes, while the

com-pacted density is constant. This means that if the amount of collected
wastes increases as a result of population decline, the volume of use will
increase. The model allows to carry out the forecast of volumes of the generated
waste for decision-making in system of regional management.

Keywords: Mathematical modeling � Solid waste management � Mathematical
model � Morphological composition of waste

1 Prerequisites for Mathematical and Experimental
Simulation for the Prediction of Municipal Waste
Generation

1.1 Problem Statement and the Purpose of Research

According to the National Strategy of waste management in Ukraine until 2030 and the
National Waste Management Plan until 2030 in the areas of Ukraine needs to develop a
regional waste management plan. Much attention is paid to municipal waste man-
agement (municipal and municipal waste), details of their generation, and current state
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of the system and the scenario of system development [1, 2]. The data on volumes of
waste, their morphological structure, the number of processing and disposal can be
obtained from official sources, but they are fragmented. That is why we have developed
our own approach to determining the generation of municipal waste in settlements of
Ukraine, which is described in this article.

The aim of this research is development of simulation prognostic model of waste
generation.

1.2 Analysis of Recent Research and Publications

Municipal waste generation models are required for adequate planning and manage-
ment of environmental impacts. The issue of predicting the generation of municipal
waste has been addressed by various authors. Thus, V.M. Adamović et al. [3] have
developed a general regression network model (GRNM) based on available social,
economic, demographic and sustainability indicators. C. Ghinea et al. [4] used
regression and time series analysis in their predictive models, using the following
variables as baseline variables: population, age, urban life expectancy, total SMW.

1.3 Materials and Methods of Researches

The methodological basis for evaluating and selecting ways to improve the environ-
mental safety of the region under consideration by improving the efficiency of the
waste management system is a systematic approach that is increasingly used in research
both at the stage of analysis of an existing problem and in the process of making
management decisions. System analysis is the most constructive area that is used to put
systems theory into practice in management tasks. Constructiveness of system analysis
is connected with development of the method of carrying out works, which allows to
take into account all essential factors that allow to build effective control systems in
specific conditions [5].

As defined in [6], the introduction of waste management technologies includes
measures aimed at preventing the generation of waste, its collection, transportation,
storage, treatment, disposal, burial, solid waste disposal, as well as control over these
operations and control sites for disposal.

If we designate by function Gðx; n; t; sÞ the waste system of the region, through u(x,
t) – the waste management system, which is formed under the influence of the fol-
lowing factors: volume of waste generation; basic professional ideas; �xuðx; tÞ – the
distribution of management influence takes into account existing technological con-
cepts; �xb;zðx; tÞ – external influences take into account the attitude of the society and its
financial capabilities; �xðn; sÞ – the standardization function of mitigation is based on
the legal framework and the attitude of the state; then a generalized scheme of the waste
management system can be constructed (Fig. 1).
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We will apply the method of morphological analysis for construction a standard-
izing control function [7]. The essence of the method is that the system distinguishes
several characteristic for its main functional elements of morphological features, each
of which make the most complete list of different specific options (alternatives)
expression of these features. Each characteristic characterizes the indicator, function,
mode of operation (or state) of the system, the form of interaction of indicators (ele-
ments), etc., on which the solution of the problem depends and the main purpose of
functioning of the system of distribution of project resources is achieved. The signs
with their alternatives are arranged in the form of a morphological matrix, according to
which it is possible to form a morphological model, which allows to systematically
analyze the different structures of the waste management system, taking into account
the peculiarities of the region.

In balance modifications, the appearance of waste is estimated according to
information in the field of product use, trade, consumption of goods. Factor modifi-
cations are based on the consideration of conditions that show the formation of waste.
Statistical modifications are regularities of change of formation of MSW. For today, the
best and most accurate method, which covers all parameters, is a comprehensive
method (factorial with elements of statistics). The method is based on retrospective
analysis, which allows to identify the significance of the conditions. The model must
take into account all the conditions that affect the studied indicator.

The proposed model of system dynamics identifies key elements that should be
quantified as variables, and their effects are formulated mathematically. The model is
finally determined when the parameters and initial values for state variables (stocks) are
defined. For forecasting, you need to choose parameters that can be predicted with high
accuracy for a long forecasting horizon.

The software product consists of four forms. The main window of the program
presents eight controls (eight main blocks shown in the diagram), which allow to make
settings for further forecasting the volume of municipal solid waste. The functionality
of the program is presented in detail schematically in the Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Generalized scheme of waste management system: x0ðn; sÞ – the initial state of waste
generation in the region; ɷ (x, t) – the final state of waste generation in the region
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The study uses the methodology of system dynamics Forrester. The software
product consists of four forms. The main window of the program presents eight con-
trols, which allow you to make settings for further forecasting the volume of solid
waste.

The software product «Municipal waste counter (MWC)» was developed using the
Visual C 7.0 programming language in the Microsoft Visual Studio 2017 programming
environment using the .NET Framework 4.5.1.

The project is designed as a Windows Forms application. To run, you must have
Windows 7/8/8.1 installed on your computer with the .NET Framework version at least
4.5.1 or Windows 10 installed. The project contains four forms: Form1, Form2, Form3
and Form4. The main form of the Form1 project gives access to the main functions of
working with files (loading and saving data), selection of a territorial feature, input of
the initial information which is necessary for forecasting, etc.

2 Construction of Mathematical Simulation Models
for the Prediction of Solid Municipal Waste
(SMW) Production

2.1 Forecasting of the Volume of SMW Production

It is known that the quantitative and qualitative characteristics of municipal waste
depend on the sources of their generation. In general, they include: paper, cardboard,
glass, metals, plastic, bio-waste, wood, textiles, packaging, waste electrical and elec-
tronic equipment, waste batteries, batteries and accumulators, as well as bulky waste.
Exact information on the composition and quantitative indicators of municipal waste
management in Zhytomyr was not available at the time of the study. Therefore, we

Fig. 2. Schematic model of the program «Municipal waste counter (MWC)»
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used the “assumptions” approach to forecast. The data of 2016 year provided a “null
hypothesis”. Population of Zhytomyr: in 2016 - 267.6 thousand people [8].

For every 1000 births and deaths were 10.4 and 16.2, respectively. The difference
between births and deaths generates a net population (Cn), which is used to calculate
waste generation (Q). The population growth rate was used to calculate waste gener-
ation. A production volume of SMW depends on the volume of housing stock (Gt),
indicators of retail trade and public catering (Pn), industrial production (Rn), and
household income (D). The dynamics of change according to [8] can be represented in
the form of regression models (1)–(6):

✓ the dynamics of population change:

Cn = 0,3299c4 � 3; 9136c3 þ 15; 963c2 � 30; 925c þ 282; 66; ð1Þ

where c - the quantity of population in the region, thousands of people;
✓ the dynamics of changes in the generated waste:

Q = � 12500q4 þ 141667q3 � 537500q2 þ 825054q þ 161896; ð2Þ

where q - the quantity of waste generated, м3;
✓ the dynamics of changes in the volume of housing stock:

Gt¼ � 3; 7916g4 þ 45; 584g3 � 189; 72g2 þ 318; 22g þ 5215; ð3Þ

where g – housing, million square meters;
✓ the dynamics of changes indicators of retail trade and public catering:

Pn = 143,09p � 282660; ð4Þ

where p – indicators of retail trade and public catering, million UAN;
✓ the dynamics of changes industrial production:

Rn = 298,13r � 589634; ð5Þ

where r – industrial production, mil. UAN;
✓ the dynamics of changes household income:

D = 108,07d2 � 433477d, ð6Þ

where d – household income, mil. UAN.

Using the obtained approximate dependencies, we can determine the predictive
value and volume factors specific production of waste in the near future.
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The dependence of actual, estimated and projected volumes of SMW in the period
from 2009 to 2021 years for Zhytomyr as the main link of the waste-producing object
indicates their growth. This function is most influenced by industrial production and
retail trade. This is explained by the size of the population and the dependence of living
standards on the development of certain industries of the city. The increase in the
volume of SMW is due to the increase in the volume of housing stock, the growth of
industrial production, retail trade and catering, and the increase in income.

The analysis of the data shows that the growth of each resource corresponds to the
growth of SMW (Fig. 3, 4). There is no data on the change of each isolated resource,
but it is known that the standard of living of the population remains low. This suggests
that the function will increase as each argument grows. The scarcity of resources
inhibits the positive population growth in the forecast period, so it can be assumed that
the growth efficiency of this resource decreases due to its further increase. In addition,
there is no data that contradicts the function homogeneity hypothesis. Therefore, there
is reason to believe that the function satisfies neoclassical criteria.

Regarding the possibility of replacing arguments of the waste function, a relatively
stable level of technological exchange between factors is expected in the forecast
period. The steady state condition roughly corresponds to the proportionality of the
marginal and average productivity of the factors. For its part, this means that the
elasticity of factor replacement is unity. Since the volume of SMW formation is
influenced by heterogeneous factors, the least-squares function is chosen as the basis of
the mathematical model.

The population is 267,6 thousand people

2021

Estimated data 

2020

248,3524 244,1067 

Housing is 5, 372 million square meters 

Retail trade is 4731,2 million UAN 

Industrial production is 8008,9 mil. UAN 

Cash income of the population is 14407 

5398,952 5391,151 

33544,98 

6513,194 

12859,96 

6385,722 

12592,15 

30311,38 

Waste generation, cubic meters 728780 745501 

Fig. 3. Forecasting of the volume of SMW production in Zhytomyr
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The main disadvantages of an existing waste management organization are volume
of waste which has to remove is determined on the basis of theoretical norms of
formation, which lead to overestimation of funds for export; as payment for SMW
export services is carried out by volume. Most cars are filled to half that reduces the
quality of sanitation and increases cost. The lack of centralized control over the TKW
removal process contributes to an increase in unauthorized landfills, which in turn leads
to a rise in the cost of maintaining sanitary and environmental standards.

Data of actual, estimated and projected volumes of SMW from 2006 to 2025 years as
the main link of the waste facility are indicate an increase in SMW volumes in Zhytomyr
region compared to 2015 year. The situation might change with the use of modern
methods of waste management. The projected amount of waste can be reduced by 2025.

Systemic dynamics methods were used to estimate the volume of urban solid
municipal waste. Parameters for construction of a simulation model of waste produc-
tion presented in Table 1. We will carry out simulation modeling by means of Any-
Logic 7 environment. For developing a simulation model were used regression
Eqs. (1)–(6). Figure 6 shows the projected population and garbage collection by 2025
year. Simulation modeling of waste generation was presented in Fig. 5. These two
parameters are quite close in their values, so in 2014 the population amounted to 270.9
thousand people, while the projected one – 270.38 thousand people. This indicates that
the model is 95% accurate. A decrease in population was noted - by the end of the
simulation up to 244.106 thousand people.

Fig. 4. Data of waste generation forecasting
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Equation to describe population:
population tð Þ ¼ population t � Dtð Þ þ flow population� Dt; where

flow population ¼ natality t � Dtð Þ�mortality t � Dtð Þ
To run the application, youmust specify the initial conditions:Choose the population

0ð Þ ¼ 271; 000 people:

ð7Þ

Equation to describe total waste:
total waste tð Þ ¼ total waste t � Dtð Þ þ flow waste � Dt; where
flow waste ¼ population t � Dtð Þ � waste generation per person

ð8Þ

Equation to describe the dynamics of constituent wastes; namely glass:
glass tð Þ ¼ glass t � Dtð Þ þ flow glass � Dt; where
flow glass ¼ thick glass t � Dtð Þ � glass volume

ð9Þ

Equation to describe the dynamics of metal waste:
metal tð Þ ¼ metal t � Dtð Þ þ flow metal � Dt; where
flow metal ¼ density metal � volume metal

ð10Þ

Equation to describe the dynamics of cardboard waste:
cardboard tð Þ ¼ cardboard t � Dtð Þ þ flow cardboard� Dt; where
flow cardboard ¼ density cardboard � volume cardboard

ð11Þ

Equation to describe waste paper dynamics:
waste paper tð Þ ¼ waste paper t � Dtð Þ þ flow waste paper � Dt; where

flow waste paper ¼ density waste � volume waste
ð12Þ

Equation to describe the dynamics of plastic waste:
plastic tð Þ ¼ plastic t � Dtð Þ þ flow plastic � Dt; where
flow plastic ¼ thick plastic � volume plastic

ð13Þ

Table 1. Parameters for construction of a simulation model of waste production

Parameter name Value Parameter name Value

natality 0.002/year density_garbage 0.08
mortality 0.004/year volume_garbage 26*365
density_glass 1 density_plastic 0.07
volume_glass 720 volume_plastic 254*365
density_metal 0.36 density_organics 0.43
volume_metal 14*365 volume_organics 122*365
density_cardboard 0.08 density_other 0.27
volume_cardboard 74*365 volume_other 52*365
Production_waste_per_person 0.275 t/ year * people
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Equations to describe the dynamics of organic waste :
organics tð Þ ¼ organics t � Dtð Þ þ flow organics � Dt; where
flow organics ¼ organics taste � organics volume

ð14Þ

Equation to describe waste dynamics of the category00other waste00 :
other waste tð Þ ¼ other waste t � Dtð Þ þ flow other � Dt; where

flow other ¼ taste other � volume other
ð15Þ

Adynamic variable is introduced into themodel :
General waste ¼ glass þ metal þ other waste þ plastic þ organic þ waste paper

þ cardboard
ð16Þ
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Fig. 5. Simulation modeling of waste generation
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Dependency graphs are shown in Fig. 6.
The total amount of waste generated is calculated by multiplying the rate of waste

generation (kg/ day per capita) and the total population. The model demonstrates the
total amount of waste generated by the population. The amount of waste generated is
the amount accumulated, that is, the amount of waste generated in a given year is added
to the amount of waste generated in the previous year.

Table 1 and Fig. 8 show the population at the annual baseline and representative
indicative values of all waste fractions considered that may be generated in the year of
assessment. It is expected that tonnage will continue to grow with decreasing popu-
lation and changing socio-economic conditions. In the simulated study, the population
was 270377, producing 18886 kg of food waste, 720 kg of glass waste (as of 2014
year). Therefore, glass waste in 2021 year will be 360 kg, and food waste - 94428 kg.
The model takes into account different types of waste (cardboard, inert glass (less than
10 mm in diameter), metal, organic, paper, plastic and others). In addition, the model
also shows the amount of each type of waste generated. The model considers the
possibility of accepting a particular type of processing, depending on the economic
region, where there are opportunities for different types of processing. By using the
model from the point of view of waste treatment, considerable savings can be achieved
(Fig. 8).

Fig. 6. Population dynamics and waste production over five years

Fig. 7. Morphological composition of waste, %
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It can be concluded that the morphological composition of SMW has significantly
changed in the following components: increased organic component, plastic; the
amount of waste paper (paper, cardboard) decreased (Fig. 7).

The system dynamics model allows to visualize the picture of solid waste gener-
ation for cities such as Zhytomyr, in comparison with traditional approaches. The
model can be used as a decision support tool to predict the future situation and the
amount of different types of waste generated in the Zhytomyr region.

The regional approach rather than a local approach is rational when organizing and
managing SMW circulation processes. The city can be considered as a regional system,
which has a multilevel, hierarchical structure, the elementary unit of which is a set-
tlement, where mainly all processes of life, including waste, are concentrated.

The primary task is to predict the volume of solid municipal waste accumulation,
mathematical modeling and study of the morphological composition of waste due to
changes in environmental and social factors that affect on the morphological compo-
sition of waste. This problem is solved by the proposed system dynamics model.

3 Conclusions

The study was carried out to evaluate the amount and composition of SMW and to
determine the potential for waste treatment. The simulation model that underlies the
information subsystem of management support for solid municipal waste management
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Fig. 8. Simulation modeling and forecasting for a five-year waste production period
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has been developed. The system dynamics model was used to estimate the average
annual amount of SMW. Simulation was performed using the AnyLogic 7 environ-
ment. To analyze the sensitivity of the model, it is necessary to consider the main
factors of influence: population, waste components.

For developing a simulation model were used regression equations: the dynamics
of population change, the dynamics of changes in the generated waste, the dynamics of
changes in the volume of housing stock, the dynamics of changes indicators of retail
trade and public catering, the dynamics of changes industrial production, the dynamics
of changes household income.

The used amount depends on the produced and recycled wastes, while the com-
pacted density is constant. This means that if the amount of collected wastes increases
as a result of population decline, the volume of use will increase. The model allows to
carry out the forecast of volumes of the generated waste for decision-making in system
of regional management.
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Abstract. A new particle tracking method for modelling of pollutant propa-
gation in multicomponent medium with first-order reaction kinetics and spatially
varying model parameters was developed using method of moments. The pro-
posed particle tracking method has weaker time step limit in comparison with
standard method. This method was applied to simulate vertical transport by
sinking particulate matter (scavenging) of the artificial radionuclides introduced
to the ocean surface in result of the fallout from the nuclear weapon testing. The
method was applied to simulate scavenging of plutonium 239,240Pu in the
northern Pacific Ocean. The results of simulation of plutonium 239,240Pu scav-
enging in the northern Pacific Ocean agreed with measurements in period 1972–
1997. We found that dispersion of reactive contamination caused by two-way
phase transition can be much greater than vertical diffusion in the ocean. It was
showed importance in the scavenging process of large fast sinking particles
leaching contaminated layer of the ocean and process of dissolution with depth
of the mainly organic sinking particulate matter.

Keywords: Particle tracking � Reaction kinetics � Method of moments �
Radionuclide scavenging � Plutonium 239240pu

1 Introduction

A particle tracking methods originated from statistical physics [1] are widely used in
the modelling of pollutant transport in environment including ocean (e.g. [2–6]) along
with many other applications. In these methods the released pollutant amount is divided
between a large number of particles tracked along the path. Unlike Eulerian numerical
methods, particle tracking Lagrangian methods are conservative, they are free from
numerical dispersion, artificial smoothing and oscillations. The particle tracking is
especially computationally effective when pollution occupies a small part of the
computational domain. First order reactions can be introduced in particle tracking
algorithm assuming that at given time step, the particle changes phase state with some
probability depending on the kinetic coefficients [2, 7]. However, this time step should
be sufficiently small to guarantee that the probability of having more than one phase
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change is negligible [7]. Therefore, a numerically efficient particle tracking method is
needed to investigate the behavior of pollutants in multicomponent medium with first-
order reaction kinetics.

In the paper, the particle tracking method for modelling of pollutant propagation in
multicomponent medium with first-order reaction kinetics and spatially varying model
parameters was developed using method of moments [8–10]. This method was applied
to simulate vertical transport of the artificial radionuclides introduced to the ocean
surface due the fallout from nuclear weapon testing. The profiles of several radionu-
clides show presence of maximum of concentration moving downward with time [11].
The reversible sorption process on falling particulate matter is effective removal
mechanism (scavenging) for reactive radionuclides. An idealized one-dimensional
problem was solved using particle tracking in multicomponent medium with first-order
reaction kinetics.

The paper is organized as follows. Method of moments for particle tracking in the
medium with first-order kinetics is briefly described in Sect. 2. The scavenging model
is built in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4 the scavenging model and method of moments were
applied for both idealized case of instantaneous release of radionuclide and realistic
case of downward propagation of 239,240Pu from fallout on the surface of northern
Pacific. The results of method development and application are summarized in
Conclusions.

2 Method of Moments for Particle Tracking in Medium
with First-Order Kinetics

Consider for simplicity one-dimensional advection-diffusion equation for tracer with
first-order reaction kinetics:

@Ci

@t
¼ � @uiCi

@x
þ @

@x
Di

@Ci

@x
þ
Xn
j¼1

ai;jCj; i ¼ 1; n; ð1Þ

where t is time, x is spatial coordinate, Ci is concentration of tracer in i-th state, n is
number of states,ui advection velocity in the state i, Di is diffusivity in state i, ai;j are
kinetic coefficients of 1st order reaction terms, and n is a number of states. Representing
tracer as an ensemble of equal particles, the Eq. (1) can be written in form of the Fokker-
Planck equation for particle location probability density function pi (x,t) in state i:

@pi
@t

¼ � @

@x
udrifti pi
� �

þ @2Dipi
@x2

þ
Xn
j¼1

ai;jpj; ð2Þ

where udrifti ¼ ui þ @Di=@x. The particle located at position xt ¼ 0 is considered as
infinitesimal plume of probability. Further evolution of pi (x,t) can be described using
several first moments of order k:
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M kð Þ
i tð Þ ¼

Z1
�1

xkpi x; tð Þdx; ð3Þ

assuming that pi and its derivatives tend to 0 at x ! �1. For the coefficients of Eq. (2)
smoothly varying in space, we restrict ourselves to the first terms of the Taylor series
expansions in the neighborhood of the local point

Di ¼ D 0ð Þ
i þ xD0

i; aij ¼ a 0ð Þ
ij þ xa0ij: ð4Þ

Multiplying on xk and integrating (2) by parts after some simplifications yields
system of equations for first three moments:

dM 0ð Þ
i tð Þ
dt

¼
Xn
j¼1

ai;j �M 1ð Þ
j

� �
M 0ð Þ

i ; ð5Þ

d �Mi

dt
¼ udrifti þ 1

M 0ð Þ
i

Xn
j¼1

ai;j �Mj
� �

M 0ð Þ
i

�Mj � �Mi
� �

; ð6Þ

dr2i
dt

¼ 2Di �Mið Þ þ 1

M 0ð Þ
i

Xn
j¼1

ai;j �Mj
� �

M 0ð Þ
i r2j � r2i þ �Mj � �Mi

� �2h i
; ð7Þ

where �Mi is a normalized 1st moment, and r2i is a dispersion defined as

�Mi ¼ M 1ð Þ
i

M 0ð Þ
i

; a2i ¼ M 2ð Þ
i

M 0ð Þ
i

� �Mið Þ2: ð8Þ

The Eq. (5) for zero-moment M 0ð Þ
i tð Þ � Pi tð Þ is master equation for probability of

particle Pi tð Þ to be in i-th state. This equation describes the Markov processes in
systems which jump from one state to another in continuous time [1]. The Eqs. (6) and
(7) describe displacement of centre of mass and dispersion of plume. Change of particle
position in state i by deterministic displacement of centre of mass and stochastic
displacement by uncorrelated random walk from t to t + dt is governed by equation

xi tþ dtð Þ ¼ xi tð Þ þ �Mi dtð Þ þ R
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2i dtð Þ

q
; ð9Þ

where R is a normally distributed random variable with zero mean value and unit
variance. An important feature of Eqs. (6)–(7), (9) is that displacement of particles
depend also on reactions kinetics (last terms in (6)–(7)). In turn, change of centre of
mass affect probability evolution in (5) when kinetic coefficients vary in the space. The
system of ordinary differential Eqs. (5)–(7) can be solved numerically for each particle.
Then new position of particle is determined using (9).
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Using first order Euler time stepping for (5)–(7) it is easy to calculate probability to
remain in state i and change state to j and find first moment, dispersion and particle
displacement after one time step Dt:

Pi Dtð Þ ¼ 1 � aijDt at i ¼ j; Pi Dtð Þ ¼ aijDt; at i 6¼ j; ð10Þ
�Mi Dtð Þ ¼ ui þ @Di=@xð ÞDt at i ¼ j;Mi Dtð Þ ¼ 0 at i 6¼ j; ð11Þ

r2i ¼ 2DiDt at i ¼ j; at i 6¼ j r2j ¼ 0; ð12Þ

xi tþDtð Þ ¼ xi tð Þ þ ui þ @Di=@xð ÞDt þ R
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2DiDt

p
; ð13Þ

The particle state, displacement of centre of mass, dispersion and new position are
calculated sequentially. Notice that (13) is a standard numerical scheme of Euler-
Maruyama of order O Dt1=2

� �
in strong sense and O Dtð Þ in weak sense [12]. The

disadvantage of this method is limitation on time step aijDt � 1 and limitation on
corresponding small values of the transition probabilities, which guarantees only a
single phase change during each time step [7].

3 Scavenging Model

Consider an idealized one-dimensional problem for multicomponent medium with first-
order reaction kinetics representing processes of sorption-desorption of radionuclide in
the ocean water column. Following [13], the general Eq. (1) can be written for con-
centration C1 � Cd (Bq m−3) in dissolved state (i = 1) and concentrations Ci � Cp;i

(Bq m−3) in particulate state for fractions i = 2,…n as:

@Cd

@t
¼ � @udCd

@x
þ @

@x
D
@Cd

@x
� kCd � ads Cw

d

Xn

i¼1
Sp;iKd;i � Cp

� �
; ð14Þ

@Cp;i

@t
¼ � @ ud þ up;i

� �
Cp;i

@x
þ ads CdSp;iKd;i � Cp;i

� � � kCp;i þ @

@x
D
@Cp;i

@x
; ð15Þ

where x (m) is vertical coordinate directed downward from ocean surface x = 0, ver-
tical advection velocities u1 � ud (m s−1) in state i = 1 and ui � up;i (m s−1) in state
i = 2,…n, diffusivity D � Di (m2 s−1), Si (kg m−3) is concentration of particulate
matter in state i = 2,…n, the distribution coefficient Kd;i (m

3 kg−1) in state i = 2,…n is
related with equilibrium values of Cd and Cp;i by the ratio

SiKd;i ¼ Cp;i

Cd
: ð16Þ
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The total concentration of radionuclide fractions in particulate phase Cp is

Cp ¼
Xn

i¼2
Cp;i: ð17Þ

The equations similar to (14)–(15) for single particulate fraction (i = 1, 2) were
considered by [3, 14]. To obtain single equation for Cp assume that distribution on
fractions of particulate matter is close to the equilibrium distribution, i.e.

Cp;i � SiKd;iPn
i¼2 SiKd;i

Cp: ð18Þ

Then an equation for the total concentration of radionuclide in the particulate phase
Cw
p is written as

@Cp

@t
¼ �ud

@Cp

@x
�
Xn

i¼2
up;i

@

@x

CpSiKd;iPn
i¼2 Sp;iKd;i

� �
� kCp þ

ads Cd

Xn

i¼1
SiKd;i � Cp

� �
þ @

@x
mT

@Cp

@x
:

ð19Þ

The total concentration Ce for low concentration of particulate matter is
approximately

Ceðz; tÞ ¼ Cd þ Cp: ð20Þ

Then using (5) and (7) yields

Cd ¼ 1
1 þ Pn

i¼2 SiKd;i
Ce; Cp ¼

Pn
i¼1 SiKd;i

1þ Pn
i¼2 SiKd;i

Ce: ð21Þ

A single equation for Ce was written using (1), (6) and (8) as

@Ce

@t
¼ �ud

@Ce

@x
�
Xn

i¼2
up;i

@

@x
SiKd;iCe

1þ Pn
i¼2 SiKd;i

� �
� kCe þ

@

@x
D
@Ce

@x
: ð22Þ

This quasi-equilibrium equation was used in several scavenging models (e.g. [15])
for one-fraction particulate component.

4 Results

4.1 Idealized Case of Scavenging Due to Instantaneous Release
of Radionuclide

In this subsection an idealized case of instantaneous release of radionuclide on the
ocean surface is considered using particle tracking to highlight important transport and
dispersion mechanisms. Only two state of radionuclide are considered: dissolved state
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(i = 1) and sorbed on single fraction of particulate matter state (i = 2). Initial instan-
taneous release of radioactivity at the ocean surface was I0 = 1 Bq m−2. The ocean
depth was 6000 m, ud= 0. The concentration of particulate matter is S � S2 ¼
0:25 � 10�3 kg m−3 and up2 ¼ up ¼ 5 � 10�5 m s−1. According [16], the distribution
coefficient Kd = Kd,2 for 239,240Pu is Kd = 100 m3kg−1. The decay constant k ¼
3:34 � 10�12 s−1 is small making possible decay to be ignored at scale of several
decades. Two scenarios were considered: (A) The diffusivity is D = 10−5 m2s−1, and
(B) D = 0.

A self–similar solution of Eq. (22) with abovementioned assumptions is

Ce x; tð Þ ¼ I0ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4pDt

p exp
x� uetð Þ2
4Dt

" #
; ð23Þ

where ue ¼ upSKd= 1 þ SKdð Þ. This solution was compared with numerical solution
of particle tracking model Eqs. (5)–(7), (9) at ads ¼ 1:16 � 10�5 s−1 [17]. The
Eqs. (5)–(7) were solved by 4th order Runge-Kutta method with time step Dt ¼ 105 s.

The results of comparison of concentration in dissolved state between scenario A
and analytical solution (23) are given in Fig. 1a for different times. In both cases an
initial injection of activity was transformed in symmetric bulge moving downward with
velocity ue. The scavenging by settling particulate matter resulted in formation of
similar bulge of concentration on particles which transported down and released
activity into water due to the desorption. However, in the non-equilibrium case
spreading of concentration bulge is greater than in the quasi-equilibrium case (23). The
comparison of results of simulation for scenarios A and B is shown in Fig. 1b. As seen
in the figure, spreading of bell-shaped concentration profile occurs for both scenarios
demonstrating importance of phase change in dispersion of concentration profile.

Fig. 1. Comparison of analytical solution (23) and simulation according scenario A (a) and
comparison of scenarios A and B (b) in the idealized case of instantaneous release of
radionuclides.
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Consider this mechanism in more detail using particle tracking model (3), (5)–(7),
(9). In the two state model the solution of master Eq. (3) for probability of particle to be
in states i = 1; 2 is

P1ðtÞ ¼ k2
k1 þ k2

k1P1ð0Þ � k2P2ð0Þ
k2

e�ðk1 þ k2Þt þ 1
� �

;

P2ðtÞ ¼ k1
k1 þ k2

k2P2ð0Þ � k1P1ð0Þ
k1

e�ðk1 þ k2Þt þ 1
� �

;

ð24Þ

where k1 ¼ adsSKd , k2 ¼ ads. At large times these probabilities tend to the quasi-
equilibrium state:

P1ðtÞ ¼ k2
k1 þ k2

; P2ðtÞ ¼ k1
k1 þ k2

: ð25Þ

The corresponding solutions of (6) are

�M1 tð Þ ¼ upk1
k1 þ k2

t þ upk1
k1 þ k2ð Þ2 e� k1 þ k2ð Þt � 1

� �
;

�M2 tð Þ ¼ upk1
k1 þ k2

t þ upk2
k1 þ k2ð Þ2 1� e� k1 þ k2ð Þt

� �
:

ð26Þ

The shift in position of centroids in different states at large time is

M1 tð Þ � M2 tð Þ ¼ upk1
k1 þ k2

: ð27Þ

The dispersions in states 1 and 2 are

re1 tð Þ ¼ r22 tð Þ ¼ 2 D þ u2pk1k2

k1 þ k2ð Þ3
 !

t: ð28Þ

The derived expressions show that contamination in dissolved and particulate states
propagate with same velocity. As follows from (27) position of centre of mass of
particulate component propagates at constant distance ahead of dissolved state position
of centre of mass. The dispersion increases linearly with time. Dispersion (28) includes

diffusivity and second term u2pSpKd=ads SpKd þ 1
� �3

caused by phase transfer. This term
is responsible for dispersion of concentration profile for scenario B in Fig. 1b. With
increase of up, Sp, Kd this second term dominates whereas increase of desorption rate
ads results decrease of dispersion caused phase transfer.
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The comparison of simulation results for Scenario B using method of moments and
the Euler method is shown in Fig. 2. As seen in figure, the Euler method can reproduce
method of moments results for profile of contamination and dispersion only at time step
in 10 time less than time step in the method of moments. This conclusion confirm time
step limit for Euler method. At Dt ¼ 0:5 d parameter adsDt � 0:48, whereas adsDt �
0:048 at Dt ¼ 0:05 d.

4.2 239,240Pu Scavenging in the North Pacific

The idealized case considered in previous section showed that instantaneous release of
reactive radionuclides in the ocean with single class of suspended sediment result in
formation of bulges of concentration of contamination in dissolved and particulate
states moving downward with constant velocity. However, observations of 239,240Pu
scavenging in the ocean [11, 18] demonstrated more complicated behavior. This is
caused by several reasons, among which: (i) Deposition of 239,240Pu is a time varying
process following to series of nuclear weapon testing (Fig. 3a); (ii) The particulate
matter in the ocean proper is mostly organic origin with wide range of sizes, settling
velocities and decay rates of particulate matter with depth due to dissolution [11];
(iii) The chemical forms of the plutonium change in water column implying the dis-
tribution coefficient variation with depth; (iv) Diffusivity in the oceanic thermocline
and abyssal waters depend on the stratification; (v) The vertical velocity in the ocean
varies with depth and can changes sign in anticyclonic gyres. Therefore, it is necessary
to include some of abovementioned factors into consideration for scavenging simula-
tion in the northwestern Pacific.

Fig. 2. Comparison of profiles of 239,240Pu (a) and dispersions (b) computed by method of
moments and first order numerical models in the idealized case of instantaneous release.
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Following [3, 20], whole range of falling particles was divided on two classes: fine
slow sinking particulate matter (up2 ¼ 5 � 10�5 m s−1) distributed with depth follow-
ing [15] as

S2 ¼ S20 � 10�ðz=z0Þ; ð29Þ

where S20 ¼ 0:25 � 10�3 kg m−3, z0 ¼ 4 � 103 m and large fast sinking particles
(S3 ¼ 0:25 � 10�5 kg m−3, up2 ¼ 5 � 10�3 m s−1). Diffusivity and distribution coeffi-
cient Kd were assumed constant (D = 10−5 m2 s−1, Kd = 100 m3kg−1). The annual
deposition of 239,240Pu observed MRI [15] was used as source term in the modelling
(see Fig. 3a). As seen in the figure, first pulse of activity was delivered by troposphere
fallout due to the weapon testing at Marshall Islands with maximum in 1958. Second
pulse was caused by global stratospheric fallout from atmospheric testing of nuclear
weapon with maximum in 1963. The results of simulations carried out in location
31oN, 148oE (Fig. 3b) were compared with measurements performed in 1972 (Station
GX-226), 1980 (Station KH-80-11) and 1997 (Station 3) [19]. The results of com-
parison of profiles of 239,240Pu concentration in the dissolved and particulate states are
given in Fig. 4. In general, the simulation results are in good agreement with the
measurements, keeping in mind that the parameters of the model were estimated by few
observations. Two deposition maxima in Fig. 3a merged on the vertical profile into
one. The concentration of 239,240Pu in the particulate matter does not exceed 2% of
concentration in water, however sinking particulate matter play crucial role in vertical
transport and dispersion of reactive radionuclide. Despite the relatively low concen-
tration of large particles, the fall of these particles leads to leaching of activity from the
upper layers of the ocean and the formation of an asymmetric concentration profile,
while in the case of one class of particles the vertical distribution of activity remains
symmetric (Fig. 1).

Fig. 3. The annual deposition of 239,240Pu observed at the Meterological Research Institute
(MRI) of Japan [15] (a); Sampling stations in the northwestern Pacific Ocean which were used to
compare with simulation results (b).
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5 Conclusions

The new particle tracking method for modelling of pollutant propagation in multi-
component medium with first-order reaction kinetics and spatially varying model
parameters was developed using method of moments. The developed particle tracking
method is free on time step limitation necessary for standard method. This method was
applied to simulate scavenging of plutonium 239,240Pu introduced to the ocean surface
due to the fallout from the nuclear weapon testing. It was found that dispersion of
reactive contamination caused by two-way phase transition that can be much greater
than diffusion. The results of simulation for northwestern Pacific agreed with obser-
vation data. It was showed importance in scavenging process of large fast sinking
particles leaching upper layer of the ocean and of dissolution with depth of the mainly
organic sinking particulate matter.
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Abstract. The article presents the results of research on population dynamics
Martes martes L. and Lepus europaeus Pall. depending on weather factors in the
national park “Vyzhnytskyi” during the period 2002–2019 years. The effec-
tiveness of the proposed method of multilevel monitoring for the studied
bioindicator’s species was shown and the factors having a reliable influence on
their population size were highlighted. For assessing the complex state of
ecosystems often several bioindicator species are used. In this case, the trophic
criterion was used as an approach for the formation of a complex bioindicator -
the selected species belong to small mammals, while at the same time they are at
different trophic levels and can be connected by food bonds. In this case, a
complex bioindicator was obtained by the synthesis of models created for each
of the bioindicators species. Modeling was carried out using a multi-row
algorithm for group accounting of arguments, and a polynomial was used as a
reference model. The proposed method allows to prioritize the use of individual
bioindicators, depending on the modeling results. And proposed in this work set
of indicators can be expanded by both bioindicators and climate characteristics.

Keywords: Monitoring � GMDH � Population �Modeling � Martes martes L. �
Bioindicator � Lepus europaeus Pall

1 Introduction

Monitoring is a technology of providing information to decision-making processes. In
the case of ecological monitoring, the requirements for this information technology are
determined by what information is needed by the system to support the process of
generating control impacts in managing the ecosystem [1].

In particular, the identification of population dynamics trends is necessary to predict
possible undesirable phenomena and correction of their consequences. Study of pop-
ulation dynamics is important for environmental protection, as it allows predict the
state of the ecological system, assessing the effects of environment factors on them, and
is the basis for creating scientific bases for the rational use of natural resources. In
particular, the use of the concept of environmental services of ecosystems is now
relevant. These are the many and varied benefits to humans gifted by the natural
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environment and from healthy ecosystems. Ecosystem services are grouped into four
broad categories: provisioning, such as the production of food and water; regulating,
such as the control of climate and disease; supporting, such as nutrient cycles and
oxygen production; and cultural, such as spiritual and recreational benefits. Thus, one
of the tasks for information technology of ecological monitoring is the search for
organisms that can serve as indicators of the state of the environment and the factors
that influence them [2]. This study focused on the use of bioindicators to assess the
second group of environmental services, - climate parameter indicators. Small mam-
mals provide important ecosystem services, and knowledge of their dispersal prefer-
ences is useful for population management and landscape planning. Small mammals
can regulate insect populations, act as pollinators and seed dispersers, support forest
regeneration, aerate soil and provide food for carnivores and humans. In addition, the
transport of minerals from deeper layers of the soil to the surface can act as a source of
nutrients for plants, and the burrowing activity of some rodent species influences
surface water runoff. Small mammals are also disease reservoirs that can be detrimental
to human health and they can also act as crop pests [3]. However, small mammals are a
fairly diverse group of species, so selecting bioindicator species within it is not an easy
task. When determining the state of ecosystems, it is logical to use several bioindicator
species for complex assessment of the dynamics of environmental factors. In the
biological sciences, the using of complex bioindicators is carried out through the use of
various integral indices, mainly indices of biodiversity based on entropy coefficients or
based on the study of bioindicators at different trophic levels or at different levels of life
organization. In this case, we have also been limited to the list of species whose number
will be monitored in the area National Park “Vizhnitsky”. As a solution to this problem,
we suggest using of two species: Lepus europaeus Pall. and Martes martes L. The first
of these species belongs to rodents, and the second to predatory species, moreover,
these species are associated with food relations, although Lepus europaeus Pall. is not a
staple food base for Martes martes L. [4, 5]. Although, small mammals have potential
as indicators of sustainable forest management, which is particularly important for
protected areas [6]. In this case, we have selected two species that can be conditionally
assigned to one group – small mammals, which simultaneously represent different food
groups and are associated with trophic links.

The aim of research is the construction of monitoring information systems (MIS) is
an attempt to solve the problem of indicating the states of complex systems using
available technical and algorithmic means. The main purpose of this work is to
investigate the processes of ecological monitoring information technology to identify
an interaction between weather factors and the populations’ dynamics of small mammal
with different food strategies.

2 Analysis of Recent Research and Publications

The information obtained as a result of the monitoring it’s the data about the properties
of the monitoring objects in the form of analytical models.

Statistical techniques are frequently used to perceive patterns of affiliation and
forecasting. There are several works about the effect of exogenous elements of the
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animal population, which include the instance of the investigated species. Based on [7]
the evaluation of the space-time dynamics of the ecological niche of marten, the
dependence of the nature of the placement of individuals on the weather conditions is
shown. At the same time, the main function of such elements as snow cover height,
temperature, and nature of biotopes are proven [5].

Other work additionally distinguishes a set of elements comparable to the preceding
work, the definition of which is snow cover. Increasing it with elevating the temper-
ature stage will increase marten’s connection with the vegetation structure. There is a
tendency for it to transition to fairly enclosed forests at the lowest temperature and low
snow cover, and vice versa [8].

One more study focused on the possible effects of climatic factors and the fre-
quency of flooding on variation in the size of a population of brown hare (Lepus
europaeus) living on a salt marsh in the Netherlands [9]. In the work on the basis of
statistical data processing the role of climatic factors in the dynamics of hare was
estimated.

Many forestry and forest management works have highlighted the important
ecosystem role of small mammals and the ability to use them as bioindicators. In
particular, it is mentioned the relationship of the species of this species with the level of
recreational load, which is extremely relevant for the protected areas [10, 11]. Abun-
dances of mammalian carnivores are also reduced by clear-cutting, with loss of pre-
ferred prey species, den sites, and other components of forest stand structure [12].

Some publications contain research of joint dynamics of studied species based on
their statistical analysis. Analysis revealed that the 25-year period of fluctuations of
marten and hare population with a phase shift of 12.5 (a high number of martens occurs
12.5 years after a high number of hare), as well as 8–10 years with a negative phase
shift (a relatively high hare number follows 8–10 years after a high marten number)
corresponded well to the “predator–prey” model [5].

3 Results and Discussion

According to the methodology of the development of automatic monitoring structures
[1] in the first stage of MIS formation, the supersystem formulates necessities for the
information contents that must be received from the monitoring results. In this case,
monitoring data is required to define the response of the ecosystem to the dynamics of
climate factors.

To find out about biota responses to environmental change is particularly essential
for protected territories. But the challenge of entirely assessing the response of organic
structures to local weather change can not be realized. Therefore, a reasonable choice of
the most relevant and informative features is needed for sufficiently further research.

Small mammals, including predators, can also be the universal and appropriate
objects for monitoring ecosystem responses to local weather change. This is decided
through their close connection with several factors of the ecosystems and their active
participation in the most important types of the biogenic cycle. They are well known
for their sensitivity to small mammals for environmental change, their huge vary of
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adaptations, and their capability to quickly enforce them in an ever-changing
environment.

Therefore, the MIS requires a description of the dependence of the mammal’s
population on the territory of national park “Vizhnytskyi” on weather conditions. And
it was the firth stage of MIS construction. As climate characteristics of the studied
territory, the observations of the park’s weather station were used. In this research, we
used two of them: air temperature and precipitation. These features were used as
independent variables. Among the species’ characteristics, the number of populations
was selected. Because this is an integral feature of populations, that is convenient for
the study and have close connections with many other parameters. Respectively, this
metric was chosen as the dependent variable. In this case, the creation of a complex
indicator was anticipated, so this was obtained by the synthesis of models created for
each of the bioindicators species. This set of indicators was selected to test the suit-
ability of using the proposed approach and can be expanded by both bioindicators and
climate characteristics.

Numerical characteristics resulting from the implementation of the lower moni-
toring stratum includes: the amount of populations of the studied species, They were
used as components of the initial description of the monitoring entities and as variables
in the synthesis of models that are part of the higher stratum.

To enforce the second stage of MIS construction, the decomposition of the data
transformation technique is carried out. The number of strata and the content of the
duties for converting data for every stratum is determined.

Table 1. List of features of the input array

№ The name of the feature Number of
variables

1 Amount of populations of the studied species (Lepus europaeus Pall.
and Martes martes L.), individuals

2

2 Daily average air temperatures by months, degree 12
3 Average minimum air daily temperature by months, degree 12
4 Average maximum air daily temperature by months, degree 12
5 Minimum daily air temperature by month, degree 12
6 Maximum daily air temperature by month, degree 12
7 Average daily precipitation by months, mm 12
8 Maximum precipitation, by months, mm 12
9 Minimum precipitation, by months, mm 12
10 Average number of days with precipitation by months, mm 12
11 Average daily air temperature gradient, by months, degree 12
12 Average gradient of the maximum daily air temperature by months,

degree
12

13 Average gradient of the minimum daily air temperature by months.
degree

12
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In this case, it is essential to form three vertical strata. The lower stratum gives the
transformation of ecosystem features into their numerical characteristics via making
continuous observations. Means are measuring instruments for identifying the char-
acteristics of the climate, an expert for determining the features of the marten popu-
lation of the forest and the methodological assist of these processes.

The upper stratum provides the transformation of data from the shape of an array of
numerical features to the form of models that reflect the exchange in the population of
biological monitoring objects relying on the features of the weather conditions.

Features 1 (Table 1) were used as dependent variables (simulatedmetrics) of the set Y

Y ¼ y1; y2f g: ð1Þ

Features 2–13 (Table 1) are independent variables and form the set X:

X ¼ x1; x2; . . .; x155f g: ð2Þ

Within the model construction, the problems of identification of functional dependence
were solved:

Y ¼ f Xð Þ: ð3Þ

The solution of the tasks of data transformation, formulated for each of the strata, was
performed on the third stage of MIS construction. In particular, establishing the
character of the weather factors influence the characteristics of a complex bioindicator,
that was created taking into account trophic dependencies between two species of small
mammals, was implemented.

Thus, it is necessary to solve the identification problem:

y1 ¼ f ðx1; x2; . . .; x155Þ: ð4Þ

For the synthesis used the multi-model algorithm GMDH [7]. To construct the model
for the input of the MIS synthesizer, the outcomes of observations got between 2002
and 2013 were used. The results of observations from 2014–2019 were used to test the
model. For the models’ selection, the regularity criterion was used. It was calculated as
the mean square deviation of simulation results from real values on the test sequence of
observation points.

By examining the model for the sensitivity to the dynamics of variables of the set
X, we can evaluate the influence of factors and describe the pattern of association. The
influence of the features was estimated via the values of the weighting coefficients of
the modeling variables, calculated in accordance to the expression [1]:

W1 ¼ y
0
1

Pm

i¼1
y0
i

; ð5Þ

where y0
1 – the value of the partial derivative of the variable model x1; m – the number

of variables that are included in the model structure.
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The average modeling error differs significantly by year and ranged from 0.34% to
8.22%. These results allow to conclude that the obtained model is accurate and stable.
This means that the structure of this model reflects information about trends that can be
used by the super system as useful.

After confirming the usefulness of the received models, the complete MIS infor-
mation conversion subsystem is tested by an expert assessment of the monitoring data
at the output of the system.

Thus, the proposed method for the formation of a complex bioindicator based on
the synthesis of models includes the following steps:

1. Determining the purpose of the study.
2. Determination of the list of bioindicators.
3. Determination of a set of their characteristics.
4. Determining the number of observations that reflect the properties of bioindicators

in the array of results.
5. Builds a database with a primary description.
6. Initial processing of observations results.
7. Building the array of input data.
8. Synthesis of the model - complex bioindicator.
9. Model testing.

10. Model study and calculation of the characteristics influence coefficients or each
bioindicator.

Approbation of monitoring system work was carried out with the use of data collected
from the territory of the National Park “Vizhnitsky”. In this case, we conduct an
specialist assessment of the patterns of the association, which revealed the estimates of
the influence of weather conditions on the populations of studied species. Analysis of
the literature suggests that the most essential weather factors that affect the population
of the martens are: altitude of snow cover, air temperature and precipitation [5, 13]. The
marten is characterized by the presence of the so-called “false mating season” (false
rut) during January-February. Its intensity and timing rely on the temperature of the air,
particularly – the highest intensity of the process is tied to the maximum winter
temperatures [11, 14]. Also, studies of the biology and ecology of marten allow us to
talk about its steady connection with forest habitat, so the abundance of this species can
serve as an indication of the forest cover of the territory and its dynamics [5].

Analysis of literature data suggests that the most important weather and climatic
factors that may affect the population size of hares are: snow cover height, air tem-
perature, duration of frost-free period, precipitation. Hare numbers and the change of it
were correlated with total precipitation and the number of months in which precipi-
tation exceeded 100 mm. The change in hare numbers negatively correlated with the
same two factors, as well as total precipitation in the reproductive period, the number of
months in the reproductive period in which total precipitation exceeded 100 mm, and
the number of days in a year that the sea level was higher than 200 cm above normal
level for investigated territory [9]. Researches results in [15] testify to defined corre-
lation relationships presence between brown hare number and macroclimate compo-
nents in 1984–2015. So the mid-annual temperature and annual precipitation are in
positive correlation relationships of average force (r = 0.50 and r = 0.57 accordingly),
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and mid-annual air relative humidity and average snow cover height are in weak
positive correlation relationships (r = 0.21 and r = 0.22 accordingly) with number of
studied species.

The results of the model’s study are presented in Table 2. According to the results
of the model study, among all features that were tested, only three have a substantial
(more than 10%) impact on the number of martens: the average maximum air tem-
perature in February, the maximum daily temperature gradient in January and the
minimal precipitation in June. Moreover, for all the identified features there is a direct
influence. It is additionally worth noting that the absolute values of the weights. For all
the studied factors, they range approximately from 25 to 27%, which could indicate
their considerable and equal effect on the output. The firth factor has confirmation in
literature sources. In [5] it was shown that the minimum duration of trace activity
(which is the most common way to evaluate number of animals in winter) for marten
recorded in February and it connected directly to air temperature. Minimum precipi-
tation in June may be a determining factor, since, in the summer, the percentage of
plant feed in the marten diet rises notably [14]. Also, in the summer there is a mating
season [5].

For the second species, a reliable influence on the amount of maximum air tem-
perature and precipitation in September (the first one by the principle of feedback) was
established. For both studied factors they are much more than 10%, which indicates
their significant impact on the resulting indicator. At the same time, the weight for the
precipitation factor is approximately 2 times higher than the values for the maximum
temperature factor in September. The concentration of the resulting indicators in
September may have several reasons - this very month in the Lepus europaeus Pall. the
last brood of is born, and local migrations and molting may begin, may depend both on
the length of daylight and air temperature [5, 13].

Worth to mention, well-known function of forests, as “ecological engineers” [16].
Specifically, function of the forest can be viewed in the equalization of temperature of

Table 2. The impact of model variables.

Lepus europaeus Pall. Martes martes L.
Variable Weight, % Variable Weight, %

Daily average air
temperatures in September

26,80 Average maximum air daily
temperature in February

24,96

Average maximum air daily
temperature in July

46,55 Average gradient of the
maximum daily air
temperature in January

26,78

Average daily precipitation in
April

2,87 Minimum precipitation in
June

25,46

Average gradient of the
maximum daily air
temperature in August

5,77 Average gradient of the
maximum daily air
temperature in May

3,44
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the territory: decreasing the temperature under the forest canopy in summer and rising
in winter [17]. Thus, the sensitivity of the marten to maximum winter temperatures is
associated in particular to the animal’s susceptibility to forest biotopes [18].

So, the established trends are confirmed by the literature data, which testifies to the
possibility and efficiency of using studied species as a bioindicators. However, it would
be wrong to associate directly the fluctuations in the animal population to the studied
factors. For example, the “lag” effect is an essential factor in studying the responses of
open systems [15, 19, 20], so in the following studies, it would be logical to take it into
account when forming array of input data.

4 Conclusions and Suggestions

The use of the multilevel monitoring information system on the example of analyzed
data to discover trends of weather factors has an impact on the population of
biomonitoring objects was demonstrated. The efficiency of the use of the populations’
dynamics of small mammals as one of the bioindicators of monitoring local weather
change has been proven. The proposed method allows to prioritize the use of individual
bioindicators, depending on the modeling results. The opposite impact of maximum air
temperature and direct precipitation in September on the gray hare population was
established. For the marten, another set of significant factors was determined. The
direct impact of the average maximum air temperature in February, the maximum daily
temperature gradient in January and the minimal precipitation in June on the population
of the forest martens were established.
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Abstract. The main characteristics of the environmental management systems
at business entities depend to a large extent on the correct selection of criteria
and indicators for controlling their functioning and implementing organizational
changes in the Entity-Environment system. In an economic crisis and as a result
of increased competition, there is a need to reduce the time and cost of moni-
toring studies, which are mandatory to control the functioning of environmental
management systems and replace them with computational experiment using
developed mathematical models. The purpose of this work is to develop mul-
tifactorial models of biosystems status for establishing the ecological efficiency
of environmental management systems of business entities, by conducting
complex monitoring of the system Entity-Environment using bioindication and
biotesting methods. The processing of the experiment results allowed to obtain
mathematical models of dependence for the biosystems status and the envi-
ronmental quality from organizational changes in the system Entity-
Environment before and after the implementation of the environmental man-
agement system. Graphical interpretation of modeling results al-lows to predict
not only biosystems status by environmental indicators, but also to predict the
level of environmental safety in the cities and regions, depending on the level of
efficiency and control of activities at the business entities operating in various
sectors of the economy.

Keywords: Mathematical modeling � Environmental management system �
Summarizing index of the biosystems status � Bioindication � Biotesting

1 Introduction

1.1 Problem Statement and Purpose of the Study

The development of business entities in Ukraine should take place in the direction
taken by the enterprises of the European Union. The introduction of environmental
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management systems is a tool for achieving the economic interests of enterprises and
the development of environmentally aware management by monitoring environmental
aspects of activities, products and services aimed at implementing the environmental
protection measures improving the natural components of the environment. The
complexity and complication of the problems, the dynamism of the situations occurring
in the Entity-Environment system, lead to the need to study the technical, economic,
environmental, social, psychological, managerial and other aspects inside and outside
the system. The reduction of ecosystems natural capital [1], the strengthening of the
human factor role in management, necessitate the application of a systematic approach
to changes in the organization of business entities. In today’s world, which strives for
ecological, socio-economic development, there is a need to introduce environmental
management systems (EMSs) aimed at improving the environmental security of
business entities. The main task in the EMS development and implementation is to
ensure its continuous monitoring to achieve effective functioning. Therefore, carrying
out monitoring studies to determine the viability of the Entity-Environment system
during the EMS development, implementation and operation will allow controlling the
impact of the business entities on the natural components of the environment to achieve
the DSTU ISO 14001: 2015 requirements. The selection of criteria and indicators, the
application of methods and tools of laboratory research is a characteristic feature of
changes in the philosophy of organization of activity within the Entity-Environment
system and should take place in the first stage of EMS implementation in order to
control its efficiency of functioning. It is important to monitor group indicators of
environmental performance, management effectiveness and environmental efficiency to
ensure the control for the EMS functioning. An assessment of the environmental
performance of an entity’s environmental safety management system contains in its
structure separate factors collectively determining the value of summarizing indexes -
the environmental quality and the biosystems status. Given the large amount of
numerical data included in these indicators, it is best to use mathematical modeling
methods to calculate and visualize them. Thus, the formation of a mathematical
apparatus for the development of models predicting the biosystems status allowing to
determine the level of EMS environmental performance, which is a significant com-
ponent of the complex criterion for its functioning for business entities operating in
various sectors of the economy is a relevant scientific problem.

The purpose of this work is to develop a multifactor model of the biosystems status
for establishing the ecological effectiveness of environmental management systems at
business entities, by carrying out complex monitoring of the Entity - Environment
system using bioindication and biotesting methods.

1.2 Actual Scientific Researches and Issues Analysis

A number of current domestic and international studies are devoted to the issue of
enhancing the environmental protection of business entities through the introduction of
environmental management systems and monitoring methods used in controlling the
status of its performance indicators.

Thus, the works of A.I. Borodin [2] and N.V. Pakhomova [3] present research on a
number of environmental problems, which rise necessitates the creation of a more
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efficient system of environmental measures at the micro-level and explains the
importance of developing new approaches for business entities in matters of interaction
with the environment applying innovations. Research on the creation of national
complex ecological and biological accounting systems for practical strengthening of
the system of effective and efficient ecological management and increasing the effi-
ciency of data collection has been considered in the works of A.K. Murtazov [4], N.F.
Ivanitskaya [5], and V. Pohrebennyk [6].

The works in which bioindication and biotesting methods are used to monitor the
state of the biosphere components in various industries, including chemical industry,
TDK, oil and gas processing industries are of particular interest [7–12].

The issue of corporate governance greening was considered by O.Yu. Boyko [13];
Prospects for implementation of international environmental standards in Ukraine were
investigated by Yu.V. Bilyavs’ka [14] and V.O. Anishchenko [15]. In the work of V.V.
Hassiy, I.M. Potravny [16], methods of economic regulation for environmentally
important projects in the field of nature management and environmental protection
were investigated. The effectiveness of the implementation of the international standard
ISO 14001 and the need for certification of environmental management systems to
improve the economic performance of enterprises have been proved [17, 18]. However,
there is no the experience of monitoring within the sanitary protection zone of business
entities before the beginning of the development and after the implementation of
environmental safety management systems using bioindication and biotesting methods
through mathematical modeling to predict a group indicator of EMS environmental
performance comprehensive criterion for controlling its functioning.

2 Systematic Approach to Modeling the Biosystems Status

To develop a mathematical model allowing to predict the biosystems status in the
structure of a group indicator of the environmental effectiveness for the environmental
management system at business entities, depending on the reduction of emissions into
the air, discharges into water objects and reducing the load on soil cover within the
sanitary protection zone for the conservation and restoration of the state of natural
components of the environment by the entity, the approaches of experimental and
statistical modeling were used. The objective of such modeling is to determine the
relationship between the input parameters of the biosystems of the Entity-Environment
biosystems, which were determined before and after the implementation of the envi-
ronmental management system, and the output parameters - indicators for assessing the
level of organizational changes and environmental measures optimizing functioning of
the environmental management systems. Building a deterministic statistical model of
the biosystems status as a tool for assessing the environmental performance of an
entity’s environmental management system requires knowledge of its structure and
information about the processes occurring within it to reduce the negative impact on the
state of the natural components of the environment.

Therefore, combining the inputs of the system with the output parameters, their
consistency, which is based on the statistical processing of experimental data with
interval representation, is achieved.
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2.1 System Model of the Biosystems Status

Synthesis and analysis of complex systems allows to determine the factors influencing
the properties and condition of the research objects. In the process of studying a
complex system, there is a need to apply systematic approaches allowing to decompose
the whole into components (to perform decomposition), or to combine the components
into a whole (to carry out aggregation). The impact of business entities on the
biosystems status is characterized by the level of environmental pollution. Using
system analysis methods and IDEF0 methodology for Enterprise Modeling, the func-
tional model of influence of business entities activity on the biosystems status is
developed and presented in Fig. 1.

The analysis of the functional model of the biosystems status allowed to develop a
conceptual system model, which is presented in the form of a tuple of functions
determining the level of ecological instability of natural components. The summarizing
index of the biosystems status (EEb) includes integrating indicators and factors
determining the response of green spaces to the pollution degree of natural environ-
mental components by the activities of business entities and can be presented as
follows:

EEb ¼ EEbðRAÞ; EEbðNDÞ; EEbðGTÞ; EEbðSDÞ; EEbðQWÞh i; ð1Þ

where EEb(RA) is a summarizing indicator characterizing the response leaf blade to the
level of environmental pollution in the course of the business entities activity; EEb(ND)
is a summarizing indicator determining the level of necrotic damage to the leaf blade;
EEb(GT) is a summarizing indicator characterizing the response of the environment to
the presence of toxic metal compounds; EEb(SD) is a factor determining the stability of
the plantation; EEb(QW) is a factor determining the surface water toxicity level.

Fig. 1. Functional model of the business entities impact on the biosystems status
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Summarizing indicators, in turn, are features including a set of values for individual
targeting factors and characterizing the extent of damage to green spaces over a period
of time:

EEbðRAÞ ¼ f min EEbðRAÞ1
� �[max EEbðRAÞ2

� �� �
EEbðNDÞ ¼ f min EEbðNDÞ1

� �[min EEbðNDÞ2
� �[min EEbðNDÞ3

� �� �
EEbðGTÞ ¼ f min EEbðGTÞ1

� �[min EEbðGTÞ2
� �� �

8<
: ð2Þ

where min(EEb(RA)1) is minimization for the amount of dust per leaf area, mg/cm2;
max(EEb(RA)2) is leaf blade area, cm2; min(EEb(ND)1) is minimization of necrotic
lesions in angiosperms leaf blades, represented by the results of T.Cordata response, %;
min(EEb(ND)2) is minimization of necrotic lesions in gymnospermous leaf blades
represented by the results of P.Sylvestris response (necrosis), %; min(EEb(ND)3) is
minimization of necrotic lesions in the gymnospermous leaf blades represented by the
results of the P.Sylvestris response (chlorosis), %; min(EEb(GT)1) is minimization of
phytotoxic effect for precipitation, % min(EEb(GT)2) is minimization of phytotoxic
effect for soil, %.

2.2 Mathematical Aspects of Generalization for Biosystems Indicators

The significance of the factors forming the summarizing index of the biosystems status
has been determined experimentally using of bioindication and biotesting methods.
Based on the obtained data, the response of the sensitive indicator plants and the test
function of the test objects on the state air, soil cover and surface water pollution within
the sanitary protection zone of the business entities before and after the introduction of
EMS were calculated for economic activities carried out by different types of entities
within the administrative-territorial areas of Kyiv. Thus, the obtained data allowed us to
determine not only the amount of dust and the presence of certain compounds that are
by-products of an entity’s activities in natural components the environment, but also
establish their level of influence, which affected the physiological, morphological and
biochemical changes occurred in the plant and animal organisms during all stages of
ontogeny before and after EMS introduction.

A comprehensive analysis of the factors before and after the EMS introduction of
the for the construction of a mathematical model was carried out taking into account the
dynamics of changes in the data on the state of natural components over a certain
period of time. In the process of complex assessment for the dynamics of the influence
of various factors on the overall level of the biosystems status, normalization or scaling
was conducted to determine the rate of change for the factors (D):

D ¼ Xj � Xn; if Xj ! max

OR
D ¼ Xn � Xj; if Xj ! min;

ð3Þ

where Xn is the value obtained before the EMS introduction (initial value); Xk is the
value obtained after the EMS introduction (final value).
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The survey data were normalized according to the purpose of targeting the values
of the sampling data for each indicator individually. The difference between the given
analytical method and the common one is the presence of zero level, and the general
limits of the obtained criterion are in the range [0; 1]. Zero or neutral levels were
recorded when the system status did not change during the study period. This allowed
us to scale values by the following rule:

Di ¼
0; 5þ 0;5�Xi

maxi minij j; maxij jð Þ ; if D[ 0

0; 5 if D ¼ 0

0; 5� 0;5�Xi
maxi minij j; maxij jð Þ ; if D\0

8>><
>>:

9>>=
>>;
; ð4Þ

where Di is the dynamics of change for i-th indicator; maxi(|mini|, |maxi|) – the max-
imum level between the absolute values of the maximum and minimum rates of
increase/decrease and the i-th indicator.

Thus, it made it possible to determine the state of the system by the complex
criterion for controlling the EMS functioning, which are presented in Table 1.

In the course of the experimental and statistical research, a mathematical module of
a summarizing index of the biosystems status was formed, which is defined as follows:

EEb ¼ 1
5

Pm1

i¼1
EEbðRAÞi
m1

þ
Pm2

i¼1
EEbðNDÞi
m2

þ
Pm3

i¼4
EEbðGTÞi
m3

þEEbðSDÞþEEbðQWÞ

0
BB@

1
CCA;

ð5Þ

where m1, m2, m3 are the number of individual factors forming the separate groups
(m1 = 2, m2 = 3, m3 = 2). Depending on the location and nature of the business
entities, not all individual factors can be included in the summarizing indicators.

Table 1. Levels of indicators state and the biosystem as a whole

Level of the state Value of the indicator

Critical [0; 0.4)
Zero (neutral) [0.4; 0.7]
Positive (0.7; 1.0]
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3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Experimental Studies of the Summarizing Index for the Biosystems
Status

The main objective of the experimental study is to conduct comprehensive monitoring to
determine the state of chemical pollution of the atmospheric air, water bodies and soil cover
and identify the response and test function of living organisms to the degree of toxicity,
conservation or restoration of natural components of the environment through the of
bioindication and biotesting methods, which allowed to obtain the values of summarizing
indicator and individual factors determining the biosystems status within the sanitary pro-
tection zone of business entities before and after the EMS introduction. The obtained results
allow us to analyze the level of functioning of the environmental management systems of
business entities and are a tool for controlling the level of environmental pollution.

Experimental studies were carried out within the sanitary-protective zone of ten
business entities carrying out different economic activities and registered in ten admin-
istrative and territorial districts of Kyiv. It should be noted that the experiment was
conducted in two stages - before the development and after the implementation of the
environmental management system at business entities. This step-by-step experiment
made it possible to determine the level of organizational changes and environmental
measures undertaken by business entities to implement the EMS environmental program.

3.2 Experimental Determination of Components for the Indicator
of the Biosystems Status

The level of summarizing indicator and factors was determined for ten research entities
operating in different administrative and territorial areas of Kyiv and related to different
areas of economic activity.

For each summarizing indicator and factor, a table of normalized values calculation
was constructed. Table 2 shows an example of the calculation for the values of the EEb
(RA) air quality based on the experimental results of the study.

Table 2. Results of the air atmospheric air quality assessment (EEb) study

Business
entities
No.

Amount of dust per leaf blade area,
(mg/cm2), EEb(RA)1

Normalized
factor value

Leaf blade area (cm2), EEb(RA)2 Normalized
factor value

Normalized
value of the
summarizing air
quality
indicator «EEb
(RA)»

Before EMS
implementation

After EMS
implementation

D Before EMS
implementation

After EMS
implementation

D

1 0.088 0.041 0.047 1.00 30.53 36.25 5.72 1.00 1.00

2 0.052 0.044 0.008 0.59 28.79 32.23 3.44 0.80 0.69

3 0.051 0.032 0.019 0.70 26.6 31.79 5.19 0.95 0.83

4 0.038 0.031 0.007 0.57 30.87 35.17 4.30 0.88 0.73

5 0.064 0.052 0.012 0.63 31.44 34.58 3.14 0.77 0.70

6 0.053 0.039 0.014 0.65 28.41 32.31 3.90 0.84 0.74

7 0.054 0.046 0.008 0.59 28.41 32.31 3.90 0.84 0.71

8 0.042 0.041 0.001 0.51 35.29 37.1 1.81 0.66 0.58

9 0.042 0.035 0.007 0.57 30.52 33.66 3.14 0.77 0.67

10 0.044 0.038 0.006 0.56 28.83 30.06 1.23 0.61 0.59

Maximum value 0.047 5.72

Minimum value 0.001 1.23
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As a result of the experimental data processing, the values of all components
included in the structure of determining the summarizing index of the biosystems status
were obtained (Fig. 2).

The graphical analysis showed that the entities with the highest proportion of
indicators and factors, which are positive, operate in the Darnytskyi and Dniprovskyi
districts. Low levels of management environmental activity are observed in the busi-
ness entities of Solomianskyi and Sviatoshinskyi districts, most of the normalized
values of indicators and factors of which are low or close to zero.

3.3 Investigation of the Level of the Summarizing Index
of the Biosystems Status Using a Mathematical Model to Control
the Environmental Management System Functioning

The use the developed mathematical model allowed to search for the dependence of the
summarizing index of the biosystems status (EEb) on the results of the application of
bioindication and biotesting methods before and after the EMS introduction of
(Table 3).

The highest level of normalized value is for the enterprises of Shevchenkivskyi and
Holosiivskyi districts, which are 0.85 and 0.81 respectively. This indicates that the
activities of these enterprises are shaped with a view to minimizing the impact on the
natural components of the environment. The greatest negative impact on the envi-
ronment is caused by the activity of business entities in the Solomianskyi, Svi-
atoshynskyi and Pecherskyi districts, the normalized value of the summarizing index of
the biosystems status is 0.58, 0.63 and 0.65 respectively.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0.00

0.25

0.50

0.75

1.00

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Summarizing indicator of
the growth test - EEb(GT)

Summarizing indicator of
the air quality - EEb(RA)

Summarizing indicator of
the necrotic damage to the
leaf blade - EEb(ND)
Indicator of the surface
water toxicity level -
EEb(SD)
Indicator of the surface
water toxicity level -
EEb(QW)
Zero level

1 - Business entity of Holosiivskyi district
2 - Business entity of Obolonskyi district
3 - Business entity of Shevchenkivskyi district
4 - Business entity of Darnytskyi district
5 - Business entity of Dniprovskyi district

6 - Business entity of Desnianskyi district
7 - Business entity of Pecherskyi district
8 - Business entity of Sviatoshynskyi district
9 - Business entity of Podilskyi district
10 - Business entity of Solomianskyi district

Fig. 2. Comparative analysis of the calculation results for the components of the summarizing
index of the biosystems status
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The Fig. 3 shows the results of simulation of the summarizing index of the
biosystems status in the form of a radar plot. In order to analyze the state of the
environment and determine the level of functioning of the environmental management
system at business entities, a comparison was made with zero or with the level of
inactivity or passive environmental management.

Table 3. Normalized values of the summarizing index of the biosystems status (EEb) within a
business entity’s sanitary zone

N Summarizing index of
the biosystems status -
EEb

Administrative
district of Kyiv

Type of economic activity (NACE code) of
business entities

1 0.81 Holosiivskyi t 42.11. Construction of roads and motorways
2 0.72 Obolonskyi 10.11. Production of meat
3 0.85 Shevchenkivskyi 68.20 Renting and operating of own or leased

real estate
4 0.78 Darnytskyi 20.42. Perfume and cosmetics production
5 0.73 Dniprovskyi 26.51. Manufacture of instruments and

equipment for measurement, research and
navigation

6 0.74 Desnianskyi 49.31. Land and suburban passenger land
transport

7 0.65 Pecherskyi 56.10 Restaurants, mobile food service
activities

8 0.63 Sviatoshynskyi 47.30 Retail trade of fuel (major)
9 0.67 Podilskyi 81.10. Integrated object maintenance
10 0.58 Solomianskyi 47.11. Retail sale of food, beverages and

tobacco in non-specialized stores

0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

1
1

2

3

4
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6
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9

10 Zero level

Summarizing index of the biosystems
status  (EEb)

1 - Business entity of Holosiivskyi district
2 - Business entity of Obolonskyi district
3 - Business entity of Shevchenkivskyi district
4 - Business entity of Darnytskyi district
5 - Business entity of Dniprovskyi district
6 - Business entity of Desnianskyi district
7 - Business entity of Pecherskyi district
8 - Business entity of Sviatoshynskyi district
9 - Business entity of Podilskyi district
10 - Business entity of Solomianskyi district

Fig. 3. Analysis of biosystems index (EEb) simulation results
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Thus, the results of the research determine the dependence of the biosystems status
on the level of organizational changes aimed at improving environmental management
and activity in the Entity-Environment system. The constructed experimental and
statistical model can be used for decision making and forecasting of the level of overall
control of the environmental management systems functioning, taking into account the
quality and effectiveness of the environmental measures implemented by business
entities.

4 Conclusions

Systematic analysis and experimental studies of summarizing index of the biosystems
status allowed to determine the factors influencing the state of organizational changes
during the implementation of EMS by business entities carrying out different types of
economic activity in ten administrative districts of Kyiv. These factors determine the
insufficient reduction of pollutant emissions into the atmosphere, which leads to low
levels of conservation or restoration of natural components of the environment and
causes a negative response to their state of living organisms. The processing of the
experimental results by the method of taking into account the interval changes of the
state of the systems allowed us to develop a methodology for the formation of nor-
malized factors and to build an experimental-statistical mathematical model, as the
dependence of the biosystems status and the environmental quality on certain factors.

Graphical interpretation of the results made it possible to visualize the calculations
results of both individual factors and a summarizing index of the biosystems status
using an experimental-statistical model. The analysis of the research results showed the
dependence of the biosystems status on the implemented nature conservation measures
and the implementation of the environmental program of the environmental manage-
ment system at business entities. The graphical interpretation of the calculations has
shown that the EMS implementation with the implementation of all DSTU ISO 14001:
2015 requirements and the constant monitoring to control the EMS functioning,
increases the level of its environmental performance, which is reflected in the
improvement of the natural components of the environment.

The constructed mathematical model is a tool for effective environmental man-
agement decision making and forecasting of biosystems state. This will allow to predict
the level of environmental safety in cities and regions, depending on the level of
efficiency and control of the organizational activity at business entities operating in
different sectors of the economy.
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Abstract. The article deals with the mathematical model of wheel axle dis-
placement after the end of the vehicle braking process on the uphill in the
absence of moving the pneumatic tire contact patch relative to the road surface.
The proposed dependencies for determining the coordinate of the wheel axis
position and the speed of its movement on the basis of the general dynamics
equation allow to determine the time during which the wheel axis deviates by
the maximum distance from the axis of symmetry of the contact patch of the
pneumatic tire, which is stationary relative to the surface of the pavement. The
obtained simulation results made it possible to establish a relationship between
the position of the wheel axis, the mass of the vehicle and the value of the
longitudinal uphill of the pavement surface, and made it possible to evaluate the
possibility of using the energy of the elastic deformation of the pneumatic tire at
the moment when the vehicle started to moving on the uphill. The proposed
mathematical model of rectilinear motion of the axle of the locked wheel, the
contact patch of which does not move relative to the surface of the pavement,
may be a theoretical basis for the analysis and synthesis of the algorithm for
controlling the system of motion of the vehicle on the uphill.

Keywords: Vehicle � Uphill � Longitudinal deformation of the tire � Equation
of motion � Damping � Extremum

1 Introduction

The process of moving a vehicle [1, 2], especially on the uphill [3, 4], affects the traffic
flow and on road safety, which is why modern vehicles are equipped with automatic
systems that help the driver begin to move on the uphill. A lot of scientific works have
been devoted to the study of vehicle moving processes, which indicates the relevance
of this area of research. An analysis of these works showed that the process of starting a
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vehicle moving on the uphill [3, 5, 6] is determined by the change in the elastically
deformed state of the vehicle pneumatic tires [7, 8], the applied forces and the corre-
sponding reactions from the side of the road surface. It is known that after a vehicle
stops on the uphill [9, 10], the pneumatic tires of its braked wheels remain deformed by
the longitudinal component of the gravity. In this case, elastic forces are formed in the
pneumatic tires of the braked vehicle wheels, which compensate for a part of the
longitudinal force acting on the vehicle. In this case, the elastic longitudinal defor-
mation of the pneumatic tire determines the longitudinal displacement of the wheel axis
and, accordingly, of the car body. It is obvious that the dynamic state of the axis of the
blocked wheel after the vehicle stops on the uphill determines the nature of the
operation of automatic systems that help the driver when the vehicle begins to move.

2 Analysis of Publications

An analysis of scientific papers [3–8, 11] on modeling the process of starting a vehi-
cle’s movement showed that they are based on a description of the dynamic state of the
vehicle, and the deformation of pneumatic tires [12] mounted on wheels affects the
control and dynamics of the vehicle’s movement. To determine the displacement of the
reaction of the surface of the road surface in [13], a study was carried out determining
the nature of the vehicle’s movement, and in [14] equations were given for determining
the longitudinal shear of the vertical reaction during vehicle movement. An analysis of
[15] showed that, based on theoretical and experimental studies, its author has
developed a method for calculating the position of a normal reaction relative to the
center of the contact patch of a pneumatic tire with the surface of the road. The studies
of the angular deformation of the pneumatic tire of a wheel, carried out in [12, 16],
made it possible to obtain equations for describing the angularly damped oscillations in
a flexible pneumatic tire depending on the magnitude of the torque, wheel load, and tire
characteristic.

3 Methods and Materials

Determining the stress state of the tires of all the braked wheels of a vehicle standing on
the uphill is a difficult statically indefinable task. In this regard, at the first stage of the
study of the dynamic state of the axis of the locked wheels under the action of the
longitudinal component of the vehicle’s gravity (Fig. 1), we accept the following
assumptions and conditions:

– after stopping the car on the uphill, it is held in place by the wheels of one axis;
– wheels of the same axles have the equal loads, dimensions and characteristics;
– the wheels of one axis are replaced by one wheel located in the central longitudinal

plane of the vehicle;
– there is no air movement around the vehicle;
– the suspension of all wheels is absolutely stiff;
– the surface is absolutely flat and hard, located at an angle a to the horizon;
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– the force of adhesion of the wheels to the supporting surface is greater than the
longitudinal forces acting on the wheels.

A stationary vehicle standing on the uphill in the longitudinal plane is affected by the
component of gravity Pa = Ga ∙ sina, which is balanced by the tangential reaction Rx2

on the braked wheels. In the case of a stationary vehicle, the tangent reaction Rx2 is
equal to the braking force PT. In this case, the tires of the braked wheels are subjected
to longitudinal deformation. Elastic tire deformation force FT with a stationary vehicle
modulo equal to Pa and PT. As a result, in the static state of the vehicle, the normal
reaction on the braked wheels shift “e = xc” relative to the axis of the wheel in the
longitudinal plane. To compile a mathematical model of the rectilinear motion of the
axis of the locked wheel after braking the vehicle on the uphill to a static state, we
consider the diagram shown in Fig. 2. In the diagram below, in accordance with the
accepted assumptions, the wheels of one axis are replaced by one wheel located in the
central longitudinal plane of the vehicle. The scheme corresponds to the cases of
braked wheels, both the front and rear axles, therefore the designation of reactions on
the wheel is common. When braking a vehicle on the uphill, the braking moment MT

created by the brake mechanism acts on the wheel, and forces are applied to the wheel
axis.

In this case, in the longitudinal plane of the vehicle are: part of the force of inertia
of the vehicle Pjx; the longitudinal component Pka of the force of gravity Ga and the
braking force PT. In the vertical plane of the vehicle acts normal component Pz of
gravity Ga.

The equilibrium equation of the wheel axis in the longitudinal direction is

Pj
x � Pka � PT ¼ 0: ð1Þ

Fig. 1. Scheme of external influences acting on a stationary vehicle: xoz - motionless coordinate
system; L - the distance between the axles of the wheels of the vehicle; a, b, hg - coordinates of
the center of gravity of the vehicle; rd - dynamic radius of the wheel; Ga - vehicle gravity; Rz -
wheel load; parameters having an index of “1” correspond to the vehicle front axis, and an index
of “2” corresponds to the vehicle rear axis
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A longitudinal tangent reaction Rx and a vertical reaction Rz act in the contact patch of
the wheel with the road bearing surface. The vertical reaction Rz due to the tangential
elasticity of the tire is shifted from the axis of the wheel o0 by x0.

The scheme shown in Fig. 2 corresponds to the point in time when the linear
velocity of the wheel axis and the angular velocity of the wheel xk is equal to zero, but
the tire is in an elastically deformed state.

At the moment of stopping the wheel axis, the inertia force is zero, the realized
braking force PTu takes the value of the elastic longitudinal deformation force FT of the
tire. In this case, the wheel axis and, accordingly, the vehicle body begin to move in the
opposite direction under the action of the sum of the forces Pka and FT. In this case, the
vector of elastic force FT decreases, vanishes and then, changing direction, increases
(see Fig. 3), which affects the magnitude of the longitudinal deformation of the tire.

Fig. 2. The scheme of external influences acting on the locked wheel at the moment of stopping
its contact spot with the road surface: xz - fixed coordinate system

Fig. 3. The scheme of external influences acting on the locked wheel and the dependence of the
displacement of its axis relative to the fixed contact patch: xz - fixed coordinate system;
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The elastic force FT of the tire increases with its deformation and at a stationary
point xc takes a steady-state value, which depends on the value of the uphill, braking
force and adhesive properties of the tire. Since after stopping a vehicle on the uphill, it
is held in place by the wheels of one axis, the longitudinal component of the vehicle’s
gravity is perceived by the wheels of this axis. This leads to an increase in tire
deformation and the realized braking force PTu. The direction of the elastic force FT,
the deformed tires coincides with the direction of the coordinate axis x. The reactions
Rx and Rz form the total moment, respectively, on the arms xc and rd, which causes a
change in the direction of the braking moment MT (see Fig. 3). In this case, the
magnitude of the realized braking torque also changes.

The magnitude of the realized braking torque MTu is determined by the coefficient
of realized adhesion fx and the coefficient of adhesion f maxx ¼ l to the supporting
surface, and if the condition MT � Mu = Rz ∙ l ∙ rd is fulfilled, then it acquires the
value.

MTu ¼ Rz � fx � rd : ð2Þ

The realized friction coefficient fx depends on the uphill angle and the normal reaction
of the surface to the axis of the braked wheels Rz.

fx ¼ Pa

Rz
¼ Ga � sin a

Ga � mza
¼ sin a

mza
; ð3Þ

where Ga = m ∙ g vehicle gravity (m - vehicle mass, kg; g = 9.81 m/s2 - gravitational
acceleration);

mza is the coefficient of distribution of the normal load on the braked axis of a
vehicle standing on the uphill.

The distribution of the normal load on the front and rear axles of a stationary
vehicle on the uphill can be determined from the corresponding expressions

mza1 � L ¼ cos a � b� hg � tga
� �

; mza2 � L ¼ cos a � aþ hg � tga
� �

: ð4Þ

Taking into account (4), Eq. (3) for the corresponding axis of the vehicle will take the
form

fx1 ¼ L � tga � b� hg � tga
� ��1

; fx2 ¼ L � tga � aþ hg � tga
� ��1

: ð5Þ

If the realized friction coefficient fx is less than the friction coefficient l with the
supporting surface, then the speed of the wheel axis at a stationary point with coor-
dinate xc becomes equal to zero.

Obviously, rolling the wheel along in the uphill is possible under conditions fx\l
and Mт < Mu. Under the conditions MT �Pa � rd [Mu, the contact patch of the wheel
and its axis, and accordingly the vehicle will slide down the uphill.

The last two cases correspond to a violation of the stability of the car on the uphill
and are not considered in this paper. Based on the assumptions made and in accordance
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with the diagram presented in Fig. 3, the equation of motion of the axis of the locked
wheel caused by the longitudinal force has the form

m � €xþ k � _xþ c � x ¼ Pa; ð6Þ

where x; _x;€x is the movement, speed and acceleration of the wheel axis relative to the
center of the typo of the tire in the direction of the longitudinal axis; k – coefficient of
inelastic resistance of tires of a braked axle; c – coefficient of tangential (longitudinal)
stiffness of tires of the braked axle.

When solving Eq. (6), we assume that: the mass of the vehicle, the coefficients of
dynamic viscosity and tangential stiffness are not changed: m-const; k-const; c-const;
the uphill angle is constant and positive: a-const; a > 0.

We transform Eq. (6) to the form

€xþ 2n � _xþx2 � x ¼ q; ð7Þ

where n ¼ 0:5 � k � m�1 – tire damping coefficient in the longitudinal direction; x ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
c � m�1

p
– natural frequency of the vehicle axis in the longitudinal direction; q ¼

Pa � m�1 – specific longitudinal force applied to the axis wheel of the vehicle.
From Eq. (6) for a stationary point, the dependence of the coordinate of the wheel

axis for a given longitudinal force has the form

xc ¼ Pa � c�1: ð8Þ

To solve the second-order differential Eq. (7), we write the equation

k2 þ 2n � kþx2 ¼ 0; ð9Þ

where k – characteristic root of the equation.
The roots of the characteristic Eq. (9) determines the equality

k1;2 ¼ �n�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2 � x2

p
: ð10Þ

The solution of Eq. (7), and therefore the nature of the change in the coordinate of the
wheel axis, depends on the ratio of the damping coefficient of the tire “n” and the
frequency of own vibrations “x”. For the case n � x, the aperiodic movement of the
axis from the origin to the position of the stationary point is characteristic. Under the
condition n > x, a particular solution of Eq. (7) has the form

�x ¼ c1 � e�k1�t þ c2 � e�k2�t ð11Þ

and the general solution of this equation, taking into account the dependence (8)

x ¼ Pa � c�1 þ c1 � e�k1�t þ c2 � e�k2�t; ð12Þ

where c1, c2 – constant values; t – independent variable time.
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The constant values c1, c2 of Eq. (12), which describes the dynamics of the
movement of the wheel axis relative to the center of the tire contact patch on the road
surface, are determined for the initial conditions. The initial conditions for the study of
the rectilinear motion of the axis of the locked wheel after braking the vehicle on the
uphill are determined at a point in time corresponding to the zero speed of the wheel
axis (car body) moving forward on the uphill. In this case, the coordinate x(0) of the
wheel axis relative to the geometric center of the tire contact patch has a certain value
x0, due to the longitudinal deformation of the tire. The longitudinal deformation of the
tire at the initial moment is determined by the intensity of the previous braking, the
amount of the uphill and tire parameters. We write down certain initial conditions in the
form: the initial instant of time t = 0, the coordinate x(0) = x0, and the initial velocity
_x 0ð Þ ¼ 0. For given initial conditions, c1 and c2 are determined from the expressions

x 0ð Þ ¼ x0 ) x0 ¼ Pa � c�1 þ c1 þ c2
_x 0ð Þ ¼ 0 ) k1 � c1 þ k2 � c2 ¼ 0

)
) c1 ¼ Pa � c�1 � x0ð Þ � k2 � k1 � k2ð Þ�1;

c2 ¼ � Pa � c�1 � x0ð Þ � k1 � k1 � k2ð Þ�1:

Substituting in the Eq. (11) the values of c1 and c2 after the transformations, we have
the dependence of the coordinate of the axis on time for this case

x ¼ Pa � c�1 1þ 1� c � x0 � P�1
a

� � � k2 � e�k1�t � k1 � e�k2�t� �
k1 � k2ð Þ� �

: ð13Þ

When the condition n = x is fulfilled, the stationary position of the point of the axis of
the wheel of the vehicle occurs most quickly. In this case, the root of Eq. (9) takes a
unique value k = –n and its particular solution has the form

�x ¼ c3 þ c4 � tð Þe�n�t; ð14Þ

and accordingly, taking into account dependence (8), the general solution of Eq. (6)
can be written in the form

x ¼ Pa � c�1 þ c3 þ c4 � tð Þ � e�n�t: ð15Þ

Given the initial conditions, the constant values of Eq. (15) are defined as

x 0ð Þ ¼ x0 ) x0 ¼ Pa � c�1 þ c3
_x 0ð Þ ¼ 0 ) �n � c3 þ c4 ¼ 0

)
) c3 ¼ Pa � c�1 � x0ð Þ;

c4 ¼ �n � Pa � c�1 � x0ð Þ:

Substituting the values c3 and c4 into the Eq. (15) after the transformations, we obtain
the dependence of the coordinate of the axis on time for this case

x ¼ Pa � c�1 � 1þ 1� c � x0 � P�1
a

� � � ð�1� n � tÞ � e�n�t� �
: ð16Þ
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For the case n < x, the general solution of the Eq. (9) has the form

�x ¼ e�k3�t � c5 � cos k4 � tð Þþ c6 � sin k4 � tð Þ½ �; ð17Þ

where k3 = n, k4 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 � n2

p
; c5, c6 – constant values.

The general solution of Eq. (7), taking into account dependence (8) in this case, has
the form

x ¼ Pa � c�1 þ e�k3�t � c5 � cos k4 � tð Þþ c6 � sin k4 � tð Þ½ �: ð18Þ

The values of the constant values c5 and c6 in the general solution of the equation are
determined for the above initial conditions

x 0ð Þ ¼ x0 ) x0 ¼ Pa � c�1 þ c5 ) c5 ¼ x0 � Pa � c�1;

_x 0ð Þ ¼ 0 ) �k3 � c5 þ k4 � c6 ¼ 0 ) c6 ¼ �k3 � k�1
4 � x0 � Pa � c�1� �

:

Substituting the values of c5 and c6 into Eq. (18) after transformations, the general
solution of Eq. (3) for this case will take the form

x ¼ Pa � c�1 1� e�n�t � 1� x0 � c � P�1
a

� � � cos k4 � tð Þþ n � k�1
4 � sin k4 � tð Þ� �� �

: ð19Þ

From Eq. (19) it can be seen that the axis of the wheel will make damped oscillations
around a stationary point defined by dependence (8). The position of the axis of the
wheel will correspond to the position of the stationary point when the condition

cos k4 � tð Þþ n � k�1
4 � sin k4 � tð Þ ¼ 0: ð20Þ

Accordingly, in the first period of oscillations, the coordinate of the wheel axis will
correspond to the dependences (8) at time

t1 ¼ k�1
4 � p� arctg k�1

3 � k4
� �� �

: ð21Þ

The maximum displacement of the wheel axis from the center of the tire patch cor-
responds to the first extremum of function (19). This extremum corresponds to zero for
the first derivative of function (19).

_x ¼ Pa � c�1 n � e�n�t � 1� x0 � t � P�1
a

� � � cos k4 � tð Þþ n � k�1
4 � sin k4 � tð Þ� ��

�e�n�t � 1� x0 � c � P�1
a

� � � �k4 � sin k4 � tð Þþ n � cos k4 � tð Þ½ �� ¼ 0:
ð22Þ

After the transformations, the condition of the extremum of function (19) takes the form

Pa � c�1 � x2 � k�1
4 � e�n�t � 1� x0 � c � P�1

a

� � � sin k4 � tð Þ ¼ 0: ð23Þ
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The left-hand side of Eq. (23) is a harmonic function that will be zero provided

k4 � t ¼ p � i: ð24Þ

Accordingly, the first extremum of maximum value will occur at time

t� ¼ p � k�1
4 ; ð25Þ

and the value of the first extremum of function (19) determines the expression

x t�ð Þ ¼ Pa � c�1 � 1þ e�n�t�ð Þ: ð26Þ

Expressions (13), (16), (19) reflect the change in the coordinate of the linear motion of
the wheel axis after braking the vehicle on the uphill with a fixed tire patch, taking into
account damping in the tire. These expressions correspond to various combinations of
tire characteristics and vehicle mass. In the event of damped oscillations of the vehicle
axis relative to the fixed center of the tire patch, dependence (21) determines the time
moments corresponding to the position of the stationary point of the wheel axis, and
expression (25) determines the time points corresponding to the maximum deviations
of the axis from the fixed center of the patch.

4 Analysis of the Parameters of the Rectilinear Motion
of the Axis of the Locked Wheel After Braking the Vehicle
on the Uphill

To analyze the influence of tire parameters on the dynamics of the wheel axis after
braking the vehicle on the uphill with a fixed patch of tire contact and a non-rotating
brake wheel, the Simulink environment was used. When modeling, it was accepted: the
mass of the vehicle is 1500 kg, the tire 155R13 is installed on all four wheels. Tire
parameters [12]: longitudinal stiffness coefficient c = 162 N/mm; the coefficient of
inelastic resistance of the tire is k = 5000 N ∙ s/m. Braking the vehicle before it stops
on the uphill causes the tire to deform and determines the initial coordinate x0 of the
wheel axis relative to the center of the fixed tire patch. The value x0 is determined from
the equation of motion of the axis of the wheel (and body) of the vehicle at the time the
tire patch stops. Longitudinal deformation of tires is determined by the total force Px

Px ¼ m � jT � Pa: ð27Þ

where Px is the total rolling resistance of the braking wheels applied to the axles of the
wheels of the vehicle.
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Assuming a uniform distribution of the total force Px between the wheels, having
set the vehicle to decelerate on the uphill with an elevation angle a, we determine the
initial coordinate x0 of the wheel axis relative to the center of the fixed tire patch

x0 ¼ Px � c�1 � n�1
w ; ð28Þ

where nw = 4 - the number of brake wheels of the vehicle.
The results of modeling the rectilinear motion of the wheel axis relative to the

center of the fixed tire patch are presented in Fig. 4. The curves 1 and 2 can be used to
evaluate the effects of vehicle deceleration when stopping on the uphill on the dynamic
behavior of its wheel axis. An analysis of Eq. (25) shows that the initial coordinate of
the x0 axis can have a positive and negative value depending on the ratio of the uphill
of the road and the braking coefficient z = jT/g.

Curve 1 reflects the change in the coordinate of the wheel axis in the case of a
vehicle stop with a slowdown jT = g ∙ sina, which is characterized by the absence of
longitudinal force and longitudinal deformation of the tire x0 at a given time. For the
uphill of the supporting surface of the road of 5°, this case is observed when the vehicle
slows down jT = 0.855 m/s2. And curve 2 is obtained for the case of a vehicle stop with
a deceleration of 1.5 m/s2. It should be noted that the results are obtained for braking
with four wheels, and holding the vehicle on the uphill is performed by two wheels of a
non-driving axle. Obviously, the time to reach the position of the stationary point and
the extremum of the amplitude, as well as the coordinate of the stationary point, do not
depend on the level of deceleration during braking. A decrease in the mass of the
vehicle determines a decrease in the amplitude of the oscillations, but the oscillatory
process is retained in view of the low damping ability of the tire.

Fig. 4. The movement of the axis of the braked wheel relative to the center of the fixed tire
patch on the longitudinal uphill of 5°
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The movement of the wheel axis relative to the fixed tire patch acquires an ape-
riodic character only when the tire inelastic drag coefficient k = 22000 N ∙ s/m (curve 4
of Fig. 4). When the vehicle stops with a deceleration of 1.5 m/s2 on the rise with a
different uphill, the value of the initial coordinate can take both positive and negative
values (Fig. 5). This is explained by a change in the ratio of the constituent components
of the right-hand side of dependence (27). With an increase in the uphill of the road, the
value of the initial coordinate x0 of the wheel axis decreases. It should be noted that the
coordinate of the stationary point is uniquely determined only by the value of the uphill
of the road surface. Moreover, the parameters characterizing the oscillatory process at
any uphill have the same values.

5 Conclusion

The developed mathematical model of the rectilinear motion of the axis of the locked
wheel after braking the vehicle on the uphill allows us to evaluate the change in the
coordinate and speed of the axis taking into account damping in the tire. The results of
a theoretical study characterize the initial conditions for starting a vehicle on the uphill.
The direction of the elastic force of the deformed tires coincides with the direction of
the coordinate x-axis, which makes it possible to use the elastic strain energy of the
braked tires to improve the energy parameters of the start of movement on the uphill.

The presented mathematical model of the rectilinear motion of the axis of the
locked wheel after braking the vehicle on the uphill can serve as a theoretical basis for
the formation of the structure of automatic driver assistance systems at the beginning of
movement, analysis and synthesis of control algorithms in this mode. Taking into
account changes in the coordinate and speed of the axis, the braked wheels at various

Fig. 5. The movement of the axis of the braked wheel relative to the center of the fixed of the
tire patch when the mass of the vehicle is 1500 kg on the rise with different uphill: 1 - with uphill
of 10°; 2 - with uphill of 8.8°; 3 - with uphill of 5°; A - amplitude
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dynamic conditions of the vehicle at the beginning of the movement on the rise allows
to more correctly assess the dynamic and energy parameters of the beginning of
movement, to clarify the requirements for the algorithm of automatic brake control
systems of the vehicle and, as a result, to improve the quality of process control.
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Abstract. The flexibility of thin-walled component and presence of a low
natural vibrations frequency significantly affects the efficiency and accuracy of
the milling, so inevitably arise the problem of determining the details of influ-
ence of the deformation of the cutting tool and the natural vibration frequencies.
In this paper we construct analytical solutions for these problems for a plate, two
opposite edges of which are simply supported, and the other two may be sup-
ported by the beam and the plates. Action of the milling cutter modeled by the
concentrated force. The results were compared with results obtained by finite
element method. The influence of the stiffness of the reinforcing plates on the
magnitude of deflection of the loaded plate is studied, and the variation of the
deflection depending on the point of application of force is shown. The obtained
analytical solutions can be easily used in the software of CNC machines for
selecting milling regimes and adjusting of the cutting tool path.

Keywords: Thin-walled component milling � Bending and vibrations �
Analytical solution

1 Introduction

Many elements of modern aircraft structures (stiffened panels, spars, frames, ribs, etc.)
have thin-walled structures obtained by milling [1, 2]. This manufacturing method
avoids the use of additional riveted and bolted joints, which leads to a better quality of
airfoils and, more importantly, more smooth field stresses arising from external loads.

As a result of this manufacturing method, the material of the part can be 5–10% of
the workpiece material. Removal of a large amount of excess material may take a long
time. To reduce it using high-speed milling techniques with CNC [3], thus there are
two major problems associated with the fact that the processed thin-walled parts have a
small bending stiffness. The first problem (static) consists of deforming the workpiece
by the forces of interaction with a cutter, whereby a processed surface shape is different
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from the expected [2]. The second problem (dynamic) is associated with low natural
frequencies of the workpieces vibrations, which gives rise to self-excited vibrations and
consequently increases the roughness of the final part, tool wear and even failure of the
equipment [4, 5]. The same problems arise in machining thin-walled parts which are
produced or repaired by additive manufacturing [6, 7].

According to [2], approaches to solving these problems can be divided into two
groups:

– industrial approaches – development of special clamp systems [8], dampers, online
tool condition monitoring, etc. [9];

– computational solutions – modification of cutting tool trajectories [10], feed rate,
cutting depth, etc. based on preliminary simulation [11].

Computational solutions shown in most studies [12–16], anyway include CAE simu-
lations, which are based on the finite element method (FEM). At present, this method is
the most common due to its versatility. However, its use involves carrying out labo-
rious research on the accuracy and convergence of the numerical solution. Analytical
methods are deprived of this drawback, but their use is limited to areas of a simple form
with ideal boundary conditions [17, 18]. The main drawback of such solutions is that
the idealization of the boundary conditions in the direction of tightening or loosening
can significantly affect the final result. In this paper, we obtained analytical solutions
for the plate bending and vibrations, taking into account its interaction with sur-
rounding elements. Solutions are based on the “boundary conditions identification”
method, according to which the first determined boundary stiffness, then the problem is
solved for a selected element with inhomogeneous boundary conditions. This method
was tested in [19, 20].

2 Problem Solution Strategy

As the workpiece is considered the divide wall (Fig. 1). At the bottom it connects to the
skin, the free edge can be supported by a beam (a beam of rectangular cross-section
H � B is shown on Fig. 1).

The problem is considered only normal to the surface cutting force component
P (along axis z) both at up milling, as down milling. Two other components acting in
the plane of the plate, have a small effect on its deformation. The concentrated force
incorrectly simulates the impact of most types of cutters on the workpiece, but the
deflection function obtained as a result of such a solution will be the Green’s function.
Therefore, the transition to any other external load (distributed over the surface or along
the curve) can be easily implemented, e.g. in [18].
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All plates along the boundary are simply supported except boundaries y = 0 and
y = b (Fig. 2a). For these boundaries are set criteria of elastic support. Simply support
for all plates at x = 0 and x = a allows using Levy-type solution, i.e., deflection
function is defined as

w x; yð Þ ¼
X1
n¼1

Wn yð Þ sin anx; ð1Þ

where WnðyÞ is an unknown function, an ¼ np
a .

Functions WnðyÞ must satisfy to the boundary conditions:

1Þ Wnjy¼0¼ 0;
2Þ �D W 00

n � la2nWn
� �� 2KnW 0

n

� �
y¼0¼ 0;

3Þ �D W 000
n � 2� lð Þa2nW 0

n

� �� KwnWn
� �

y¼b¼ 0;

4Þ �D W 00
n � la2nWn

� �� KunW 0
n

� �
y¼b¼ 0:

ð2Þ

Here D ¼ Eh3
12 1�l2ð Þ is the flexural rigidity; E is a Young’s modulus; µ is the Poisson’s

ratio; Kn, Kwn, Kun are stiffness coefficient.
Below is first determined coefficients Kn, Kwn, Kun, and then construct a function

WnðyÞ.

Fig. 1. Dimensions, position and calculated scheme of the workpiece (photo from https://www.
preziss.com/).
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2.1 Determination of Elastic Boundary

Stiffness coefficients Kwn, Kun related to bending and torsional stiffness of the beam
[17]. They are equal to the transverse force and torque that arise when a single
deflection and a twist angle are applied to the reinforcing beam (Fig. 2b):

Kwn ¼ a4nEI;

Kun ¼ �a2nGIk:
ð3Þ

Here EI and GIk is bending and torsional rigidity of beam ðG ¼ E=2 1þ lð Þ is
shear modulus). For a beam of rectangular cross-section I ¼ BH3=12,

Ik ¼ B3 H
3 � 64B

p5
P1
m¼0

th 2mþ 1ð ÞpH=2B
2mþ 1ð Þ5

� �
.

The flexural rigidity of the plate Kn is defined by solving the boundary-value
problem (BVP) for the reinforcement plate (Fig. 2c):

WIV
n � 2 a2nW

00 þ a4nWn ¼ 0;
1Þ Wnjy¼0¼ 0; 2Þ W 0

n

��
y¼0 ¼ 1;

3Þ Wnjy¼c¼ 0 ; 4Þ �D W 00
n � la2nWn

� �� �
y¼c ¼ 0:

ð4Þ

Stiffness coefficient Kn will be equal to

Kn ¼ Myn

��
y¼0 ¼ �D W 00

n � la2nWn
� �� �

y¼0 ¼ � 2Dan sh2anc
ch anc sh anc� anc

; ð5Þ

here Wn ¼ 2c�yð Þsh an y�ysh an 2 c�yð Þ
2 an c�sh2 an c is the BVP solution (4).

2.2 Bending Problem Solution

Plate deflection is defined as the integral of the differential equation

Fig. 2. Determination of elastics boundary.
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WIV
n � 2 a2nW

00 þ a4nWn ¼ qn
D
; ð6Þ

where the external load qn is the Fourier series expansion coefficient of the Dirac delta
function �Pd x� nð Þd y� gð Þ along the coordinate x: qn ¼ �Pd y� gð Þ 2 sin an na .

After integrating we finally obtain

Wn x; y; n; gð Þ ¼ C1 yþC2ð Þch anyþ C3 yþC4ð Þsh any
þ P sin annð Þ

a3nDa
H g� yð Þ an y� gð Þch an y� gð Þð Þ � sh an y� gð Þð Þð Þ: ð7Þ

Here HðyÞ is the Heaviside step function; Ci is a integrating constants which are
determined from the boundary conditions (2) in which the stiffness coefficients Kn, Kwn,
Kun are computed from (3) and (5).

Note that (7) is a Green’s function, which allows you to easily switch to any other
type of external load.

2.3 Natural Vibrations Problem Solution

The fuselage skin plates have much lower bending stiffness than the studied plate,
therefore, in the problem of natural vibrations along the boundary y = 0, the conditions
of simply support are accepted. According to another boundary y = b plate is con-
nected with the beam. To determine the stiffness coefficients, BVP for the beam is first
solved

wIV � k41w ¼ q sin anx
EI ;

wjx¼0 ¼ wjx¼a ¼ w00jx¼0 ¼ w00jx¼a¼ 0;

	
) w ¼ q sin an x

EI a4n�k41ð Þ ;
u00 � k22u ¼ m sin anx

GIk
;

ujx¼0 ¼ ujx¼a ¼ 0;

	
) u ¼ � m sin an x

GIk a2n�k22ð Þ ;

8>><
>>: ð8Þ

where 4
1

F
EI
ρλ ω= , k2 ¼ x

ffiffiffi
q
G

q
, x ¼ 2p

T is the circular frequency, q is the density,

F = BH is the beam cross-sectional area, T is an oscillation period.
After that, the stiffness coefficients are defined as

Kwn ¼ EI a4n � k41
� �

;

Kun ¼ �GIk a2n � k22
� �

:

(
ð9Þ

Note that unlike (3) the coefficients (9) are dependent on the total system-wide
parameter x. This parameter is determined from the condition of the existence of a
nontrivial solution of the BVP
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WIV
n � 2a2nW

00
n þ a4n � k4

� �
Wn ¼ 0; 0\y\b;

Wnjy¼0 ¼ W 00
n

��
y¼0 ¼ 0;

�D W 000
n � 2� lð Þa2nW 0

n

� �� KwnWn
� �

y¼b ¼ 0;

�D W 00
n � la2nWn

� �� KunW 0
n

� �
y¼b ¼ 0;

8>>><
>>>:

ð10Þ

which, after some transformations takes the form

s1 th s2bð Þ EI GIks3s4 � 1� lð Þa2n þ k2
� �2� �

�s2 tg s1bð Þ EI GIks3s4 � 1� lð Þa2n � k2
� �2� �

þ 2k2 s3 EI th s2bð Þtgð s1bð Þþ s4 GIk s1s2
� � ¼ 0:

ð11Þ

Here 4
h
D

ρλ ω= and we use the notation EI ¼ EI=D, GIk ¼ GIk=D, s1 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2 � a2n

q
,

s2 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2 þ a2n

q
, s3 ¼ k41 � a4n, s4 ¼ k22 � a4n.

Transcendental Eq. (11) can be easily solved by the method of bisection. Intervals
boundaries, on which the radices are determined by the sequence

0;
p2

a2b2
q h
D

� ��1
2

m� 1
2

� �2

a2 þ b2n2
 !( )

; m ¼ 1; 2; . . . ð12Þ

3 Numerical Verification

To confirm the reliability of the results compare them with the results obtained by the
finite element method (FEM), implemented in software NASTRAN. Here, a structure
with dimensions (see Fig. 1) a = 100 mm, b = 50 mm, c = 80 mm, h = 4 mm,
h1 = 2 mm, B = 12 mm, H = 5 mm is used. The material of the workpiece is 2024
aluminum alloy. Its density, Poisson’s ratio and elastic modulus are 2700 kg/m3, 0.3
and 72 GPa, respectively.

3.1 Static Deformation

In a numerical experiment, the magnitude of the maximum deflection wmax is com-
pared. This deflection will occur at the point of application of force, if the normal
component of the cutting force P = 1 is applied to the symmetry axis. In calculating
such values taken as x ¼ n ¼ 50 mm and y ¼ g ¼ 50 mm.

The Fig. 3a shows how the error in the determination of maximum deflection
decreases with increasing the additive components in Eq. (1) and the number of nodal
unknowns in the FEM. As a reference value in evaluating the analytical solutions (1)
taken w1 ¼ 2:7124 � 10�7 value defined at the upper limits of summation in Eq. (1)
N = 20. For FEM, the reference solution is the wFEM ¼ 2:7124 � 10�7 solution obtained
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with a finite element size of 1 � 1 mm. The difference amount of deflection is
wFEM � w1ð Þ=w1 � 100% ¼ 0:7%, which indicates a good matching results.

Note also that to obtain solutions with an accuracy of 1% is enough to confine the
three additive components in (1). One first component gives results with an accuracy of
1.9%, and the magnitude of the deflection at the point of application of force can be
approximately represented as

w ¼ 0:0002094 sin2 31:42 nð Þ gþ 0:1147ð Þg cosh2 31:42 gð Þ�
þ 0:7686 gþ 0:09801ð Þ gþ 0:06216ð Þ sinh2 31:42 gð Þ
� 0:8250 gþ 0:1437ð Þ gþ 0:01539ð Þ sinh 62:83 gð Þ�:

ð13Þ

3.2 Modal Analysis

Similar results can be seen in determining the frequencies of natural vibrations. For
comparison, the lowest frequency was determined, and the two closest frequency to
50 kHz. Figure 3b shows the convergence of the determination of these frequencies in
FEM and the waveforms corresponding to the lowest frequency and the 22nd FEM
numbering. The difference in the determination of these frequencies does not exceed
1%. The situation is different with a frequency lower than the closest to 50 kHz.
According to calculations, FEM is the frequency of 49185.8 Hz, analytic calculations
show 46151.5 Hz and, as shown in Fig. 3c, they have different waveforms. The ana-
lytically determined frequency for a plate having a same waveform as in the FEM
(Fig. 3c), is 55234.1 Hz.

lg
,%

lgN

lg
,%

lgN

Fig. 3. Verification of the results (a) – static deformations, (b), (c) – modal analysis.
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4 Computational Results

The dependence of the maximum deflection from changing stiffness reinforcement
plates: thickness h1, width c and length a was studied. The graphs of these curves are
shown in Fig. 4a. Initial immutable data are taken from Sect. 3.

As can be seen, in this example, the lower edge of the plate under investigation can
accept the fixed support with h1 > 9 mm. When h1 < 3 mm can accept the simple
support. In the range from 3 mm to 9 mm adoption of certain conditions can cause
errors up to 18%.

At about the same maximum deflection range is changed when changing the width
of the support plates c. In this example, the plate width c > 60 mm of its reinforcing
effect is not changed. The plate can be considered infinitely wide, and for the coefficient
of stiffness (5) to take a simpler form

Kn ¼ � lim
c!1

2Dan sh2anc
ch anc sh anc� anc

¼ 2Dan ð14Þ

Maximum deflection ceases substantially unchanged if the length of the structure
reaches a certain value (in this example a > 60 mm).

The Fig. 4b shows the deflections calculated at the point of application of force
(x = n, y = η), the position of which varies. These graphs show how to adjust the
milling path to eliminate distortion caused by the flexibility of the workpiece.

Fig. 4. The dependence of the maximum deflection of: (a) the thickness h1, the width c and the
length a; (b) from the point of force application.
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5 Conclusion

The solutions of static deformation and natural vibrations problems of a flexible plate
with elastic support are presented. The presented solutions as analytical expressions
(see, e.g. Eq. (13)) retain high accuracy. Such solutions can be used when selecting
milling regimes and adjusting the path of movement of the cutting tool. The results
obtained in this paper can be easily implemented in the software of the CNC machine,
which is an advantage over the results obtained by using FEM.
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Abstract. It is determined that the process of formation of stress-strain beha-
viour of the motor grader main frame depends on the influence of several
factors: soil parameters, parameters and geometry of the machine, parameters of
the metal structure itself. The length of the spinal beam makes the main con-
tribution to the stress-strain behaviour formation of the metal structure of the
motor grader main frame. The effect of the angle of spinal beam inclination and
the distance from the spinal beam to the sub-engine frame have less effect on the
stress-strain behaviour of the motor grader metal structure. The design of main
frame box is more practical for motor graders in which planning of the roadbed,
or cutting into the ground with the entire blade are the characteristic work
operation, and the tubular main frame design is more suitable for motor graders
with characteristic eccentric external load application. The method of finite
elements determines the zones of action of maximum stresses with high degree
of precision.

Keywords: Road-building machines � Stress-strain behaviour � CAD systems

1 Choosing Rational Parameters for Metal Structure
of Motor Grader Main Frame

For modern earth-moving machinery the improved productivity due to the increase in
operating speeds is characteristic. All this ultimately results in increase of the work-
loads acting on the machine. The experience of operating the middle-class motor
graders indicates that an increase in external loads causes the appearance of fatigue
cracks in metal structure of the motor grader. This is due to the fact that the dynamic
component of the loading of the machine and the parameters of the main frame
influencing the formation of its stress-strain behaviour (SSB) are not taken into con-
sideration when designing the load bearing metal structure of the main frame. The
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necessity arises for developing a more accurate method of selecting rational parameters
for metal structure of a motor grader main frame.

1.1 Papers Review

The problem of calculating metal structure of the motor grader main frame is examined
in the works of Kholodov A.M. [1], Sevrov K.P. [2], however, the proposed design
schemes do not take into account the dynamic loads acting on the motor grader main
frame during operation [3]. In the work [4] it is proposed a model of operation pro-
cesses of a motor grader engine under unsteady load during technological processes of
road construction works. The method which makes possible to take into account the
dynamic loads acting on the main frame is considered in the work [5]. In the work [6]
the author presents a method for evaluation of the moldboard structure resistance of the
motor-graders. The paper [7] proposes a methodology for maintaining and restoration
of operating capability of construction and road-building machines. Hydrostatic
transmission system modelling and simulation is proposed by Ho and Ahn [8].
However, it should be noted that methods of selecting the rational parameters of motor
graders metal construction details require further researches.

1.2 Purpose and Problem Description

The purpose of the work is to develop methods of selecting the rational parameters of
metal structure of the motor grader main frame and to estimate loading operating in the
motor grader centre girder. In accordance with the stated purpose of the work, the
research tasks were determined: to make a quantitative assessment of the influence of
geometric parameters of motor grader metal structure on the main frame stress-strain
behaviour and to select the rational form of the motor grader metal structure based on
the analysis. Scientific novelty: a spatial model of the loading of motor grader main
frame metal construction and the formation of its stress-strain behaviour are obtained.

1.3 Problem Solution

Several factors influence the process of forming the stress-strain behaviour of the main
frame: the parameters of the soil (the intensity of increase of digging resistance, the
specific resistance to digging, the soil density), the parameters and geometry of the
machine (the speed of the motor grader, the engine capacity, the geometry of external
loads application, the elasticity of pneumatics), the parameters of the metal structure
itself (the cross-section of the frame, the length of the spinal beam, the angles of
transition of the spinal part of the main frame to the sub-engine one).

Since in the process of the motor grader operation the parameters of the soil and the
machine vary over wide range, it is more expedient to select the rational parameters of
the metal structure of the motor grader main frame depending on the parameters of the
metal structure itself. To quantify the effect of the geometric parameters of the metal
structure (Fig. 1) on the main frame stress-strain behaviour the dispersion analysis was
performed. From the results of modelling the modes of the motor grader main blade
penetration into the ground [5], a group forming the complete factor experiment was
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singled out. Table 1 shows the results of calculations for each of the combinations of
factors A, B, C, D. The following correspondences are established:

1. Factor A corresponds to the influence of the angle of inclination of spinal beam b
and varies at two levels A1 = 0°, A2 = 45°;

2. Factor B corresponds to the influence of the angle of inclination of spinal beam a
and varies at two levels B1 = 20°, B2 = 80°;

3. Factor C corresponds to distance h from the spinal beam to the sub-engine frame
and varies at two levels C1 = 0.5 m, C2 = 1 m;

4. Factor D corresponds to the length of spinal beam l and varies at two levels D1 =
1.5 m, D2 = 2.4 m.

With the help of dispersion analysis we will be able to evaluate the effect of
geometric parameters of the metal structure of the main frame, highlight the most
significant ones and estimate the simultaneous interaction of different factors.

In order to implement the dispersion analysis, a standard method was used [9]. The
analysis of the results of the dispersion analysis (see Table 2) indicates that the main
contribution to the stress-strain behaviour formation of the metal structure of the motor
grader main frame is the length of the spinal beam (factor D). It should also be noted
that the combination of ABC and ABCD factors has a significant impact on the for-
mation of stress-strain behaviour. The influence of the angles of the spinal beam
inclination (factors A, B) and the distance from the spinal beam to the sub-engine frame
(factor C) have a smaller effect on the stress-strain behaviour of the motor grader metal
structure by one order on average. In accordance with the results of dispersion analysis,
the change in factor D and the simultaneous interaction of ABC factors should be
considered a particularly promising measure to reduce the stress-strain behaviour of the

Fig. 1. Geometric parameters of the motor grader metal structure

Table 1. The main stresses acting in the metal structure of the motor grader main frame for each
of the combinations of factors A, B, C, D

Combinations of
factors

D1 D2

B1 B2 B1 B2

C1 A1 64 70 110 120
A2 78 100 130 136

C2 A1 90 92 118 130
A2 82 87 120 142
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metal structure of the motor grader main frame. Based on the analysis of the obtained
results, a step-by-step search for the rational form of the main frame metal structure was
made. It was decided to consider 15 different layout forms of metal structures with a
circular and rectangular cross-section of the spinal beam.

As a result, the rational shape of the main frame metal structure for the middle class
motor graders with a wheel formula of 1 � 2 � 3 was determined (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Rational form of the metal structure of the motor grader main frame: a – for motor
graders in which planning the roadbed or cutting into the ground with the whole blade is the
characteristic work operation; b – for motor graders with a characteristic eccentric external load
application, for example, cutting into the ground with the edge of the blade

Table 2. The results of the dispersion analysis

Source of variability Sum of squares Average square Standard deviation

A 410 410 20,2
B 451 451 21,2
AB 39 39 6,2
C 175 175 13,2
AC 390 390 19,7
BC 1 1 1
ABC 2311 2311 48,1
D 7353 7353 85,7
AD 23 23 4,8
BD 15 15 3,9
ABD 10 10 3,2
CD 40 40 6,3
ACD 76 76 8,7
BCD 94 94 9,7
ABCD 2265 2265 47,6
Error 0,00 – –

Total 9123 – –
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So, the process of formation of stress-strain behaviour of the motor grader main
frame depends on the influence of several factors: soil parameters, parameters and
geometry of the machine, parameters of the metal structure itself.

The length of the spinal beam makes the main contribution to the stress-strain
behaviour formation of the metal structure of the motor grader main frame. The effect
of the angle of spinal beam inclination and the distance from the spinal beam to the
sub-engine frame have less effect on the stress-strain behaviour of the motor grader
metal structure.

The design of box main frame is more practical for motor graders in which plan-
ning of the roadbed, or cutting into the ground with the entire blade are the charac-
teristic work operation, and the tubular main frame design is more suitable for motor
graders with characteristic eccentric external load application.

2 Loading Operating in the Motor Grader Centre Girder

For modern earth-moving machines the growth of productivity due to increasing
working speeds is considered typical. This ultimately results in the growth of working
loads acting on the machine.

The experience of operating motor grader of the middle class points out that the
existing methods of calculating the metal structure of the motor grader main frame is
based on considering plain design diagram for the situations of the worst application of
the maximum working loads. In calculations on durability these loads are regarded as
static ones that do not allow calculating accurately the stresses that act in the frames of
modern motor graders. Developing more accurate methods for calculating the loads
that act in the motor grader main frame becomes necessary because it is the place where
fatigue cracks can be observed.

The objective of this section is to analyse the data received experimentally on
loading the main frame of the motor grader and to compare them with the calculated
values and, in accordance with the experimental research, to propose a design diagram
of the main frame that allows determining more precisely the stresses that occur during
the performance.

To solve this problem in the process of durability calculations it was decided to
consider stress-strain behaviour of the motor grader main frame with the help of the
method of the finite elements. Simulation was carried out on the example of a frame
made of steel 09G2S. Boundary conditions:

1. Metal structure (the motor grader main frame) was fixed in accordance with the
operation conditions of the machine.

2. The load was applied: at the ball pin; at the point of hydraulic cylinders attachment
and in the place of the balancing trolley fastening.
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The three-dimensional model of the motor grader main frame was built to which the
loads corresponding to the working operations of the motor grader dynamic loading
were applied. In particular, in the course of calculations the following was realized:

– intensive penetrating into soil with the right edge of the main blade at the angle of
gripping 45°;

– moving at a transportation mode through irregularities of the basic surface.

In the process of calculating the motor grader main frame by the method of finite
elements the results shown in Fig. 3 were received. The zones of acting maximum
stresses received during calculations coincided with the zones of fatigue crack for-
mation observed in the process of operation (see Fig. 4, Fig. 5), that in general proves
the correctness of the calculation method. The experiments were carried out on motor
grader DZk-251 in the field conditions on loam of I–III categories. During the
experiment the operations of intensive penetration of the main blade into soil and
grader moving at transportation speeds through irregularities were realized.

Process of penetrating Transportation mode

Fig. 3. Equivalent stresses (Pa) on the surface of the main frame model

Fig. 4. Crack in the sub-frame
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For transportation mode the artificially produced irregularities of semi-cylindrical
shape with the height of 170 mm and the width along the foundation of 310 mm were
used. The distance between irregularities made up 1.5 m that corresponds to the base of
the balancing wagon of the motor grader.

Comparing maximum values of operating main stresses received during the
experiment and during calculation proves their rather high convergence (see Table 3).

At the same time typical oscillograms that record stresses in the main frame of a
motor grader while performing working operations have clearly non-stationary char-
acter of changing in time (see Fig. 6).

Table 3. Comparing maximum values of operating main stresses received during the
experiment and during calculation

Operation to be carried out rmax (calculated),
MPa

rmax (experimental),
MPa

Intensive penetration into soil with the right edge
of the main blade at the angle of gripping 45°

120 122,5

Moving at a transportation mode through
irregularities of the basic surface

115 99,2

Fig. 5. Crack in the centre girder of the main frame

a                b 
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Fig. 6. Graphs of changing main stresses in time: a – Moving through irregularities of the right
basic surface; b – Intensive penetrating of the edge of the main blade into soil
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The received experimental data point out that the process of loading the main frame
has the oscillating character. The existing methods of calculating stresses that act in
motor grader metal structures do not take into consideration the oscillating processes
that occur during operation. Therefore, developing methods for calculating maximum
stresses in the motor grader frame becomes necessary.

3 Conclusions

Based on comparison of the given calculated and experimental data the following
conclusions can be made:

– The method of finite elements determines the zones of action of maximum stresses
with high degree of precision.

– Fatigue cracks appear in the calculated zones in real conditions of operation that is
the result of acting variables during loading.

– The process of formation of stress-strain behaviour of the motor grader main frame
depends on the influence of several factors: soil parameters, parameters and
geometry of the machine, parameters of the metal structure itself.

– The length of the spinal beam makes the main contribution to the stress-strain
behaviour formation of the metal structure of the motor grader main frame.

– The effect of the angle of spinal beam inclination and the distance from the spinal
beam to the sub-engine frame have less effect on the stress-strain behaviour of the
motor grader metal structure.

– The design of main frame box is more practical for motor graders in which planning
of the roadbed, or cutting into the ground with the entire blade are the characteristic
work operation, and the tubular main frame design is more suitable for motor
graders with characteristic eccentric external load application.
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Abstract. The analysis of transport category airplane fuselage design features
and master geometry modeling methods showed that the methods should be
updated to provide quicker automated editing of the model as well as
improvement of its quality and accuracy. Transport category airplane fuselage
master geometry parametrical modeling method was developed basing on
specification requirements, general view drawing, generalised theoretical
drawing and fuselage parameters matrix. The method takes in account main
geometrical parameters and allows their variation in wide range with automatic
model update for providing required characteristics. Proposed method is verified
using data of airplanes made by SC “Antonov”. Fuselage parameters influence
on its volume and washed surface area was studied. Fuselage master geometry
parametrical modeling method implementation in frontend design of passenger
airplane for local airlines allowed quick geometrical characteristics determina-
tion on early design stage and provide meeting the requirements of specification
and aviation regulations.

Keywords: Fuselage � Master geometry � Parametrical modeling � Surface
mathematical model � Transport category airplane

1 Introduction

Aircraft configuration development, its geometric parameters coordination and
description are among of the most important tasks of preliminary design stage [1, 8].
Fuselage is one of the major airplane’s units. Its size and shape closely interconnected
with airplane Technical Requirements Specification (TRS).

Accordingly to the methodology of aircraft integrated design and modeling [1], the
master geometry model is one of the airplane configuration automated development
results. Traditional descriptive geometry methods of fuselage surface mathematical
modeling [1, 10] involve its outlines definition and shape alignment in two stages. At
first stage, fuselage shape is designed using graphical methods, at the second stage
analytical methods are used for the shape description and mathematical modeling.
Fuselage nose and tail sections shape are set using table method, by points coordinates
or by power function equation [1] with consequent interpolation by conic or spline
curves.
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This approach results significant labor and time costs, low accuracy and involves
possible human factor errors. The impact of such errors can be significant for the
further project development. In addition, this approach makes difficult later edits
because it requires repetition of all the works based on theoretical models.

In modern open information technology world, integrated design systems devel-
opers provided the tools for parametric modeling of airplane parts, assemblies and units
using analytical geometry methods while preserving the complete history of operations
[1, 3, 9, 11]. Parametric modeling requires additional formalization of the initial data
[3], which leads to some additional time cost of modeling stage, but it provides higher
accuracy and associativity which reduces human factor errors and enables automated
rebuild, so changes at subsequent design stages can be done quickly and automatically
taken in account for all models [3, 4, 12]. In addition, parametric model editing
automation allows speeding up studies and expanding the scope of researches using
numerical methods of engineering analysis. As result, the most rational geometric
parameters of the fuselage can be found and efficiency of the airplane increased.

Thus, parametric modeling allows us to solve the problem of definition, coordi-
nation and description of fuselage mathematical model parameters at qualitatively new
level, reducing the number of stages and iterations in the design of the airplane and
increasing its efficiency.

2 The Aim of the Study

The aim of the study is to develop a transport category airplane fuselage master
geometry parametric modeling method basing on its generalized theoretical drawing
and geometric parameters matrix, which can be edited in given ranges.

Tasks:

1. Analysis of transport category airplane fuselage requirements and its design
features.

2. Development of fuselage generalized theoretical drawing and geometric parameters
matrix.

3. Creating fuselage master geometry parametric model in Siemens NX integrated
design system.

4. Determination of the model geometric characteristics in given parameters ranges,
results verification.

3 Features of Fuselage Master Geometry Parametrical
Modeling Method

There are number of requirements to fuselage to be considered during design and
parametric modeling of transport category airplane [2, 11]. The main of them are:

– accommodation of payload crew and equipment prescribed by the airplane technical
specifications;
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– efficient structural integration of aircraft units providing minimum mass, high
reliability and maintainability of airframe;

– high quality of external surface providing low aerodynamic drag;
– compliance with the requirements of regulatory documents (AP-25, CS-25,

ICAO SRP A6, AC-25, OST), particularly in placement of passengers, crew and a
view from the cockpit.

The parametric model of fuselage master geometry should provide [3–5]:

– a single source of information about the fuselage surface configuration for further
aircraft design, preparation for its production and operation;

– fuselage parameters and its surface shape associative coupling;
– high surface quality, the absence of gaps or tangent discontinuities which were

unspecified structurally, smooth and streamlined contours.

In this study, a simplified parametric model of fuselage master geometry is
described. It is mainly intended for frontend design stage application. It can be used for
preliminary analysis of the fuselage and the whole aircraft characteristics, as well as for
the exchange of preliminary data on its configuration between developers.

Let’s consider transport category airplane fuselage typical functional areas (Fig. 1),
their purposes and features.

Most transport category airplanes are equipped with a meteorological radar [6, 8]. It
allows to increase flight safety and expand the range of possible operating conditions
for the aircraft. To ensure unhindered scanning of the front hemisphere, the meteoro-
logical radar compartment is located in the fuselage nose part and it is cowered by a
radiotransparent dome made of composite materials.

The cockpit purpose is to accommodate the crew, elements of the flight control
system and navigation equipment. Cockpit conventional location in fuselage nose
section best fits requirements of the field view and ensure the safety of flights. The
pilots cabin is separated from the passenger compartment by protective bulkhead that
helps to protect the crew in case of possible terrorist attack. As well a cargo com-
partment bulkhead should effectively protect the crew during an emergency landing.
According to ICAO and FAR-25 requirements in most cases the cockpit should be
equipped with an emergency hatch.

1 
2 

3 4 5 6

7 

Fig. 1. Fuselage functional areas. 1 – radar dome, 2 – cockpit, 3 – entrance door, 4 – passengers
cabin, 5 – cargo door, 6 – auxiliary power unit compartment, 7 – landing gear bays
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The location of the entrance doors in the nose and tail sections of the fuselage is
typical for medium and heavy aircraft. Landing gear bays usually are not pressurized
and located in the nose and the central parts of the fuselage.

In the tail section of cargo planes the ramp type cargo door is often required, which
significantly changes the fuselage shape [8, 10]. It is conventional to use the fuselage
tail section for auxiliary power unit compartment. In the central and rear parts of the
fuselage wing and stabilisers fittings are provided. The design in these areas requires
additional reinforcement due to the high intensities of the transmitted loads.

Basing on above mentioned requirements to the fuselage, it’s master geometry
model and functional features the method of parametrical master geometry modeling
method is developed (Fig. 2). It can be used in design of different transport category
airplane types in a wide range of take-off masses.
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Fig. 2. Fuselage master geometry parametrical modeling method scheme.
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4 Fuselage Surface Generalized Theoretical Drawing
and Master Geometry Parametrical Model

The initial data for creating the fuselage master geometry are: aircraft design specifi-
cation, general view drawing, generalized theoretical drawing (Figs. 3, 4) and fuselage
geometric parameters matrix (Table 1). Conventionally, the fuselage is divided into the
nose section, the central and the tail sections.

The matrix of fuselage geometric parameters includes main absolute and relative
geometric parameters which influence on aircraft performance is studied at the con-
sidered project stage.

The parameters matrix is represented in the model as global variables expressions.
These variables are used in the sketches instead of dimensions values, which subse-
quently allows unified changing specified parameters, without switching between
different layers and sketches.

Fig. 3. Fuselage generalized theoretical surface drawing fragment.

Table 1. The matrix of fuselage geometric parameters

Parameter, designation, unit Value range
From To

Absolute
Fuselage cross-section equivalent diameter, d_f, mm 3000 4500
Wind screen angle, phi_ws, deg 40 50
Sight angle, phi_v, deg 15 25
Relative
Nose section relative deflection, y_n 0.22 0.24
Tail section relative deflection, y_h 0.4 0.2
Fuselage fineness ratio, lam_f 7 9.3
Nose section fineness ratio, lam_n 1.4 2
Tail section fineness ratio, lam_h 2.8 3.3
Fuselage cross-section aspect ratio, k_hb 1.126 1.175
Cross-section shape coefficient, eta_m 0.927 0.78
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Fuselage geometric parameters are determined during its automated configuration
synthesis. In the future design the matrix of geometric parameters is refined and sup-
plemented during internal layout development, optimization of aerodynamic, technical
and economic performance of the aircraft.

The diameter and fineness ratio of the fuselage is determined basing on passenger
or cargo cabin layout requirements and condition of providing minimal aerodynamic
drag.

For modern passenger airliners its conventional to use cylindrical fuselage shape,
since this shape works the best for pressurized cabins, which is decisive for cruising
altitudes above 10,000 m. Large airplane pressurized fuselages may have two or three
decks then cross-section shape consists of arcs combination. Light transport turboprop
aircraft may have not pressurized cabin then the fuselage cross-section shape close to
rectangular is usually used which provides the best use of the internal space. For
medium and heavy cargo planes with unpressurized cabins sometimes elliptical cross-
section is used. For other than round fuselage cross-sections equivalent (same area)
cross-section diameter should be found.

Nose section is greatly influenced by ergonomic requirements, which could be
considered by placing virtual pilot mannequins with reference geometric parameters.
The type of control system and command levers also affects the overall dimensions of
the pilots’ cabin. Stabilizers configuration and rear cargo door define the shape of the
tail section.

Parameters of fuselage nose and tail section features such as cockpit windscreen,
ramp, fairings or cargo doors, are determined accordingly to requirements of field of
view, bird strike resistance, minimum weight and drag of the fuselage. To build a
parametric model, the data of the fuselage geometric parameters matrix should be
supplemented with derivative, reference and additional parameters. These parameters
are defined mainly by fuselage surface smoothness and continuity considerations, their
values are linked to the parameters presented in the matrix, and their effect on aircraft
performance is not significant.

Fig. 4. Fuselage generalized theoretical surface drawing fragment for airplane with ramp type
cargo door.
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One of the military cargo airplane features is configuration of the fuselage tail
section with a ramp type cargo door. Consideration of providing required height of the
cargo doorway opening and at the same time reduce its length leads to increase in the
tail section deflection angle and the use of the characteristic S-shape of the surface
upper and lower guides. A fragment of the cargo plane tail section theoretical drawing
is shown on Fig. 4.

Typically theoretical surfaces of fuselage nose and tail section have double cur-
vature. To create 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 segments (Fig. 4) Section Surface Siemens NX
feature is used [12], which provides high precision, well controlled cross-sections
shape and flexibility in setting their parameters. Each of these segments surfaces are
formed by movement of the conic section curve along the guides and apex which are
created as sketch curves.

To build 1, 3, 10 segments Through Curve Mesh feature is used, which provides
converging and transition surfaces creating. The outer surfaces of doors, access doors
and nose landing gear bay doors fit into the fuselage theoretical contour.

Discriminants of the generator curves determine the fuselage cross-section shape, in
the proposed model the values are specified for the initial and final sections of the
segments which could be interpolated by linear or cubic laws. A section generator
discriminant should correspond to cross-section shape coefficient sent by the param-
eters matrix (Table 1).

To complete the fuselage master geometry model building it is necessary to mirror
the created surfaces (Mirror Feature) and sew segments into one surface (Sew).

If the model is created correctly and resulting surface is continuous, the sewing
operation will result fuselage solid model. This model can be used in further engi-
neering analysis applications. Fuselage model volume and washed surface area can be
measured using the Measure Bodies command.

The quality of the master geometry model mostly depends on continuity and
smoothness of the surface. Continuity is provided by using the same curves by different
connected segments of the surface. Smoothness of the model surface can be checked
visually using reflections of parallel lines. Continuity and smoothness on the reflections
approve surface smoothness. Surface smoothness can be checked on the edges of the
segments as first G1 (tangency) and second G2 (curvature) derivatives of its guides.
Corresponding tools are available within Analysis menu of Siemens NX.

5 Testing and Results

The method was tested using data of An-1X8 transport category airplanes family, as
well as in frontend designing of new airplane for local airlines. Side views of created
fuselage models presented on the Fig. 5 in unified scale.

As result of the testing, the possibility of automated model editing in given ranges
of geometric parameters values is confirmed.

Influence of geometric parameters on the characteristics of the model, in particular
on its volume and the area of the washed surface, is studied. Obtained graphs are shown
in Fig. 6.
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Obtained results were approximated by linear dependencies. Mathematical model
based on cylinder geometric characteristics was formed. The model is describing
dependency of fuselage volume (V) and washed surface (S) from its diameter, fineness
ratio, nose and tail sections fineness ratios:

S ¼ p d2kf 1� 0:033 kn þ khð Þð Þ;
V ¼ p

4 d3kf 1� 0:051 kn þ khð Þð Þ:

Accuracy of the model is estimated by comparison of the results to characteristics
of existing airplanes fuselages, error is shown for correspondent data in Table 2 in
braces. Errors caused by simplifications of generalized drawing are not exceeding 5%.
This result is acceptable for frontend design stage.

Fig. 5. Fuselage master-geometry parametric models.
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In design of the local airliner for 19 passenger seats, the fuselage diameter df =
2300 mm is chosen, which is the minimum diameter providing required passage width
between the rows of passenger seats arranged in three rows in an economy class layout
[7].

6 Conclusion

Transport category airplane fuselage master-geometry parametrical modeling method is
developed. It provides definition coordination and description of fuselage mathematical
model by means of up to date integrated design systems accordingly to the require-
ments of airplane design specification and regulatory documents. Better accuracy and
editing automation allow reducing the number of design iterations in comparison to
traditional methods of descriptive geometry and improve usability of the model in
parametrical engineering analysis applications for aerodynamic and mass characteris-
tics study and optimization on early design stages.

Parametrical master-geometry model represents main geometric features of the
transport category aircraft fuselages (fuselage fineness ratio, nose and tail section
fineness ratios, fuselage cross-section shape, cockpit windscreen, nose and tail axis
deflections) and ensures the smoothness of the aerodynamic surface and the possibility
of solid model creating.

The method was tested using data from the An-1x8 transport category aircraft
family, as well as in the process of local airliner frontend design. Obtained results
correspond to the data of prototype with good accuracy, acceptable for considered
design stage.

The proposed method allows changing the model automatically in a given range of
geometric parameters, which make it useful in further parametric studies of the aero-
dynamic, strength and mass characteristics of the fuselage with aid of computer
engineering analysis systems.

Table 2. Resulted model geometrical properties

Meter, designation, unit Airplane model
X-174 An-1x8

Passenger
An-178
Cargo

Fuselage diameter df, mm 2300 3350 3900
Fuselage fineness ratio, kf 7 8,2 7,69
Nose section fineness ratio, kn 1.9 1,65 1,8
Tail section fineness ratio, kh 3 3,15 3
Fuselage length, L, mm 16100 27470 (0.11%) 30000 (0.11%)
Fuselage washed surface, S, m2 98 243 (0.69%) 299 (0.24%)
Fuselage internal volume, V, m3 50 183 (0.35%) 271 (4.06%)
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Abstract. Balanced circular layout with a prohibited zone is considered. The
problem is motivated by thermal deburring, the modern technology of removing
burrs from machine parts by detonating gas mixtures in a cylindrical deburring
chamber. To achieve a uniform distribution of thermal and pressure effects, the
chamber zone with extremely high temperature/pressure has to be excluded from
the feasible layout thus giving rise to the layout with the prohibited zone.
Cylindrical parts have to be placed as distant as possible one from another, as
well as from the border of the cylindrical container and from the prohibited
cylindrical zone. Mechanical stability of the layout is assured by introducing
balancing conditions. The overall problem is then reduced to the two-
dimensional sparsest circular packing problem subject to the prohibited circu-
lar zone and the balancing conditions. Using ANSYS CFX software, a
numerical simulation for the temperature/pressure distribution in the chamber is
presented. Three cases are considered: the sparsest balanced and unbalanced
layouts, as well as the sparsest balanced layout with the prohibited zone. The
latter layout is considered to be the most promising for the uniform thermal
processing.

Keywords: Thermal effect � Thermal deburring � Circular layout problem �
Balancing conditions � Distance constraints � Mathematical model

1 Introduction

Thermal energy method (thermal deburring) [1, 2] is a process of removing production-
related burrs from machine parts [3]. The burrs are removed by a chemical reaction
between the material and a mixture of combustible gases [4]. Thermal deburring is
frequently used in additive technologies (3D printing) for cleaning complex shaped
parts from particles of non-sintered powder [5].

The parts are located in a hydraulically closed cylindrical bell-shaped deburring
chamber. The gas mixture is then ignited by a spark and a high-pressure zone is created
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with the temperature of the subsequent combustion ranging from 2500 to 3300 °C. The
burr reaches its ignition temperature and completely combusted in a few milli seconds
[4]. Due to shock waves arising from explosive combustion of the gas mixtures, the
heat fluxes acting in the chamber can differ significantly [6]. Consequently, the thermal
factors have to be taken into account along with balancing geometrical/mechanical
conditions.

In this paper the optimized packing circular objects in a circular container (de-
burring chamber) is considered. The objective is optimizing uniformity of heat fluxes
subject to shock waves. The objects have to be arranged subject to variable location of
the prohibited area (high pressure zone).

2 Related Works

Layout problems (also known as packing objects in a container) are often presented in
modern science and technology, e.g. in design of aircraft structures [7], adaptive
machining with virtual localization [8], laser cutting of sheet materials [9], topological
optimization of parts obtained by additive manufacturing (3D printing) [10, 11] to
mention a few. In contrast to the dense packing (e.g., [12]), where the objective is to
minimize the unused space (waste), in the applications mentioned above the layout is
affected by various technological constraints. Consequently, the objects have to be
located more distantly one from another than in the dense packing.

Circular packing is an important part of the general layout stream. These problems
are NP-hard [13]. The bibliography on regular packing is quite extensive, see, e.g.,
[14–17] and the references therein. Circular packing problems with balancing condi-
tions are considered, e.g., in [18] using phi-functions for modeling and global/local
optimizers to solve arising optimization problems.

Optimized packing objects in a convex bounded domain is considered in [19]
subject to constraints on the gravity center position and moments of inertia of the
system. The layout is aimed to optimize pairwise distances between the objects and
distances between each object and the boundary of the domain. Using the phi-function
technique a mathematical model is derived and a solution strategy is proposed for the
corresponding non-linear optimization problem.

The concept of the sparsest packing for irregular shaped objects was introduced in
[20]. The sparsest packing is aimed to place the objects in the container as distant as
possible.

3 Balanced Circular Layout

The circular layout problem is studied in the following formulation. Denote by C a
circular container centred at point ð0; 0Þ and having its radius r and weight w0. Let a
collection of circles Ci having their radii ri and weights wi, i 2 In ¼ f1; 2; . . .; ng be
given. Assume that the gravity centre of each circle is placed in its centre. Denote by
ðxi; yiÞ a variable centre of Ci. A circular prohibited area (high pressure zone) is defined
by Ĉ ¼ fðx; yÞ 2 R2 : x2 þ y2 � r̂2 � 0g, where r̂ is the radius of Ĉ.
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The Euclidian distance between each pair of the circles Ci and Cj is denoted by sij
for i[ j 2 In, while si denotes the distance between the circle Ci and the boundary of
the container C and ŝi denotes the distance between the circle Ci and the prohibited area
Ĉ for i 2 In. Let s denote minfsij; i[ j 2 In; si; i 2 In; ŝi; i 2 Ing.
A Circular Balanced Layout Problem. Place the collection of circles Ci, i 2 In into the
given container C provided that the gravity centre ðxc; ycÞ of the collection of circles be
located inside the d-neighborhood of the container centre and s will reach its maximum
value.

The balanced layout of the collection of circles Ci, i 2 In, can be formulated as the
following nonlinear programming problem:

max
s� 0;x;y;xc;yc

s ð1Þ

subject to

ðxi � xjÞ2 þðyi � yjÞ2 � ðri þ rj þ sÞ2 � 0; i\ j 2 In; ð2Þ

x2i þ y2i � ðri þ r̂þ sÞ2 � 0; i 2 In; ð3Þ

ðr � ri � sÞ2 � x2i � y2i � 0; i 2 In; ð4Þ

�d � xc � d;�d � yc � d; ð5Þ

where x ¼ ðx1; . . .; xnÞ, y ¼ ðy1; . . .; ynÞ, xc ¼
Pn
i¼1

wixi=
Pn
i¼0

wi, yc ¼
Pn
i¼1

wiyi=
Pn
i¼0

wi.

The problem (1)–(5) has totally 2nþ 3 unknown variables s; x; y; xc; yc.
Constraints (2) state that the distance between the circles Ci and Cj has to be at least

s for i\j 2 In. Constraints (3) state the similar condition for the circle Ci and the
prohibited circular area Ĉ, while constraints (4) assure at least s-distance between the
circle Ci, i 2 In and the boundary of the circular container C. Balancing conditions are
represented by (5).

To solve the problem (1)–(5) the approach introduced in [20] is used. The multistart
strategy is applied for the non-liner nonconvex optimization problem (1)–(5). A good
feasible starting point is obtained by the homothetic transformations of circles and then
the local optimization procedure is implemented combined with a decomposition
technique [21]. The IPOPT code (https://projects.coin-or.org/Ipopt) is used to solve
arising nonlinear optimization subproblems. The algorithm returns a local maximal
value s� and the corresponding solution point ðs�; x�; y�; x�c ; y�cÞ.

4 Thermal Problem Formulation

In this section basic mathematical tools used for the heat transfer simulation are pre-
sented. The main assumptions are as follows:
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• heat transfer between the gas (air ideal gas) with an initial temperature of 1000 °C
and the circular objects defined by their boundaries with a constant temperature of
25 °C is considered;

• the layout area (container) boundary is set as an adiabatic wall;
• the computing time is limited by the shock-wave attenuation time, which is caused

by the pressure pulse at the initial time;
• 2D axisymmetric case is considered;
• Reynolds decomposition is used to simplify Navies-Stokes equations.

A commercial code ANSYS CFX is used for numerical simulations.
The flow of gases is described by the model presented in [6]. Excluding the mass

forces, radiation, baro- and thermal diffusion and chemical reaction the corresponding
equations are as follows:

@q
@t

þr � ðq � uÞ ¼ 0;
@ðq � uÞ

@t
þr � ðq � u � uÞ ¼ �rPþr � seff ;

@ðqhÞ
@t

þr � ðuqhÞ ¼ @P
@t

þ u � rPþrðkeffrT þ seff � uÞ;

where q is the density; u is the velocity vector; t is the time; P is the pressure;
seff ¼ ðlþ ltÞ½ruþðruÞT � 2=3 I � ðruÞ� is the effective stress tensor (i.e., the sum
of the viscous and turbulent stresses); l is the viscosity; lt is the turbulent viscosity; I is
the unit tensor; h is the enthalpy of the mixture; keff ¼ kþ kt is the effective thermal
conductivity; k is the laminar heat conductivity; kt ¼ Cplt Pr

�1
t is the turbulent heat

conductivity; Cp is the specific heat of the gas; Prt is turbulent Prandtl number; T is the
temperature.

For calculation of lt the SAS SST turbulence model [22] is used.
For convective heat flux calculations the formulation of Kader is applied [23]:

T þ ¼ Pr �~yþ expð�CÞþ ½2:12 lnð1þ~yþ Þþ b� expð�1=CÞ; ð6Þ

where b ¼ ð3:85 Pr1=3 �1:3Þ2 þ 2:12 lnðPrÞ; C ¼ 0:01ðPr �~yþ Þ4
.
ð1þ 5 Pr �~yþ Þ.

In the Eq. (6) dimensionless temperature is used and defined as:

T þ ¼ ½qCp~utanðTw � Tf Þ�=qw; ð7Þ

where Tw is the wall temperature; Tf is the temperature of combustion products in the

flow core; qw is the wall heat flux; ~utan ¼ ½ð~uvistanÞ4 þð~ulogtanÞ4�0:25 is the velocity profile in

the boundary layer; ~uvistan ¼ U1=~yþ is the velocity in the viscous sublayer; ~ulogtan ¼
U1=ð1=k � lnð~yþ Þþ cÞ is the velocity in the logarithmic sublayer; yþ is the dimen-
sionless distance from the first grid node to the wall; ~yþ ¼ maxðyþ ; 11:067Þ; the
limiting value yþ ¼ 11:067 corresponds to the intersection of the logarithmic and the
linear profiles; U1 is the flow rate in the node which is the nearest to the wall.
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The value of the heat flux is calculated by following Eq. (8)

qw ¼ ½qcp~utanðTw � Tf Þ�=T þ : ð8Þ

To set the initial pressure pulse, its distribution in the calculation domain (con-
tainer) is defined by the expression:

P0 ¼ 1 ½atm� þ 10 ½atm� � stepððr̂=1 ½mm�Þ2 � x=1 ½mm�ð Þ2� y=1 ½mm�ð Þ2Þ; ð9Þ

where step is the record of the Heaviside step function, adopted in ANSYS CFX; r̂ is
the radius of the circular prohibited area Ĉ centered at the origin, which defines a region
with high pressure. In the calculations r̂ ¼ 3 mm is used.

Equation (9) defines the following initial pressure distribution:

P0 ¼ 1 ½atm�; r̂2 � x2 � y2\0;
11 ½atm�; r̂2 � x2 � y2 [ 0:

�

Dimensions of the mesh elements are chosen to provide the value yþ � 1, where
yþ ¼ qDyus=l is the dimensionless distance from the wall, us is the friction velocity, q
is the density and l is the viscosity of gas, Dy is the distance of nearest mesh node from
the wall. The mesh is further milled in an area in which the initial time was set high
pressure. The mesh is created by the ANSYS mesh generator – plain unstructured tetra
with wall layers (15…20 elements in thickness). Since the problem is a two-
dimensional total number of elements in the simulation was less than 200000. The time
step is chosen to assure that the Currant number is less than 5. The solver settings use a
high-resolution advection scheme and the second-order backward Euler transient
scheme. The stopping criterion is Pmax=Pmin � 1:05.

5 Computational Results

Three realizations of the circular layout problem (1)–(5) are studied:

• case 1 – the circular layout excluding constraints (3), i.e. balanced layout without
the prohibited area;

• case 2 – the circular layout excluding constraints (3) and (5), i.e. circular layout
without the prohibited area and the balancing conditions;

• case 3 – the circular layout including constraints (3) and (5), i.e. circular layout
with the prohibited area and the balancing conditions.

We consider layout of three circles Ci, i ¼ 1; 2; 3 with the weights wi, i ¼ 1; 2; 3
proportional to their radii ri, i ¼ 1; 2; 3 inside the container C of radius r = 50 mm with
the prohibited area Ĉ(r̂ ¼ 3 mm) centered at ð0; 0Þ.

Results for the optimized layouts obtained for these three cases by the algorithm
described in Sect. 3 are summarized in Table 1 and illustrated in Fig. 1.
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These three cases are compared with respect to the average value of the heat flux at
the circular objects’ boundary.

The averaged heat fluxes (8) as a function of time for the case 1 (Fig. 1a) and case 2
(Fig. 1b) are presented in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, correspondingly. Dynamics of the heat
fluxes for the circles C2 and C3 for the case 1 are practically the same. However, the
average relative difference in the heat fluxes between the circles C1 and C2ðC3Þ is
around 1.54 times.

Table 1. Circular layout obtained by the algorithm from Subsection 3

Input data ri, mm Output data
x�i , mm y�i , mm s�, mm

Balanced layout for ðx�c ; y�cÞ ¼ ð0; 0Þ
r1 ¼ 10 11.7741100 11.7739800 21.9314070
r2 ¼ 5 −23.0635050 −0.4844600
r3 ¼ 5 −0.4847160 −23.0635000
Layout without balance conditions
r1 ¼ 10 −6.6368890 16.4001780 22.3077950
r2 ¼ 5 20.9526650 −8.7113325
r3 ¼ 5 −8.9957540 −20.8329690
Balanced layout for ðx�c ; y�cÞ ¼ ð0; 0Þ and the prohibited area

Ĉ with r̂ ¼ 3
r1 ¼ 10 −18.6071430 −18.8686040 13.5000000
r2 ¼ 5 8.3990950 28.9564910
r3 ¼ 5 28.8151920 8.7807170

Fig. 1. Local optimal layout of circles: a) case 1; b) case 2; c) case 3.
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For the case 2 dynamics of heat fluxes for the circles C1 and C2 are very similar.
The average relative difference in the heat fluxes between C3 and C1ðC2Þ is around 1.45
times. Comparing to the case 1 (difference in 1.54), the heat distribution for the layout
without balancing conditions is somewhat more uniform.

We may assume that the difference in the heat fluxes is caused by significantly
different distances between the circles and the boundary of the high pressure zone
(prohibited area Ĉ) which is the origin of the shock-wave propagation. For the case 1
(Fig. 1a) the relative difference in these distances is up to 4.127 times, while for the
case 2 (Fig. 1b) the difference is up to 3.131 times.

Fig. 2. Averaged heat fluxes for case 1 as a function of time and the pressure gradient
distribution at t ¼ 5	 10�4 sec.

Fig. 3. Averaged heat fluxes for case 2 as a function of time and the pressure gradient
distribution at t ¼ 5	 10�4 sec.
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To verify this assumption, the values of the heat fluxes are calculated for the
sparsest balance layout with the prohibited zone of high pressure (prohibited area Ĉ).
For this case the relative difference in the distances between the circles and the
boundary of the prohibited zone is up 1.67 times. Numerical results are shown in
Fig. 4.

As can be seen from Fig. 4 the average heat fluxes for the circles are much closer
than before. The relative average difference in heat fluxes between C1 and C2ðC3Þ is
less than 1.21 times. To verify that the layout with the prohibited zone Ĉ provides a
local minimum for the difference in the heat fluxes for the circles, three additional cases
were considered. They were obtained from the layout given in Fig. 1c by moving the
center of the prohibited zone from the origin to the points with the coordinates (2, 2),
(−2, −2) and (2, −2) [mm], correspondingly. For these cases the average relative
difference in the heat fluxes between C1 and C2ðC3Þ is 1.231, 1.221 and 1.223 times,
correspondingly.

Thus, we may conclude that to get the most uniform distribution of the heat fluxes
under the shock waves, the sparsest layout has to be combined with the location of the
high-pressure (prohibited) zone at the initial moment.

6 Conclusion

Balanced circular layout with prohibited zone arises in thermal deburring, where burrs
are eliminated from machine parts by detonating gas mixtures in a deburring chamber.
The prohibited zone is introduced to avoid placing parts in the central area of the
chamber with extremely high temperature/pressure. To achieve more uniform distri-
bution of thermal and pressure effects, the parts have to be placed in the chamber as

Fig. 4. Averaged heat fluxes for case 3 as a function of time and the pressure gradient
distribution at t ¼ 5	 10�4 sec.
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distant as possible one from another, as well as from the boundary of the chamber and
from the prohibited zone. Balancing conditions are introduced to assure mechanical
stability of the layout. Corresponding balanced sparsest layout is obtained by local
optimization techniques. The numerical simulation for the temperature/pressure dis-
tribution in the chamber is performed using ANSYS CFX software. Three cases are
considered: the sparsest balanced and unbalanced layouts, as well as the sparsest
balanced layout with prohibited zone. Numerical analyses demonstrate that the later
case is the most promising for the uniform thermal processing.

In this paper only circular objects were considered. However, in many applications
more sophisticated shapes of the objects and/or prohibited zone are used. Generalizing
the original model and solution/simulation techniques for more general, e.g., polygonal
shapes, is an interesting area for the future research.
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Abstract. A comparative analysis between the characteristics of a buck con-
verter driven by pulse-width modulation and a buck half-wave zero-current
switching quasi-resonant converter driven by pulse-frequency modulation for
application in the power supply systems of the unmanned aerial vehicles is
presented. All the characteristics are obtained both analytically by dint of a
generalized method for commutation processes calculation in high-frequency
switched-mode power supply converters and numerically by dint of simulation
in MATLAB Simulink, and coincide each other that is proof of adequacy. The
essential advantages of the quasi-resonant converter as a part of autonomous
voltage invertor, which are consisting in a wider regulation range of output
voltage, a lower output voltage ripple and in more near-to-linear output char-
acteristic, are shown.

Keywords: Mathematical simulation � Converter � Buck � Quasi-resonant �
Voltage inverter � Brushless motor � BLDC � Unmanned aerial vehicle � UAV

1 Introduction

Nowadays, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) are widely used both in civilian and in
military application areas. Electric motors are consuming most of the electrical energy
in UAV. Their operation modes, as well as power supply system, are directly affect the
flight time of the UAV [1, 2]. In modern UAV, brushless DC (BLDC) motors are most
commonly used due to their longevity and efficiency.

Figure 1 shows the structural diagram of the typical BLDC power supply system
for the UAV [3, 4], where: B – battery; DC-DC – direct voltage converter/stabilizer (is
often absent or replaced with bidirectional ones); DC-AC – autonomous voltage
inverter.

The target of presented work is to improve the parameters and characteristics of the
DC-AC inverter for supplying the BLDC in UAVs.
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2 Overview

There are different ways to improve the performance of the power stage of power
supply system: improvement of the components quality; optimization of control and
energy circulation process [5, 6]; the usage of much advanced topologies for SMPS
units (DC-DC and DC-AC), such as quasi-resonant converters (QRC) [7–14] instead of
the conventional hard-switched SMPS driven by pulse-width modulation (PWM).

Three-phase voltage inverter is used as the DC-AC converter that drives the BLDC
in the UAV [1–4, 12–14]. Each half-bridge stage (in particular, a high-side transistor
switch) in such inverter in relation to the other elements of the power stage can be
considered as a buck converter. It can be embodiment as a conventional SMPS with
PWM or zero-current switching (ZCS) QRC.

Comparison of energy efficiency between SMPS with PWM and ZCS-QRC in case
of conventional buck and boost topologies is described in [15]. The researches show a
reduction (3–7 times) of commutation losses in ZCS-QRC in comparison with SMPS
with PWM.

The mathematical simulation of the commutation processes in QRCs are very
complicated cause their nonlinearity and high-order of differential equation. In [16, 17],
the linearized mathematical models of buck and boost QRCs are described, their
transfer functions are calculated and their frequency response are obtained. The
advantages of above method are in its simplicity, but it does not allow getting the
dependences of voltages and currents of the converter in time domain. Therefore, it is
not possible to estimate the internal transient processes that are occurring in it.

In [18, 19], a more sophisticated method is used, according to which the period of
converter operation is divided onto intervals, at each of which the electromagnetic
processes of the converter are calculated. However, in these works, transistor was
considered as an ideal switch due to its parasitic parameters have not been taken into
account, as well as the switching-on and switching-off intervals, which at the same time
are very important when evaluating the energy efficiency of converters. A similar, but
improved method, is described in detail in [20] and applied for the switching processes
calculation in boost SMPS driven by pulse-width modulation (PWM).

In connection with the foregoing, the generalized method of commutation pro-
cesses calculation in high-frequency switched-mode power converters [20] is selected
for the analysis in this paper.

B DC-DC DC-AC BLDC

Fig. 1. Typical BLDC power supply system of the UAV
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3 Mathematical Simulation of Electromagnetic Processes
in Buck Half-Wave ZCS-QRC by the Generalized Method

Figure 2 shows a circuit diagram of the buck half-wave ZCS-QRC, where: UIN – input
voltage; VT – transistor switch; iVT – transistor drain current; uVT – transistor drain-
source voltage; uC – control voltage; VD1 – series diode that specifies a half-wave
converter operation mode; Lr – resonant inductance; Cr – resonant capacitance; uCr –
resonant capacitor voltage; VD2 – reverse diode; Lf – filter inductance; iLf – filter
inductor current; uLf – filter inductor voltage; Cf – filter capacitance; RLOAD – load
resistance; iLOAD – load current; uLOAD – load voltage.

Figure 3 shows the theoretical (qualitative) timing diagrams of converter operation
[7] and their division onto specific operation intervals:

Fig. 2. Scheme of buck half-wave ZCS-QRC

Fig. 3. Theoretical timing diagrams of buck half-wave ZCS-QRC operation
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• t0–t1 – transistor switching-on;
• t1–t2 – transistor current increasing;
• t2–t3 – resonance;
• t3–t4 – resonant capacitor discharging;
• t4–t5 – transistor switching-off;
• t5–t6 – transistor close-state.

According to the generalized method, an equivalent circuit is composed for each
operation interval, a transform to the Laplace-domain equivalent circuit is made and, on
its basis, a matrix Eq. (1) is composed:

½Y � � ½U� ¼ ½J�; ð1Þ

where [Y] – matrix of conductivities; [U] – vector-column of unknown voltages; [J] –
vector-column of assigning currents.

The solution of Eq. (1) is a vector-column of unknown node voltages:

½U� ¼ ½Y ��1 � ½J�; ð2Þ

where [Y]−1 – matrix inverse to the [Y].

3.1 Transistor Switching-on Interval (T0–T1)

For transistor switching-on interval, Eq. (1) has the form (Fig. 4):

ð3Þ

Fig. 4. Laplace‐domain equivalent circuit for transistor switching-on interval
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Solving Eq. (3), the unknown node voltages can be obtained and the voltages and
currents at the converter elements can be found:

UVT pð Þ ¼ UIN

p
� U4 pð Þ; ð4Þ

UCr pð Þ ¼ U5 pð Þ; ð5Þ

ULf pð Þ ¼ U5 pð Þ � U7 pð Þ; ð6Þ

ULOAD pð Þ ¼ U7 pð Þ; ð7Þ

IVT pð Þ ¼ UIN

p
� U2 pð Þ

� �
� YVT : ð8Þ

ILf pð Þ ¼ U5 pð Þ � U7 pð Þþ Lf � iLf t0ð Þ
p � Lf ; ð9Þ

ILOAD pð Þ ¼ U7 pð Þ � YLOAD ð10Þ

Substituting in (4)–(10) the expressions of the node voltages that obtained from (3)
and by applying the inverse Laplace transform, the expressions for the converter
voltages and currents in the time domain are obtained. By these expressions it is
possible to draw the quantitative timing diagrams of the converter operation, to cal-
culate electrical and energy parameters, to obtain the dependences of electrical and
energy characteristics on the parameters of converter elements.

The calculation for all other intervals is carried out in the same way.

3.2 Transistor Current Increasing Interval (T1–T2)

Matrix equation for transistor current increasing interval (Fig. 5):

Fig. 5. Laplace‐domain equivalent circuit for transistor current increasing interval
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3.3 Resonance Interval (T2–T3)

Matrix equation for resonance interval (Fig. 6):

YVT þ 1
pLr

� 1
pLr

0
� 1

pLr
pCr þ 1

pLr
þ 1

pLf
� 1

pLf

0 � 1
pLf

1
pLf

þ pCf þ YLOAD

2
64

3
75�

U2 pð Þ

U5 pð Þ

U7 pð Þ

2
666664

3
777775

¼
UINYVT

p � iVT t2ð Þ
p

iVT t2ð Þ
p � iLf t2ð Þ

p

ULOAD t2ð ÞCf þ iLf t2ð Þ
p

2
664

3
775: ð12Þ

Fig. 6. Laplace‐domain equivalent circuit for resonance interval
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3.4 Resonant Capacitor Discharging Interval (T3–T4)

Matrix equation for resonant capacitor discharging interval (Fig. 7):

YVT 0 0 0
0 1

pLr
� 1

pLr
0

0 � 1
pLr

1
pLr

þ pCr þ 1
pLf

� 1
pLf

0 0 � 1
pLf

1
pLf

þ pCf þ YLOAD

2
6664

3
7775 �

U2 pð Þ

U4 pð Þ

U5 pð Þ

U7 pð Þ

2
66666666664

3
77777777775

¼

UINYVT
p
0

UCr t3ð ÞCr � iLf t3ð Þ
p

ULOAD t3ð ÞCf þ iLf t3ð Þ
p

2
6664

3
7775: ð13Þ

3.5 Transistor Switching-off Interval (T4–T5)

Matrix equation for transistor switching-off interval (Fig. 8):

Fig. 7. Laplace‐domain equivalent circuit for resonant capacitor discharging interval

Fig. 8. Laplace‐domain equivalent circuit for transistor switching-off interval
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ð14Þ

3.6 Transistor Close-State Interval (T5–T6)

Matrix equation for transistor close-state interval (Fig. 9):

YVD2 þ 1
pLf

� 1
pLf

� 1
pLf

YLOAD þ 1
pLf

þ pCf

" #
�

U5 pð Þ

U7 pð Þ

2
4

3
5 ¼ � iLf t5ð Þ

p

ULOAD t5ð ÞCf þ iLf t5ð Þ
p

" #
: ð15Þ

4 Comparison of SMPS with PWM and ZCS-QRC
Characteristics

A similar calculation was performed for conventional buck converter with the aim of
comparative analysis and identifying the main advantages and disadvantages versus
ZCS-QRC. The parameters of the converter elements used during the investigation are
collected in Table 1.

Figure 10 shows the regulation characteristics of the buck SMPS and ZCS-QRC,
particularly, dependences of the output voltage (Fig. 10a) and the voltage ripple factor
(Fig. 10b) on the control signal period under a constant pulse duration.

Fig. 9. Laplace‐domain equivalent circuit for transistor close-state interval
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Figure 11 shows the output characteristics of the buck SMPS and ZCS-QRC,
particularly, dependences of the output voltage (Fig. 11a) and the voltage ripple factor
(Fig. 11b) under variation a load impedance.

Table 1. Symbols and nominal values of SMPS and ZCS-QRC parameters

Parameter Symbol Value

Input voltage UIN 30 V
Load impedance RLOAD 10 O
Operation period TOP 1.0 us
Control pulses duration sc 200 ns
Filter inductance Lf 50 uH
Filter capacitance Cf 220 nF
Resonant inductance Lr 1.0 uH
Resonant capacitance Cr 2 nF
Inductors resistance RL 20 mX

Capacitors conductivity GC 100 µS
Transistor resistance RVT 1.6 O
Transistor drain-source capacitance CVT 150.. 2300 pF

Fig. 10. Buck SMPS and ZCS-QRC regulation characteristics: output voltage (a) and ripple
factor (b) graphs under operation period variation

Fig. 11. Buck SMPS and ZCS-QRC output characteristics: output voltage (a) and ripple factor
(b) charts under variation of a load impedance
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5 Conclusions

• The mathematical simulation of electromagnetic processes in buck half-wave ZCS-
QRC was made by the generalized method of commutation processes calculation;

• The characteristics of ZCS-QRC driven by PFM and SMPS driven by PWM with
the same parameters of their elements was compared;

• It is shown that in ZCS-QRC the output voltage value is greater than in SMPS with
PWM (1.5–3 times), and the output voltage ripple factor is lower (up to 30%) under
the same control pulse duty cycle;

• It is shown that ZCS-QRC has a much linear output characteristic than SMPS with
PWM, a higher output voltage value (up to 50%), and a lower output voltage ripple
(up to 6%) under the same load impedance.
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Abstract. The paper proposes a tensor approach to determining the spatial
rigidity of spindle unit of a metal-cutting machine in the form of 3D surfaces.
A tensor-geometric model of rigidity of a spindle unit in the form of an ellipsoid
of rigidity (or pliability) is developed, which allows to obtain the value of
rigidity of a spindle unit in cutting zone in any direction of the working space.
With the known magnitudes of the force load on this model it is possible to
determine the deformation of the spindle in the directions that affect the accu-
racy of the workpiece. A mathematical simulation of the elastic system of a
spindle unit for a boring processing variant is carried out, which establishes a
direct relation between the shape of the ellipsoid of rigidity (pliability) of the
spindle unit and the elliptical (not round) shape of the resulting trajectory of the
cutting tool. This allows you to predict the achievable accuracy of machining on
a machine with this spindle assembly when designing.

Keywords: Spindle unit � Tensor model � Ellipsoid of rigidity � Ellipsoid of
pliability � Accuracy of processing

1 Introduction

The intensification of progressive manufacturing processes in mechanical engineering
requires high static and dynamic rigidity of metal-cutting equipment, including spindle
units (SU).

Recently, researchers have used tensor calculus to describe the characteristics of
processes and systems, including tensor analysis in mechanics [8, 12]. So, in [9], on the
basis of the tensor idea of the structure of the processing machine, the notion of the
ellipsoid of rigidity is formulated, which is used to characterize the rigidity of the entire
machine, for example machine tools or industrial robots [15]. The ellipsoid reflects the
rigidity anisotropy of the machine in three-dimensional space. The rigidity of the elastic
system of the machine-tool is usually evaluated in the area of processing parts (cutting
area).

However, the overall rigidity of the machine is determined by the rigidity of the
structural elements - parts and components [5]. Due to the extension of the aggregate-
modular principle of machine layout, decomposition methods, including diacoptics,
became more important [6]. This requires the identification and optimization of the
characteristics of individual nodes, in particular their rigidity.
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SU is an important element of a metal-cutting machine that largely determines the
static and dynamic rigidity of the system in the cutting area [10]. The rigidity of the SU
depends on many parameters (outer and inner diameters of the spindle, the distance
between the supports, the lengths of the console and the shank, the number of supports
of the spindle, their type and other factors). The high rigidity of the structure provides
the necessary precision of machining of parts according to standards.

To obtain the specified geometric accuracy, it is also necessary to select efficient
machining modes and optimal tool parameters.

Many works have been devoted to the study of elastic properties and accuracy of
SU on supports of different types, in particular of the spindles on rolling supports [3],
on hydraulic supports [14] and others (including electro-spindles and motor-spindles
[11]). Elastic characteristics of the SU are usually evaluated in the cutting zone by the
radial rigidity of the elastic system CSU (N/m), or its inverse value - the pliability dSU
(m/N). The radial stiffness of the joint is normalized on the spindle flange, and the
radial stiffness of the node is less than the axial one.

The required structural rigidity is provided at the design stage in CAD systems.
Thus, virtual modeling of SU with definition of characteristics is carried out in CAI
systems [2], often with the subsequent optimization of their parameters [1, 13].

The elastic properties of machines today describe the spatial values of rigidity with
the use of second-order tensors (in the form of ellipsoids of rigidity). Tensors allow you
to determine the value of rigidity or durability of the structure at a given point, and in
any direction of three-dimensional space. With known power loads, the ellipsoids of
rigidity make it possible to calculate the magnitudes of machine deformation in the
direction of forming processing errors. This makes it possible to apply tensor mathe-
matical rigidity models to evaluate the accuracy of machining on the machines when
designing them.

However, each node of the machine has its own rigidity characteristics, in particular
the SU. A comprehensive assessment of the spatial rigidity of the SU shows that a
reliable model for the rigidity of the SU has not been definitively identified today.

The purpose of the article is to theoretically substantiate and construct a tensor-
geometric model of the spatial rigidity of the SU to evaluate the elastic-deformation
properties of the structure and the accuracy of machining of parts.

2 Tensor-Geometric Model of Spindle Unit Elastic System

When machining parts, it is important to ensure a high rigidity of the elastic system of
the machine in the cutting area, which is significantly dependent on the rigidity of the
SU and the additional technological equipment (mandrel, tool, etc.).

Preliminary studies of the spatial rigidity of the SU indicate a rather complex shape
of its surface. However, in the first approximation, it can be approximated by the
surface of the ellipsoid.

To analyze the elastic-deformation properties of SU, we develop a mathematical
model of SU with bringing the rigidity to the cutting zone.

The tensor-geometric model will be made on the example of the SU (Fig. 1). An
instrumental mandrel (with a boring cutter) is also attached to the SU.
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Theoretically, the rigidity of the SU in the cutting area can be calculated using the
scheme shown in Fig. 2. After defining the bends x, y, z of the spindle from the
components of the cutting force P, it is possible to calculate the principal rigidity along
the major axes cx0; cy0; cz0 and construct the ellipsoid of rigidity.

However, let us consider the more general case of the location of the rigidity
ellipsoid with respect to the coordinate axes and solve the problem in a generalized
state using tensors.

To analyze the elastic-deformation properties of SU when cutting as an invariant
we will take the work of the generalized forces on small displacements [16]

Inv ¼ Af ¼
X

f � dqð Þ; ð1Þ

where Af - is the work of the generalized forces; f - is the vector of generalized forces;
dq- is the vector of generalized elastic displacements.

When moving to another basis, the invariant, as a scalar value, does not change

Inv ¼ f T � dq ¼ PT � dX ¼ const; ð2Þ

where dX ¼ dx; dy; dz; d/x; d/y; d/z

� �
- vector of generalized coordinates in the cut-

ting area;
P ¼ Px;Py;Pz;Mx;;My;;Mz

� �
- vector of the generalized forces applied in the

cutting zone.
Using the transposed Jacobi matrix JT , we have

f ¼ JT � P: ð3Þ

The spatial rigidity matrix of the SU structure can be represented as a diagonal matrix
with principal rigidity: CSU ¼ diag cx0; cy0; cz0; c/x0; c/y0; c/z0

� �
, where cx0; cy0; cz0 -

translational rigidity of the node; c/x0; c/y0; c/z0 - rotary rigidity of the node. Then,

P ¼ CSU � X: ð4Þ

Fig. 1. Spindle assembly (with mandrel) Fig. 2. Calculation scheme of a spindle
node
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The equation for the ellipsoid of rigidity is written as

LT � CSU � L ¼ 1; ð5Þ

where L - vector that sets the direction in space.
Thus, the rigidity ellipsoid reflects the surface of the level of a given quadratic

shape and is similar to the geometric image of a second order tensor (for example, an
inertia tensor).

Along its principal axes of rigidity, it sets its own orthogonal basis– the coordinate
system of the ellipsoid, which is oriented in some way in space, and the magnitudes of
the axes determine their numbers − major rigidities of the ellipsoid.

When analyzing the accuracy of the machine in the cutting zone, mainly transla-
tional deviations of the elements of the elastic system and, accordingly, the transla-
tional rigidity of the SU are taken into account. That is,

CSU ¼
cx0 0 0
0 cy0 0
0 0 cz0

2
4

3
5: ð6Þ

In geometric interpretation, the rigidity matrix of the SU can be represented in the form
of an ellipsoid with major axes cx0; cy0; cz0, which in the three-dimensional coordinate
system is a quadratic shape.

The direction of the principal axes of rigidity is given by its own orthogonal basis,
the coordinate system of the ellipsoid, which is oriented in space in some way. The
magnitudes of the half axes determine the eigenvalues the principal rigidities of the
ellipsoid. However, for the vast majority of SU structures, one of the major rigidity
axes coincides with the spindle axis.

An ellipsoid of rigidity can always be constructed at an arbitrary point O if the
directions of the principal rigidity axes x0; y0; z0 in the XYZ basis are known, and the
values of the translational rigidity coefficients cx0; cy0; cz0 in these directions. In a
typical form, the ellipsoid of rigidity is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. A typical ellipsoid of rigidity Fig. 4. Two conjugate ellipsoids
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The rigidity ellipsoid reflects the change in rigidity of the elastic system in space,
that is the distribution of rigidity values of the system in different directions of the SU
workspace from the center of the ellipsoid. The amount of rigidity in a given direction
is determined by the length of the radius-vector of the ellipsoid. The developed model
allows to determine the value of the rigidity of the SU in an arbitrary direction of the
working space. If a beam L is drawn from the center of the ellipsoid (point O), then it
intersects the surface of the ellipsoid at point K. The OK radius-vector module will
determine the rigidity of the SU structure in this direction.

In practice, it is often more convenient to handle the characteristics of compliance
than rigidity. A rigidity ellipsoid is always associated with a return ellipsoid of inertia.
It is also depicted as an ellipsoid, but with a different ratio of major axis values. For
example, Fig. 4 shows MathCAD-built interconnected (conjugate) ellipsoids of rigidity
(EC) and pliability (Ed). The ratio of the rigidity on the major axes is 0.5: 0.7: 2, and the
pliability - 2: 1.4: 0.5, respectively.

The mathematical description of the ellipsoid as a second-order surface in Cartesian
coordinates is as follows [4].

a11x
2 þ a22y

2 þ a33z
2 þ 2a12xyþ 2a23yz

þ 2a13xzþ 2a14xþ 2a24yþ 2a34zþ a44 ¼ 0;
ð7Þ

and at least one of the coefficients a11; a22; a33; a12; a13; a23 must be non-zero.
The invariants of this equation are: I1 ¼ a11 þ a22 þ a33,

I2 ¼ a11 a12
a12 a22

����
����þ a22 a23

a23 a33

����
����þ a33 a13

a13 a11

����
����; I3 ¼

a11 a12 a13
a12 a22 a23
a13 a23 a33

������
������: ð8Þ

Equation (7) can also be written in matrix form as

XT
4

� � � A½ � � X4½ � ¼ 0; ð9Þ

where X4½ � ¼ x y z 1½ �T .
For center frames (which also include the ellipsoid surface), the center of the

surface can be moved to the origin point.

XT
4

� � � TrT
� � � A4½ � � Tr½ � � X4½ � ¼ 0; ð10Þ

where Tr - the corresponding transfer matrix.
Also, by turning the Euler angles, you can make the quadrilateral axes parallel to

the coordinate axes. Then we get the standard (canonical) quadric equation in the form

XT
4

� � �
�a11 0 0 0
0 �a22 0 0
0 0 �a33 0
0 0 0 �a44

2
664

3
775 � X4½ � ¼ 0: ð11Þ
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We separately distinguish the quadratic and linear groups of terms of Eq. (7)

x y x½ � �
a11 a12 a13
a12 a22 a23
a13 a23 a33

2
4

3
5 �

x
y
z

2
4

3
5þ 2 a14 a24 a34½ � �

x
y
z

2
4

3
5þ a44 ¼ 0: ð12Þ

Then, in a compact matrix entry we have

XT
3

� � � A3½ � � X3½ � þ 2 B3½ � � X3½ � þ a44 ¼ 0; ð13Þ

where A3½ � ¼
a11 a12 a13
a12 a22 a23
a13 a23 a33

2
4

3
5, B3½ � ¼ a14 a24 a34½ �, X3½ � ¼ x y z½ �T .

The linear group of members of Eq. (8) is responsible for moving the center of the
surface of the second order from the origin of the coordinate system (point O), and the
quadratic group - for the rotation of the principal coordinate system of the surface
relative to the coordinate axes.

If the center of the second order surface coincides with the origin of the coordinate
system (point O), then matrix Eq. (12) is simplified

XT
3

� � � A3½ � � X3½ � þ a44 ¼ 0: ð14Þ

The ellipsoid belongs to the central quadrics and has a central point of symmetry. In
what follows, we consider the ellipsoid with the center at the origin.

If the principal axes of the ellipsoid are collinear to the axes of the coordinates X,
Y, Z then the ellipsoid equation has the form (canonical form)

x2

a2
þ y2

b2
þ z2

c2
¼ 1; ð15Þ

where a; b; c—the numbers that determine the axis of the ellipsoid.
If as eigenvalues a; b; c of the ellipsoid we take the values of rigidity along the

principal rigidity axes cx0; cy0; cz0, then the equation of the ellipsoid of rigidity will be
written as

x2

c2x0
þ y2

c2y0
þ z2

c2z0
¼ 1: ð16Þ

Or in matrix form

x y z½ � �
1
c2x0

0 0

0 1
c2y0

0

0 0 1
c2z0

2
664

3
775 �

x
y
z

2
4

3
5 ¼ 1: ð17Þ
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The rigidity ellipsoid corresponds to the diagonal rigidity matrix of the system.
For SU, it has the form (6).

In the construction of machines, the major axis of rigidity SU cx0; cy0; cz0 often
coincide with the coordinate axes X, Y, Z.

The spatial rigidity of the SU in the form of an ellipsoid with principal rigidity (half
axes) cx0; cy0; cz0 is shown in Fig. 3. The directions of major rigidity are often collinear
to the axes of the principal coordinate system X, Y, Z.

The center of rigidity is located on the axis of rotation, at the end of the mandrel
(point O), which is conventionally applied cutting force P ¼ ½Px;Py;Pz�T .

If the radial rigidity of the spindle in different radial directions are identical, the
ellipsoid of rigidity SU is transformed into an ellipsoid of rotation. To construct such an
ellipsoid, we must know only the values of cy0 (or cx0) and cz0.

According to the design scheme (Fig. 2) under the action of the cutting force
component Py displacement (deflection) of the console of the spindle on the value of y.
The amount of deflection depends on the rigidity cy system in the radial direction.

The bending in the cutting zone can be calculated by the traditional method, taking
into account the rigidity of the spindle shaft for bending and the rigidity of the supports.
The radial rigidity of the SU is defined as

cy0 ¼ Py
�
y: ð18Þ

In the axial direction of the SU acting axial force component of the cutting force Pz,
which is perceived angular contact bearing. The spindle is moved to the value z. The
axial rigidity of SU is defined analogically (as cz0 ¼ Pz=z). The axial rigidity of SU is
almost determined by the rigidity of the thrust bearing and habitually exceeds the
radial.

Figure 3 shows the spatial rigidity of the SU in the form of a rigidity ellipsoid in the
isometric image, with all the major rigidities cx0; cy0; cz0, and the cutting force vector P,
which is applied at the center of the ellipsoid.

The vector X the spatial deformation of the spindle from the force P can be found
from the expression (4) as

X ¼ C�1
SU � P ð19Þ

However, when solving deformation problem it is sometimes more convenient to use
the values of pliability than rigidity. For the three major rigidities cx0; cy0; cz0, there are
three major flexures dx0; dy0; dz0 of SU, as inverse quantities, as well as the ellipsoid of
elasticity (Fig. 4).

It reflects the change in the pliability of the SU in space. The amount of pliability is
determined by the length of the radius-vector of the ellipsoid of pliability in a given
direction. The ellipsoid of pliability is mathematically described by formulas similar to
the ellipsoid of rigidity, in which 1=d is used instead of c.

It should also be noted this characteristic of conjugate ellipsoids. If known values
for the major pliability, you can find the ellipsoid of rigidity. Conversely, if the known
values of the major rigidity, it is possible to find the ellipsoid of pliability.
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From formula (16) can be written the equation of the ellipsoid of rigidity to the base
coordinate system X0; Y0; Z0 through the major pliability of SU

x20
1�
d2x0

þ y20
1
.
d2y0

þ z20
1�
d2z0

¼ 1; ð20Þ

or

d2x0x
2
0 þ d2y0y

2
0 þ d2z0z

2
0 ¼ 1: ð21Þ

In matrix form

x y z½ � �
d2x0 0 0
0 d2y0 0
0 0 d2z0

2
4

3
5 �

x
y
z

2
4

3
5 ¼ 1: ð22Þ

The compliance ellipsoid corresponds to the diagonal matrix of the under-
sensitivity of the system. For SU, it has the following form

DSU ¼
dx0 0 0
0 dy0 0
0 0 dz0

2
4

3
5: ð23Þ

In Fig. 5 shows a SU with an ellipsoid of pliability

The proposed ellipsoid of spatial rigidity (pliability) of the SU allows to determine
the magnitudes of deformation of the spindle in any direction of the working space
from the active force load.

Fig. 5. SU with ellipsoid of pliability
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The vector X of the spatial deformation spindle can be found as

X ¼ DSU � P: ð24Þ

To find the magnitude of dk SU in a given direction, it is necessary to set a direct line L
that passes through the center of the elliptoid

x� x0
l

¼ y� y0
m

¼ z� z0
n

; ð25Þ

where l;m; n − guiding coefficients; x0; y0; z0 - coordinates of the ellipsoid’s center.
If the point on the line coincides with the beginning of the coordinate system, then

x0 ¼ 0; y0 ¼ 0; z0 ¼ 0: ð26Þ

Line L can be defined as the intersection line of two non-coplanar planes

A1xþB1yþC1zþD1 ¼ 0
A2xþB2yþC2zþD2 ¼ 0

�
: ð27Þ

We find the pliability of SU in this direction as the length (module) of the radius-vector
~K drawn from the center of the ellipsoid to the point K

dK ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2K þ y2K þ z2Kð Þ

q����
����: ð28Þ

In the general case, the compliance ellipsoid is not an ellipsoid of rotation, that is,
dx0 6¼ dy0 due to errors in processing and assembly (e.g., ellipse or ovality of openings
for bearings in the housing, in the spindle cone, irrational mounting). This is usually the
cause of errors in the workpiece.

3 Mathematical Modeling of Spindle Unit Elastic System

In order to study the deformation characteristics of the SU elastic system with the
ellipsoid of rigidity (pliability), mathematical modeling of the system (19) in MatLab
(Simulink module) was performed [7].

In order to perform system modeling, it is first necessary to develop different
variants of models of application of forces: static and rotational.

The static force vector P can be specified in an arbitrary direction in the workspace
(Fig. 6). In modeling, the direction of the force in space is determined in the spherical
coordinate system by two angles q and u.
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The force vector P is the projection of the force on the coordinate axis

P ¼
Px

Py

Pz

2
4

3
5 ¼

P � kPx
P � kPy
P � kPz

2
4

3
5 ¼

Px ¼ P � cos q � cos/
Py ¼ P � cos q � sin/

Pz ¼ P � sinq

2
4

3
5 ð29Þ

and when modeling the static force vector, the force value is given in the input constant
P (here P = 1000N). The direction of the force vector in space is given by the angles q
and u (in degrees) - the input constants RO and FI (Fig. 7).

Modeling of the rotational force vector is shown in Fig. 8. The rotational force of
cutting appears at boring operations on machines, and also at milling (processing by
end mills in a circle). The force P rotates with respect to the spindle axis (Z axis)

The rotation of force relative to the axis is ensured in the model bath by the
introduction of a block Clock2 in the scheme, which changes the angle u from 0° to
360°.

After constructing the necessary models for the power loads, we proceed to the
simulation of the investigated SU elastic system according to expression (19). To
determine the displacement vector X under the action of rotational force P = 1000 N, a
mathematical simulation of a static system was performed.

Fig. 6. The force vector P Fig. 7. Static force vector P simulation

Fig. 8. Modeling of rotational force vector
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When the SW is loaded with a rotational force P (for example, during a boring
operation on a machine), the displacement vector of the system X will also rotate
synchronously and continuously change in magnitude (provided that cx0 6¼ cy0.).

According to the ellipsoid of rigidity (or pliability) of the elastic system of the SU,
the displacement vector X must describe the elliptical trajectory. Mathematical model
of the system with rotational (around the spindle axis OZ) force, shown in Fig. 9.

Figure 10 shows the resulting circular trajectory of the vector of rotational force,
which he describes in one revolution. The oscillograms of changes of all three com-
ponents of the force along the coordinate axes are also given (the axial force Pz remains
unchanged).

The displacement vector (shown in Fig. 11) describes an elliptical trajectory in the
XY plane. Changing the component force Pz due to the angle q (constant RO) changes
the modulus of the vector of displacements X, but the shape of the trajectory in the
plane XY remains unchanged (elliptical).

And only in the case of cx0 6¼ cy0. the shape of the trajectory will be represented as
an ideal circle, since the rigidity ellipsoid will be an ellipsoid of rotation.

Fig. 9. Mathematical model of the elastic SU system with rotational force

Fig. 10. The trajectory of the force vector with components
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When machining on boring machines, it is necessary to ensure minimal machining
errors, that is, the ellipsoid of rigidity (pliability) of the SU must be an ellipsoid of
rotation. However, due to the structural or technological features of the machines and
their components, this is not always possible.

The presence of an ellipsoid of rigidity of the SU elastic system and the corre-
sponding elliptical trajectory of the cutting tool leads to the appearance of macro errors
of machining of parts - ellipticity, ovality, beating of the treated surfaces.

Similar ellipsoids of rigidity or pliability can be constructed for other knots of
metal-cutting machines (tables, revolving heads, rotary tables, etc.).

The interaction of knots (and their ellipsoids) in cutting zone is the subject of
further research.

4 Conclusions

A tensor approach to the estimation of the spatial rigidity of the SU of the machine in
the form of surfaces of ellipsoids of rigidity or pliability is proposed.

The theoretical substantiation of the tensor-geometric model of the spatial rigidity
of the SU allows to estimate the elastic-deformation properties of the structure and to
construct an appropriate ellipsoid of the rigidity (pliability) of the SU. With the known
magnitudes of force loads with the help of an ellipsoid it is possible to find the spindle
deformations and to estimate the magnitudes of the machining errors.

A mathematical simulation establishes a direct relationship between the shape of
the rigidity (pliability) ellipsoid and the elliptical shape of the cutting tool trajectory
during boring, which affects the precision of machining - the ellipse of the parts.
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Abstract. The problem of medical images of brain analysis and classification
of detected tumors into two classes: benign and malignant is considered.
For brain tumors recognition hybrid convolutional; network was developed in

which CNN VGG-16 and ResNetV2_50 were used for feature extraction and
FNN ANFIS- for classification of detected tumors. For ANFIS training the
adaptive stochastic gradient method was suggested and implemented and its
efficiency was explored. For preventing overfitting two layers of dropout were
added. As a loss-function binary cross-entropy function was used. As the
optimization algorithm Adam W with technique Warm-up was used. The
experimental investigations of the suggested hybrid CNN-ANFIS network in the
problem of classification real images were carried out on the special data set
Brain MRI images for brain tumor detection. The comparisons of classification
accuracy of the suggested CNN-ANFIS network with results of convolutional
networks with classification algorithms SVM, NN and dimensionality reduction
were performed which confirmed the reasonableness of application of hybrid
networks for medical images recognition. In general the classifier SVM has
shown the best results for considered problem.

Keywords: Medical diagnostics � Brain tumor � Classification � ANFIS �
CNN � Hybrid network

1 Introduction. State-of-Art Analysis of Brain Tumor
Classification

One of the actual spheres of information technologies application is brain tumors
diagnostics based on medical images processing. In general, diagnostics of brain
tumors is complicated due to different localizations of tumors in the brain. Finally
diagnosis of oncological disease in a brain is made after histological conclusion as
without histological investigation diagnosis isn’t valid [2]. Diagnosis of brain tumor is
made step by step: first in a dispensary, then it’s confirmed in a hospital, Usually 3
stages can be distinguished in diagnostics process.

At the first stage the ill patient addresses to a doctor in polyclinic with some claims
on bad state of brain activity or pain. The doctor makes preliminary observation of a
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patient state and in dependence on his state transfer him to a hospital or prescribe
dispensary treatment. Under detecting some neurological symptoms a patient is
directed to neurologist for a consultation. Computer tomography of brain is made for
detection of possible oncological pathology. After analysis of KT-image of brain tumor
the neurologist makes preliminary diagnosis and after additional tests and observation
he puts a clinical diagnosis and directs the patient to an oncologic dispensary.

To mandatory methods of observation of a patient in a dispensary are CT and MRT
investigations. Now MRT with contrastive amplification is a “golden standard” in brain
tumors diagnostics [3, 5]. In a case of detection at the MRT image a tumor the patient is
directed to a hospital for the stationary treatment. After entering a patient into a hospital
or oncological dispensary the several observation are made and decision is taken
concerning the strategy of treatment: is it necessary to make surgical operation or use
radiant or chemical therapy.

Till now the most of works based on histology brain cancer analysis were per-
formed on not large datasets. Some improvement presents data set with 7909 breast
images obtained from 82 patients [7]. In this research the authors estimated various
texture descriptors and various classifiers and carried out the experiments with accuracy
from 82% to 85%.

The alternative to this approach is the application of convolutional neural networks
(CNN) for medical images processing and diagnostics, which is considered and
developed in the present research.

It was shown that CNN is able to overcome the conventional texture descriptors [2,
9, 10]. Besides traditional approach to detection of features based on descriptors
demands much efforts and high level knowledge of experts and usually is specific for
every task that prevents its direct application for another similar tasks.

In the previous work new hybrid CNN_ FNN network for classification medical
images of breast cancer was developed in which CNN VGG 16 was applied for infor-
mative features extraction while fuzzy neural network NEF Class was used as classifier
[12]. The experimental investigations of the efficiency of hybrid CNN-FNN network
were carried out and comparison with CNN using conventional classifiers was per-
formed. The experiments had shown the rather high accuracy of the suggested approach.

The interest represents investigation of application of other FNN for classification
of detected tumors on medical images. In the present paper new hybrid convolutional-
fuzzy neural network is suggested in which CNN is used for features extraction while
fuzzy neural network ANFIS is used for classification of detected tumors and their
classification into benign and malignant ones.

The main goal of this paper is the development of hybrid CNN-ANFIS network and
investigation its efficiency in the problem of classification medical images of brain
tumors and comparison its efficiency with known classifiers on the standard dataset of
medical images [13].

2 CNN Model for Medical Images Classification

In the Fig. 1 the architecture of CNN VGG-16 is presented which is used as a detector
of informative features. It was trained by stochastic gradient method at a dataset Image
net. As alternative approach was used another CNN ResNetV2_50 (Fig. 2). This
architecture is more deep and has better performance.
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As a classifier in this paper it is suggested to use FNN ANFIS unlike known works
in which MLP and SVM were used as classifiers.

FNN ANFIS is based on fuzzy logic inference system Takagi-Sugeno [11]. This
network was developed at the beginning of 1990 years. As this network principles of
neural networks are integrated with principles of fuzzy logic systems it enables to unite
their advantages in one structure. The inference of this network is based on set of fuzzy
rules “if-then” which may be trained that to attain desired output. Therefore, ANFIS is
a universal approximator like other fuzzy logic systems. For efficient application of
ANFIS parameters training by genetic algorithm may be used.

Fig. 1. Convolutional network VGG-16

Fig. 2. Convolutional network ResNetV2
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3 Dataset

All the Initial data for experiments were taken from site Kaggle [13]. As a whole 253
images were used which contained 98 MRI brain images without tumors (Fig. 3) and
155 images with brain tumors (Fig. 4). All the sample was divided into training and test
subsamples in ratio 80%/20%.

For augmentation were used: data shift in horizontal and vertical directions,
brightness change, horizontal mirroring and rotation up to 15%.

4 Experimental Investigations and Their Analysis

In this investigation preliminary training of convolutional networks CNN VGG 16 and
ResNet_V2 was performed. There are two main ways of training CNN:

• Feature extraction. In this case full-connected layers are dropped out and the rest
network is used as feature extractor in new datasets;

• Fine Tuning. In this case new dataset is used for fine tuning of preliminary trained
neural network.

Fig. 3. MRI brain images without tumor

Fig. 4. MRI brain images with tumor
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In our paper CNN VGG-16 was used for features extraction in medical images of
tumors. Thereafter the obtained features were entered into ANFIS. For its training
stochastic gradient method and its modifications were applied.

Numerous experiments with suggested hybrid CNN network were carried out and
comparison with known results was performed. The obtained results are presented
below.

In the Table 1 the best results of FNN ANFIS are presented and alternative network
structures. Volume of training was limited by 50 epochs.

In the architecture №. 1 CNN VGG16 was used whose output was transferred to
form batch size x number of features using operation Flatten. For obtained features as
classifier was used NN whose structure is described in the Table 2. For convergence
acceleration was added layer batch normalization. For preventing overfitting was added
dropout layer with value of p = 0.35. For this network binary cross-entropy loss
function was used as criterion optimization. As optimization algorithm Adam W [15]
with application of technique Warm-up [16, 17] was applied.

In the architecture №2 as a base CNN VGG16 was applied whose output was
transferred to a form batch size x number of features by operation Flatten. After this
that to cut number of features full-connected layer was added. To these features
analysis FNN ANFIS was applied as classifier (see Table 3).

Table 1. Classification results for different CNN architectures

№ Architecture of CNN Accuracy Specificity Precision Recall F1 score

1. VGG16 + NN + Warm-up AdamW 0.8526 0.8649 0.8607 0.9052 0.8514
2. VGG16 + ANFIS + Warm-up

AdamW
0.8368 0.7671 0.8839 0.8462 0.8378

3. VGG16 + SVM + Warm-up
AdamW

0.8737 0.8784 0.8710 0.9310 0.8722

4. ResnetV2_50 + DR + AdamW 0.7789 0.8052 0.7840 0.8673 0.7789

Table 2. Architecture of applied CNN

Network layer Form of layer output Number of parameters

VGG16 (Model) (None, 7, 7, 512) 14714688
Flatten (None, 25088) 0
Batch Normalization (None, 25088) 100352
Dropout (None, 25088) 0
Dense (None, 1) 25089

Total number of parameters: 14840129
Number of trainable parameters: 75265
Number of non- trainable parameters: 14764864
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Rules number was set equal to 32. For preventing overfitting two layers of dropout
were added with parameters values 50% and 25% correspondingly. As a loss-function
binary cross-entropy function was used. As optimization algorithm Adam W [16] with
technique Warm-up [6, 17] was used.

In the architecture №3 CNN VGG 16 was used whose output was transferred to a
form batch size x number of features by the operation Flatten. As a classifier was used
SVM (Table 4).

Parameter “regularization force” was set to 0.01 and a loss function Hinge Loss
[14] was used. As optimization algorithm Adam W [15] with technique Warm-up was
applied [16, 17].

In the architecture №4 as a base CNN ResNet50_v2 was used, whose output was
transferred to a form batch size x number of filters with operation GlobalAver-
agePooling_2D, which for 3xD kernel of filter finds average for each 2xD-space that to
obtain 1D–kernel.

To these features convolutional layers were applied for cutting dimension. After
output dimension reduction neural network was used as classifier (see Table 5). For
convergence improvement layers of batch-normalization were added. For preventing
overfitting a dropout layer was added with parameter p = 25% at convolutional layers

Table 3. ANFIS classifier

Network layer Form of layer output Parameters number

VGG16 (Model) (None, 7, 7, 512) 14714688
Flatten (None, 25088) 0
Dropout (None, 25088) 0
Dense (None, 8) 200712
Dropout (None, 8) 0
ANFIS (None, 1) 544
Dense (None, 1) 2

Total number of parameters: 14915 946
Number of trainable parameters: 201258
Number of non- trainable parameters: 14714668

Table 4. SVM classifier.

Network layer Form of layer output Parameters number

VGG16 (Model) (None, 7, 7, 512) 14714688
Flatten (None, 25088) 0
Dense (None, 1) 25089

Total number of parameters: 14739777.
Number of trainable parameters: 25089.
Number of non-trainable parameters: 14714688.
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and p = 30% at full-connected layer. For this network binary cross-entropy loss
function was utilized. As optimization algorithm Adam W was used.

After experimental results analysis it was established that the best results were
obtained with SVM classifier. This method has the best accuracy by criteria Accuracy,
Specificity, Recall and F1 Score. But the best result by criterion (metrics) Precision was
obtained by ANFIS classifier.

The application of technique of dimension reduction has shown weak results and
this technique demands more detailed investigations and more data. The application of
neural network as classifier has shown middle results.

In a whole for improving results and more reliable conclusions it’s desirable to
increase the data volume.

5 Conclusions

• The problem of medical images of brain analysis and classification of detected
tumors into two classes: benign and malignant is considered.

Table 5. Architecture of CNN ResNet50_v2.with convolutional layers for dimension reduction

Network layer Form of output layer Parameters number

resnet50v2 (Model) (None, 7, 7, 2048) 23564800
Global Average Pooling 2D (None, 2048) 0
Reshape (None, 2048, 1) 0
Conv1D (None, 512, 8) 264
Max Pooling 1D (None, 256, 8) 0
Batch Normalization (None, 256, 8) 32
Dropout (None, 256, 8) 0
Conv1D (None, 64, 16) 4112
Max Pooling 1D (None, 32, 16) 0
Batch Normalization (None, 32, 16) 64
Dropout (None, 32, 16) 0
Conv1D (None, 16, 32) 16416
Max Pooling 1D (None, 8, 32) 0
Batch Normalization (None, 8, 32) 128
Dropout (None, 8, 32) 0
Flatten (None, 256) 0
Dropout (None, 256) 0
Dense (None, 1) 257

Total number of parameters: 23586073
Number of trainable parameters: 21161.
Number of non- trainable parameters: 23564912.
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• For brain tumors recognition hybrid convolutional; network was developed in
which CNN VGG-16 was used for feature extraction and FNN ANFIS- for clas-
sification of detected tumors.

• For ANFIS training the adaptive stochastic gradient method was suggested and
implemented and its efficiency was explored;

• The experimental investigations of the suggested hybrid CNN-ANFIS network in
the problem of classification real images were carried out on the special data set
Brain MRI images for brain tumor detection.

• The comparison of classification accuracy of the suggested CNN-ANFIS network
with results of convolutional networks with classification algorithms SVM, NN и
dimensionality reduction confirmed the reasonableness of application of hybrid
networks for medical images recognition.

• In general the classifier SVM has shown the best results for considered problem.
• But the results may be substantially improved with extending dataset volume.
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Abstract. The problem of analyze automation of the audit data of the pre-
requisite “Compliance of costs and incomes” based on the forecast is consid-
ered. A neural network model for forecast based on a gateway recurrent unit is
proposed. For parametric identification of this model, adaptive cross entropy is
proposed. This allows you to increase the forecast efficiency by reducing
computational complexity and improving the forecast accuracy.
Software was developed using the Matlab package that implements the pro-

posed method. The developed software is studied when solving the problem of
forecasting indicators in the task of analyzing the data mapping “settlements
with suppliers - settlements with customers”.

Keywords: Automatic analysis � Audit data � “Settlements with suppliers -
settlements with customers” mapping � Forecast � Neural network � Gateway
recurrent unit

1 Introduction

In the process of development of international and national economies and industry of
IT in particular, it is possible to distinguish the following basic tendencies: realization
of digital transformations, forming of digital economy, globalization of socio-economic
processes and of IT accompanying them [1]. These processes result in the origin of
global, multilevel hierarchical structures of heterogeneous, multivariable, multifunction
connections, interactions and cooperation of managing subjects (objects of audit), the
large volumes of information about them have been accumulated in the informative
systems of account, management and audit.

In relation to the enterprises of Ukraine [2] it is marked that in the conditions of
swift development of infrastructure and deepening of informatization of economic
processes efficiency of activity of enterprises, establishments and organizations are all
more depend on the information technologies (IT) used in management system. Now
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environment of information technologies (IT-environment) as a structural constituent
of organization is the difficult system, that unites various informative, programmatic,
technical, human and other types of resources for the achievement of aims of
enterprise.

These tendencies determine conceptions of development of modern audit and
corresponding to them information technologies of treatment of financial and economic
information about activity of enterprise and decision support systems in an audit on the
basis of the automated analysis of the large volumes of data about financial and
economic activity and states of enterprises with the multi-level hierarchical structure of
heterogeneous, multivariable, multifunction connections, intercommunications and
cooperation of objects of audit with the purpose of expansion of functional possibilities,
increase of efficiency and universality of IT-audit [3].

Automated DSS audit means the automatic forming of recommendable decisions,
based on the results of the automated analysis of data, that improves quality process of
audit. Unlike the traditional approach, computer technologies of analysis of data in the
system of audit accelerate and promote the process accuracy of audit, that extremely
critical in the conditions of plenty of associate tasks on lower and middle levels, and
also amounts of indexes and supervisions in every task.

According to the international standard of audit№ 520 “Analytical procedures” [4],
analytical procedures are the procedures, suggesting the analysis of financial indexes
and tendencies with the subsequent study of rejections and relations that conflict with
other corresponding information or deviate from the forecast sums.

In the last few years among analytical procedures of exposure of financial fraud the
class of procedures, based on the methods of intellectual analysis of data, was formed
[5]. In practice different methods of extraction of data, namely: K-nearest neighbors,
decision tree [6], fuzzy logic [7], logistic model, Bayesian belief networks, naive Bayes
algorithm, Beneish M-Score, Benford’s law, Altmann Z-Score, are being used for the
improvement of accuracy of the fraud finding out [5].

One of the elements of analysis among the tasks of audit is a forecast of economic
indicators. Methods of short-term forecast, such as regressive [8], structural [9], logical
[10] conduct forecast on the basis of indexes in current moment to time. Methods of
long-term forecast, such as autoregressive [11], exponential smoothing out [12] can
conduct a forecasts on the basis of long temporal row.

A compromise between the above-mentioned groups of methods is connectionist
[13], that can use neural networks both for a short-term and for long-term forecasts. At
the same time connectionist methods usually use parametric identification on the basis
of local search, that reduces forecast accuracy.

Connectionist methods conduct a forecast on the basis of nonlinear model of neural
network. The advantages of these methods are scalability, high adaptivity. The dis-
advantages of these methods are absence of design transparency; complexity of choice
of model structure; hard requirements to training sample; problem of choice of method
of parametric identification; that results in insufficient forecast accuracy high compu-
tational complexity of parametric identification. The general feature of all the methods
mentioned above is that they possess a high computational complexity and/or do not
give high forecast accuracy. Therefore an actual task is an increase of forecast effi-
ciency by reducing computational complexity and improving forecast accuracy.
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The aim of study is to increase the efficiency of automatic data analysis in DSS
audit based on the forecast method due to the model of the gateway recurrent unit and
the method of its parametric identification.

For the achievement of the aim it is necessary to solve the following tasks:

• to offer the forecast neural network model due to the model of the gateway recurrent
unit;

• to choose the criterion of estimation of efficiency of forecast neural network model;
• to offer a method for parametric identification of a neural network prediction model

based on adaptive cross-entropy;
• to offer the method for automatic analysis of audit data;
• to conduct numeral researches.

2 Formal Problem Statement

In the DSS of audit, the verification of pre-condition “Compliance of expenses and
income” of accounting provisions (standards) [14] at the average level is decomposed
on the verification tasks of mapping of generalized values indicators: “settlements with
suppliers - settlements with customers”, “accounts payable - debt”.

The conversion of the data of settlements with suppliers into the data on the receipt
of funds from customers in the accounting system can be represented as a functional
structure of the data subsets transformation at the stages of operating activities (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Functional structure of the data subsets transformation at the stages on operating
activities
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Denote:

Q1
l1ðtÞ, l1 ¼ 1; L1 are data sets of calculations by type of supplier l1,

Q2
l2ðtÞ, l2 ¼ 1; L2 are data sets of stocks by type of raw material l2,

Q3
l3ðtÞ, l3 ¼ 1; L3 are production datasets by type l3,

Q4
l4ðtÞ; l4 ¼ 1; L4 are data sets of calculations by type of finished product l4,

t 2 tjm ; Tm; j ¼ 1; Jm;m ¼ 1;M; T
� �

The verification of mappings of sets of the functional structure (Fig. 1) is preceded
by an analysis of the values of quantitative indicators for the verification period with
the purpose of exposure of values that deviate from the forecast. The forecast values are
determined on the basis of conformities to law, that is formed from the tested data for
other (as a rule, preceding) periods that is imported from the database of the system of
account of enterprise in DSS of audit.

We will distinguish the first mapping «settlements with suppliers - settlements with
customers» . The values of the audit data at the verification stage of this mapping are
formed on the basis of a set of quantitative indicators characterizing the transfer of
funds to suppliers (raw materials and/or components) and the receipt of funds from
customers for goods sold:

Vu;Duð Þ; u 2 U; Vg;Dg
� �

; g 2 G;

where:

V - quantitative indicator (in physical units),
D - monetary indicator (amounts transferred by suppliers/customers),
u - type of raw material,
U - set of types of raw material,
g - type of finished product,
G - set of types of finished products.

At the analysis of this mapping (in direct and reverse direction) as elements of pairs
of learning set can be chosen:

x ¼ ðVuðtÞ;Vuðt � 1Þ; . . .Vuðt �MÞ; u 2 UgÞ; y ¼ ðVgðtÞÞ; g 2 G;

where:

x is input signal,
M is time of delay,
Ug - set of raw materials that are used in the manufacture of finished products of the
type g,
Gu - finished products set, the production of which uses raw materials of the type u,
y – is output signal.

As the value of the lag M or lead can be selected the value of the indicator of the
difference of the operating cycle (the average time between the operation of purchasing
raw materials and the sale of finished products made from this raw material) and the
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production cycle. This indicator depends on the industry, type of production and range
of products (1\M\30). Information for prior to the verification period is considered
reliable. Therefore, the corresponding data can be selected as a training set.

A comparison of the predicted value for the model and the value of the control
sample will allow us to identify the types of finished products and stocks and quan-
tization periods for which there are significant deviations and which will be recom-
mended by the decision maker for detailed study at the lower level.

So, for a forecast a learning set is given S ¼ fðxl; dlÞg, l 2 1;P. Then, problem of
increase of forecast accuracy on the model of the gateway recurrent unit (GRU) gðx;WÞ,
here x - an input signal, W is a vector of parameters, appears as a problem of being for
this model of such vector of parameters W�, that satisfies to the criterion

F ¼ 1
P

XP
l¼1

ðgðxl;W�Þ � dlÞ2 ! min: ð1Þ

3 Forecast Model Based on a Gateway Recurrent Unit

Gateway recurrent unit (GRU) [15] has two gateways. Instead of a hidden neuron, a
hidden block h is used, which is connected to the reset gateway r and update z.
Gateways determine how much information to skip [16].

If the reset gateway is close to 1 and the update gateway is close to 0, then we get an
Elman neural network (ENN), in which there is no control over the amount of infor-
mation. If the reset gateway and update gateway are close to 0, then we get a multilayer
perceptron (MLP), in which information from the hidden block (long-term) is ignored. If
the update gateway is close to 1, then the input (short-term) information is ignored.

The forecast model by the gateway recurrent unit (2)–(7) is defined as follows:

yini ðnÞ ¼ xi; ð2Þ

rjðnÞ ¼ f brj þ
XM
i¼1

win�r
ij yini ðnÞþ

XNh

i¼1

uh�r
ij hiðn� 1Þ

 !
; j 2 1;Nh; ð3Þ

zjðnÞ ¼ f bzj þ
XM
i¼1

win�z
ij yini ðnÞþ

XNh

i¼1

uh�z
ij hiðn� 1Þ

 !
; j 2 1;Nh; ð4Þ

~hjðnÞ ¼ g b
~h
j þ

XM
i¼1

win�~h
ij yini ðnÞþ

XNh

i¼1

uh�~h
ij riðnÞhiðn� 1Þ

 !
; j 2 1;Nh ð5Þ

hjðnÞ ¼ zjðnÞhjðn� 1Þþ ð1� zjðnÞÞ~hjðnÞ; j 2 1;Nh ð6Þ
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youtðnÞ ¼ f bout þ
XNh

i¼1

wh�out
i hiðnÞ

 !
; ð7Þ

were:

M – number of unit delays of the input layer,
Nh – hidden layer neurons number,
win�r
ij – weights between the input layer and the reset gateway,

win�z
ij – weights between the input layer and the update gateway,

win�~h
ij – weight between input and candidate layer,

uh�r
ij – weights between the hidden layer and the reset gateway,

uh�z
ij – weights between the hidden layer and the update gateway,

uh�~h
ij – weight between hidden and candidate layer,

wh�out
i – weight between the hidden and the output layer,

in and out - input and output layer, respectively,
h and ~h - hidden and candidate layer, respectively,
r and z - reset and update gateway, respectively.

In paper for model training GRU (2)–(7) the target function is selected, which
means the choice of such values of the parameter vector W ¼ ðwin�r

11 ; . . .;win�r
MNh ; uh�r

11 ;

. . .; uh�r
NhNh ;win�z

11 ; . . .;win�z
MNh ; uh�z

11 ; . . .; uh�z
NhNh ; win�~h

11 ; . . .;win�~h
MNh ; uh�

~h
11 ; . . .uh�~h

NhNh ;wh�out
1 ; . . .;

wh�out
Nh Þ, which deliver a minimum of the standard error (1) (the difference between the

model output and the test output).

4 Method for Parametric Identification of a Model
of a Gateway Recurrent Unit Based on Adaptive Cross
Entropy

Cross entropy method (CE) [17] consists of two phases - the generation of a new
population of potential solutions and the modification of the Gaussian distribution
parameters. In this paper, to control the convergence rate of CE and to ensure that the
entire search space is investigated at the initial iterations and the search becomes
directional at the final iterations, the iteration number is taken into account when
generating potential solutions.

The proposed method consists of the following steps:

1. Initialization
1:1. Setting a parameter a that controls the rate of change of the Gaussian distri-

bution parameters, and 0\a\1.
1:2. Setting a parameter b for generating a standard deviation vector, and 0\b\1.
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1:3. Setting the maximum number of iterations N, population size K, solution length
M (corresponds to the length of the GRU model parameter vector), the maxi-
mum number of best solutions selected.

1:4. Random creating a vector of mathematical expectations
l ¼ ðl1; . . .; lMÞ, lj ¼ xmin

j þðxmax
j � xmin

j ÞUð0; 1Þ, were Uð0; 1Þ – function
that returns a uniformly distributed random number in a range ½0; 1�.

1:5. Create a standard deviation vector randomly

r ¼ ðr1; . . .;rMÞ;rj ¼ bðxmax
j � xmin

j ÞUð0; 1Þ:

1:6. Determine the best solution (best GRU model parameter vector) x� ¼ l.
2. Iteration number n ¼ 1.
3. Create a current population of potential solutions P.
3:1. Solution number k ¼ 1, P ¼ £.
3:2. Generate a new potential solution xk.

xkj ¼ lj þrj
N�n
N

� �
Nð0; 1Þ, j 2 1;M, were Nð0; 1Þ – function that returns a

standard normally distributed random number.
3:3. If k\K, then P ¼ P[fxkg, k ¼ kþ 1, go to step 3.2.
3:4. Sort P by target function, i.e. FðxkÞ\Fðxkþ 1Þ.
3:5. k� ¼ argmin

k
FðxkÞ.

3:6. If Fðxk� Þ\Fðx�Þ, then x� ¼ xk�
4. Modification of the Gaussian distribution parameters (based on the first B, i.e. best,

new potential solutions from the population P).

4:1. lj ¼ alj þð1� aÞelj, elj ¼ 1
B

PB
k¼1

xkj, j 2 1;M.

4:2. rj ¼ arj þð1� aÞerj, erj ¼ 1
B

PB
k¼1

ðxkj � eljÞ2, j 2 1;M.

5. If n\N, then n ¼ nþ 1, go to step 3.

The result is x�.

5 Experiments and Results

Numerical experiments were carried out using the package Matlab. The number of
single delays (time lag) M ¼ 10, neurons number of hidden layer Nh ¼ 2M.

To determine the structure of the forecast model based on the gateway recurrent
unit (GRU), a number of experiments were carried out, the results of which are pre-
sented in Fig. 2. As the initial data for determining the values of the parameters of the
forecast model over the neural network, calculation indicators with suppliers and
customers of a machine-building enterprise were used with a two-year sampling depth
with daily time intervals, the values of which are indicators representing trade secrets,
and they are scaled. The criterion for choosing the structure of the neural network
model was the minimum mean square error of the forecast. As can be seen from Fig. 2,
with an increase in the number of hidden neurons, the error value decreases. For
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prediction, it is enough to use 10 time delays in the input layer and 20 hidden neurons,
since with a further increase in the number of delays and hidden neurons, the error
value changes insignificantly.

In this work, we studied neural networks for prediction by the criterion of the
minimum mean square error (MSE) of the forecast. The following neural networks
were used in the experiments (Table 1): JNN (Jordan neural network), ENN (Elman
neural network) also called SRN (Simple recurrent network), NARMA (nonlinear
autoregressive-moving average), BRNN (bidirectional recurrent neural network),
LSTM (long short-term memory), GRU (gated recurrent unit). According to Table 1,
LSTM and GRU have the greatest prediction accuracy, however, LSTM requires more
computational complexity due to more connections between neurons. This is due to the
fact that the LSTM and GRU neural networks use control over the amount of infor-
mation passed through.

This model was tested on the values of category X indices (coefficient of variation
is in the range from 0 to 10%.), Y (coefficient of variation is in the range from 10 to
25%) and Z (coefficient of variation is more than 25%.). Comparing the values of the
coefficient of variation and the forecast error in the GRU network, which amounted to
5%, for the resource category X for the forecast period from 1 to 26 days, for the
resource category Y for the forecast period from 1 to 12 days, for the resource category
Z for the forecast period from 1 to 5 days, we can conclude that this network is suitable
for forecasting indicators in the tasks of DSS audit.

Fig. 2. The dependence of the MSE of the forecast on the hidden neurons number

Table 1. Comparative characteristics of neural networks for prediction

Network NAR JNN ENN (SRN) NARMA BRNN LSTM GRU

Minimum MSE of forecast 0.2 0.14 0.17 0.16 0.13 0.08 0.08
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6 Conclusions

The article considers the problem of increasing the efficiency of automatic data analysis
in DSS of audit based on the forecast due to the gateway recurrent unit (GRU).
Reached the further development of the method of parametric identification of the
model GRU, which is based on adaptive cross entropy (ACE), which increases the
accuracy of the forecast, because at the initial iterations the entire search space is
investigated, and at the final iterations the search becomes directional. Software
implementing the proposed method in the package Matlab, was developed and
researched on the indicators of supply and payment of stocks of a machine-building
enterprise with a two-year sampling depth with daily time intervals. The experiments
confirmed the operability of the developed software and allow us to recommend it for
use in practice in the automated analysis subsystem of the DSS of audit to verify the
totality of the displays of the sets of calculation sets with suppliers and customers. The
prospects for further research are to test the proposed methods on a wider set of test
databases.
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Abstract. The technique to construct nonlinear regression models based on the
multivariate normalizing transformations and prediction intervals is considered.
We demonstrate that there may be data sets for which the results of constructing
the nonlinear regression models depend on firstly, which normalizing transfor-
mation is applied, univariate, or multivariate, and, secondly, are there any
outliers in the data set. The application of multivariate normalizing transfor-
mations allows us to take into account the correlation between variables in the
nonlinear regression model. We use the prediction intervals of nonlinear
regressions to detect the outliers in the process of building the nonlinear
regression models. In general, this process is iterative since we repeat con-
structing the model for new data after the outlier cutoff. The example of con-
structing a three-factor nonlinear regression model to simulate the non-Gaussian
dependent random variable depend on three predictors is given. There are six
iterations in the process of constructing this nonlinear regression model. We
performed comparing the constructed model to the linear regression one and
nonlinear regression models that are built by the univariate normalizing trans-
formations. This model has larger values of multiple coefficient of determina-
tion, and prediction percentage, smaller values of the magnitude of relative
error, and widths of the confidence and prediction intervals of regression
compared to other models, both linear and nonlinear ones. Suitable values of
prediction accuracy metrics for the constructed model may be explained better
multivariate normalization of the data set and the outlier cutoff, which are used
to build one.

Keywords: Mathematical modeling � Dependent random variable � Nonlinear
regression model � Normalizing transformation � Prediction interval

1 Introduction

It is known, the acceptance-rejection method [1] may be used to simulate the non-
Gaussian dependent random variable by the non-Gaussian joint distribution in the form
of the probability density function. However, constructing the non-Gaussian joint
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distribution is a complex problem, which makes it challenging to use this method for
mathematical modeling and simulation of non-Gaussian dependent random variables.

Also, nonlinear regression models may be applied for mathematical modeling and
simulation of non-Gaussian dependent random variables. According [2], a nonlinear
regression model is defined as “a model for the relationship between a response and
predictor(s) in which at least one parameter does not enter linearly into the model.” A
nonlinear regression model in its structure contains an error term (a random variable),
which is included additively [2–7] or multiplicatively [6, 7].

In [3], Bates and Watts indicate that the assumption of additivity of error is closely
tied to the assumption of the constant variance of the disturbances (residuals). It may be
the case that the residuals can be considered as having a constant variance, but as entering
the model multiplicatively. In either case, one of the corrective actions is to take a
transformation of the response (dependent variable). If the error is multiplicative, we can
treat the nonlinear regression model as intrinsically linear and use the normalizing
transformation [8]. That is, we define the nonlinear regression model as in [9]
Y ¼ f x; h; eð Þ, where f is a nonlinear function; x is a vector of regressors (independent
variables); h is a vector of parameters; e is the error term that has the same properties as in
linear regression, i.e., the Gaussian random variable to describe residuals, e�N 0;r2

e

� �
.

In [9], we considered the techniques to build the models, confidence, and prediction
intervals of nonlinear regressions based on the bijective multivariate normalizing
transformations. However, there may be data sets for which the results of creating
nonlinear regression models depend on, firstly, which normalizing transformation is
applied, univariate, or multivariate, and, secondly, are there any outliers in the data set.
In this paper, we propose the technique to construct nonlinear regression models based
on the multivariate normalizing transformations and prediction intervals. We use the
prediction intervals of nonlinear regressions to detect the outliers in the process of
building the nonlinear regression models. In general, this process is iterative since we
repeat constructing the model for new data after the outlier cutoff.

2 The Technique

We consider the technique to construct nonlinear regression models based on the
multivariate normalizing transformations and prediction intervals. The technique
consists of four steps. Firstly, we normalize a multivariate non-Gaussian data set by
using a multivariate normalizing transformation. Secondly, we construct the nonlinear
regression model based on the multivariate normalizing transformation [9]. Thirdly, we
build the prediction interval of nonlinear regression, such as [9]. All in all, we check if
there are data that exit the bounds of the prediction interval. If we detect the outliers, we
discard them and repeat all the steps, starting with the first, for new data.

In the first step, multivariate non-Gaussian data of dependent and independent
variables are normalized using a multivariate normalizing transformation of non-
Gaussian random vector P ¼ Y ;X1;X2; . . .;Xkf gT to Gaussian one T ¼ ZY ; Z1; Z2; . . .;f
ZkgT , which is given by [9]
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T ¼ w Pð Þ; ð1Þ
and which has the inverse transformation

P ¼ w�1 Tð Þ: ð2Þ

In the second step, the nonlinear regression model is constructed based on the
multivariate normalizing transformation (1), according to [9]. To do this, we first build
the linear regression model for normalized data based on the transformation (1)

ZY ¼ ẐY þ e ¼ �ZY þ Zþ
X

� �
b̂þ e; ð3Þ

where ẐY is prediction linear equation result for values of components of vector
zX ¼ Z1; Z2; . . .; Zkf g; k is a number of dependent variables (regressors); Zþ

X is the
matrix of centered regressors that contains the values Z1i � �Z1, Z2i � �Z2, . . ., Zki � �Zk; b̂
is a vector of estimators of parameters for of linear regression equation,
b ¼ b1; b2; . . .; bkf gT .

After that, we construct the nonlinear regression model using the inverse trans-
formation (2) for the model (3)

Y ¼ w�1
Y

�ZY þ Zþ
X

� �
b̂þ e

� �
; ð4Þ

where wY is the component of the vector w of (1), w ¼ wY ;w1;w2; . . .;wkf gT .
In the third step, the prediction interval of nonlinear regression is built [9]

w�1
Y ẐY � ta=2;mSZY 1þ 1

N
þ zþX
� �T Zþ

X

� �TZþ
X

h i�1
zþX
� �� �1=2

 !
; ð5Þ

where ta=2;m is a student’s t-distribution quantile with a=2 significance level and m degrees

of freedom; zþX is a vector for i-row, zþX ¼ Z1i � �Z1; Z2i � �Z2; . . .; Zki � �Zkf g;
S2ZY ¼ 1

m

PN
i¼1

ZYi � ẐYi
� �2

, m ¼ N � k � 1; N is a number of rows of data; Zþ
X

� �T
Zþ
X is a

k � k matrix

Zþ
X

� �TZþ
X ¼

SZ1Z1 SZ1Z2 . . . SZ1Zk
SZ1Z2 SZ2Z2 . . . SZ2Zk
. . . . . . . . . . . .
SZ1Zk SZ2Zk . . . SZkZk

0
BB@

1
CCA;

where SZqZr ¼
PN
i¼1

Zqi � �Zq
� �

Zri � �Zr½ �, q; r ¼ 1; 2; . . .; k.

Finally, we check if there are data that exit the bounds of the prediction interval.
And, if we detect the outliers, we discard them and repeat all the steps, starting with the
first, for new data.
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3 Model Construction Example

We consider the example of constructing a three-factor nonlinear regression model to
simulate the non-Gaussian dependent random variable Y depend on three predictors,
which are denoted as X1, X2, and X3. We construct an improved model for the data set
from [10]. The dependent random variable Y is the efforts (in person-hours) of the
mobile applications (apps) development in a planning phase. The predictors (regres-
sors) X1, X2, and X3 are numbers of screens, functions, and files, respectively. The data
set from [10] includes 38 data rows.

At first, the data set from [10] was checked for four-variate outliers. As in [10], we
used the squared Mahalanobis distance (SMD) for detecting multivariate outliers [11,
12]. There are no four-variate outliers in the 38 data rows from [10] for a significance
level of 0.005 since all SMD values are less than the Chi-Square distribution quantile.

The three-factor nonlinear regression model to simulate the non-Gaussian depen-
dent random variable was constructed based on the Johnson four-variate transformation
for the SB family, such as [9]. The nonlinear regression model has the form [10]

Y ¼ f x; ĥ; e
� 	

¼ ûY þ k̂Y 1þ e� ẐY þ e�ĉYð Þ=ĝY

h i�1
; ð6Þ

where x ¼ X1;X2;X3f g; ĥ is the estimator of the vector of parameters h,

ĥ ¼ b̂0; b̂1; b̂2; b̂3; ĉY ; ĉ1; ĉ2; ĉ3; ĝY ; ĝ1; ĝ2; ĝ3; ûY ; û1; û2; û3; k̂Y ; k̂1; k̂2; k̂3
n o

; ẐY is a

prediction result of the linear regression equation for data, which were normalized by
Johnson’s four-variate transformation for the SB family, ẐY ¼ b̂0 þ b̂1Z1 þ b̂2Z2 þ
b̂3Z3; Zj ¼ cj þgj ln

Xj�uj

uj þkj�Xj
, uj\Xj\uj þ kj, j ¼ 1; 2; 3. In the first iteration, for the

38 data rows from [10], the parameter estimators of Johnson’s four-variate transfor-
mation for the SB family are: ĉY ¼ 5:69898, ĉ1 ¼ 0:524119, ĉ2 ¼ 0:776179, ĉ3 ¼
0:540973, ĝY ¼ 2:40219, ĝ1 ¼ 0:743879, ĝ2 ¼ 0:79545, ĝ3 ¼ 0:534447, ûY ¼
�114:5452, û1 ¼ 1:7242, û2 ¼ 1:6885, û3 ¼ 0:90, k̂Y ¼ 3328:564, k̂1 ¼ 12:3743,
k̂2 ¼ 12:091, k̂3 ¼ 8:30648; the parameter estimators of the linear regression equation
for normalized data are: b̂0 ¼ 0, b̂1 ¼ 0:808152, b̂2 ¼ �0:928296, b̂3 ¼ 0:854262.

The well-known prediction accuracy metrics are used to judge the prediction
accuracy of regression models [13]. These metrics include a mean magnitude of rel-
ative error MMRE, a multiple coefficient of determination R2, and prediction per-
centage at the level of magnitude of relative error (MRE) of 0.25, PRED(0.25). The R2,
MMRE, and PRED(0.25) values equal respectively 0.5789, 0.4933, and 0.5263 for
nonlinear regression model (6) with the estimators of parameters which are calculated
for the 38 data rows from [10]. In this case, the above values demonstrate to us
unacceptable prediction results of the nonlinear regression model (6) approximately
also as for the linear regression model [10].

Next, we calculated the prediction intervals of the three-factor nonlinear regression
by (5) in the first iteration. In Table 1, the lower (LB) and upper (UB) bounds of the
prediction interval found in the first iteration are marked as LB1, and UB1, respectively
[10].
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We calculated the prediction intervals for a significance level of 0.05.
After that, we checked if there are data that exit the bounds of the prediction

interval. We detected the three outliers (row 5, 6, and 11), discarded them, and repeated
all the steps, starting with the first, for 35 data rows.

In the second iteration, we constructed the model by using data from the remaining
35 rows. For the model (6) with the parameter estimators obtained from the data of the
35 data rows, it appeared that the value of Y for row 17 exceed the prediction interval.
There were six iterations; as a result, 29 data rows were left (1, 3, 4, 7, 9, 10, 12, 13, 18–
38). At the sixth iteration, there were no outliers; the repetition of the steps was com-
pleted, the model (6) was constructed by using data from 29 data rows. In Table 1, the
LB of prediction interval obtained in the sixth iteration is marked as LB6 and the UB - as
UB6. Also, in Table 1, a dash (-) depicts the elimination of the corresponding numbers
of data in the relevant iteration. The row numbers with the outliers in data are bolded.

In the sixth iteration, for the data from 29 rows, the estimators of parameters of
Johnson’s four-variate transformation for the SB family are: ĉY ¼ 0:638164,
ĉ1 ¼ 0:387413, ĉ2 ¼ 0:840380, ĉ3 ¼ 0:477514, ĝY ¼ 1:12311, ĝ1 ¼ 0:659463,
ĝ2 ¼ 0:831303, ĝ3 ¼ 0:632614, ûY ¼ �28:4433, û1 ¼ 1:82645, û2 ¼ 1:59121,
û3 ¼ 0:657479, k̂Y ¼ 543:161, k̂1 ¼ 11:5548, k̂2 ¼ 12:9939, k̂3 ¼ 8:63368; the esti-
mators for parameters of the linear regression equation for normalized data are: b̂0 ¼ 0,
b̂1 ¼ 1:17702, b̂2 ¼ �1:43269, b̂3 ¼ 1:18398.

Table 1. Lower and upper bounds for nonlinear regression before and after outlier rejection.

No Y LB1 UB1 LB6 UB6 No Y LB1 UB1 LB6 UB6

1 192 60.5 377.3 141.6 216.6 20 198 70.8 402.2 160.4 237.6
2 272 60.5 377.3 – – 21 146 49.2 353.3 124.8 197.8
3 288 88.6 524.1 233.6 323.2 22 191 66.2 392.5 151.1 227.6
4 116 51.1 352.9 115.6 185.7 23 99 24.7 290.0 76.4 136.2
5 372 54.5 362.4 – – 24 382 140.1 624.9 326.6 397.3
6 504 90.1 453.3 – – 25 270 93.4 477.2 218.5 301.1
7 28 −0.7 232.5 25.1 64.6 26 282 104.6 532.5 246.7 331.1
8 176 18.9 277.8 – – 27 213 78.5 452.7 181.0 264.8
9 364 157.4 665.2 342.2 409.2 28 322 126.8 560.3 278.4 354.9
10 120 48.7 363.8 110.8 183.4 29 290 109.1 513.1 239.9 320.2
11 22 70.8 402.2 – – 30 223 78.6 425.2 177.7 257.1
12 224 73.5 447.0 171.7 256.4 31 241 84.9 449.3 204.6 286.3
13 24 −23.9 170.9 15.4 49.1 32 87 17.1 267.3 53.0 103.8
14 200 106.5 511.6 – – 33 36 −29.0 153.6 15.2 47.4
15 160 100.6 490.0 – – 34 216 77.1 418.6 168.5 246.6
16 120 −23.9 170.9 – – 35 67 1.4 233.2 29.0 69.6
17 96 −33.4 149.2 – – 36 115 31.0 306.4 72.4 131.5
18 202 70.8 402.2 160.4 237.6 37 36 −23.9 170.9 15.4 49.1
19 145 49.2 353.3 124.8 197.8 38 98 24.7 290.0 76.4 136.2
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In the sixth iteration, for 29 rows of data which normalized by using Johnson’s
four-variate transformation for the SB family, 3� 3 matrix

Zþ
X

� �T
Zþ
X ¼

29:0 24:8 18:7
24:8 29:0 23:6
18:7 23:6 29:0

0
@

1
A:

The R2, MMRE, and PRED(0.25) values equal respectively 0.984, 0.103, and 0.862
for nonlinear regression model (6). These values indicate to us good prediction results
of the three-factor nonlinear regression model (6) for parameter estimators calculated
from the 29 data rows. Also, we compared the model (6) with other models, the linear
regression model, and nonlinear regression models based on the univariate decimal
logarithm transformation (Log10) and Johnson’s univariate transformation. These
models were derived in [10]. The R2, MMRE, and PRED(0.25) values equal respec-
tively 0.838, 0.237 and 0.733 for linear regression model, and equal respectively 0.789,
0.206 and 0.733 for the nonlinear regression model based on the Log10, and equal
0.878, 0.190 and 0.767 for the model (6) with parameter estimators for Johnson’s
univariate transformation. The R2, MMRE, and PRED(0.25) values are better for the
model (6) with parameter estimators obtained for Johnson’s four-variate transformation
in comparison with the above models.

The LB and UB of prediction intervals of the linear regression and nonlinear
regressions were also calculated by (5) based on the Log10 transformation, the Johnson
univariate, and four-variate transformations for 0.05 significance level. The above
bounds are given in Table 2.

Table 2. Lower and upper bounds of prediction intervals for regressions.

No Y Linear
regression

Log10
univariate

Johnson
univariate

Johnson
four-variate

LB UB LB UB LB UB LB UB

1 192 85.9 257.1 107.8 309.2 44.4 340.6 141.6 216.6
3 288 56.8 233.5 111.5 351.7 136.9 384.7 233.6 323.2
4 116 81.5 251.6 89.7 256.0 40.7 332.4 115.6 185.7
7 28 −72.1 115.9 24.9 78.1 23.0 162.5 25.1 64.6
9 364 234.9 420.4 164.5 495.7 181.8 385.1 342.2 409.2
10 120 77.1 260.2 95.4 281.0 41.5 340.4 110.8 183.4
12 224 128.7 314.9 100.3 317.6 68.2 370.7 171.7 256.4
13 24 −24.9 151.3 22.6 69.1 21.7 79.7 15.4 49.1
18 202 124.4 295.5 132.9 381.0 56.0 356.2 160.4 237.6
19 145 46.7 219.3 79.8 232.0 35.6 317.2 124.8 197.8
20 198 124.4 295.5 132.9 381.0 56.0 356.2 160.4 237.6
21 146 46.7 219.3 79.8 232.0 35.6 317.2 124.8 197.8
22 191 131.1 303.1 119.0 344.2 55.3 356.3 151.1 227.6

(continued)
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Note that the width of the nonlinear regression prediction interval based on
Johnson’s four-variate transformation is smaller than after Johnson’s univariate
transformation for 28 from 29 data rows (except one with number 33), less than after
Log10 transformation and smaller compared with the linear regression prediction
interval width for all 29 data rows.

Such adequate prediction results for the created model might be explained by the
better multivariate normalization of the non-Gaussian data, which we used to improve
the three-factor nonlinear regression model based on the Johnson four-variate trans-
formation for the SB family and outlier rejection. Multivariate normality was tested by
SMD [14]. A multivariate normality condition is only performed for the normalized
data based on the Johnson four-variate transformation as for each row of the data; the
SMD values are less than the Chi-Square distribution quantile, which equals to 11.14
for 0.025 significance level. Also, the values of the estimator of multivariate kurtosis b2
[15] indicate good multivariate normality for the normalized data based on the Johnson
four-variate transformation only. In our case b2 ¼ 24. The values of the estimator of
multivariate kurtosis equal 34.82 and 25.09 for the 29 data rows, the normalized data
based on the Johnson univariate and four-variate transformations, respectively.

Table 2. (continued)

No Y Linear
regression

Log10
univariate

Johnson
univariate

Johnson
four-variate

LB UB LB UB LB UB LB UB

23 99 15.0 188.4 48.1 140.4 27.3 256.1 76.4 136.2
24 382 221.9 409.1 160.7 485.7 71.6 375.0 326.6 397.3
25 270 198.8 379.5 144.9 432.9 98.2 376.9 218.5 301.1
26 282 167.2 353.5 144.1 440.2 290.2 387.7 246.7 331.1
27 213 142.1 325.8 126.0 398.9 61.6 364.9 181.0 264.8
28 322 239.9 420.5 243.4 723.3 197.5 384.9 278.4 354.9
29 290 202.4 381.1 215.0 640.8 124.4 379.7 239.9 320.2
30 223 168.7 342.5 141.0 410.4 72.7 368.0 177.7 257.1
31 241 187.9 371.8 159.0 481.3 82.6 373.3 204.6 286.3
32 87 −9.4 164.3 38.9 113.4 25.2 219.4 53.0 103.8
33 36 −36.5 138.6 19.1 58.3 21.4 50.7 15.2 47.4
34 216 151.0 321.6 141.8 406.2 67.3 364.3 168.5 246.6
35 67 −56.6 124.7 25.6 78.3 23.2 166.8 29.0 69.6
36 115 15.7 192.0 57.4 166.9 29.7 282.7 72.4 131.5
37 36 −24.9 151.3 22.6 69.1 21.7 79.7 15.4 49.1
38 98 15.0 188.4 48.1 140.4 27.3 256.1 76.4 136.2
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4 Conclusions

Mathematical modeling of the non-Gaussian dependent random variable by nonlinear
regression model using multivariate normalizing transformation is performed. The
technique to construct nonlinear regression models based on the multivariate normal-
izing transformations and prediction intervals is further developed. A three-factor
nonlinear regression model to simulate the non-Gaussian dependent random variable
depend on three predictors is improved based on Johnson’s four-variate transformation
for the SB family and discarding outliers by applying prediction intervals. This model,
in comparison with other regression ones, both linear and nonlinear, has larger values
of multiple coefficient of determination, and prediction percentage, less values of
MMRE, and widths of the confidence and prediction intervals of regression. Suitable
values of prediction accuracy metrics for the constructed model may be explained
better multivariate normalization of the non-Gaussian data and the outlier rejection,
which are applied to build one. Further research may be directed at the use of other
multivariate normalizing transformations to derive the new multiple nonlinear regres-
sion models for mathematical modeling of the non-Gaussian dependent random
variables.
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Abstract. The features of developing scenario models using cognitive maps
and methods for developing of information impacts scenarios based on the
analysis of the content of global computer networks are considered. This
approach provides a solution to the problem of generating and ranking scenarios
for impacting objects that correspond to the selected key concept analyzing the
input text arrays working on a full-time basis. Improved information models and
computer domain analysis tools have been developed. This makes it possible for
an expert analyst to investigate these processes and generate results in a form
convenient for decision-making. A method is proposed for constructing a
domain model in the form of a semantic graph formed according to the moni-
toring of computer networks by determining the most significant concepts and
the relationships between them. A method is proposed for the formation of
optimal scenarios of informational impacts on target objects of a subject area
based on finding many routes of influence distribution. Software and algorithmic
tools for transferring data to the OWL format are developed. An example of
application of the developed scenario approach is considered on the example of
analysis of the movement of “Yellow vests” in France.

Keywords: Information impacts scenarios � Cognitive map � Ontology � Ant
colony optimization � Management decision support system

1 Introduction

The growth and complexity of the information space requires scientists to immediately
solve the problem of increasing the effectiveness of the information impact in the
information-analytical component of modern computer networks. The aim of this
activity is to ensure the information needs of society with the help of the most modern
computer technologies, through the processing of enormous data sets and the acqui-
sition of qualitatively new knowledge. As a result, analysts have to work with infor-
mation resources that are unprecedented in their volumes, versatility, dynamism and
growth rates. This forces specialists to improve methods and technologies for loading,
structuring and analyzing various data.
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Development of scenarios for the evolution of a situation is an important compo-
nent of information security and computer systems and networks management. These
scenarios provide an opportunity to investigate how significant is the impact of each
influencing factor on the functioning and security of computer systems.

Without scenario modeling, it is impossible to achieve the following: support high-
performance work and protect information in modern computer systems and networks;
developing strategies and tactics at each level of management; determination of the
effectiveness of management methods and their further improvement; rapid assessment
of the effectiveness of control actions in a variety of directions and timely response to
identified threats.

However, the construction and analysis of such models by traditional methods is
ineffective in conditions of continuous change in the situation. Therefore, the task of
developing new methods and scenario modeling techniques of information impacts by
analyzing semantic models generated based on data obtained in the process of moni-
toring computer networks is prospective and practically useful.

2 Analysis of Recent Research and Publications

The current state of information impact modeling technologies lags behind the rapid
development of the modern information society. This growth is characterized by the
emergence of new forms of digital communication, the growth of data volumes and
throughput of transmission channels, the improvement of the ways of interaction and
mutual influence of the subjects of the information space.

This, in turn, significantly complicates the task of assessing the potential conse-
quences of information operations in management decision support systems.

One of the ways to solve the problem of studying the nature of the distribution of
influences in the information space is scenario modeling based on cognitive maps.

The first cognitive network was introduced in 1986 when Cosco (1986) improved
the LCM approach proposed by Axelrod (1976) [1]. The most significant improvement
made by Cosco is the integration of the concept of fuzzy logic. Scenario models are
used in decision making, addressing perceptions of financial crisis policies, as well as
the withdrawal, presentation, and analysis of mental models.

Carrying out these studies requires the use of artificial intelligence, and, first of all,
systems and methods of decision support. Currently, many decision support systems
have been developed and are being successfully applied in practice, the theoretical
foundations of incentives and practical results of their implementation are reflected, for
example, based on the use of cognitive maps in the study of political elites [1],
preparation of decisions based on poorly structured data [2], ontological structures [3],
development of scenarios using Text Mining [4].

In traditional decision support systems, a knowledge model (cognitive model)
about a subject area is created with the assistance of knowledge engineers and is
usually oriented toward specific tasks. The main tools for performing scenario mod-
eling include the following: «КoCMoC»; «Кaнвa»; PolyAnalyst; Deductor; Fuzzy
Thought Amplifier; Cope; NIPPER; Gismo; iThink, Hyper; RESEARCH; FCMmapper
etc.
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Modeling of complex processes and systems remains a challenge. This is because
such models need to generate networks that include numerous nodes and many dif-
ferent types of relationships.

3 Formulation of the Problem

A cognitive map is a signed oriented graph [5]: G = <V, E>, where: V – the set of
vertices Vi is V, i = 1, 2,… k, which are elements of the system under study; E – the set
of arcs eij is E, i, j = 1, 2, … N, reflecting the relationship between the vertices Vi and
Vj; the effect of Vi on Vj can be positive when an increase (decrease) in one factor leads
to an increase (decrease) in another; negative when an increase (decrease) in one factor
leads to a decrease (increase) in the second, or to be absent (0).

The edges of the graph have weights +1 or −1, are abbreviated as “+” or “−”. A +
sign denotes a positive relationship; a sign denotes a negative relationship. The weight
of the path is equal to the product of the weights of its edges, that is, positive if the
number of negative edges in it is even and negative if this number is odd. With a
positive relationship, an increase in the factor-cause leads to an increase in the factor-
effect, and with a negative connection, an increase in the factor-cause leads to a
decrease in the factor-effect. If both positive and negative paths lead from vertex ai to
vertex bj, the question of the nature of the influence of factor ai on factor bj remains
uncertain.

The influence of the vertex ai on aj (i, j = 1, 2, …, N, where n is the number of
vertices in the graph) is called the strongest if the influence on the final vertex aj of the
initial vertex ai on the kth simple path is the largest in absolute the value among all
actions on other simple paths connecting the vertices ai and aj.

When choosing scenario options, it is necessary to use the performance indicator
for which the choice is made. Thus, the impact analysis provides:

1. The strength of the influence of one factor on another along a given path depends on
the length of this path (that is, the number of edges in it).

2. The more parallel actions (in different ways) exist between concepts, the stronger
the influence between them.

The task can be reduced to optimization tasks:

f Skð Þ ¼
Pn�1

i¼1
aiwiþ 1

n
! max; ð1Þ

with restrictions: n > 1; 1 � ai > 0; 1 � wij > 0, where:
ai is the weight of the i-th concept;
wij – the value of the influence of concept ai on concept aj;
n is the length of the k-th scenario.
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4 Research Methodology

The key issue in scenario modeling is a cognitive map structure construction. For the
subject area in question, the following groups of concepts can be distinguished in the
map structure:

• factors characterizing the method (set of methods) of the assessment;
• destabilizing factors;
• indicators (factors reflect and explain the dynamics of the development of a problem

situation).

When using cognitive maps, three options for modeling are possible:

• modeling with initial conditions without additional impact on the model;
• generation of scenarios for the evolution of a situation;
• selection of the value of target factors.

The list of concepts can be quite wide, however, taking into account changes in the
state of a large number of concepts is a laborious task. Therefore, at the stage of
formation of the map structure, it is necessary to ensure that the importance of each
concept is assessed.

The concept of part A affects B if:

• in the non-directivity of the network, degree A of greater degree B;
• in sentences A is before B;
• term A is included in term B (for example, “student” ! “student of KPI”).

The value of each concept depends on the values of the connected concepts with
the corresponding weights and according to its previous value (Fig. 1).

When a map is built, it can be used to simulate and verify the operation of the
system. We construct a matrix (Table 1). In order to better understand the nature of the
mutual influence, we represent each card in the form of a square adjacency matrix. In
this matrix, the variables acting as potential transmitters (affect other variables) on the
vertical axis and the same set of variables that act as receivers (are influenced by other
variables).

On the horizontal axis, we form a list of all individual variables compiled during the
entire process and additional variables.
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A qualitative analysis of the cognitive map (the content of its constituent blocks,
target and control factors, analysis of paths and cycles, relationships between elements
does not reveal the entire depth of phenomena and the process that takes place in a real
system.

The next stage of the study is modeling the impulse process of the propagation of
disturbances in the cognitive map, which leads to the transition of the system from one

Table 1. Matrix of mutual influences

Fig. 1. The Cognitive map
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state to another. Such a process is a possible scenario for the development of the
system.

Optimization methods are suitable for fuzzy cognitive maps in which concepts can
take values from a range of real numbers [0, 1]. The term “fuzzy” only means that the
mutual relations between factors can take not only the values 0 or 1, but also belong to
the range of real numbers, which allows modeling to more accurately express the
mutual influence of factors [6].

To determine the value of the scenarios, it is proposed to use the ant algorithm
(application of ant colony optimization algorithm [7], analysis of such algorithms [8],
meta-heuristic approach in the task of optimizing an ant colony [9]), one of the effective
polynomial algorithms for finding approximate solutions to the problems of finding
routes on graphs. Using a modification of the ant algorithm, which provides a reduction
in the time of formation of the script. The algorithm is based on the behavior of an ant
colony – marking successful routes with a large amount of pheromone.

Pij;kðtÞ ¼ sijðtÞ½ �a gij½ �bP
l2Jik

silðtÞ½ �a� gil½ �b ; j 2 Ji;k;

Pij;kðtÞ ¼ 0; j 62 Ji;k;

8><
>: ð2Þ

where

sij (t) is the number of pheromones in the transition from i to j,
ηij is the attractiveness of the transition to j,
Tk – passing route.

Pheromone vapor is calculated in the following way:

Dsij;kðtÞ ¼
Q

LkðtÞ ; ði; jÞ 2 TkðtÞ;
0; ði; jÞ 62 TkðtÞ;

�
½ ð3Þ

where

Tk – passing route,
Lk is the length of the k-th route,
J – number of unvisited nodes.

Unlike the traditional ant colony algorithm, where the edge weights are used
together with the pheromone value to decide on the next vertex, the modified heuristic
algorithm uses the dispersion importance of concepts – a term that is corroded to
measure the advantage of some concepts over others (scripting based on analysis of
terminological networks [10], creation of terminological ontologies [11], weight of
concepts in integration of an ontological model with relational data [12]):

gA ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
DA2h i � DAh i2

q
DAh i ; ð4Þ
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where

<ΔA> – the average value of the sequence ΔA1, ΔA2 … ΔAK,
<ΔA2> – sequences DA2

1, DA
2
2 ��� DA2

K .

The script execution program can be described in the form of an algorithm and in
turn includes the execution of certain elementary operations.

The scenario structure is defined by a set of triples, which are put in accordance
with the actions [10]:

AMr ¼ \fXignrir¼1;Ar;Xjr ; [ ; ð5Þ

where Ar is the action; fXignrir¼1 – the set of input states AMr for actions; Xjr – the initial
state of AMr, that is, the state, after the successful completion of the action; AM is the
set of all actions.

A complex scenario is described as follows:

SMr ¼ \fXignrir¼1; Sr;Xjr [ ; ð6Þ

where SMr is the script, is the set of input states of SMr, fXignrir¼1, XjrXjr is the initial
state of the script, that is, the state after the successful execution of the action; AM is the
set of all actions.

SMr ε {SMk} = SM – the set of all possible scenarios for the evolution of a
situation.

We define SV ¼ AM [ SM, that is, the set of all models for the evolution of a
situation and the corresponding scenarios.

As can be seen from Fig. 2, after the simulation, select 2 scenarios.

Scenario 1: No additional growth effects.
Scenario 2: Government – reduces the impact on fuel tax, instead increases the
impact on negotiation and social media.

Fig. 2. Scenarios for the situation
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5 Building an Ontology

Ontologies in computer science, this is the representation of knowledge about a specific
subject area using a conceptual scheme (application of ontologies in influence models
[13], fuzzy cognitive map based ontologies [14], ontology for applications develop-
ment [15], web ontology language as standard [16], influences in ontological structures
[17]). Typically, such a scheme consists of a data structure containing all relevant
classes of objects, their relationships, as well as certain rules and restrictions inherent in
a particular subject area (the modern direction in the field of artificial intelligence). In
general terms, ontologies are defined as a knowledge base of a special kind, or as a
“specification of conceptualization” of a subject area—conceptual graphs.

The general algorithm for transferring data from the semantic network to OWL is
presented below (Fig. 3).

The Protégé 5 editor was chosen as the basic platform for developing ontologies in
the design of knowledge-based analytical systems.

To integrate ontological and relational data models in the Protégé 5 editor, the
Ontop platform is used, which is a concrete implementation of the data integration
method based on the Ontology-Based Data Access approach (Protégé as ontology

Fig. 3. An algorithm for transferring concepts to ontology
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editor and framework for systems building [18], information retrieval with ontologies
[19], ontology and semantic management [20]).

To build the ontology, we apply the following steps:

• definition of terms;
• definition of synonyms;
• definition of concepts;
• building a concept taxonomy;
• definition of relationships;
• definition of rules (Fig. 4).

The obtained information models and algorithms for the study of semantic net-
works are quite universal, due to which they can be used for control systems in various
subject areas. In particular, when solving the problem of generating scenarios of
analytical activity, a model was formed based on the graph shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 4. Modeling of ontology with Protégé

Fig. 5. Generalized graph of analytical activity factors
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6 Conclusion

The article proposes an improved information technology for the automated formation
of a semantic network by monitoring the information space and extracting concepts
from it with the greatest frequency and taking into account their interaction. The
essence of the improvement is to use an algorithm for building a network of concepts,
which is based on simulating the interaction of ants – a set of dynamic mechanisms by
which the program reaches a global goal as a result of the interaction of elements using
only local data in combination with procedures for extracting textual information on a
computer network and procedures domain research using ontologies.

The construction of cognitive maps allows you to reflect the main factors and
possible reciprocal flanking between them, and is the basis for building more detailed
computer scripts to develop the situation. Thus, the use of cognitive maps in the
implementation of the scenario approach can significantly increase the effectiveness of
analytical activities. The approach considered allows us to structure the problem,
identify the most significant concepts (factors), take into account the connections
between the concepts and the nature (strength) of these connections, and also choose
the best combination of methods and thereby increase the validity of decisions.

The research results, in particular, information models, data analysis and visual-
ization algorithms, are used in scenario generation tools in several security and defense
decision-making support systems.
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Abstract. The article proposes a new load balancing method based on
the reverse direction of data flows that provide traffic redirection mod-
ules. This is due to the use of the synchronization mechanism of the inter-
nal modules with the load balancer pool. Using this method allows replac-
ing traffic redistribution algorithms with a mechanism for synchronizing
load balancer modules. Also, the use of single-threaded modules allows
eliminating queues to nodes, which ensures more efficient consumption of
remote resources. The article describes the problems of existing load bal-
ancing methods in cluster and cloud infrastructures and the advantages
of the proposed method. Based on the general principles of operation of
existing load balancing algorithms, a problem is formulated and a math-
ematical model is proposed that describes the developed method. The
mathematical model allows you to set the loaded and unloaded state
of the load balancer and the saturation point using certain conditions
and implications. Also, the performance of the benchmark and the load
balancer module was evaluated using the proposed method. In conclu-
sion, the most relevant areas for further research and conclusions are
presented.

Keywords: Load balancing method · Benchmark and load balancer
performance · Load balancer states

1 Introduction. Existing Load Balancing Techniques
for Cluster and Cloud Infrastructures

For two decades, there have been a number of load balancing methods in cluster
and cloud infrastructures. These methods mainly concerned the development of
adaptive algorithms. Also, such methods were aimed at the efficient use of infor-
mation resources, increasing the bandwidth of a cluster or cloud infrastructure,
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reducing the response time and reducing the cost of computing operations. The
papers [2–5,12] are devoted to these issues, where the fundamental principles
of load distribution on information resources, the creation of a mathematical
apparatus, models and methods for distributing data flows are investigated.

Usually, to achieve the goal of efficient load balancing in cluster and cloud
infrastructures, algorithms were developed to search for optimal solutions for dis-
tributing traffic between the nodes on which the applications are located. Mostly,
such algorithms should provide a proportional load of information resources.

Therefore, such algorithms were based on the OSI standard network model
and were accordingly divided into content-dependent (seventh level of the OSI
model) and content-independent (fourth level of the OSI model) groups [9,11].
After that, all the algorithms within these groups were divided [1,6–8,10] to
ensure existing load balancing methods in cluster and cloud infrastructures.

2 Problem Formulation

Analysis of existing methods and algorithms for load balancing in cluster and
cloud infrastructures allows us to conclude that their work is not efficient enough
and has drawbacks. First of all, a number of important factors are not taken into
account. These include:

• the overall performance of all nodes located in cluster and cloud infrastruc-
tures is not the same;

• the performance of all nodes that are in a cluster or cloud infrastructure is
not constant, i.e. the performance of all nodes varies over time;

• in all nodes in a cluster or cloud infrastructure, the amount of free RAM is
dynamically changing, which affects application performance;

• due to the dynamic change in performance on nodes, the cost of comput-
ing and resource consumption dynamically changes, which must be analyzed
when implementing load balancing;

• a number of other factors.

There is also a problem, which is the appearance of queues for applications
in the presence of a large and uneven redistribution of the flow of requests.
Then situations may arise when one node has processed traffic and is idle, while
the other is still executing a request queue. In this case, there is no sufficiently
effective mechanism for redistributing queues between nodes in cluster and cloud
infrastructures.

The disparity in the processing of requests by different nodes, specialists try
to solve by using remote agents. However, such agents also consume resources,
contribute to lower node performance in cluster and cloud infrastructures, and
generate new traffic from the node to the load balancer.

Another problem is the correct determination of the upper load (Tlow) and
lower overload (Thigh) of the node when using the LARD algorithm on load
balancers. The complexity of such studies lies in the correct determination of
the input parameters of the LARD algorithm for various nodes that do not
consume resources equally and have large changes in performance over short
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periods of time. In this case, additional studies of node performance metrics in
cluster and cloud infrastructures are needed. Only on the basis of such studies,
decisions are made on the effective direction of requests for a short period of
time.

3 Load Balancing Algorithms for Cluster and Cloud
Infrastructures

The considered groups of load balancing algorithms in the previous section have
both advantages and disadvantages in the distribution of request flows to the
nodes on which the applications are located. Let’s consider some of them.

One of the most common load balancing algorithms is the Round Robin
(RR) static algorithm. He belongs to the fourth level group of the OSI model.
Its functions include sequentially sending requests to each application of the
remote nodes (Fig. 1).

Load Balancer

Requests
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5

node 1
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node 3

Fig. 1. Distribution of directions of incoming requests to node applications during the
operation of the RR algorithm

This example (Fig. 1) shows the process of redistributing requests between nodes
according to the strict order of their placement in a cluster or cloud infrastruc-
ture. In this case, the total number of requests is distributed equally among
all nodes of the cluster or cloud infrastructure, regardless of their congestion.
Often, this distribution of requests leads to queues on some nodes and downtime
on others.

A more sophisticated load balancing algorithm is the Weighted Round Robin
algorithm (WRR). It is the algorithm for working at the fourth level of the
OSI model. When this algorithm works, the load balancer after a certain time
performs periodic polling of nodes for their load. Using the information received,
the balancer sends a certain number of requests, taking into account the workload
of the nodes.
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The above methods based on resource requests belong to the first group
of classification of load balancing algorithms (i.e., the fourth level of the OSI
model). The most common algorithm of the second group (seventh level of the
OSI model) is Locality Aware Request Distribution (LARD).

The features in the operation of this algorithm include its ability to determine
the characteristics of traffic and send a request to a less loaded node (Fig. 2).
However, for this it is necessary to determine for the algorithm two input param-
eters for decision making. These parameters include traffic distribution: along
the upper load (Tlow) and lower overload (Thigh) boundaries.

Load Balancer
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1
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Fig. 2. Distribution of directions of incoming requests to node applications during the
operation of the LARD algorithm

This example (Fig. 2) shows the process of redistributing requests to the less
loaded first node with respect to the first group. The rest of the traffic will be
redirected to the third node. Requests will not be sent to a more loaded second
node, which currently has 80% of the load.

4 Proposed Load Balancing Method in Cluster
and Cloud Infrastructures

The paper proposes another method of balancing load effects, which is based
on some principles of data processing in Service Oriented Architectures (SOA).
This method improves the efficiency of the load balancer by replacing the load
balancing algorithms with the synchronization mechanism of the internal mod-
ules.
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Traditional methods for redistributing requests in cluster and cloud infras-
tructures are based on the transfer of requests from load balancers to applications
of remote nodes.

The proposed reverse method is based on the following principle of operation
(Fig. 3). As usual, requests from users or benchmarks (when performing load
testing) come to the load balancer. Such requests are placed in the order of
arrival on the pool inside the load balancer. Modules that are also inside the
load balancer are synchronized with the request pool. There can be several such
modules and their number can be regulated by load testing engineers. When a
request arrives in the balancer pool, one of several modules detects this event,
after which it sends a request to the application of the remote node. Next, the
request is processed on the remote site application. The result of processing the
request is transmitted to the module that sent it. From the module, the response
to the request goes to the user or benchmark. After that, the freed module is
synchronized with the pool of the load balancer and the request processing cycle
on the applications of the remote nodes is repeated.
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Fig. 3. Demonstration of the reverse load balancing method

This ensures a “reverse”, that is, the reverse direction of requests - from remote
applications to the load balancer. Using internal modules that are synchronized
with the pool and transmit the request, the effect of the application of remote
nodes to the load balancer is created.

5 Deterministic Load Balancer Performance Model

Let us describe the deterministic model of the performance of the load balancer
in the form of representing the analytical dependence of the data processing that
comes from the benchmark.
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In this model, the concepts are used: unloaded and loaded states of the load
balancer, saturation points of the load balancer.

Definition 1. The condition for the presence of intervals characterizes the time
interval between the processing of requests at which the subsequent (or next)
request is sent after receiving a response to the previous one. Otherwise, when
the balancer receives a response to the previous request from the node before
sending the next one, there is no interval.

We define the implication of the condition for the presence or absence of an
interval as:

In := {interval exists} and In := {no interval}
Definition 2. The condition of synchronism of flows characterizes the sequence
of requests for which there are single-threaded and multi-threaded connections. It
is believed that single-threaded connections use the standby mode for processing
application requests on nodes of a cluster or cloud infrastructure.

We define the implication of the condition for synchronization of flows as:
Sn := {single−threaded connections} andAs := {multi−threaded connections}

To determine the saturation point of the load balancer, we will use the fol-
lowing conditions: the presence of intervals, synchronization of flows, and the
presence of a queue.

Definition 3. An unloaded state (S0) is characterized by the presence of an
interval between sending and receiving requests (In), synchronous (Sn) or asyn-
chronous (As) connections, and the absence of a queue (Qu), where:

q ∈ S0(In ∧ Sn ∧ Qu). (1)

Definition 4. The load balancer saturation point (Sp) is characterized by a zero
value of the interval between sending and receiving requests (In), synchronous
(Sn) or asynchronous (As) connections and the absence of a queue (Qu), where:

q ∈ Sp((In = 0) ∧ Sn ∧ Qu). (2)

Definition 5. The loaded state (S1) is characterized by the presence or absence
of an interval between sending and receiving requests (In), synchronous (Sn) or
asynchronous (As) connections, and the presence of a queue (Qu), where:

q ∈ S1((In < 0) ∧ As ∧ Qu). (3)
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Proof. Suppose, from the benchmark to the load balancer received N requests
(Ri). The total number of requests will be equal to:

N =
n−1∑

i=0

Ri. (4)

Let time t be determined for each of the requests that are sent as follows. For
the first request (R0), the time t0 corresponds. The initial sending time for all
requests will be equal to Ri = ti. The interval between sending requests (In) is
defined as ti+1 − ti.

Suppose that the system determines the time for processing and sending requests
(Response Time, RT ) to remote nodes of a cluster or cloud infrastructure. The
total number (TRT ) of RTi measurements will be equal to:

TRT =
n−1∑

i=0

RTi. (5)

Then, from the following ratio, we determine the state of the performance of the
load balancer:

State =
{
unloaded state(S0) if RTi <= ti+1 − ti;
loaded state(S1) if RTi > ti+1 − ti.

(6)

Also, we determine the saturation point if we have the condition for (Sp): if
RTi == ti+1 − ti.

Based on formulas 1–3, 6, we determine the necessary and sufficient condi-
tions for the forms of implications of the states S0, S1 and the point of saturation
(Sp). For state S0 we define implications:

S0 ⇔ In ; S0 ⇒ Sn; S0 ⇒ Qu;

For state S1 we define implications:

S1 ⇔ In < 0 ; S1 ⇒ As; S1 ⇔ Qu ;

For saturation point (Sp) we define implications:

Sp ⇔ (In = 0) ; Sp ⇒ Sn; Sp ⇔ Qu;

Notes and Comments. Equivalent implicators are shown in a square.
Thus, the description of the deterministic model of the performance of the

load balancer in the form of a representation of the analytic dependence on the
basis of implicators made it possible to obtain four simultaneous necessary and
sufficient conditions (equivalent implicators) for the forms of the consequences
of states S0, S1 and the saturation point (Sp).
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6 Experimental Investigations and Their Analysis

The study of the performance of the load balancer in the first state is to deter-
mine the saturation process. The load balancer saturation process was performed
using two conditions:

• sequential generation of requests to the load balancer;
• the absence of a time interval between the generation of each individual

request.

The basis of the performance of the load balancer is single-threaded and
multi-threaded connections. In Fig. 4 shows the performance of single-threaded
connections between the benchmark and the load balancer module.

Fig. 4. Comparison of performance for benchmark and one load balancer module

The results of the study allow us to conclude that the load balancer module has
a higher performance than the benchmark.

The modules used in the load balancer are single-threaded. One of their draw-
backs is not high enough efficiency, which is based on high response times (RT )
as a result of idle (Id). These idle result from delays in transporting requests:

RT = ST + Id, (7)

where, ST is the service time of one request at the remote node.
As a result of this, the remote host waits for subsequent requests. To increase

the efficiency of the load balancer, it is possible to use several modules at the
same time to service one node.
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In Fig. 6 shows the changes in the values of the performance indicator
(Response Time, RT) depending on the use of modules in an amount of one
to ten per remote node.

The dynamics of the values of changes in performance indicators of the load
balancer modules is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 5. Comparison of performance for benchmark and several load balancer modules

Fig. 6. The dynamics of the values of changes in performance indicators depending on
the various number of load balancer modules
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The Fig. 6 shows that the efficiency of the modules increases with their num-
ber. However, in this case, starting from the seventh module, performance indi-
cators increase slightly. The presence of a different software and hardware envi-
ronment or load changes can get a different number of modules (Fig. 5).

Also, the study measured the performance of testing modules and loaded
balancing in the range from one to ten. Performance parameters, such as response
time and response speed, were measured.

7 Most Relevant Areas for Further Research

For load balancer performance:

• study of the performance of the formation and processing of requests by the
load balancer;

For load balancer model:

• the study of points of degradation and failure with an increase in the speed
of receipt of requests to the load balancer;

• formalization of conditions and the creation of criteria for degradation and
failure of the load balancer.

8 Conclusions

The article proposes a new method of work of the load balancer in cluster and
cloud infrastructures. This method improves the efficiency of the load balancer
by replacing the load balancing algorithms with the synchronization mechanism
of the internal modules. Improving the efficiency of the load balancer is the lack
of need:

• use of load balancing algorithms;
• creating queues by applications of remote nodes;
• the use of remote agents and the transfer of the results of congestion nodes

of a cluster or cloud infrastructure;
• determination of load states of remote nodes.

Also, the article conducted a study of the performance of the load balancer.
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Abstract. The study is devoted to automated processing of documents of a
subject domain for formation of text corpus, construction of networks of terms
and using of these networks for building of knowledge bases of decision support
systems during information operations recognition. In this work, for building the
undirected networks of terms the Horizontal Visibility Graph algorithm is used.
A new approach for determining the directions and the weights of links in the

network of terms that correspond to certain concepts of the considered subject
domain is proposed. By its application, an ontological model of the subject
domain related to the information operations recognition was built.
A new approach for building the knowledge bases of decision support sys-

tems during the information operations recognition using the directed weighted
networks of terms of subject domain is proposed. Using it for building of
knowledge bases allows saving time and financial resources by reducing the use
of expert information and make it possible to detect gaps in the knowledge bases
of decision support systems.

Keywords: Information space � Text corpus � Directed weighted networks
of terms � Horizontal visibility graph � Decision support system � Knowledge
base � Information operation recognition

1 Introduction

The modern information space is characterized by the fast-moving development of
dynamic information arrays and flows distributed in webspace.

In the information space such as the Internet, the main results of human commu-
nication activity are concentrated.

Today the totality of information, which is accessible online rapidly grows. No
doubt, the impact of this information on people is also constantly growing. So, there is
a problem of informational influence on people’s minds and their decisions. Usually,
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this influence is an intentional (premeditated) and better known as an «information
Operation».

Information operations (IO), also known as influence operations, are used in
Information Warfare. IO are actions taken to affect adversary information and infor-
mation systems while defending one’s information and information systems. This type
of modern warfare is very popular and used by many countries all over the world.

So, in the conditions of the current rapid development of information technologies
and their comprehensive and deep penetration into all spheres of human life the task to
recognize any manifestations of information operations is an urgent issue.

The consequence of IO is the formation of an information environment that
somehow influences society, social groups and individuals within it [1]. IO make it
possible to form a certain opinion and attitude in the target audience to some issue,
topic, object [2, 3]. It can even provoke some negative social tension [4]. Many
experimental studies confirm the presence of the effects of misinformation and gossip,
and, as a consequence, the formation of belief in it inside a society [5, 6]. During
information operations recognition, information contained in open sources can be used
by content monitoring systems that allow building the appropriate directed weighted
networks of terms based on this information [7].

On the other hand, IO belong to semi-structured subject domains [8], so it is
advisable to use decision support systems (DSS) to recognize IO [9, 10]. In this case,
the DSS tools build appropriate knowledge bases (KB) that describe the specifics of the
object of the IO and the information environment in which it is located. For the
building of the KB along with directed weighted networks of terms expert knowledge
and objective information are used. The use of experts requires considerable time and
financial costs, as well as the issues solution related to errors (due to human psy-
chophysiological characteristics) and subjectivity of expert assessments. Thus, the
reduction of the number of address to experts during the building of the DSS
knowledge base is an urgent problem now.

2 Formation of the Corpus of Text Documents

For forming the text corpus, a tool for professionals in the field of information analysis
and information warfare – the content monitoring system «Info stream» [11] was used.
As a result, 135 publications that thematically related to Brexit were downloaded.

During the formation of the text corpus, it was an open question to define enough
texts for complete, reliable and representative coverage of the subject area related to the
subjects of the research object. In general, for this purpose, when building models of
natural language within the framework of computational linguistics, the certain patterns
based on the following effects are used: the appearance of new unique words with
appearance new texts in the corpus [12], constancy of the ratio of the number of profile
thematic publications to the number of partially profile and a total number of publi-
cations [13], constancy of the ratio of word frequency to its rank [14, 15]. The dis-
advantage of using these regularities is that a sufficient amount of corpus documents
will be achieved with a sufficiently large number of processed texts. It, in turn, leads to
significant computational costs informing and calculating of this corpus and bulding an
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appropriate directed weighted network of terms. In addition, a sufficient number of
texts may not be achieved due to the limited presentation of some targeted themes in
the media. Since the directed weighted network of terms will be used for the further
processing within the framework of the building of the DSS KB during the IO
recognition, then an advisable condition of a stop is a stabilization of the values of the
weights of the corresponding terms during expanding the corpus of the target thematic
texts.

Table 1 presents the dynamics of variation of the weight of terms when building the
text corpus.

3 Text Corpus Processing

In this work, the tokenization, lemmatization, stop-words removal, stemming process
and terms weighting are made.

The tokenization allows separating the text into the set of tokens. The lemmati-
zation process returns the lemmas – the dictionary form of a word [16].

After the pre-procession of the textual documents in this work it is proposed to
remove stop-words that informationally unimportant ones. For example, such words as
‘the, a, as, are, be’ etc. are commonly used in the English language and have no

Table 1. Top 28 key words for the text corpus that thematically related to Brexit for different
sizes of the corpus.
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semantic strength. I this work the stop dictionaries [17, 18] were used. Also, we used
the stop dictionary that was formed by experts within the considered subject domain.

After the stages described above, the process of stemming was made. Stemming
make it possible to combine the words with a common root into a single word. The
Porter’s algorithm [19, 20], that was used in this work, is the most common and
empirically very effective algorithm for stemming English.

The next step of the text corpus processing is an extraction of key terms. For this
goal the terms weighting is made. GTF (Global Term Frequency) [21] – a modification
of classic statistical weight indicator TF-IDF [22] – is used as a weight of terms to
reflect the term to number.

4 Bulding a Directed Network of Terms

To build the undirected network of terms in this work a common Visibility Graph
algorithm [23] that maps a time series into a network – the Horizontal Visibility Graph
(HVG) algorithm is used. The process of building the Horizontal Visibility Graph
consists of two steps and presented in detail in the work [24]. In the first step, the
sequences of nodes are marked on a horizontal axis (x-axis) in the order it appears in
the text. On a vertical axis (y-axis) the weight indicator GTF is marked. In the second
step a classical Horizontal Visibility Graph is built. Two nodes ti and tj are connected in
the HVG if and only if these nodes are in the «direct visibility». «Direct visibility»
between nodes means that they can be connected with the horizontal line which does
not intersect any vertical line in the resulting plot.

Thus, the HVG algorithm allows building an undirected network of terms in case,
when the numerical values are assigned to separated words or phrases of a thematic text
corpus.

In the work [25] the approach for determining the directions of links in undirected
networks of terms that correspond to certain concepts of the considered subject domain
is proposed. We will use this approach to build a directed network of terms. It is
supposed that a causal link exists in the direction from the node ti to the node tj in the
undirected network if, within the sentence, the term to which the node ti corresponds
precedes the term to which the node tj corresponds.

As a result of applying a described above approaches, the directed network of terms
of a thematic text corpus is built.

5 Determining the Weights of Links

This work proposes a new approach for determining the weights of links between
nodes in the directed network of terms based on a thematic text corpus. Using the
method described above the directed network of terms is built.

At the graph level, the general principle is described as follows: the nodes corre-
sponding to the same terms of the directed network built at the previous stage are
merged. Since any graph is defined by an adjacency matrix, the task of determining the
weighted values of the links is reduced to the concatenation of columns and
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corresponding rows. In other words, it is a weighted compactification of the Horizontal
Visibility graph [24].

More formally, the process of determining the weights of links in the network of
terms is as follows. Let D be the directed network of terms that built according to the
described above rule: D:= (V,E) where V is the set of nodes, E is the set of the ordered
pairs of nodes from the set V that correspond to the causal links between the nodes. Let
A is a square matrix of size n in which the value of the element aij is 1 if there is an
edge (arc) from vertex i to vertex j else aij is 0. Let T ¼ t1; ::; tmf g is the set of nodes
that corresponds to the same terms of text (where 1�m� n). It is obvious that each
node tk (1� k�m) in the set T has a column aik and row akj in the matrix A. Therefore,
the corresponding column (row) elements of all same nodes are summarized and
written to a new column (row, respectively) – wik (wkj respectively), and a new matrix
W is formed. As a result of the concatenation process described above, in the resulting
matrix W the value of the element wij is equal to the number of edges from vertex i to
vertex j.

Also, the above-mentioned process of the concatenation of columns (rows) uses the
so-called hash table of similar or synonymous terms that correspond to the same
concepts. This table is formed by experts within the considered subject domain. This
table makes it possible to further merge nodes that correspond to the same terms in the
text.

The resulting matrix W defines an oriented weighted graph formed of nodes that
correspond to the unique terms within the considered text. The weight of the edge
connecting the vertex i to the vertex j is defined by the number of appearances of the
term to which the node ti corresponds before the term to which the node tj corresponds
(the number of occurrences of an element ti of the time series before the element tj) in
the considered text.

6 Building of Knowledge Bases of Decision Support Systems
During Information Operations Recognition

The building of the KB of DSS is carried out within the framework of the method of
hierarchical decomposition and complex target-oriented dynamic evaluation of alter-
natives [26]. At first, decomposition of the main goal into elementary sub-goals (fac-
tors, criteria) that are its constituents and directly influenced by it is performed. Then
there is a decomposition of each component into respective sub-goals and so on. The
decomposition process of goals stops when direct actions (projects) are received as sub-
goals within the next decomposition [10]. In addition to expert knowledge, decom-
position can also use objective information (for example, the values of certain target
indicators). After the decomposition process of goals is completed, each decomposition
calculates the partial impact coefficients (PIC) of the sub-goals on the respective goal.
To do this, the expert estimation with the software tools of DSS is used. In the area of
IO recognition, we have as projects specific themes of publications related to the object
of IO. Thus, using DSS tools it is possible to calculate recommendations in the form of
ranking of information impact of publications themes on the object of IO.
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It is supposed that there is a sufficiently high quality directed weighted network of
terms (of sufficient volume, representative, without errors, without redundancy and
with a sufficient level of stability of weights) that is built using the content monitoring
system of the IO subject domain. It is the initial network of terms, which will be used
later.

The process of building the DSS KB using the directed weighted networks of terms
during IO recognition is proposed:

1. The preliminary building of the DSS KB is carried out with the use the content
monitoring and expert information [27, 28], a number of decompositions are
defined, within which the appropriate PIC must be determined.

2. An analysis of the initial directed weighted network of terms in order to define the
completeness of coverage of the subject domain is performed. Also, the pre-built
DSS KB and the selected decomposition is taken into account. A situation might
arise, for example, when not all decompositions are sufficiently covered by the
network of terms. For such decompositions, other available approaches to deter-
mining the PIC [28, 29] or even consult experts are used.

3. For each “covered” decomposition, the necessary level of abstraction and stratifi-
cation and corresponding terms of the initial network that correspond to each of the
objects of the selected decomposition are determined.

4. A new network of terms is formed by merging certain nodes of the initial network
according to each of the objects of the selected decomposition (goals and sub-
goals).

5. The values of the impact of sub-goals on the target by the method of the optimal
impact are determined [7]. The obtained values of the impacts are normalized and
entered in the DSS KB as the appropriate PCI.

6. Next move on to step 3 until we go over all “covered” decompositions.

The advantages of the proposed approach are as follows: saving time and financial
resources by reducing the use of expert information; the possibility of detecting gaps in
the DSS KB during the analysis of the initial directed weighted network of terms;
objectification of the PCI definition.

The disadvantages of the proposed approach are the complexity and, sometimes,
the ambiguity of finding the conformity between some rather complex and broad goals
and the terms of the network; the lack of the ability to apply the approach to other areas
other than IO recognition.

7 Practical Example

Described above approaches are illustrated by the example of Brexit. Currently, Brexit
is a topical issue that is widely researched by the scientific community [30]. Applying
the stages of the computerized processing of text corpus described above, the key links
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between the nodes were extracted. The Python programming language and its module
NLTK (Natural Language Toolkit open-source library) [31] are used to build the
software realization of the proposed and considered approaches and methods.

Table 2 shows the list of the most influential and significant links between the
corresponding nodes in the network of terms that, in turn, correspond to certain con-
cepts of the considered subject domain.

Using the software for modeling and visualization of graphs – Gephi [32, 33], the
directed weighted network of terms was built and visualized (Fig. 1). Figure 1 depicts
the key words of the considered subject domain.

Also, using the Gephi software tools, the following parameters of the built network
were obtained: the number of nodes is 28; the number of links is 640; the net-work
density is 0.847; the number of connected components is 1; the average path length is
1,153; the average clustering coefficient is 0.856.

After analyzing the obtained results, it was established that the most significant
links between the corresponding nodes in the network of terms built for the subject
domain Brexit are: «uk ! eu», «leav ! eu», «eu ! uk», «brexit ! uk» and «vote !
leav» (Fig. 2).

Table 2. Top 17 significant links for the corpora «Brexit».

№ Source Target Weight

1 uk eu 889
2 leav eu 404
3 eu uk 319
4 brexit uk 213
5 vote leav 211
6 eu union 174
7 uk leav 145
8 remain eu 120
9 brexit eu 102
10 leav uk 95
11 trade eu 88
12 eu leav 77
13 eu countri 73
14 eu membership 72
15 uk vote 69
16 leav campaign 66
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Within the framework of this practical example, let consider the fragment of the
building of the DSS KB during IO recognition using the directed weighted network of
terms. Let consider the decomposition of the “Brexit” goal, which has the following

Fig. 1. The directed weighted network of terms for Brexit.

Fig. 2. The directed weighted network of terms for Brexit with the strongest links.
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sub-goals: “Economic factors of Brexit”, “Social factors of Brexit” and “Partial loss of
sovereignty of UK”. As a result of the analysis, the terms of a directed weighted
network (Fig. 3) that cover these decompositions are determined. The following net-
work terms as “brexit”, “uk” and “eu” correspond to the goal “Brexit”. The following
network terms as “econom”, “market”, “busi” and “trade” correspond to the sub-goals “
Economic factors of Brexit”. The following network terms as “immigr” and “peopl”
correspond to the sub-goals “Social factors of Brexit”. The following network terms as
“nation”, “countri” and “govern” correspond to the sub-goals “Partial loss of sover-
eignty of UK”. By merging the mentioned above nodes of the initial network in
accordance with the main goal and sub-goals of the decomposition, the new network of
terms is built (Fig. 3).

The value of the impact of these sub-goals on the goal is determined by using the
method for searching the optimal impact [7]. Then we normalize these values and get
the corresponding PICs for the decomposition in the KB of DSS. As a result of these
calculations and after rounding the following values of the PIC were obtained. So, the
PIC of the sub-goal “Economic factors of Brexit” is 0.5, the PIC of the sub-goal”Social
factors of Brexit” is 0.29 and the PIC of the sub-goal “Partial loss of sovereignty of
UK” is 0.21.

Fig. 3. The directed weighted network of terms after decomposition.
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8 Conclusion

In this work, the approach for determining the weights of links in the network of terms
was proposed. The directed weighted network of terms was built for the thematically
targed subject domain.

The approach was suggested for building of knowledge bases of decision support
systems during information operations recognition which allows to provide the
decomposition of the topics of the information operations and assess rating of the
effectiveness of these topics.
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Abstract. Personalized learning path is considered as one of the most effective
way to archive the best outcomes from the eLearning process. The introduction
of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) into the educational
process is one of the most important trends of modern eLearning since it can
provide flexibility of learning and can performing adaptation of the learning
process based on the personal needs of each user. AI technologies are positioned
as the best solution for the analysis of each learner’s personal requirements and
for generating a corresponding learning path with personalized educational
content. One of the possible outcomes of introducing AI and ML into the
eLearning process is the usage of AI-powered chatbots. Chatbots could signif-
icantly simplify the learning process by providing learners with the resources
they are looking for which have previously been tailored for their learning
personal characteristics. The integration of chatbots provides answers corre-
sponding to the personal requirements of each learner into the eLearning system
and could cover the gap in real-time consulting, which is not available with
offline courses. Development of a chatbot is a trivial task for modern software
engineering. However the determination of a chatbot behavior and its source
dictionary is a complex task that requires development and implementation of
additional analytic algorithms and models. This paper describes an approach for
the design and development of a chatbot for an eLearning system with the
personalization of consulting materials in-line with the learner’s personal needs.

Keywords: Personalized learning � E-Learning � Adoptive learning � Artificial
intelligence (AI) � Machine learning (ML) � Chatbots � Amazon services �
Amazon Lex
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1 Introduction

1.1 Adaptive Learning as an ELearning Constant Trend

The initial adaptive learning concepts were proposed back in the 1970s [1]. Today in
2020, almost 50 year later, adaptive learning is still specified as one of the main trends
of modern eLearning.

A traditional educational scenario involves the same learning process with the same
modules and tasks for all students. Such an approach takes no consideration of many
important factors particularly those associate with the uniqueness of each individual
learner. Additionally the different knowledge basis, knowledge consumptions and
attention spans, are ignored by traditional learning techniques and this creates diffi-
culties in deriving positive results for the learning process.

Adaptive learning is the approach that involves the customization of the learning
process based on personal requirements and characteristics of each learner. The main
goal of adaptive learning is to provide the most effective learning path for each student
in-line with their specific needs [2].

Adaptive learning includes the development of specific learning activities that can
be implemented in either of two modes [3]. The first mode is algorithmic adaptivity.
This is the mode that current suppliers of educational modules and content provide,
they correspond to the personal requirements of each learner, which are evaluated from
the learner’s personal feedbacks. This mode of adaptive learning considers that the
most effective training process is developed using algorithms to analyze the student’s
learning abilities and habits. The second mode is designed adaptivity. This learning
process is based on differentiation of learning paths, which is performed based on the
learner’s unique needs and preferences.

This approach is used to make learning easier, clear and more enjoyable, that leads
to better results of education. On the other hand adaptive learning provides outcomes,
optimized for learner purposes.

1.2 Usage of AI-Powered Chatbots in ELearning Trainings

Artificial intelligence (AI) is a trend not only in education, but in other aspects of our
life [4]. The majority of modern eLearning innovations are connected with AI. AI
powered models are widely used to perform customization of learning path by ana-
lyzing user data, collected during previous training.

According to multiple references, the key AI outcomes in 2020 are expected to be
AI-powered chatbots. In general a chatbot is software developed using AI and ML to
perform human interaction. [5] The meaning of the term Chatbot is derived from “chat
robot” - provide engaging voice and text conversational experiences, which can be
customized and used via web browsers, mobile devices, and on different chat platforms
e.g. Slack or Facebook Messenger. [6] With the development of deep learning tech-
nologies (textto-speech, automatic speech recognition and natural language processing)
usage of voice-based chatbots in different areas of human life also becomes possible.
The simulation of human conversation via a chatbot is widely used in call centres and
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customer services. The most well-known chatbot examples are Apple’s Siri or Ama-
zon’s Alexa.

In the context of eLearning chatbots could be used to provide an interactive edu-
cational process. AI-powered chatbots are positioned to perform a role of virtual
instructors. This software can not only simplify searching for required content by
answering some general questions. Usage of ML algorithms allows the implementation
of a personalized chatbot behavior specific to the students’s personal needs. Learning
path with personalized chatbot settings will not only optimize time resources of each
knowledge seeker, but also makes it easier to understand the learning content, since all
explanations will take into account the learner’s abilities and previous experience [7].

2 Chatbot Development Process

2.1 General Approach to Chatbot Development

Chatbot development is a complex task and the software designed for this purpose is
directly dependent on the requirements of the business objectives. However there is a set
of general steps that should be performed during the chatbot development process [8].

First step is the definition of the problem that should be solved using developed
chatbot. Understanding the purpose of the chatbot is the key point for a definition of the
conversation flow and determination of chatbot type.

Second step is the creation of a conversation flow. This step is the most challenging
part of development, since it requires the definition of an ideal model for a chatbot
potential user. Based on a developed user model, a conversation strategy, a conver-
sation dictionary and a conversation flow are built. This task should be implemented by
someone who is most involved in the business process that the chatbot is developed for.

Third step includes selection of chatbot platform. The most important decision is to
choose between usage of existing platforms, such as Chatfuel, Botsify, Bottr,
ChattyPeople etc., or developing a new chatbot from scratch.

Fourth step is the integration of a developed chatbot into the system it has been
developed for and a fifth step is testing of the developed chatbot. Chatbot testing is a
responsible task, which should not been restricted to only code testing. Chatbot
operation should be evaluated only in the case of the complex testing of all system with
the chatbot. Chatbot testing with different levels of load should also be performed to
prevent possible failures [9].

Sixth step includes conversational analysis, which means that all conversations
performed by chatbot should be analyzed to identify that the developed software
archives its goals, define possible weaknesses and gaps. Performing corresponding
improvements to the chatbot operation is the seventh step.

2.2 Development of a Chatbot for Personalized ELearning Process

According to the this flow of a chatbot development the most challenging task is the
design of the conversation flow. In the case of personalized learning there is no pos-
sibility of identifying a single model of a perfect user. The goal of such an approach is
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to cover as many different user models as possible. The operation of a developed
chatbot should be different dependent on the user characteristics. This means that there
are multiple variants of conversation flows [7]. This requirement makes this task more
complex.

To solve this task a single correspondence between question and answer are gen-
erally used for chatbots dictionaries, should be replaced by a function:

x ¼ f q;
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c1 . . . cn
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The function shown in Eq. 1 depends on two parameters: q which is a request from
learner and the second parameter is a matrix of learner characteristics. The matrix can
have different sizes and the content should be determined for each course before it
begins. Considering this fact the determination of a response for a learner can be
identified by a system of functions shown in Eq. 2:
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This approach considers the implementation of two functions – first is the required
characteristics values from a set of all characteristics and the second is the determi-
nation of a personalized response for a provided request using previously identified
characteristics.

This particular functionality is not supported by default by existing chatbot plat-
forms and requires implementation of additional algorithms and business logic.
Implementation of a chatbot has been performed using a combination of Amazon
services.

3 AI-Powered Chatbot Implementation Using AWS Services

3.1 Development of Chatbot Using AWS Lex

Implementation of the chatbot described in Sect. 2 has been performed by using AWS
provided services. Amazon Lex service is used as a platform for developing the
chatbot. It is an easy-to-use secured auto-scalable fully managed service that provides
tools to solve deep learning problems [6]. Amazon Lex is integrated with AWS
Lambda, which can perform processing, and business logic tasks, and Amazon
CloudWatch, which can significantly simplify the process of conversational analysis.

The chatbot has been designed using the following Amazon services:

– Amazon Cognito, which performs user authentication and user management;
– Amazon DymanoDB, used as additional storage for personal user characteristics

required for personalization of learning content;
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– Amazon Lex, which is directly used for developing chatbot that will perform the
interaction learning process and recognize provided data;

– AWS Lambda, that performs additional analysis of requested information consid-
ering personal user characteristics, obtained from DynamoDB, and returns corre-
sponding data to Amazon Lex;

– Amazon CloudWatch to monitoring chatbot operation;
– Amazon S3 to store learning materials, which are tagged in accordance with the

level of learner characteristics, valuable for their understanding;

The general architecture of the developed chatbot can be seen in Fig. 1.

To implement this flow course, the trainer should specify characteristics, which are
valuable for the course understanding, and provide a few versions of the learning
content group based on the characteristics values. The set of characteristics, specified
for the course, are stored in DynamoDB, and the educational materials are placed in
Amazon S3. The search of the required content is implemented using tagging. Each file
or record in S3 receives the set of tags which corresponds to the characteristics
specified for the course where the materials belong. Each tag can have a single value or
range of values. Materials, stored in S3 can contain a single answer, dictionary of
answers or a set of tasks, which should be implemented by the learner with specific
parameters. This is a high flexibility approach provided in the settings of the chatbot
and expands its functionality. Flow course trainers should specify characteristics, which
are valuable for the course understanding, and provide a few versions of the learning
content group based on the characteristic values. The set of characteristics, specified for
the course, are stored in DynamoDB, and the educational materials are placed in
Amazon S3. The search of the required content is implemented using tagging. Each file
or record in S3 receives the set of tags, which corresponds to the characteristics,
specified for the course, where the materials belong. Each tag can have a single value or

Fig. 1. Chatbot architecture
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range of values. Materials stored in S3 can contain a single answer, dictionary of the
answers or set of tasks, which should be undertaken by the learners with specific
parameters. This approach provides a high flexibility in the settings of the chatbot and
expands its functionality.

Each learner of the system has a record in the Amazon Cognito user pool and
corresponding account in DynamoDB. Amazon Cognito service performs secure
authentication and DynamoDB is used to save the personal characteristics of each user.
DynamoDB is noSQL, which allows storing unique characteristics set for each user. At
the start of each course, the learner will have generated a set of the evaluated char-
acteristics, which are specified as options for this course. The characteristics value
could be obtained from the previous courses, e.g. based on the results of the course in
related disciplines, or completed manually by the user or trainer.

When a particular learner sends a request to the chatbot, it is processed first by
Amazon Lex to define the question according to its own dictionary. Then it is sent to
AWS Lambda. AWS Lambda obtains the user personal information and course settings
from DynamoDB and requests data for response from the S3 bucket, using tags as
search parameters. The received data is then sent back to Amazon Lex to provide the
user with a chatbot.

3.2 Experimental Usage of AI-Powered Chatbot for Learning Courses

The AI-powered chatbot, developed using the approach described in Sect. 3.1 has been
integrated with the simple eLearning system used in the English language courses.
Chatbot has been used by students as a tool to perform as home exercises. It has
provided not only answers to the learner questions, but also the sequence of tasks for
each learner. Experiments have been conducted with a small group. These groups are
generally organized from the people with a similar level of previously obtained
knowledge (pre-intermediate, intermediate, upper-intermediate etc.). It means that
dividing material according to background level has not been implemented. The
determined set of characteristics includes learner position (manager, developer,
designer etc.), professional or educational background (computer science, math or
finances) and personal characteristics, obtained via psychological testing (e.g. open for
communication, leadership, requirement of stability or variety in working process,
flexibility etc.).

The division of the learning materials has been performed according to the fol-
lowing rules:

1. All examples have been provided according to the topics related to the learner’s
professional background to make them more understandable.

2. Different psychological types obtain different tasks via chatbot as a task source.
People with stability preference received the set of similar tasks, learners with that
require a variety have been provided with different types of tasks. Learners with
communication problems obtain more reading tasks, with communication prefer-
ences – more interview tasks etc.
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The results of the conducted experiment were evaluated compared to the results of
another group, that didn’t work with a chatbot for home exercises. The comparison can
be seen in Table 1. All results are presented as ratios in percentage terms and have been
calculated as a summary of the complete group.

As can be seen from the table, the value of each evaluation is higher, than for the
group without chatbot that performs learning path personalization. However there are
drawbacks to such an approach, for example people who didn’t perform speaking tasks
didn’t get speaking practice however the general task of improvement of English level
has been implemented successfully.

4 Conclusions

The main benefit of adaptive learning is the ability to deliver more effective training.
Introduction of AI and Ml into eLearning leads to the appearance of a new modification
of adaptive learning, which is called personalized learning. Personalized learning is
based on the personalized learning paths and customized learning context. AI-powered
chatbots are the popular eLearning direction from previous years. Chatbots could
provide customized guidance for each learner dependent on their personal needs. Such
chatbots could be a solution to the problem of the lack of communication as in the case
of online learning system usage. This paper describes the development of a chatbot for
an eLearning system, which can provide customized material based on different user
parameters. Integration of this type of chatbot can simplify the educational process, but
only in the case of high-quality content, provided by real instructor. Chatbot could
perform the role of online assistant, but there are no reasons to make the decision that it
could replace real instructors. Chatbot is just a tool to simplify their work and make
their courses more available. The proposed chatbot has been constructed using Amazon
services. It is based on Amazon Lex and processes only text message, however
Amazon Lex also provides the ability of using automatic speech recognition (ASR),
which can be used for further improvements.

Table 1. Comparison of the learning outcomes for group with and without chatbot support

Outcome Using
chatbot

Without
chatbot

Total number of completed tasks 87% 64%
Number of the tasks, completed successfully (60–80% of
correctness)

51% 39%

Number of the tasks, completed successfully (>80% of
correctness)

37% 22%

Time, spent on the tasks completion (compared between
groups)

86% 100%

Successful passed assessments 83% 71%
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Abstract. Much of the practical situations can be formalized in a class of object
group ranking problems. Since it is impossible to solve the object group ranking
problem by exact algorithms in large dimensions, it is promising to apply genetic
and heuristic algorithms. This paper analyzes the algorithms for determining the
resulting ranking based on incomplete expert rankings. We identified the advan-
tages and disadvantages of the proposed approaches. Among the main results, we
would like to highlight the following. First of all, the problem of determining the
group ranking of alternatives based on incomplete expert rankings was formal-
ized. The methods of aggregation of expert data, taking into account the pecu-
liarities of incomplete information received from experts, were considered.
Besides, we developed the algorithms for solving the problems of large-scale
collective ranking calculations. The proposed approaches and algorithms can
solve the following problems: development of the system of integrated cyberse-
curitymeasures; search for the ranking of themost popular cryptocurrencies on the
exchanges and determining the integral ordering of the cryptocurrency popularity;
building a sequence of lectures in the problems of curriculum development.

Keywords: Object group ranking � Incomplete expert ranking � Metric �
Distance � Median

1 Introduction

Much of the practical situations can be formalized in a class of object group ranking
problems. In this case, the number of objects that need to be ordered can be estimated
in the tens and hundreds, and the number of experts whose preference systems should
be considered can reach several thousand. Since the object group ranking problem is
NP-hard, it is impossible to solve it by exact algorithms in large dimensions. Therefore,
it is promising to apply genetic and heuristic algorithms to solve object collective
ranking problems.

At the same time, in practice, there are often situations where experts are unable to
accurately rank the objects from the entire set that characterize the decision-making
situation. The advantage of the alternative ranking procedure is the ease of
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implementation of this method of information structuring. However, as the number of
alternatives approaches twenty, it becomes difficult for experts to arrange them, as this
procedure requires that all the alternatives are interconnected. The ability to operate
large amounts of information is limited by the psychological characteristics of humans,
so in such cases, experts can make significant mistakes. To require them to accomplish
this task is to knowingly create precarious initial data.

When formalizing decision support problems using expert technologies, a mathe-
matical apparatus, which has proven itself well in many practical problems such as
selection problems, binary relations, and criterion selection [1], is used. In addition, to
solve problems arising from the use of expert technologies, heuristics are used. In some
cases, experts are invited to participate in the formation of the problem adequate model,
in others, to choose the formula of information aggregation, to determine the preference
relation on the individual elements of the mathematical model, to determine the event
probability, or to choose metrics and criteria for determining the best problem solution,
etc. Moreover, in many practical situations, expert estimation is the only possible way
to solve real problems. The successful use of expert estimates in this process is largely
driven by the excellence of the mathematical apparatus for analyzing and processing
expert information [2].

Methods of expert information processing are divided into three main groups, such
as statistical methods, scaling methods and algebraic methods [1]. In this paper, we will
discuss the problem formulation and the algorithms, which are based on an algebraic
approach. In addition, we will use a combination of qualitative and quantitative
analysis of object ranking problems. The essence of algebraic methods is that the
distance sets on the acceptable estimates set and the resulting estimate is defined in
such way: the distance from the estimate to the expert estimates is minimal for the
selected criterion. Based on the algebraic approach, we will determine the resulting
rankings closest to the incomplete expert rankings.

Some issues of using the incomplete ranking of alternatives were considered in [3].
But in the monograph [3], the algebraic methods of calculating the median were not
applied to the problems of determining the resulting object ranking. At present, many
scientific works are devoted to the problem of incomplete expert assessments, in
particular [4, 5].

2 The Purpose of the Article

The purpose of the article is to develop approaches to solving the group ranking
problem based on the incomplete expert ranking of alternatives. Based on the proposed
approaches, it is necessary to develop the algorithms for calculating the resulting
ranking of alternatives, which is consistent with the given incomplete expert rankings,
taking into account different metrics and different criteria. To create a toolkit for
comparing the incomplete ranking of alternatives, a mathematical model, which will
include an approach that allows determining the distances between incomplete rank-
ings, should be developed.
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3 The Methods of Research

The main methods used in this article are the methods of decision theory [1], expert
technologies [2], genetic algorithm [2] and the heuristic algorithm [2]. Methods of
decision theory [1] originate from the theory of operations research; they stimulated the
development of artificial intelligence [1]. Expert technologies are widely used in var-
ious fields of human life and have been strongly developing in recent decades. One of
the key concepts of expert technologies is heuristics [2], which can be axioms, pos-
tulates, assumptions, presumptions, paradigms, hypotheses, additions, propositions,
etc. Heuristics is an empirical methodological rule that can help to find a solution and to
define the incorrectly assigned problems. Heuristic algorithms help to generate solu-
tions that are close to optimal but finding the optimal solution of the task is not
guaranteed. Genetic algorithms are evolutionary algorithms used, in particular, to solve
optimization problems, but they also do not guarantee global optimality of the problem.

4 The Main Results

For the further presentation of the material, we introduce the definition of incomplete
object ranking RH of the set A. RH is a binary relation defined on a subset of objects A0,
A0 � A, which satisfies the properties of completeness, reflexivity, antisymmetry,
transitivity, but only on the subset A0, A0 � A. Let the team of experts sets k incomplete
ranking of alternatives RiH ; i ¼ 1; . . .; k: It needs to find some resulting (aggregated,
collective, consensus, group) ranking of n alternatives (tasks or cybersecurity activities)
R� ¼ ai1 ; . . .; ainð Þ, ij 2 I ¼ 1; . . .; nf g; j 2 I; which is built on the logic that charac-
terizes the processes of functioning of an organizational system. In other words,
ranking R� is based on the individual ordering of problems performed by k system
elements (experts) RiH ¼ a1i ; . . .; anið Þ; i 2 J ¼ 1; . . .; kf g; where ni is number of tasks
in individual expert ranking i 2 J:

The problem is to determine the resulting ranking R�, which relatively to some
criterion is “the closest” to all individual rankings given by k experts. This ranking
should also be Pareto optimal and satisfy the unanimity axioms [1]. The problem of
finding order on the set of objects is a complex combinatorial problem, NP-hard in the
strong sense [2]. Therefore, local optimization algorithms, heuristic algorithms,
sequential analysis schemes, or branch and boundary algorithms are used to construct
the resulting ranking R�. It should be noted that, in the general case, the coefficients of
relative competence of experts or other sources of information that specify incomplete
ranking of alternatives may be known, calculated or given [6–8]. According to the
conventional approach [1, 4], when applying the algebraic approach, metrics are
introduced to measure distances. The most common metrics for such problems are the
Cook metric of the ranks (places, positions) mismatch of alternatives and the Hemming
metric. The criteria most often used in such cases are additive and minimax. The most
common method of finding the resulting ranking of objects is to calculate the median of
the given rankings. This group of methods of generating expert information is the most
reliable and mathematically sound. Problem solutions, which are determined by
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applying different metrics and different criteria, are the medians of the experts’ linear
orders, whose formal descriptions and names will be discussed below.

Let XR be the set of all possible rankings of n objects; XB be the set of pairwise
comparison matrices (PCM) corresponding to the all possible rankings of n objects, RA

be the set of experts’ rankings and corresponding binary relations; RB be the set of
corresponding rankings of the PCM and binary relations between alternatives. Prob-
lems associated with incomplete PCM were explored, for example, in [9].

For the case considered in this paper, the cardinals of RA and RB are the same. It is
clear that RA � XR;RB � XB. In the general case, the cardinal of set is
XB
�� �� ¼ XP

�� �� ¼ 2n n�1ð Þ=2. But for the method described in this paper, we will consider
only their subsets, marking these subsets in the same way XR

�� �� ¼ XB
�� �� ¼ n!, since we

are not interested in non-transitive elements of the solution space XB.

4.1 Union of Subsets of Alternatives Used in Expert Ranking

Union of the all experts’ alternatives ai 2 A; i ¼ 1; . . .; n; into a single set to determine
the resulting ranking R� is the initial stage of the problem solving described in this
paper. Based on the k experts’ incomplete rankings RiH ; i 2 I ¼ 1; . . .; kf g; on subsets
Ai � A; i 2 I; we define a set of alternatives:A ¼ Sk

i¼1 Ai:

4.2 Using the Cook Metric for Incomplete Ranking of Alternatives

In the first case, to apply the algebraic approach on the set of rankings to measure the
distances between the rankings of alternatives, the Cook metric of the ranks (places,
positions) mismatch of the alternatives in the individual rankings is used [1]:

d R j;Rl
� � ¼ X

i2I r ji � rli
�� ��; ð1Þ

where rli is the rank of the i-th alternative in the ranking of the l-th expert,
Rl; l 2 L; 1� rli � n:

For the Cook metric (1) using the utilitarian criterion, the following characteristics
are calculated:

• Cook-Sayford median [1]:

RCS 2 XCS ¼ Arg min
R2XR

X
l2L d

r R;Rl
� � ð2Þ

• modified Cook-Sayford median [6]:

RMCS 2 XMCS ¼ Arg min
R2RA

X
l2L d

r R;Rl
� �

: ð3Þ

When using the egalitarian criterion, the following characteristics are calculated:
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• GV-median (compromise) [1]:

RGV 2 XGV ¼ Arg min
R2XR

max
l2L

dr R;Rl
� � ð4Þ

• modified GV-median:

RMGV 2 XMGV ¼ Arg min
R2RA

max
l2L

dr R;Rl
� �

: ð5Þ

The Cook metric is popular in alternative ranking problems [1]. To use it to solve
the problem of the analysis of incomplete rankings, we will introduce heuristics and
determine the distances from the experts’ rankings to the reference ranking, using the
entered heuristics.

Heuristics E1. The distance from any ranking R� 0ð Þ to each expert’s ranking RiH ; i ¼
1; . . .; k; is equal to the sum of the probabilistic and determined part.
Heuristics E2. The alternative not specified by expert generates an unknown rela-
tionship between all other alternatives and does not participate in the ranking, that
is, this alternative is not represented in the incomplete ranking. In other words,
when setting incomplete rankings for each expert, we have a number of alternatives:
ni – alternatives specified by expert in ranking RiH ; i ¼ 1; . . .; k; which will form a
determined part of the distances;
n� nið Þ ¼ mi – alternatives not specified by expert in ranking RiH ; i ¼ 1; . . .; k;
which will form a probabilistic part of the distances.

4.3 The Transition from the Space of Ranges to the Space of Pairwise
Comparisons of Alternatives

Individual incomplete benefits given by each expert on subsets of alternatives
RlH; l 2 L, can also be represented as an incomplete pairwise comparisons matrix

BlH ¼ blHij
� �

; j 2 I; l 2 L; ð6Þ

where blij ¼ 1; i; j 2 I; l 2 L; if and only if the i-th alternative outweighs the j-th
alternative according to the l-th expert. If the l-th expert considers that ai � aj; then
blij ¼ �1; when ai � aj; then blij ¼ 1; i; j 2 I; l 2 L: In the case when the l-th expert
does not specify the preference relation between the alternatives ai and aj, then this fact
will be denoted by blHij ¼ �; j 2 I; l 2 L:

The Hemming metric is used to determine distances between relations (6):
dh Bj;Bl
� � ¼ 0; 5

P
i2I

P
s2I b

j
is � blis: Since the matrices of the relations BH and RH of

the foThen the distance betweenrm (1) are skew-symmetric, we will use vectors based
on them: ct ¼ bij; xt ¼ rij; t ¼ i� 1ð Þnþ j� iþ 1ð Þi=2; 1� i\j� n:
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Let N ¼ n n� 1ð Þ=2 be the elements number of vectors ct; and H ¼ 1; . . .;Nf g be
the indices set of elements of these vectors. Then the distance between the relations B
and R will be written in the form

dh B j;Bl
� � ¼ X

t2H c jt � clt
�� ��; t 2 H: ð7Þ

4.4 Using of Hemming Metric for Incomplete Ranking of Alternatives

Heuristics E3. The mathematical expectation of indefinite distances between alterna-
tives in the ranking is equal to 1. That is, the distance between the elements of the PCM
at least one of which is undefined should be equal to 1, assuming that distance values
“−1” or “1” are equally probable.

The probabilistic part from an expert-specified ranking RiH; i ¼ 1; . . .; k; to any
other ranking for the Hemming metric is always equal to mi � mi � 1ð Þ=2; i ¼ 1; . . .; k:

In order to apply the heuristic algorithm, we can take into account the interrelation
between the ordinal and the cardinal ways of preference setting. Partial-order aggre-
gation can be accomplished by accumulating preferences between all pairs of alter-
natives. After that, we need to make the transition from the ordinal scale to the cardinal
scale and calculate the integral value of the preference relations in the cardinal scale.
After calculating the resulting cardinal relation, we need to translate it into the ordinal
scale and obtain the resulting ranking of alternatives.

For the Hemming metric (7) using the utilitarian criterion, the following charac-
teristics are calculated:

• median of Kemeni-Snell:

RKS 2 XKS ¼ Arg min
B2XB

X
l2L d

h B;Bl� �
; ð8Þ

• modified median [2] of Kemeni-Snell:

RMKS 2 XMKS ¼ Arg min
B2RB

X
l2L d

h B;Bl
� �

: ð9Þ

When using the egalitarian criterion, the following characteristics are calculated:

• VG-median (compromise) [3]:

RVG 2 XVG ¼ Arg min
B2XB

max
l2L

dh B;Bl� �
: ð10Þ

• modified VG-median:

RMVG 2 XMVG ¼ Arg min
B2RB

max
l2L

dh B;Bl
� �

: ð11Þ
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4.5 Genetic Algorithm for Determining the Median of Expert Ranking
of Alternatives

Mutations and crossovers are used in genetic algorithms to generate new generations.
However, for rankings, classic crossover techniques do not work because strict ranking
R 2 XR should consist of n non-repeating elements.

In the case of a single mutation, we will rearrange two random elements ri; rj 2
R; i 6¼ j; i; j 2 1; . . .; nf g; in the resulting ranking R� concerning to their initial position.
The mutation function f Rð Þ will be:

f Rð Þ ¼
9ri; rj 2 R; i 6¼ j : ri�1 [ ri [ riþ 1ð Þ _ rj�1 [ rj [ rjþ 1

� �
;

9r�i ; r�j 2 R� : ri�1 [ r�j [ riþ 1

� �
_ rj�1 [ r�i [ rjþ 1
� �

; ri ¼ r�i ; rj ¼ r�j ;

(

where R� is the ranking resulting from the mutation. This transformation is repeated m
times, so, we have f m Rð Þ; m 2 0; 1; 2; 3; 4f g.

Ranking R� will be the crossover of pair R1;R2. We define the function of the
crossover in such way:

g R1;R2; i; j
� �

: R� \ R18rk 2 R1; i	 k	 j; R� \ R28rk 62 R� \ R1:

Thus, some of the elements of the resulting ranking R� will be ordered as in R1, and
all other elements will be ordered as in R2.

Each distance from the current median to expert rankings RiH ¼ a1i ; . . .; anið Þ; i 2
J ¼ 1; . . .; kf g; is calculated according to the rules for incomplete rankings described in
Sect. 4.2 for the space of alternatives ranks or in Sect. 4.4 for the space of pairwise
comparisons between alternatives.

4.6 The Results of the Application of Genetic Algorithm for Determining
the Median of Expert Ranking of Alternatives

Numerous computational experiments performed using the genetic algorithm prove the
effectiveness of this approach. For randomly generated rankings of 100 objects, the
program in the space of all possible rankings R 2 XR consistently calculates the
medians in forms (2), (4), (8), (10). They are closer to the median given by experts
Rl; l 2 L; than the corresponding modified medians in forms (3), (5), (7), (11) by an
average of 8–10%. That is, the medians selected from expert rankings RiH; i 2 I ¼
1; . . .; kf g; are consistently dominated by the medians calculated using the genetic

algorithm. Moreover, the effectiveness of the method is fixed for all the medians
described above.

4.7 Method of Heuristic Determining the Medians

Let describe a proposed heuristic algorithm for determining the resulting ranking R� of
the given set of incomplete rankings RiH ; i 2 I; in the form of the Kemeni-Snell.
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1. Constructing a deviation matrix P ¼ pij
� �

; i ¼ 1; . . .; n; j ¼ 1; . . .;N; based on an
analysis of all possible relations between the triple of alternatives
p1j ¼ mlt; j ¼ l� 1ð Þ � nþ t � l � lþ 1ð Þ=2; 1� l� t� n;

pij ¼
mls=mts; l s; sh it;
mls � mts; l\s; s\t;
mst=msl; l[ s; s[ t;

8<
:

where mlt ¼
P

i2I;
cij 	 0

cij=
P

i2I;
cij\0

cij
�� ��; 1� l� t� n; j 2 J; are the elements of a

metrized matrix formed by calculating the number of preferences between alternatives
given in incomplete expert rankings RiH ; i 2 I; s ¼ 1; . . .n; s 6¼ l; s 6¼ t;
i ¼ lþ 1; l ¼ 1; . . .; n� 1; t ¼ lþ 1; . . .; n; j ¼ l� 1ð Þ � nþ t � l � lþ 1ð Þ=2:
2. For each index i ¼ 2; . . .; n; replacing one of the elements of the matrix

M ¼ mltð Þ; l; t 2 I, by the element of the matrix P ¼ pij
� �

; i ¼ 2; . . .; n; j ¼
1; . . .;N; if the elements do not match: mlt 6¼ pij; for j ¼ l� 1ð Þ � nþ t�
l � lþ 1ð Þ=2:

3. Determining the weighting factors of each of the n alternatives by the method of
row or column sums, which is the standard of computational ease of determining
“weight”, for each next generated matrix.

4. Ordering the elements of the calculated vector by decreasing values (for row sums)
or increasing values (for column sums). Indices of such ordering vector will be
considered as indices of alternatives in the resulting ranking.

5. Determining of the sum of distances from the ranking obtained above to ranking
specified by experts according to the rules described for incomplete pairwise
comparison matrices.

4.8 The Results of the Application of Heuristic Algorithm
for Determining the Median of Expert Ranking of Alternatives

The authors conducted experiments for matrices that have dimensions from 6
 6 to
10
 10, that is, when the rankings of 6-10 objects are given. Experiments using the
described method, verified by exact methods, gave the following results:

• if the matrices specified by experts are poorly matched, the set of effective solutions
can be very large, that is, the number of Kemeni-Snell medians is up to 15% of the
total number of object rankings on the set of objects, i.e. up to 0; 15 � n!;

• between solutions found using the algorithm described above, when applying the
row sums method, up to 50% of the object rankings are the Kemeni-Snell medians,
when applying the column sums method, up to 83% of the object rankings are the
Kemeni-Snell medians;

• the application of the described algorithm in some cases allows to find up to 39% of
rankings belonging to the set of Kemeni-Snell medians;

• among the compromise rankings found using the described algorithm, up to 22%
are simultaneously VG-medians. Thus, the described algorithm is a convenient
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heuristic algorithm for determining the Kemeni-Snell median sets and the VG-
median sets. Although all the set of effective solutions can not be determined, some
of the medians are guaranteed to be calculated. The conducted research confirms the
interconnection between the ordinal and cardinal models of assigning expert pref-
erences, as well as the prospect of application of heuristic algorithms in the prob-
lems of expert evaluation.

5 Conclusions

This paper analyzes the algorithms for determining the resulting ranking based on
incomplete expert rankings. We identified the advantages and disadvantages of the
proposed approaches. Among the main results, we would like to highlight the fol-
lowing. First of all, the problem of determining the group ranking of alternatives based
on incomplete expert rankings was formalized. The methods of aggregation of expert
data, taking into account the peculiarities of incomplete information received from
experts, were considered. Besides, we developed the algorithms for solving the
problems of large-scale collective ranking calculations.

The results of the computational experiments showed the obvious advantages of the
developed algorithms, their increased accuracy in comparison with those used so far.

The described algorithms for calculating the resulting ranking of the given
incomplete expert ranking of alternatives can be applied to solve various problems in
different subject areas:

• development of the system of integrated cybersecurity measures;
• search for the ranking of the most popular cryptocurrencies on the exchanges and

determining the integral ordering of the cryptocurrency popularity;
• building a sequence of lectures in the problems of curriculum development.
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Abstract. The article represents the results of studies of the processes of for-
mation (profiling) of agents-clusterer in the monitoring intellectual systems. The
method of clustering according to the results of modeling with simultaneous
construction of clusters with heterogeneous properties was investigated. Clus-
tering profiling is done by parametric optimization of model synthesis process
and agent structural optimization. Optimization was performed by changing the
base model, the criterion for model selection and the number of models that go
to the higher row of selection. The agent efficiency criterion was used to
compare the results. An agent effective indicator is suggested. The weight of the
modeling variables was used to describe the agent profile. The distance between
the points is a characteristic of the results of their modeling by profiled agents.
Experimental confirmation of the homogeneity of observation points in clusters
grouped by cluster agents with different profiles was obtained. The obtained
results make it possible to expand the capabilities of intelligent monitoring
systems.

Keywords: Clustering � Profiling � Intellectual monitoring � Agent approach

1 Introduction

Intelligent Monitoring Information Technology (IMIT) implements an agentic
approach to providing knowledge of decision-making processes. IMIT Contains
Methods and Tools for Using Specialized Intelligent Agents capable of Solving Global
Monitoring Objectives (GMO). An external contract specifies the formulation of a
GMO. The GMO then agrees with the customer.

IMIT builds one or more Monitoring Intelligent Agents (MIA). If necessary, MIA
is combined in Monitoring Agent Functionalities. For this purpose, a subsystem of
multi-agent monitoring environments of the intelligent monitoring system is being
adapted, which adapts each of the stages of intellectual monitoring to the tasks agreed
with the customer. Depending on the global monitoring task, a list of controlled fea-
tures and observation points is formed, the frequency of observations is determined,
and a hierarchy of data processing and information form transformation tasks is
formed. From the numerical arrays of observation results, information is obtained about
the properties of the monitoring object and knowledge about trends and patterns of
change in these properties.
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Subsystem multi-agent environments are being formed to implement one of the
stages of smart monitoring technology. Converter-agents are elements of a multiagent
environment that are part of the MIA model knowledge base. Intelligent agents of
various purposes are built and used to process the results of observations. The iden-
tification of the object state and the assessment of the influence of environmental
factors and internal states are ensured by grouping the observation points in the input
data array (IDA).

This paper examines the processes of constructing and profiling clusterer-agents
that detect the presence or absence of properties specified by the researcher in the
monitoring object. They also identify monitoring objects with properties of interest to
the researcher.

2 Results of Informative Search of Analogues

Grouping observation points in IDAs with predefined properties is done by solving the
classification task. If it is recognized that the observation object belongs to a class or
cluster, it is considered established that the properties of the class or cluster and the
state of the monitoring object at the time of obtaining the numerical characteristics of
its features are the same.

Classes are formed from observation points whose properties are predefined. The
direct application of classification features makes it easier to identify similar points. If
the direct application of classification features is ineffective, then decisive rules are
built. These rules formalize the process of using classification features to identify
similar observation points.

There are monitoring tasks for which experts cannot find points with known
properties. And since such a task is performed for the first time, it is not possible to use
previous experience to describe the properties of observation points. Therefore, to
group the observation points in the IDA, it is necessary to solve the problem of
clustering [1]. To combine observation points into groups according to traditional
clustering methods [2] it is necessary to choose the criteria and metrics of their simi-
larity, to build and analyze a similarity matrix. Distance, correlation, and others are
used as similarity metrics [3]. One cluster will include points whose distance from the
center of the cluster is less than their distance to the center of the IDA. The distance of
Euclid, Mahalanobis, Hemming is used as a measure of similarity between points [2].

Today, a common measure of distance is the standard deviation of characteristic
vectors from the centers of clusters, which are defined in one way or another.

Analysis of similarity matrix is performed to find the centers of clusters around
which clusters of observation points are located [2]. To solve the problems of similarity
matrix analysis, probabilistic modeling is used, plausible heuristics are used, in par-
ticular, the method of k-means [3], neural networks [5], the Group Method of Data
Handling (GMDH) [6].

These traditional clustering methods are universal. They do not take into account
the purpose of clustering. That is, for clustering observation points with tasks that differ
from each other, the number of clusters and their composition will not differ.
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In [7] describes a new approach to determining the degree of similarity of obser-
vation points, which allows to develop a new method of clustering based on simulation
results. It is proposed to use the characteristics of models constructed from a given
array of observation results (modeling error, standard deviation, etc.) as a measure of
the distance between points. Models can be built according to one of the algorithms of
GMDH or other evolutionary methods, can take the form of trained neural networks. In
our opinion, this method, after improvement, will solve the problem of profiling
clusters.

3 Formulation of the Problem and Approach to Its Solution

The universality of existing clustering methods on the one hand, and the various tasks
of grouping observation points on the other, lead to contradictions. The large number of
observation point grouping tasks involves identifying properties that display relation-
ships between simulation variables that are more complex than additive. And having
made the observation point the center of the cluster, it is not possible to detect similar
points by existing clustering methods.

Profiling of clasterizators eliminates this contradiction and finds observation points
that describe the processes of interest to the researcher. The purpose of this work was to
create a method of profiling clusterer-agents that would allow grouping of observation
points by predefined properties.

4 Research and Their Results

The observation points are called Xi feature vectors that describe the properties of the
monitoring object and are fixed at a particular point in time or at a specific value of one
of the status indicators of that object, yj 2 Y.

Xi ¼ xi;1; xi;2; . . .; xi;k
� �

; i ¼ 1; n ð1Þ

where n – is the number of observations (rows in the input array), k – is the number of
characters (columns) whose numerical characteristics are determined.

The array of input data is formed by feature vectors formed by observation results
[7]. They allow you to build a model of the monitoring object:

Ym ¼ f Xið Þ ð2Þ

It was hypothesized that a) the cluster profile is described by the values of the influence
characteristics of the modeling variables; b) forming a profile of the cluster model can
be achieved by changing the parameters of their construction; c) clusterer profiling
allows you to group homogeneous points with predefined properties.

The values of the weights of the variables describe the properties of the observation
object at a given monitoring point.
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The variable clusterer-model weights are calculated by the expression:

Wxj ¼
y0xjPk
j¼1 y

0
xj

100%; j ¼ 1; k ð3Þ

where y0xj – is the partial derivative of model (2) by variable xj.

An experiment was conducted to test this hypothesis.
IDA is generated by converting data obtained from sources [8–10].
Table 1 provides a list of features that characterize the state of the information

economy of the world states during 2000–2013.

Sample Heading (Forth Level). The contribution should contain no more than four
levels of headings. The following Table 1 gives a summary of all heading levels.

Using a variety of agents containing inductive, neural network, and hybrid model
synthesizers, models that solve the problem (2) of identifying the functional depen-
dence of GDP per capita y on the information economy x1 - x10 presented in Table 1
have been constructed. To investigate the properties of these agents, the influence of the
features was estimated by calculating the weight coefficients of their variables by
expression (3).

The clusterer agent profile was formed by selecting a model, the value of the
weighting factors (3), which described the desired properties of the monitoring object.
The choice was made according to the results of the tournament among models built on
the algorithms of GMDH, neural networks, genetic and hybrid algorithms implemented
in the synthesizer of models of monitoring intellectual system. Thereafter, the structural

Table 1. List of modeling variables

# Characteristic Variable

1 Gross domestic product per capita, mln. $ y
2 Place of observation x1
3 Time, year x2
4 Government Debt, mln. $ x3
5 External debt, mln. $ x4
6 High-Tech Exports, mln. $ x5
7 Exports of goods created by information and telecommunication

technologies, mln. $
x6

8 Imports of goods created by information and telecommunication
technologies, mln. $

x7

9 Gross domestic expenditures on research and development work, mln. $ x8
10 Export of services provided by information and telecommunication

technologies, mln. $
x9

11 Imports of ICT services, mln. $ x10
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optimization of the agent was performed to ensure the extreme value of its affectivity
index E.

E ¼
Xn

i¼1

1
Dik

ð4Þ

where Di – is absolute error in modeling an object’s state indicator at the i-th obser-
vation point; n – the number of observation points IDA; k – number of metrics IDA,
included in the structure of the model of the agent-cluster and the value of the weight
coefficient Wxi > 0.

In this work, for example, the results of structural optimization of one of the agents-
clusterer (agent 1) are represented. The optimization process is organized according to
the scheme of small-factorial experiment. The effect on the agent’s effectiveness of the
following factors was investigated: the form of the reference model; type of model
selection criterion (absolute error and standard deviation of simulation results from true
values of status indicator); number of models moving to the next selection row. The
conditions of the studies are presented in Table 2. 24 trials were conducted. One of the
parameters was changed. All others were fixed.

Figure 1 shows graphically the effectiveness of the agent for each test described in
Table 2.

Research has shown that the effectiveness of agent 1 will be optimal if the for-
mation of its structure will use the parameters used in test # 10 according to Table 2.

Thus, the structural and parametric optimization of each of the clusterer-agents was
carried out. Table 3 for these agents represents the impact coefficients to the numerical
characteristics of the traits.

Each of the agents described in Table 3 reflects the presence of certain processes in
the economy of the state, the signs of which are the correlation of values of weight
coefficients. The interpretation of these ratios allows us to understand the deep pro-
cesses that determined the GDP per capita of a particular country during the reporting
year.

Agent 1 is able to combine observation points that describe the economic relations
of countries with significant factors related to the impact of changing government debt
on PPPs and the processes of exporting High-Tech goods.

Agent 2 describes the processes in which exports and imports of ICT services were
of the highest importance.

Agent 3 is able to group states in the information economies that have processes in
place that have been influenced by the export of ICT services and have significant
regional characteristics.

The cluster formed by agent 4 contains processes that determine the regional
characteristics of the country. They depend on factors that are not in the list of features
and are not significantly affected by processes related to other factors, the numerical
characteristics of which are presented in Table 1.

Agent 5 is able to locate observation points where GDP per capita is heavily
dependent on exports of information and telecommunications services. In doing so, it is
necessary to further investigate what exactly caused this impact to reduce or increase
these costs.
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Table 2. Trial parameters.

Test
number

Form of reference model Selection
Model
criterion

Number of models
moving to the next
selection row

1 y = a0 + a1y1 + a2y2 Error 10
2 y = a0 + a1y1 + a2y2 + a3y1y2 Error 10
3 y = a0 + a1y1 + a2y2 + a4y21 + a5y22 Error 10

4 y = a0 + a1y1 + a2y2 + a3y1y2 + a4y21 + a5y22 Error 10

5 y = a0 + a1y1 + a2y2 Standard
deviation

10

6 y = a0 + a1y1 + a2y2 + a3y1y2 Standard
deviation

10

7 y = a0 + a1y1 + a2y2 + a4y21 + a5y22 Standard
deviation

10

8 y = a0 + a1y1 + a2y2 + a3y1y2 + a4y21 + a5y22 Standard
deviation

10

9 y = a0 + a1y1 + a2y2 Error 6
10 y = a0 + a1y1 + a2y2 + a3y1y2 Error 6
11 y = a0 + a1y1 + a2y2 + a4y21 + a5y22 Error 6

12 y = a0 + a1y1 + a2y2 + a3y1y2 + a4y21 + a5y22 Error 6

13 y = a0 + a1y1 + a2y2 Standard
deviation

6

14 y = a0 + a1y1 + a2y2 + a3y1y2 Standard
deviation

6

15 y = a0 + a1y1 + a2y2 + a4y21 + a5y22 Standard
deviation

6

16 y = a0 + a1y1 + a2y2 + a3y1y2 + a4y21 + a5y22 Standard
deviation

6

17 y = a0 + a1y1 + a2y2 Error 3
18 y = a0 + a1y1 + a2y2 + a3y1y2 Error 3
19 y = a0 + a1y1 + a2y2 + a4y21 + a5y22 Error 3

20 y = a0 + a1y1 + a2y2 + a3y1y2 + a4y21 + a5y22 Error 3

21 y = a0 + a1y1 + a2y2 Standard
deviation

3

22 y = a0 + a1y1 + a2y2 + a3y1y2 Standard
deviation

3

23 y = a0 + a1y1 + a2y2 + a4y21 + a5y22 Standard
deviation

3

24 y = a0 + a1y1 + a2y2 + a3y1y2 + a4y21 + a5y22 Standard
deviation

3
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Unlike Agent 2, which describes the impact of ICT services, Agent 6 can be used to
find countries whose economies during the reporting year had significant processes
associated with the import of ICT products and were dependent on gross domestic
expenditures for research and development work.

Agent 7 can be used to identify processes that are poorly related to the components
of a state’s information economy, and significant factors that are not included in the
time-table characteristics of Table 1 and are affected by changes in external debt.

Clusterer of observation points was based on one of the characteristics of the agents
- the error in predicting the simulated indicator - GDP per capita. The clustering results
are represented in the Table 4.

The results of the grouping were evaluated by the homogeneity of the observation
points, i.e. characteristics of the informative economy of the state during the reporting
year. The higher the homogeneity of the observation points, the smaller the modeling
error of the GDP per capita by the agent. The simulation results are presented in the
Table 4.

According to the data in Table 5, it can be stated that in each of the 7 clusters
homogeneous points of the IDA are grouped.

The results obtained provide additional information for analyzing the processes
occurring in the different economies of the respective states.
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Fig. 1. The effectiveness of the agent.
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Table 3. The impact of variable.

Agent Variable Weighting
factor Wxi, %

Agent Variable Weighting
factor Wxi, %

Agent Variable Weighting
factor Wxi, %

1 x1 0,90 4 x1 91,94% x10 0,65
x2 0,00 x2 8,06 7 x1 0,00
x3 71,32 x3 0,00 x2 63,96
x4 0,00 x4 0,00 x3 0,00
x5 23,98 x5 0,00 x4 36,04
x6 1,50 x6 0,00 x5 0,00
x7 0,00 x7 0,00 x6 0,00
x8 0,00 x8 0,00 x7 0,00
x9 2,29 x9 0,00 x8 0,00
x10 0,00 x10 0,00 x9 0,00

2 x1 19,11 5 x1 0,20 x10 0,00
x2 0,00 x2 12,83
x3 0,00 x3 0,00
x4 5,23 x4 7,75
x5 0,00 x5 0,06
x6 5,61 x6 0,00
x7 14,16 x7 0,18
x8 0,00 x8 0,00
x9 22,45 x9 76,61

3 x1 48,81 x10 2,36
x2 0,00 6 x1 8,58
x3 0,00 x2 0,00
x4 0,00 x3 0,00
x5 2,57 x4 0,00
x6 0,00 x5 4,50
x7 0,00 x6 0,00
x8 0,00 x7 26,64
x9 48,62 x8 58,89
x10 0,00 x9 0,74
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Table 4. Cluster structure.

Cluster Country Reporting year Cluster Country Reporting year

1 USA 2000 Ukraine 2009
Finland 2005 5 Canada 2010
Singapore 2011 Netherlands 2012
Singapore 2012 USA 2010
Canada 2000 USA 2011
Ukraine 2000 Canada 2011

2 Singapore 2011 Netherlands 2009
Finland 2000 Ukraine 2012
Netherlands 2012 Ukraine 2011
Sweden 2009 Canada 2009
Finland 2005 USA 2009
Ukraine 2005 Ukraine 2010

3 Norway 2000 6 Netherlands 2009
Sweden 2008 USA 2011
Netherlands 2011 Netherlands 2010
Canada 2009 Ciнгaпyp 2005
Netherlands 2009 USA 2010
USA 2009 Ukraine 2011
Ukraine 2008 7 Japan 2012

4 Norway 2005 Japan 2011
New Zealand 2008 Netherlands 2012
Sweden 2011 USA 2009
Canada 2012 Netherlands 2010
Canada 2013 USA 2008
Japan 2009 Ukraine 2012

Table 5. Simulation results.

# Cluster Average cluster point modeling error, %

1 Without clustering 26,19
2 1 0,36
3 2 0,58
4 3 1,2
5 4 0,62
6 5 0,02
7 6 0,96
8 7 0,98
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5 Conclusions

Profiling clusterer agents allows grouping of observation points with predefined
properties without first forming their classes. The modeling accuracy of such points is
increasing. The efficiency of profiling of clusterer agents by the values of the weight
coefficients of the variables of their models was experimentally confirmed. To confirm
the homogeneity of the points grouped into clusters, the characteristic of the modeling
results of these points was used.
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Abstract. One of the most important component of each corporate
network is an intrusion detecting system. But it is a problem to find a
mechanism for setting a trust between the nodes in a big distributed
system. A blockchain can be used as such kind of mechanism, but most
of working blockchains use cases related to cryptocurrencies. So there is
no suitable consensus protocol for a permissionless blockchain, which can
be used as a part of IDS. In this paper we propose a few modifications to
proof of stake consensus protocol to adopt it for using with a blockchain
based IDS. Also an agent based model was built to simulate a staking
process for our modified consensus protocol. Modeling result will help
us to evaluate performance of a blockchain based IDS in a normal state
and in some critical situations and to find the most suitable consensus
protocol parameters depending on a network size.

Keywords: Intrusion detecting system · Distributed IDS ·
Blockchain · Consensus protocol · Proof of Stake · Chain-based PoS

1 Introduction

Cybersecurity specialists are registering new more advanced and more compli-
cated cyberattacks every year. So most of companies widely implement intrusion
detecting systems to detect network intrusions in time and prevent their network
infrastructure damage. Old intrusion detection systems, even the network, were
based on a single machine, but in our time the amounts of traffic is very high,
so to protect a big network the distributed and collaborative network intrusion
detection systems are used. In big networks it is difficult to setup a trust between
huge amounts of nodes, because some of the nodes can be modified and can sent
some untrusted and irrelevant data, as a result all distributed nodes may work
incorrectly. As a solution of this problem researchers proposed to use a blockchain
technology to set up trusted data exchange between nodes [1]. Most of works
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propose to use a permissioned blockchain, which means that a blockchain based
system still needs trusted authority to manage blockchain network participants.
But this makes the system hard to scale because of permissioned blockchain fea-
tures. So the main our goal is to find a permissionless consensus protocol which
can be modified for usage in distributed intrusion detecting system.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 1 is Introduction. Section 2 dis-
cusses the related works. Section 3 outlines the general characteristics of a proof-
of-stake consensus protocol, it’s props and cons. Section 4 describes the proposed
blockchain consensus protocol and experimental results for modeling a staking
stability. Conclusions are provided in Sect. 5.

2 Related Work

A separate intrusion detection system usually does not have information about
the network which it tries to protect. This leaves the opportunity for attackers
to bypass IDS examination. In this case, there is a great need for a collaborative
system or IDS network to leverage the detection performance of a single IDS
[2]. Li et al. [3] figured out the fact, that the main problem of collaborative IDS
is that most of distributed intrusion detection systems relay on the centralized
data processing and a distributed part includes only some set of sensors. So
they propose CIDS based on the emerging decentralized location and routing
infrastructure. But this mechanism requires that all peers in the network must
be trusted. One of the ways to solve a trust problem in decentralized system is
to use a blockchain.

The name ‘blockchain’ stems from its technical structure—a chain of blocks.
Each block is linked to the previous block with a cryptographic hash. A block is
a data structure which allows storing a list of transactions. Transactions are cre-
ated and exchanged by peers of the blockchain network and modify the state of
the blockchain. As such, the transactions can exchange monetary amounts, but
are not restricted to financial transactions only and for example allow executing
an arbitrary code within so-called smart contracts [4]. How to apply blockchains
in the field of intrusion detection is an interesting and important topic. Many
studies have started researching in this area. Alexopoulos et al. [5] describe a
framework of a blockchain-based CIDS, where they consider a set of raw alarms
produced by each IDS as transactions in a blockchain. Then, all collaborating
nodes employ a consensus protocol to ensure the validity of the transactions
before delivering them in a block. This can guarantee the stored alerts are tam-
per resistant in the blockchain, but they did not implement and evaluate their
method in practice. Li et al. also proposed a blockchain based solution for IoT
environment [1]. The idea of this solution is to use a blockchain to setup data
exchange between the signature based intrusion detecting nodes. But that solu-
tion is oriented on small IoT networks and has a few performance issues.
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3 Proof of Stake as Consensus Protocol for IDS

If we take a look at the list of available blockchain consensus protocols for per-
missionless blockchains, we can see two major protocols—proof of work (PoW)
and proof of stake (PoS). A main consideration regarding the operation of
blockchain protocols which are based on PoW—such as bitcoin [6]—is the energy
required for their execution. For example, generating a single block on the bit-
coin blockchain requires a number of hashing operations exceeding 260, which
results in striking energy demands. Indeed, early calculations indicated that the
energy requirements of the protocol were comparable to that of a small country
[7].

PoS attempts to solve the energy expenditure problem created by PoW.
To do so, PoS replaces PoW’s competition by randomly selecting stake-holders
to append to the blockchain. So, rather than miners investing computational
resources in order to participate in the leader election process, they instead run
a process that randomly selects one of them proportionally to the stake that
each possesses according to the current blockchain ledger. The simplest imple-
mentation of PoS, known as the Follow-The-Satoshi (FTS) algorithm, involves
each blockchain branch selecting uniformly and randomly from the universe of
native coins [8].

The owner of the selected coin receives the opportunity to append to the
branch that selected his coin and simultaneously collect a block reward. There
are four classes of PoS protocols: a chain-based PoS, a committee-based PoS, a
BFT-based PoS, and a delegated PoS (DPoS) [9].

3.1 PoS Types

Chain-Based PoS. A chain-based PoS is an early PoS scheme proposed as
an alternative block generation mechanism to PoW. It is within the framework
of Nakamoto consensus in that the gossiping-style message passing, a block val-
idation rule, the longest-chain rule, and probabilistic finality are preserved. A
minter can solve the hashing puzzle only once for a clock tick. Since the hashing
puzzle difficulty decreases with the minter’s stake value, the expected number of
hashing attempts for a minter to solve the puzzle can be significantly reduced if
his stake value is high. The examples of the chain based PoS are Peercoin [10]
and Nxt [11] cryptocurrencies. Their major difference is in the way the stake is
valued. The stake value is initially proportional to the the stake quantity. Peer-
coin uses the coin age metric for stake valuation, which lets the value of a stake
appreciate linearly with time since the deposit. At the end of a block cycle, the
value of the winner’s stake returns to its base value. The stake appreciation con-
tinues only for 90 days and stays flat since then. As a result, the chances of small
stakeholders to generate a block are supplemented with time value. In compar-
ison, Nxt does not appreciate the stake value continuously across block cycles.
This is because the latter’s coin age metric may lower the attack cost—attackers
can just invest a small amount of stakes and keep attempting to generate blocks
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until they succeed. Instead, Nxt requires the stake value appreciate only within
one block cycle and be reset to the base value once the block cycle ends.

A chain-based PoS can tolerate up to 50% of all stakes being maliciously con-
trolled (50% of all tokens in the network). If attackers control more than 50% of
stakes, they can grow their malicious chain faster than the others and carry out a
double-spending attack. As staking is recorded in the form of transaction scripts,
the blockchain users can retrieve the staking records from which the consensus
protocol can legally issue punishment to violators, such as nullifying stakes and
disbarring the violators from participating in the future staking process.

Committee-Based PoS. As an alternative to a Chain-based PoS hashing
puzzle mechanism, a committee-based PoS proposes to determine a committee
of stakeholders based on their stakes and allowing the committee to generate
blocks in turns. A secure multiparty computation (MPC) scheme is often used to
derive such a committee in the distributed network. MPC is a genre of distributed
computing in which multiple parties beginning with individual inputs will output
the same result [12]. The MPC process in the committee-based PoS essentially
realizes the functionality that takes in the current blockchain state which includes
the stake values from all stakeholders, and outputs a pseudo-random sequence
of stakeholders (we call it the leader sequence) which will subsequently populate
the block-proposing committee. This leader sequence should be the same for all
stakeholders and those with higher stake values may take up more spots in the
sequence.

In spite of having an orderly block proposing scheme, committee-based PoS
still adheres to the longest chain rule for probabilistic finality. So long as fewer
than 50% stakes are held by the malicious party, the honest parties can safely
maintain the longest chain. Meanwhile, the expansion of the committee may lead
to a significant drop in the protocol performance and desynchronization of block
proposal. The round-based committee election process with a predetermined
round duration faces scalability problems, as large committee sizes may lead to
never ending consensus cycles. This problem can be solved by extending the
duration of a communication round. This however leads to a longer transaction
conformation latency and lower throughput. A more straightforward approach
is limiting the committee size by imposing a minimum stake requirement [9].

BFT-Based PoS. A chain-based PoS and committee-based PoS largely follow
the Nakamoto consensus framework in which the longest-chainrule is still used
to provide probabilistic finality of blocks. In comparison, a BFT-based PoS (or
hybrid PoS-BFT) incorporates an extra layer of BFT consensus that provides a
fast and deterministic block finalization. Algorithm 6 shows the general proce-
dure of a BFT-based PoS for every participant. Block proposing can be done by
any PoS mechanism (round-robin, committee-based, etc.) as long as it injects a
stable flow of new blocks into the BFT consensus layer. As a result, the longest-
chain rule can be safely replaced by the most-recent-stable-checkpoint rule for
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determining the stable main chain. Popular BFT-based PoS blockchain proto-
cols include Tendermint [13], Algorand [14], and Casper FFG. DPoS protocols
such as EOSIO also use BFT consensus for a block finalization within delegates.

Security analysis BFT-based PoS’s consensus fault tolerance varies among
the three above-mentioned implementations. In Tendermint, although block pro-
posers are determined based on PoS, all validators have the equal weight in the
consensus process. Therefore Tendermint tolerates up to 1/3 of Byzantine val-
idators. Since a typical BFT consensus protocol can incorporate a checkpointing
mechanism to ensure deterministic finality of blocks, costless simulation attacks
can be naturally avoided.

Delegated PoS (DPoS). A DPoS can be seen as a democratic form of
committee-based PoS as the committee (consensus group) is chosen via pub-
lic stake delegation. It is currently used by EOSIO [15] and Cosmos [16]. DPoS
was designed to control the size of the consensus group so that the messaging
overhead of the consensus protocol remains manageable. The members of the
consensus group are also called delegates. The election of delegates is called the
delegation process. In the actual case, the delegation process and the soliciting
of votes may involve outside incentives. Generally, an aspirating delegate needs
to attract enough votes from normal token holders. This is often accomplished
by offering a popular application and building up the reputation through propa-
ganda campaigns. By casting a vote to a delegate via a blockchain transaction,
a token holder entrusts the delegate his own stake [15]. As a result, the delegate
harvests the stake voting power from his voters. The illustration of the delegation
process in DPoS: DPoS’s incentive mechanism is designed to encourage honest
delegation and consensus participation and to enforce transaction validation and
consensus safety. Each delegate receives a daily vote reward proportionally to
the votes he has. Once ascending to the consensus group, delegates also receive
block rewards for validation work.

An assuming BFT is used by the consensus group for a block finalization,
which is recommended since the group size is limited, a DPoS can tolerate 1/3
of delegates being malicious. For example, EOSIO can tolerate at most 6 out of
21 delegates being malicious. In the real world they may not wish to misbehave
or collude at all, since all delegates have revealed their identities to voters and
would be scrutinized for any misconduct.

3.2 Vulnerabilities of PoS

Although heralded as the most promising mechanism to replace a PoW, a PoS
still faces several vulnerabilities.

1) Costless simulation: Costless simulation is a major vulnerability of non-BFT-
based PoS schemes, especially a chain-based PoS in which a PoS is used to
simulate the would be PoW process. Costless simulation literally means that
any player can simulate any segment of a blockchain history at the cost of
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no real work but speculation, as a PoS does not incur intensive computa-
tion while the blockchain records all staking history. This may give attackers
shortcuts to fabricate an alternative blockchain. The four subsequent vul-
nerabilities, namely nothing-at-stake, posterior corruption attack, long-range
attack, and stake-grinding attack are all based on costless simulation [9].

2) Nothing-at-stake: Nothing-at-stake is the first identified costless simulation
problem that affects a chain-based PoS. It is also known as a “multi-bet”
or “rational forking” problem. Unlike a PoW miner, a PoS minter needs a
little extra effort to validate transactions and generate blocks on multiple
competing chains simultaneously. Consequently if a significant fraction of
nodes performs the “multi-bet” strategy, an attacker holding far less than
50% of tokens can mount a successful double spending attack [17].

3) Posterior corruption: Dubbed by Bentov [18] as a “bribing attack”. The key
enabler of posterior corruption is the public availability of staking history on
the blockchain, which includes stakeholders’ addresses and staking amounts.
An attacker can attempt to corrupt the stakeholders who once possessed
substantial stakes, and if he corrupt stakeholders with a significant portion
of tokens, double spending will be possible.

4) Long-range attack: Coined by the Ethereum founder Vitalik Buterin [19].
It foresees that a small group of colluding attackers can regrow a longer
valid chain that starts not long after the genesis block. Because if there are
only a few stakeholders, the attackers can grow the malicious chain very fast
and redo all the PoS blocks. BFT protocols use a checkpoint mechanism to
ensure the finality of system agreements and safely discard older records.

5) Centralization risk: a PoS faces a similar wealth centralization risk as a
PoW. In a PoS the minters can lawfully reinvest their profits into staking
perpetually, which allows the one with a large sum of unused tokens become
wealthier and eventually reach a monopoly status [9].

4 Proof of Stake Modification for IDS

So as we can see, the Proof of work consensus algorithm is not suitable for using in
a distributed intrusion detecting system because of a high energy consumption.
But the proof of stake can be used as a consensus protocol for a distributed
intrusion detecting system. The simplest type of the proof of stake, chain-based,
will represent an open IDS model, where any compatible node can join the
network without any restrictions. The chain based PoS consensus is used only in
a permissionless blockchain, so an IDS which is based on this type of consensus
protocol will be fully decentralized. This will make the system more robust and
reliable.

A classical chain-based PoS algorithm is not fully suitable for our purpose.
As we can see in most of the cryptocurrencies the PoS consensus protocol woks
based on staking some amount of cryptocurrency. But this way is not suitable for
us, because our transaction is not related to any currency. So the best alternative
value to stake in our case will be the time, because it is easy to measure on the
bases of block timestamps.
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A block structure for our algorithm stays mostly common. A block has a
header with a few common fields. First of all it is a hash of a previous block,
which helps to link separate blocks into a chain. Another important field is a
timestamp which is used to check a correctness of the block hash. In our case a
timestamp is also used by nodes to measure their staked time. For simplification
we do not need to store staked time in the blockchain, because we can just
measure it for each node from “join the network” transaction and the blocks
which were created by this node. One more field is the block difficulty which will
be used to generate the next block. This value is calculated based on the current
blockchain growing speed and in our case also based on current blocks queue in
a memory pool. The most important field is a current block signature.

First of all a validator checks an eligibility to create a block (proof of eli-
gibility) by using a hash function and comparing it with a target for a current
validator. So the input values for our hash function will be PublicKey and cur-
rent block time. The condition of generating a new block is shown in Eq. 1 which
we get by modifying the standard PoS equation [20]:

Hash(PubKeyv, tblock) < Tb ∗ dcurrent ∗ tstake, (1)

where PubKeyv is a current validator node public key and tblock is a current
block time, Tb is a base target which is constant, but can be modified by a block
difficulty dcurrent and it is multiplied by a current validator stake tstake. So, the
higher stake value is—the higher probability that Eq. 1 will be true.

Forks in the chain for our algorithm will be solved in a common for a chain-
based proof of stake way. Nodes think that the best chain from a few forks is
the chain where the sum of targets for all blocks is the lowest (equals to bigger
amount of work in a PoW consensus).

But as we can see above, simple time staking is a bit dangerous, because
some malicious nodes can say offline to stake more time (without participating
in a consensus process) and then use it to create an alternative chain. So we need
some way to limit the time staking. The simplest solution here is to make staked
time value constant after some value, as in Peercoin, but this will limit the stake
value and malicious nodes will still have the highest possible value. Another
solution is to use modular arithmetic—then the staked value will be limited by
a module, and will be reset periodically during the time. This will be unfair in
case of cryptocurrencies, where the winner node gets reward for creating a new
block, because a module based stake resetting can lead to a skipping reward. But
in case of IDS nodes do not get any reward for block creating, so this will only
motivate the nodes to stay online as long as possible to use their stake more
effective. Also limiting the highest stake value this way will help to decrease
a number of stakeholders with a high stake value and to avoid a lot of forked
blocks. Forked chains are normal for PoS based blockchain.

To evaluate a blockchain state with such kind of stake modification we built
an agent based model, which simulates a work of blockchain nodes which use
the time staking. Our simulation is a little simplified and does not use any
transactions, because they are not so important for our current model. The
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main goal of this model is to determine will the blockchain based network with
such kind of stake limitation that has enough stake to validate all blocks in time.

So our model consists of the agents some of which were added to the network
on network creation, another agents joined the network in the next few blocks.
On every block creation one agent (validator) fully lost his stake after a block
was created. In case of fork few agents can lose the stake (by resetting staked
time), but when the fork is resolved and other blocks are discarded, other agents
will get their stakes back. The agent can also lose a stake value if it becomes
bigger than a limiting module.

The first simulation result is shown in Fig. 1. Here we chose a limit time in
500 s and block time in 20 s for a faster simulation (values in a real system will
depend on the amounts of data and the nodes quantity). In this case a limit
value is a little low, so that some nodes do not have possibility to use their stake
before reaching the limiting module.

Fig. 1. Staking simulation with a low limit value: a—stake value distribution,
b—average stake value

As we can see on the plot, a low stake limit can cause a higher range of average
stake fluctuation and a distribution shows that the values are not distributed
uniformly, but all ranges still have a good amount of values. This means that
system will be still usable even if a lot of nodes will skip their staked values
because of reaching a module limit.

In another simulation we increased a module limit to 1000 s, all other param-
eters were left unchanged. The result of the second simulation is shown in Fig. 2.

Here we can see that the fluctuations of the average stake value between the
agents are much lower. The distribution in this experiment shows that the stake
values in a network are distributed almost uniformly, which means that any time
there are some nodes which have enough stake to validate the block. Also we
can see here that the nodes do not reach the stake limit because all theirs stake
is used to validate blocks.
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Fig. 2. Staking simulation with a high limit value: a—stake value distribution,
b—average stake value

So, limiting a maximum stake value by a module gives us a good stake dis-
tribution which is suitable for using in a blockchain based ISD. Even if the limit
is low and a lot of nodes are reset their stakes by reaching the limit, the system
will still have enough stake resources to validate the blocks.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper has proposed a modification of the standard proof of stake consensus
algorithm for building a distributed and fully decentralized intrusion detecting
system. A modified algorithm allows us to use a permissionless blockchain for
building an IDS, which means that a blockchain network will not have any central
node and will be easy to scale. An effective PoS usage here is achieved by using
a time as a staked value. This will be especially important for using with a huge
amount of nodes, for example big IoT networks which are hard to administrate.

There are a few directions for future work. First of all to design a trans-
action system for exchanging information between the nodes in a blockchain
based intrusion detecting system, where the main problem is to achieve a small
block size with the minimum information loss. Another major task is to test an
intrusion detecting system with a PoS based blockchain in a real network and
optimize possible bottlenecks to achieve a good performance.

Acknowledgement. This study is funded by the NATO SPS Project CyRADARS
(Cyber Rapid Analysis for Defense Awareness of Real-time Situation), Project SPS
G5286.
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Abstract. Wavelet analysis is a modern and very powerful technique for
effective analysis of data of different nature (time series, various kinds of
multimedia data such as images, video and audio, and so on). Dyadic wavelet
transforms are commonly used due to their simple and effective software
implementation. Applying of non-dyadic wavelet transforms gives more precise
separation of data features. The most general approach of non-dyadic wavelet
transforms is the rational multiresolution analysis. Usually irreducible fraction is
used as a value of dilation factor for rational wavelet transforms. But using of
reducible dilation factor can improve detection of singularities. Property of
perfect reconstruction of source data is required for any wavelet transform. It
was proved that this condition is satisfied in the case of irreducible dilation
factor. In this paper we will show that perfect reconstruction condition is also
satisfied for the reducible dilation factor by the example of its value of 6/4.

Keywords: Non-dyadic wavelet � Dilation factor � Perfect reconstruction

1 Introduction

1.1 Wavelet Transform as Linear Transformation of Signals

In engineering practice, different classes of transformations are used to study various
signals of both natural and artificial origin: Fourier, Laplace, Walsh, Radon, etc. They
are based on the classical idea of decomposing a complex object into such components
that represent its essential features.

Wavelet transformation (WT) is a special type of linear transformation of signals
and data which are the results of the processes and properties of both natural or artificial
environments and objects. WT performs a time-frequency analysis, the results of which
contain both the general frequency response of the signal (the distribution of the signal
energy over the frequency components), as well as information about certain local
coordinates at which a rapid change of the corresponding frequency occurs. This is
achieved by the fact that the WT uses soliton-like functions as a basis, whose graph is
in the form of small waves (wavelets), unlike the functions sine and cosine defined on
the entire numerical axis, which are used in the Fourier transform [1, 2].

Wavelet transforms are used extensively in mathematical modeling of infectious
diseases dynamics [3] like SARS or COVID-19, for detection of some click-fraud
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attacks in Internet marketing [4], for ensuring individual and group data anonymity in
area of information security [5], in modeling of human emotions [6], and in more
classic applications to approximate features and compress large amounts of information
with negligible losses (JPEG2000 format, some MPEG-4 video codecs) [7] or
numerical simulation of PDEs [8].

A number of recent surveys provide insight into the widespread use of wavelet
transformations in civil engineering (particularly for denoising, discontinuity detection,
feature extraction, frequency identification, system modeling, and data compression)
[9], for big data analysis [10], for non-stationary time-series analysis [11], in fusion of
medical images [12, 13], or generally for image processing [14].

1.2 Dyadic and Non-dyadic Wavelet Transform

Let N be a real number and u xð Þ – square-integrable on real number line function; u xð Þ
is called wavelet function if it satisfies the refinement equation

u xð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffi
N

p
�
X

n2Z hn � u Nx� nð Þ: ð1Þ

Let w xð Þ be a square-integrable on real number line function. It is called scaling
function if it satisfies the equation

w xð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffi
N

p
�
X

n2Z gn � u Nx� nð Þ: ð2Þ

Z indicates the set of integer numbers. Number N is called a dilation factor of WT.
Dilation factor is a discrete wavelet transform characteristic. According to [15] we can
take as a value of dilation factor any real number greater than one.

Discrete WT is called dyadic when dilation factor equals 2 and non-dyadic
otherwise. Main advantage of dyadic WT is its simple and effective program imple-
mentation. But, non-dyadic transforms in contrast with dyadic WT allow to get more
precise separation of analyzed data singularities. It was shown [16–19] that non-dyadic
WT are more suitable for applying in some areas. At the present time there are various
approaches to non-dyadic WT that were proposed, among others, by Bratteli and
Jorgensen [20], Pollock and Cascio [19], Auscher [21], Baussard, Nicolier and Tru-
chetet [22], Feauveau [23]. Main properties and features of all mentioned approaches
were shortly described by authors in their previous work [24]. Rational multiresolution
analysis that was proposed in [21, 22] seems to be the most general approach for non-
dyadic WT.

2 Problem Formulation

Perfect reconstruction is a very important property of WT. It guarantees the
reversibility of the performed decomposition, i.e. an exact reconstruction of arbitrary
input signal from the decomposition coefficients.
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In all previously published articles devoted to the consideration of similar issues,
the irreducibility of the fraction specifying the dilation factor was a prerequisite.

The purpose of this work is to show that this condition is optional, i.e. perfect
reconstruction condition for the irreducible dilation factor will also be satisfied in the
case of reducible dilation factor, e.g. for value 6/4.

3 Problem Solution

3.1 Filters Conditions and Functions

In the previous work [24] authors got the conditions for the coefficients of low-pass and
high-pass filters for the reducible dilation factor 6/4:P
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where h0n
� �

; h1n
� �

; h2n
� �

; h3n
� �

are the coefficients of the corresponding low-
pass filters, and g1n

� �
; g2n

� �
are the coefficients of the corresponding high-pass

filters.
Additionally, set of auxiliary functions

m0
0 xð Þ; m1

0 xð Þ; m2
0 xð Þ; m3

0 xð Þ; m1 xð Þ; m2 xð Þ

was introduced. These functions were defined by the next expressions

mk
o xð Þ ¼

ffiffi
4
6

q P
n h

k
ne

�inx; k ¼ 0; 1; 2; 3

ml xð Þ ¼
ffiffi
4
6

q P
n g

l
ne

�inx; l ¼ 1; 2

8<: ð4Þ

and they satisfy equations

bu xð Þe�ikx ¼ mk
0

4
6x
� � � bu 4

6x
� �

; k ¼ 0; 1; 2; 3cwl xð Þ ¼ ml
4
6x
� � �cwl

4
6x
� �

; l ¼ 1; 2

(
ð5Þ

where û xð Þ is the Fourier image of scaling function, cw1 xð Þ and cw2 xð Þ are the Fourier
images of corresponding two wavelet functions.
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3.2 Perfect Reconstruction

Li [25] proved that in the case of irreducible dilation factor p/q the necessary and
sufficient condition for perfect reconstruction can be formulated as

M� xð Þ �M xð Þ ¼ q � Ipxp ð6Þ

where Ipxp is a unit matrix of dimension p, matrix M xð Þ is defined according to

M xð Þ ¼
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1CCCCCCCCCCCCA

T

ð7Þ

and M� xð Þ is the complex conjugate of the transpose of M xð Þ.
So, now let’s prove that condition (6) will also be satisfied in the case of irreducible

dilation factor, particularly 6/4. Matrix M xð Þ in this case will be
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where functions

m0
0 xð Þ; m1

0 xð Þ; m2
0 xð Þ; m3

0 xð Þ; m1 xð Þ; m2 xð Þ

are defined according to (4). Let’s define matrix A as

A ¼ M� xð Þ �M xð Þ ð9Þ

and calculate elements of this matrix. Value of the element a11 is
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:
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After substituting expressions (4) we get
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By performing opening of parentheses and multiplying
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or, finally
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In order to simplify this expression, we will consider separately its term in

parentheses with n-k replaced by m

u mð Þ ¼ 1 þ e�ipm3 þ e�i2pm3 þ e�i3pm3 þ e�i4pm3 þ e�i5pm3

and evaluate it for the different values of m:

u 0ð Þ ¼ 6 u 1ð Þ ¼ u 2ð Þ ¼ u 3ð Þ ¼ u 4ð Þ ¼ u 5ð Þ ¼ 0 u 6ð Þ ¼ 6 u 7ð Þ ¼ 0 . . .

So, we find that

u mð Þ ¼ 6; m ¼ 6l; l 2 Z

0; otherwise

�
Now we can write a11 as

a11 ¼ 4
6

X
n

X
k¼n�6l

6h0kh
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�i n�kð Þx ¼ 4
X
l

X
n

h0n�6lh
0
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�6ilx

that, after taking into account conditions (3), will give us a11 ¼ 4.
It can be shown in a similar way that all other diagonal elements of matrix (9) are

also equal to 4 and non-diagonal elements of this matrix are zeros. Thus, matrix A is
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A ¼

4 0 0 0 0 0
0 4 0 0 0 0
0 0 4 0 0 0
0 0 0 4 0 0
0 0 0 0 4 0
0 0 0 0 0 4

0BBBBBB@

1CCCCCCA ¼ 4 �

1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

0BBBBBB@

1CCCCCCA ¼ 4 � I6x6

that corresponds to the condition (6). So, it is satisfied for the chosen value of reducible
dilation factor.

4 Conclusions

In this article authors showed that for the reducible value 6/4 of rational dilation factor
perfect reconstruction conditions are satisfied. Further researches will deal with gen-
eralization of these results to the case of arbitrary reducible dilation factor p/q.

The result obtained is not only of purely theoretical significance. Now it becomes
possible to use the dilation factors equivalent in terms of perfect reconstruction of the
original signal, for example, 3/2, 6/4, 9/6 or, say, 39/26. In practice, the use of different
dilation factors may make it possible to better isolate the desired features of the original
signal (time series, images, etc.).
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Abstract. The problems of realizing attack detection processes in real time
justify the use of a set of software and hardware that acts as an attack detection
system (ADS) in a corporate computer network. Recently, the traditional indi-
vidual approach to protecting a corporate network, based on the processing of its
network traffic, is increasingly being improved by collective protection methods.
In this case, the prevention and counteraction to unauthorized intrusions is based
on active reconnaissance, processing large amounts of information stored and
circulating on the Internet, creating of industry and national cyber security
centers. This article considers the approach to the establishment of ADS, which
use Internet resources of social networks, information from DB of international
and national defense centers and also prehistory of computer corporative net-
work attacks. It allows making forecasts of the danger state of the external
environment relatively to the corporate computer network on the basis of which
it is proposed to use the principles of adaptive security management of a
computer network. The effective using of adaptive management, reducing the
time for detecting threats, increasing productivity and optimizing the load of
ADS components requires the selection of operational management procedures
and tuning procedures for ADS analyzers that must operate at various com-
puting capacities. This gives an opportunity to justify the functionality of the
protection centers of corporate computer networks that can take on the tasks of
configuring ADS analyzers of subordinate corporate networks connected by an
integration information bus.

Keywords: ADS � Attack source � Computer network

1 Introduction

Nowadays, despite of the efforts of specialists, amount of computer attacks and many
of their varieties, captured by official agencies, increase from year to year. Commercial
operations, business interests, confidential information and so on first of all constitute
the object of injurious acts. That is why a solution to the problem of security for
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corporative networks activities in conditionals of global informational environment
remains extremely important for the long time.

It is not accident that special attention is paid to the development of protection
methods against computer attacks and related software.

Today, a typical answer to the question of medium-sized corporate nets security is a
situation, where each corporate network, its resources and software, is protected from
computer attacks by its own attack detection system (ADS) (Fig. 1) [10].

2 Tasks Solved by ADS

Typical ADS solves the following tasks [5]: analyzes the behavior of the corporate
network in order to identify deviations from the standard behavior; determines whether
the non-standard behavior is caused by an attack, or it can be classified as random
event; determines the type of attack, if the attack is of a known type; gives recom-
mendations on protection against attacks.

These tasks can be solved on the basis of information from network packet threads
coming into the corporate computer network from the external environment (global
network), as well as information from the event logs taking place in the nodes of the
corporate net [2].

Accordingly, the conceptual model of ADS subject area is presented in Fig. 2 [9].
Traditionally, the architecture of the attack detection system includes (Fig. 3):

Sensors for collecting primary information; Storage of primary information; Analyzers
of corporate network behavior; Attack analyzers; Basic definitions.

ADS is defined as a means of protection of corporate networks from unauthorized
access.

In the simplest case, a corporate computer network is a peer-to-peer local network
that solves the tasks of a corporation or institution.

Fig. 1. Detection system of attacks on corporate networks S.
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In general, it represents a distributed association of local networks consisting of
hundreds, or even thousands of computers, intended to solve the problems of a cor-
poration S ¼ S1; S2; . . .; Snf g.

An example of a corporate network is the association of computer networks of the
fuel and energy complex of the country, consisting of computer networks of enterprises
that have automated process control systems, networks for control centers of produc-
tion associations, a network of the information system of the ministry.

We introduce a number of definitions related to the analysis of the corporate
computer network security.

Us ¼ u1s; u2s; . . .; uksf g – the set of types of corporate network vulnerabilities S.
Vulnerability can be used in case of unauthorized access to net computing

resources during the attack on the network S.

Fig. 2. Conceptual model of ADS subject area.

Fig. 3. Typical ADS architecture.
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Network vulnerabilities arise at the all stages its life cycle: projecting, implemen-
tation, configuration. In process of functioning of the network, they have nonstationary
character and first of all depend on network administrator actions. Therefore, it is
reasonable to consider the general network vulnerability in relation to time.

Us tð Þ ¼ \ u1sðtÞ; u2sðtÞ; . . .; uks tð Þ [ – state of vulnerability of corporate net-
work S at time t, considered as a vector of network vulnerability indicators at the
current time t, where uis tð Þ 2 0; 1f g – the i-th vulnerability indicator at time t for
corporate network S, determinate the presence or absence of a specified type of vul-
nerability in the network at the current time.

Let A ¼ A1;A2; . . .;Anf g be the set of attack types, where Ai – is an attack of the i-
th type, Ai ¼ \ ni;bi, ci [ ; ni – name of attack type, bi – network vulnerability, used
by the attack, ci – training sequence that is used in order to configure the network to
recognize the attack Ai.

Attack Ai can be implemented, if bi 2 Us tð Þ.
The level of danger state for the corporate network S from the external environment

ADee tð Þ is considered as an ordered set of frequencies (probabilities) for the types of
attacks on the network S by the time t for a given period of time Δ, that is:

ADee tð Þ ¼ \\A1; p1 [ ;\A2; p2 [ ; . . .;\An; pn [ ; t[ ð1Þ

where pi – is the frequency (probability) of an attack of the i-th type during the time
interval [t – Δ, t],

t – is the current time,
ADee tð Þ – is the set of potentially possible (pi � pthr threshold value) types of

attacks on the network S in the interval [t – Δ, t],
Pthr – is the threshold probability of an attack, accepted to be included in the list of

possible attacks.
The indicator ADee tð Þ can be called the potential threat to the network S from the

external environment at the moment of time t.
Let MS ¼ m1;m2; . . .;mkf g be the set of modules-analyzers of attacks in the ADS

for the corporate network S, Ami (t) – is the set of types of attacks on the network S,
which can be detected by the module-analyzer mi by the time t during the interval Δt,
AM (t) – set of types of attacks that can be detected by ADS of corporate network S by
the time t during the interval Dt.

3 Basic Definitions

Obviously, for successful work of the ADS, it is required that for each moment of time
t the condition ADee tð Þ � AM tð Þ is fulfilled [4].

The attack analyzer acts as a filter, detecting and not allowing an attack from the list
of potential threats of the external environment. For that it should be configured on
finding of this type of attacks (Fig. 4).

Now consider the features of the operation algorithms of the ADS analyzers.
For ADS, a rather extensive series of algorithms for detection of non-standard

network behavior and net attack detection has been developed [8].
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These algorithms are divided into the following classes: statistical algorithms;
signature (based on automata theories) algorithms; algorithms based on neural and
immune systems; production type algorithms (based on clear or fuzzy rules); algo-
rithms based on genetic approaches, etc.

They can be divided into two large groups: algorithms that effectively determine
attacks or non-standard behavior within a specified range of attack types, algorithms
that have learning properties (configured to effectively determination the specified
types of attacks).

The main problems of their use in ADS are: 1) the presence of a large number of
errors of the 1st and 2nd type (when the algorithm does not detect a valid attack on the
network, or when the algorithm classifies the normal behavior of the net as an attack);
2) violation of the time constraints allocated to the determination of non-standard
behavior or attacks (inefficient of the use of ADS).

Analyzing the first problem, it can be concluded that the main reason for this is the
inconsistency between the current state of danger of the external environment of the
network S (Ree (t)) and the current recognition capabilities of the ADS analyzers (AM

(t)) [6]. Visual the configuration of the external environment danger and the analyzer’s
detecting capabilities should be regarded in different options (Fig. 5): a) the analyzer
may make mistakes, b) the analyzer does not allow errors, c) the analyzer does not
perform its functions.

Fig. 4. Filtration of attacks with ADS analyzers.
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4 Use of Adaptive ADS Analyzers

One of the ways to solve the first problem is to use custom (adaptive) modules of
recognition algorithms that approximate their area of recognition capabilities to the
characteristics of the current state of the external environment danger, that is, the use of
the principles of adaptive security management of the corporate network.

To implement this approach, it is preferable to use algorithms for recognition of
attacks and non-standard behavior in the analyzers based on the trained neural and
immune systems, parametric production-type algorithms with clear and fuzzy rules,
recognition algorithms based on genetic approaches.

The higher the degree of adaptive properties, algorithms for detection of non-
standard behavior and attacks using neural networks and immune systems, the longer
process of learning analyzers is. As a result of this disadvantage, customizing of
algorithms takes quite a long time, therefore, this process may not be completed in the
operational control cycle, which takes time Δt (Fig. 6).

5 Adaptive Corporate Network Security Management

A solution to the second problem can be found along the way of:

– involvement of the settings of a wider information from the external environment of
the corporate network S and its subnets in the analysis, in order to predict the state
of danger;

– prediction of the state of danger for a given time interval, during which it is possible
to collect the necessary information and calculate the settings of the modules of the
ADS analyzers that are most appropriate for this state of danger;

Fig. 5. Options for inconsistencies between the current state of danger of the external
environment of the network S and the current recognition capabilities of the ADS analyzers.

Fig. 6. Existing security operative management cycle.
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– exclusion of procedures for setting up recognition algorithms from the operational
management;

– division of the analysis process into the analysis for analyzer settings and analysis
for the rapid detection of attacks and non-standard behavior, allocating different
computational capacity for this;

– using the methods of collective protection of agents, which are presented by the
subnetworks of the corporate network S.

Consider the techniques above.
Prediction of the state of danger requires the use of a wide range of information.
If previously ADS analyzers used only information from event logs and data from

network packets, in our case, it is proposed to expand the space of information retrieval
contained in the global network, including websites and portals, social network
information, databases of national and international cybersecurity centers and etc.

One of the most important steps in this security management scheme is finding and
ranking potential sources of attacks. Until recently, the solution to this problem did not
seem possible because despite the presence of sender addresses in the packet headers,
changing them (setting false addresses) is not a problem. However, the latest results in
mathematical linguistics and decision theory make this problem solvable.

Usually, indicators (signs) and methods are used as evidence, such as:

– the place of registration of IP-addresses and domains that participate in the attack or
provide the infrastructure for the implementation of the attack;

– tracing of the attack to its source or at least localization of the area in which the
source is located;

– time parameters;
– analysis of the program code in which you can find comments, links to sites,

domains, IP-addresses that take part in the attack;
– style of programmers and school of programming;
– stylometry, allowing to determine the style of the language in the comments or

related texts;
– deceptive systems or honeypot/honeynet;
– operative development;
– analysis of activity on forums and on social media;
– competitive exploring methods, etc.

Solution to this problem requires extensive involvement of Internet resources, as
well as information about potential attackers and their inclination to use those or other
types of attacks collected in national and international computer network security
centers.

Thus, for each potential source of i 2 I (where I is the set sources of the attacks)
attacks on the S network, many preferences are formed on the use of attack types, as
well as information about their activity.

At the same time, determining the predicted state of danger of the external envi-
ronment of a corporate network can be done by searching and integrating the most
likely sources of attacks. And if there is information about the activity of the sources,
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building a predictive dynamic model Mpred predictive of the environmental danger
level for the corporate network S (Fig. 7).

Availability of such model will give an opportunity to conduct warning training of
the ADS analyzers, bringing their r achieve adaptive control of the recognition capa-
bilities of the ADS analyzers, their recognition capabilities to the level corresponding to
the state of environmental danger for the predicted time. It allows reaching an adaptive
management with recognition capacities of analyzers of ADS.

An important point in the implementation of forecasts is the use of time rows for the
events of the attacks. Such information is available in the logs of the corporate network
S, as well as in national and international security centers. The latter requires of
projecting its merger to corporate network. It is possible to use of traditional forecasting
methods, for example, group method of data handling (GMDH) the algorithms with
having specified scope of incoming information.

The result of the development of prediction algorithms are analytical expressions
for the prediction of the environmental danger situation for the corporate network S,
which is a predictive dynamic model Mpred.

Fig. 7. Training of modules of the ADS analyzers on the basis of the predictive dynamic model
Mpred of the environmental danger level of the corporate network S.
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The next step of adaptive management is the configuration of the ADS analyzers
performed by the training methods.

An example of such setting is the training of neural networks to recognize a certain
type of attack using the backpropagation method. The presence in the description of the
type of attack Ai of such a parameter as ci makes it possible to conduct such a training.
However, due to the length of the training process, it is not rational to train the network
standing in the operational security management loop within the control cycle (Fig. 6).

If there is a predictive dynamic state model Mpred, you can warningly train the
double of the neural network of the analyzer, and then in the main neural network, you
can replace the settings (weights of neural elements) with the resulting duplicate set-
tings. But the warning setting must be done at a processing power different from the
power of the analyzer. The warning interval depends on the accuracy of the forecast,
and the discrepancies between the current state of the environmental danger and the
predicted state, can serve as a feedback signal.

Thus, the model of adaptive safety management in its general form can be repre-
sented as shown in Fig. 8.

Actually, management is carried out by both adjusting types of Ami attacks rec-
ognized by ADS analyzers, and by elimination of the vulnerabilities bi used by the
attack.

6 Cybersecurity Industry Centers

The solution to the tasks of excluding the procedures for setting up recognition algo-
rithms and dividing the analysis process into analysis for analyzer settings and analysis
for the rapid detection of attacks and non-standard behavior from the operational
control is solved by allocating different computational capacities for these purposes [1].

For corporate networks of industry-specific information systems, analyzing the
settings of the SDA analyzers protecting the components of the network association can

Fig. 8. Adaptive corporate network security management scheme.
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be assigned to the Industry Cyber Security Center (ICSC), while the ADSi of the Si
elements of the network association will assume operational control functions.

In addition to the functions described above for analyzing of the configuration of
analyzers for subordinate networks (searching for sources of attacks, predicting the
state of danger, calculating the settings of the analyzers ADSi), the ICSC should carry
out the following functions:

– communication with international and national computer security centers;
– monitoring of the Internet and social networks by sources and types of attacks;
– database maintenance on security issues;
– distribution of information about the ADSi settings of the Si elements obtained on

the basis of the prediction of the state of danger among the elements of the
association;

– distribution of information on non-standard behavior, attacks of an unknown type
and recommendations for dealing with them among the elements of the association;

– organization of collective defense of the association of networks for the corporation.

Collective protection requires intensive exchange of information about attacks,
speeds of their distribution in the corporate network, and recommendations for dealing
with them.

Taking into account the intensive exchange of information about settings between
ICSC and ADSi, and about the danger of the environment, network attacks as well as
the fact that Si can be created at different times and on different computing platforms,
the most preferred method of uniting industry associations S ¼ S1; S2; . . .Skf g is the
integration information bus (Fig. 9).

The latter is based on the ideas of using Web services, HTTP, XML and its
extensions SOAP, WHD [7].

7 Conclusion

Therefore, the use of a varied range of information of a global cyberspace in the
identification of attacks allows reaching the alignment of the adaptive control with the
current capabilities of the ADS analyzers with the current state of danger of the external

Fig. 9. Integration bus of network association.
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environment of the corporate network. This is achieved by using of adaptive network
security management and justifies the need to create industry-specific security centers
that provide an increasing of operational efficiency of the ADS of their subordinate
networks.
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Abstract. Visual components are often used by simulation tools to represent
the model, constructed of basic elements, and the simulation results. As a rule,
the logic of basic elements cannot be modified by the user that is a significant
restriction, especially, if a researcher creates a model of an unusual process.
Petri-object simulation is the technology for constructing models with a large
number of elements. This technology provides faster performance comparing
with stochastic Petri net. Being based on object-oriented technology it ensures
fast reproducing of model elements. However, creating a Petri-object model
without specific tool is a time-consuming process. To reduce the time spent on
model construction and to increase the created model accuracy the visual pro-
gramming language is developed. The description of language is presented in
terms of context-free grammar. The advantages of Petri-object simulation visual
programming language are considered on the example of the model of rectan-
gular communication grid.

Keywords: Visual programming � Simulation algorithm � Petri-object
simulation � Stochastic Petri net

1 Introduction

Visual programming is associated with the tool that helps to write program source code
by manipulating graphical objects instead of typing its text. Concerning the business
process simulation, Arena software should be pointed to as the best example [1]. It
contains an excellent designer of hierarchical model and provides creating 2D or 3D
animation. Simio framework improved the Arena software approach by including
inheritance of graphical objects, which can be constructed by the user [2]. Instead of the
hierarchical structure of a model, which is specific for Arena software, creating a model
in Simio is based on the object-oriented structure. However, the model in both cases
can be composed only of basic elements, the set of which will never be sufficient while
technical systems evolve.

It is not the only reason why researchers return to universal programming languages
when they start to develop the model of a specific object of investigation. The
requirements for model usage flexibility are very high nowadays. The model should be
easily embedded (integrated) in a software package (or information system), be easily
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modified and customized. The model created for a specific project should contain only
code that provides its functioning, reducing redundant code.

Another approach is the usage of mathematical formalisms for model construction,
the most powerful of which is stochastic Petri nets. The advantages of this formalism
are a simple unified way of concurrent events presentation, the minimal set of basic
elements needed for model description, the logical-algebraic expression of the change
of the state.

Well-known software for Petri nets simulating and analyzing is CPNTools [3]
supporting colored Petri net which is an extension of stochastic Petri net. To achieve
model construction flexibility, this type of Petri net includes specific parameters to
determine different types of tokens and to take into account the type of token in the rule
of events occurring. This approach allows to reduce the total number of elements for
the model construction. However, it leads to the significant complication of the model
representation and as a consequence the model debugging. The large part of model
functionality is hidden beyond the parameters of elements. Therefore, the benefit of
visual construction is reduced.

On one side, universal programming languages give high flexibility for model
construction. On the other side, the debugging of a complicated net using universal
language is time-consuming task. A balance between using visualization and pro-
gramming could be found if using visual language conception.

Visual language means “language for programming with visual expressions”, or
“visual programming language” [4]. The tools of visual programming are especially
needed when simulation model is built of a large number of elements. The multiple
connections between elements are more perceptible in a graphical form.

The goal of this research is to develop the visual language for Petri-object model
programming characterized by the following properties:

– using minimal set of visual elements for model creation,
– easy and fast (with minimal number of click and mouse movements) creating and

manipulating of the model elements, and setting parameters,
– graphical presentation which can be easily perceived,
– support both superficial and deep levels of model construction to provide flexibility,
– generated code of the model according to the graph image.

It should be noted that the graph image built with the tool is used not only for better
understanding or improving design of a model. According to the image, the code
should be automatically generated. Thus, it is like model image interpretation in the
form of program code.

Section 1 introduces to the problems of a simulation software. The second section
describes related works. The next section represents the foundations of Petri-object
approach which is used for simulation. Section 4 contains the description of developed
visual language. The fifth section contains the example of creating model of rectangular
communication grid by means of Petri-object simulation visual language. The last
section summaries the article and gives the perspective on future research.
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2 Related Works

An introduction to the theory of stochastic Petri net is given in book [5]. The authors of
work [6] have done a comparison of twenty Petri net tools. Only 2 of 20 tools support
object-oriented Petri net and 8 of 20 tools support stochastic Petri net. Unlike existing
tools based on Petri net formalism, Petri-object simulation supports object-oriented
technology and stochastic Petri net.

For the purposes of microcontrollers design, several pieces of research were
devoted to the development of tool being used to generate program code automatically.
The problem of automatic generated Assembly code from a Petri net is discussed in
work [7]. The IOPT tool providing automatically generated VHDL code based on Petri
net is described in work [8]. Being developed for designing embedded system con-
trollers the tool uses Petri net simulator to debug model and to generate code deploying
on the target hardware platforms [9]. Another example of using Petri net for automatic
code generation was presented by the author of thesis [10]. It was proposed to develop
the model of game mechanics by means of colored Petri net and to use the C# auto-
matic generated code according to the model as a part of game code. Despite the fact
that the tools above have been developed for specific areas of model designing the
same advantages have been revealed. It is easier to percept complicated structural
properties using graphical representation. In addition, the time spending on develop-
ment is significantly shorter due to the smaller number of errors and simpler debugging.

Visual programming is an approach to create a program without manually typing its
code. The perfect discussion of the term ‘visual language’ and the research of visual
language syntactic and semantic features could be found in work [11]. The problem of
grammar determination of the visual language is considered in work [12]. It was
proposed using a graph grammar to specify visual grammar rules. The approach had
been used for the definition of visual languages like UML diagrams. The environment
GenGED supporting graph grammar concept was presented in work [13]. Visual
language specification can be obtained using this programming tool. (the main purpose
of which is the visual language design)

According to the classification given in work [14] there are following categories of
visual languages: purely visual language, hybrid text and visual systems, programming-
by-example systems, constraint-oriented systems, form-based systems.

Nowadays software engineering exploits terms no-code and low-code development
platform for the tools providing the development of an application using graphical user
interface instead of traditional programming. Discussing the software development
future, IT professionals state such advantages of using low code development platform
as a quickness, low maintenance and aids communication [15].

The main goal of using visual programming tools is to simplify the process of
coding, to reduce the number of errors for the complicated structures and as a result the
time spent on the program development.
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In this research, we have developed the visual programming language for creating
and simulating a Petri-object model. The language can be classified as two-level
labelled graph using dynamic semantics. The significant difference from previous
research is a strict formalization of the new language grammar rules, simplicity of the
simulation model creation of the classes of typical elements, flexibility of the behavior
creation for each class of typical elements using stochastic multichannel Petri net.

3 The Basics of Petri-object Simulation

Petri-object simulation technology grounded on stochastic multichannel Petri net and
object-oriented technology. It provides duplicating model elements with the same Petri
net and composing the model functioning of the multiple sets of elements. Mathe-
matical description of Petri-object model was formulated firstly in [16] as the model
consisted of Petri-objects. The main feature is that the model functioning is described
by stochastic multichannel Petri net obtained as a union of Petri nets describing the
functioning of its elements. Moreover, the transformation of the model state is divided
into transformations of the model elements states:

tn ¼ minE tn�1ð Þ; tn � tn�1; n ¼ 1; 2; � � � ð1Þ

S tnð Þ ¼ D�ð Þm Dþ ~Sh tn�1ð Þ� �� �
; h ¼ 1; 2; . . .L

� �
; ð2Þ

where tn is the current moment of time which is determined by the nearest moment of
time, E(tn−1) is the state of Petri net transitions in the previous moment of time, S(tn) is
the state of Petri net that describes the total model in the n-moment of time, ~S h(tn−1) is
the state of h-element, which is a Petri-object, in the previous moment of time, mod-
ified if it has been connected with other in a second way, D+ and (D─)m are trans-
formations of Petri net state describing tokens output and m-times repeated tokens input
correspondingly that are described by logic-algebraic equations.

As it was defined a Petri-object is an object of the class which has a Petri net as a
description of its ‘rule of life’. On one side, such object is an ordinary object in terms of
object-oriented programming. On the other side, it is an elementary component of
discrete event functioning of the system. Elements with similar behavior can be created
as instances of a class, the Petri net of which is determined. The Petri net once built can
be used for creating multiple instances, therefore the replication of the Petri net is
supported. Moreover, the parameters of Petri net can follow the values of instance
fields.

Petri-objects can be connected by only two ways: using shared places or using
event initialization. Because the second one can be established between more than two
objects it can be named as multiconnection. The list of connected Petri-objects can be
used for creating the Petri-object model.
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The proof of Petri-object model complexity was presented in work [17]. Due to the
dividing the model on structural parts we achieve significantly decreasing of compu-
tation complexity as well as simplicity of model representation. To create Petri-object
model, which consists of N types of elements, following routines should be done:

– to construct Petri net for each type and to define which characteristics of Petri net
are used as parameters for instance creation,

– to define places of Petri net which can be used as shared places,
– to save Petri net in database,
– to instantiate Petri-object for each element using correspondent Petri net with given

set of parameters,
– to link Petri-objects in accordance to model elements connections,
– to construct model with the list of Petri-objects,
– to simulate model with given duration.

4 Petri-object Model Two Level Presentation

4.1 The Formal Grammar of Petri-object Simulation Visual Language

Formal grammar is used for programming language description. The common notation
of context-free grammar is Backus-Naur form and its extensions [18]. Petri-object
simulation visual programming language as other languages can be described by fol-
lowing alphabet and grammar. Alphabet consists of images of place, transition, arc,
Petri-object, connection and multiconnection represented in Table 1. The description of
grammar in Augmented Backus-Naur Form notation includes following rules:

<PetriObjModel> :: {{<PetriObj>} {<Connection/Multiconnection

{<PetriObj>}}}

<PetriObj> :: “imageObject” <PetriNet> [<args>]

<Connection> :: “imageConnection” <parameters>

<Multiconnection> :: “imageMulticonnection” <parameters>

<PetriNet> :: {<Place> {<Arc> <Transition> <Arc> <Place>}} | {<Place>}

<Place> :: “imagePlace” <parameters>

<Transition> :: “imageTransition” <parameters>

<Arc> :: “imageArc” <parameters>

<parameters> :: <parameter> { <parameter>}
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Notice that images of first level elements have the same shape as traditional Petri
net elements. The images of second level elements are specific for Petri-object model
and have been developed in this research. The user writes a sentence in terms of visual
language when he creates a chain of connected elements. The set of sentences are a
description of the model. Chains of connected elements are identical to chains of events
concurrently simulated.

4.2 The First Level: Petri Net Construction

The elements Place, Transition, and Arc of the alphabet are the elements of the first
level been intended to create Petri net. Visual language provides tools for creation of
Petri net by picking Place or Transition element from the toolbar and placing it into
canvas. Then places and transitions can be connected with arc elements. Each created
element has default parameters which can be later configured with a special form.
When creation of Petri net is finished user can save it for further work. The environ-
ment will perform validation of created Petri net during saving. For testing purpose, a
user can run Petri net functioning. Run can be performed in two modes: simulation to
closest event or simulation during given time.

Petri net editor allows creation of Petri net elements as graphical elements and
manipulation with them such as drag n drop, scaling, etc. All Petri nets used for model
construction should be saved in NetLib class. The example of created stochastic
multichannel Petri net is represented in Fig. 1. For the purpose of Petri-object model
construction, the elements which will be used for connections should be specified.

Table 1. The alphabet of Petri-object model visual programming language.

Name Image List of parameters 

Place name, number of tokens

Transition name, delay, type of distribution, mean value

Arc name, input, output, quantity, is inf

PetriObj name, PetriNet id, args

Connection pairs of connecting places between two Petri-
objects

Multi-
connection

a pair of connecting transition and place between
Petri-object and the set of Petri-objects
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4.3 The Second Level: Petri-object Model Creation

The second level of visual programming environment provides a tool for creating Petri-
object model. Since Petri-object model consists of connected Petri-objects, the main
purpose of the second level is to create Petri-objects and make connections between
them. Each Petri-object is based on Petri net created at the first level. User can pick a
Petri net from the left sidebar of the window and drag it onto a canvas to create a Petri-
object of specific type. After the Petri-object has been created user needs to specify its
parameters by filling a table. Every row of the table corresponds to a new Petri-object
with these parameters. So, user could create many objects in one table. In addition, the
option of download file with array of parameters is supported. The name of parameter
for each column can be specified by the user. This way of objects creation is very
convenient if more than 10 objects are needed. Hundred or more objects can be
imported from file.

Graphical representation of Petri-object is depicted in Fig. 2. It consists of Petri-
object icon, name and list of the shared positions. User can connect Petri-objects by
drawing a line between corresponding shared positions as represented in Fig. 2. After
the Petri-objects creation have finished user can run created Petri-object model with
given simulation time. The environment will perform validation process which includes
checking if connections are made correctly and its parameters have a correct type.

output

fail,
t = 0

bufferLimit

1

k
input releaseBuf

t=unif(d) 
requestBuf

t= 0

failures

Fig. 1. The stochastic Petri net example (shared places are marked with gray color).

classA.obj1

input

classB.obj2

input

buffer

output

1
classB.obj3

input

buffer

output

Fig. 2. Connections between Petri-object obj1, obj2 and obj3 of the classes A and
B correspondently.
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4.4 Model Construction Example

Let us construct a model of a rectangular communication grid consisted of four ports
communication devices which are connected with each other creating a rectangular
structure. The model was represented by means of basic Petri net and investigated by
invariants in work [19]. Repeated elements were represented in the model by para-
metric description that can be applied only for regular structure which is difficult for
perception and connections editing. The usage of Petri-object model provides creating a
structure connecting an elements of communication grid the parameters of which can
be different.

Firstly, the classes of Petri-objects should be defined. It would be rational to define
classes Port and Device. An element of class Port reproduces receiving and sending
packages. A Device element represents only the state of buffers of the communication
device. If required buffer has enough space a package can be served by the commu-
nication device. The net of Petri-object Port is depicted in Fig. 3.

Secondly, connections between objects should be established. Connections
between objects of Port and Device are depicted in Fig. 4. Each communication device
composes of the one object Device and four objects Port. Ports of different commu-
nication devices have connections between its input and output elements as it is rep-
resented in Fig. 5. Then the structure of rectangular communication grid can be
obtained by creating connections between correspondent ports (Fig. 6).

t = unif(1.0)
inLimit

portBufFirst
1 

input

portBufSecond

portBufThird

t = unif(1.0)

1 

portBufFourth

10

device 
buffer

outLim

output

t = unif(1.0)

t = unif(1.0)

Fig. 3. Stochastic Petri net presenting the net of Petri-object Port.
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Thus, developer could compose the model of repeated elements duplicating them
and connecting with each other in a corresponding way. The simulation algorithm will
reproduce the model behavior according to the stochastic Petri net. However, the
transformations are divided on transformations of Petri-objects that significantly
decrease the time performance.

Device.A

deviceBuf

portBufFirst

portBufSecond

portBufThird

portBufFourth

Port.WestA

deviceBuf

portBufFirst

portBufSecond

portBufThird

portBufFourth

Port.EastA

deviceBuf

portBufFirst

portBufSecond

portBufThird

portBufFourth

10

Fig. 4. Connections between a Petri-object of class Device and a Petri-object of class Port.

Port.WestB
output

outLimit

input

inLimit

Port.EastA
output

outLimit
input

inLimit

Fig. 5. Connections between Petri-objects of the class Port.
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5 Conclusions

In this research we developed the new visual programming language for discrete event
simulation which is based on Petri-object simulation technology. Petri-object tech-
nology gives an opportunity for multi-level model development: Petri net level and
Petri-object model level. This approach provides a clear and convenient way for
developing large complex models using stochastic Petri nets. However, it needs visual
model construction layer to simplify routines of connecting elements.

Visual programming language saves the balance between model flexibility and the
advantages of visual construction of the model. User can develop both low-level
components using stochastic Petri nets and high-level components, which have own set
of parameters, can be multiplied and connected with others.

The software flexibility can be extended by serializing model for further usage in
popular programming languages. The opportunity to create Petri-object composing
other Petri-objects will be considered in future research.
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Abstract. The use of data mining technologies, including neural networks, has
become widespread in cybersecurity. Outdated approaches for analyzing and
identifying rule- or template-based attacks do not always produce the desired
result. Successful implementation of a cyber-attack can lead not only to dis-
ruption of the information system, but also to potential losses. In this research a
neural network model for identifying SQL injection attacks based on HTTP
request analysis has been developed. The model allows classifying URL values
by attributing them into one of two classes: attack or normal activity. An
additional advantage is the provision of a quantitative identification value which
describes the predicted accuracy of SQL injection determination.

Keywords: Cyberattack detection � SQL injection attack � Detection of SQLi
attack � Neural network � Machine learning

1 Introduction

SQL injection (SQLi) attack type is among 10 types of the most critical Web-
application security risks by OWASP (Open Web Application Security Project)
methodology [1]. SQL injection vulnerabilities are typical not only for Web-
applications. Implementation technologies of this attack type are well-known and
widely used by attackers. The purpose of this attack type is the execution of different
commands, fingerprinting of database management systems (DBMS), or obtaining
user’s data and arbitrary code execution in client’s side [2–5]. SQL injection vulner-
abilities exploitations are divided based on implemented DBMS type and attack real-
ization conditions: vulnerable request (Insert, Update, Delete can be processed;
injection can be performed on any part of the SQL query; blind insertion of SQL
statements; SQL language features are used for various DBMSs [6]. Types of SQL
injection vulnerabilities are presented Fig. 1. It should be noted that SQL injection
vulnerability could be exploited both in the moment of attack and after a certain period
of time. SQL injection attack vulnerability can occur in any web application that uses a
SQL database.
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Such bases can be: MySQL, MSSQL, Oracle, SQL Server, PostgreSQL, etc.
SQL injection attacks (SQLi) are among the 10 most common Open Web Appli-

cation Security Project (OWASP) methodology.

Ways for identify software vulnerabilities to SQL injection are: function testing
(black/white-box); fuzzing; static, dynamic, manual analysis of source code. It should
also be noted, that in parallel to the vulnerabilities search in software applications, a
wide range of WAF (web application firewall) is commonly used. Typically they are
based on two security models: signature-based and rule-based. Each of these models
has its advantages and disadvantages, but their common disadvantage is the inability to
identify “zero-day” threats, and it should be noted, that the use of WAF can only
partially cover the vector of attacks [7–10].

As follows, the majority of typical approaches for maintaining security from SQL
injection attacks do not allow obtaining a sufficient security level due to low identi-
fication accuracy and working speed. Therefore, currently a large quantity of different
technologies of computer systems and networks protection, which are based on data
mining technologies, in particular on the use of neural networks, which allows effective
counteracting already known attacks and “zero-day” attacks, are developed.

Artificial Intelligence – a term in the broad sense, based on the imitation of human
capabilities through computers: feeling, understanding, responding.
Machine Learning – a field of artificial intelligence in the section of computer
science, which often uses statistical techniques to give computers the ability to
“learn” (e.g. gradually improve productivity in a particular task) [11].
Data Science – for performing (using) machine learning algorithms, there is need to
define datasets, select the appropriate variables and metrics, and perform various
information engineering tasks: search for hidden dependencies, data collection,
training, integration, visualization, determination of the algorithms performances
etc.

SQL (Structured Query Language) injection is an attack that is implemented by
modifying database queries due to exploitation of vulnerabilities that are contained in

Fig. 1. Types of SQL injection vulnerabilities
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Web-applications. Successful implementation of the attack gives the attacker the
opportunity to obtain sensitive information, change or even destroy it.

2 Related Works

2.1 Method

As known, SQL is query language designed to manage data stored in relational
databases. Most websites work with data stored in SQL databases. In some cases, SQL
can be used for launching operating system commands.

As known, a webpage or web application, which are vulnerable to an SQL injection
attack, use the user-entered parameters directly in the SQL query. An attacker can
modify incoming content. This content is often classified as malware and is a key part
of the attack. After the attacker sends specially-created SQL query, commands, which
were unplanned by developers, start to execute [1–10].

Typically, a SQL query looks as follows:

select id, forename, surname from authors
This request gives an opportunity to receive «id», «forename», «sur-

name» columns from «authors» table. The result of database response is table rows. To
detail the response from the server, the request is specified:

select id, forename, surname from authors where forename
= 'john' and surname = 'smith'

The important point is that the string parameters are separated by single quotes.
Assuming that these values are formed based on user’s input (e.g. a web-form), an
attacker can modify the structure of the original SQL query by entering the following
parameters:

Forename: jo'hn
Surname: smith

The resulting query will look as follows:

select id, forename, surname from authors where forename
= 'jo'hn' and surname = 'smith'

When the database executes this query, an error similar to the following occurs:

Server: Msg 170, Level 15, State 1, Line 1
Line 1: Incorrect syntax near 'hn'.

The reason for this error is that the installation of single quotes breaks the request
for parts. By setting the value of the field “forename” to “jo”, the database tries to
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execute the next block “hn”, which causes an error. If the attacker enters the value of
the ‘forename’ field as “ ‘jo’; drop table authors–”, then the authors table will be
deleted, which will result in data loss. Why so? The character “-” sequence is a one-line
comment that exists in the Transact-SQL extension. This is required in order to finish
query without errors (the rest of the main query will be viewed by the database as a
comment and will not be executed). The symbol “;” delimits the end of one request and
the beginning of another. There can be a huge variation amounts in the base manip-
ulation, which carries some damage and losses.

Developers, system administrators, DevOps must take a number of precautions to
minimize the impact of this attack on business services and to the purpose of main-
taining the end users’ security. Such actions include filtering and blocking queries that
contain potentially malicious content and can lead to a SQL attack. This research
examines the creation of an HTTP (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol) module that can
identify SQL injection attacks using artificial neural networks.

Artificial Neural Networks are mathematical models and their program or hardware
realizations. This term appears while studying processes, which run in the brain, and
while trying to simulate these processes. The basic principles are the interpretation of
sensory data through a kind of machine perception, marking or grouping of the
incoming data. The recognized patterns are numeric and are contained in vectors, into
which any other data is translated [12].

Every node has one or several inputs and one output. The neuron has two operation
modes: training mode and using or testing mode. In training mode, the neuron learns to
respond to a specific input pattern. In operating mode, the neuron responds to the input
pattern and associates the output. In the case neuron receives to input not typical set of
parameters, it determines whether to activate itself or not.

Each input signal has a corresponding weight, which is calculated based on the
input data. If this number exceeds the threshold, the neuron will fire.

Activation of any neuron is regulated by its activation function.

2.2 Model Development

The main purpose of the work was to create a logical module that could attribute the
incoming HTTP request to the SQLi attack.

Proposed model contain three main components:
- URL (Uniform Resource Locator) address generator.
- URL address classifier.
- Model based on neural network.
URL address generator is a testing module, which is needed for output dataset

forming. It contains two components: common URL addresses generating by collecting
information from popular sites (e.g. sitemap.xml file analysis) and generating malicious
URLs by adding URL query parameters, which are typical for SQL-injection, to URLs,
obtained by previous method. Another way, that was used to fill a sample with
malicious parameters, is to use open source datasets.

Typical requests for SQL injection contain key words in SQL language, which are
commonly used for operating with SQL database tables. Requests can be applied to the
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entire database: creating, deleting tables, etc., as well as to individual tables: modifying
records, refining searches, etc.

Typical parameters can be:
- those, beginning with нa « ’»;
- those, finishing with «–», «/* */», «#»;
- those, containing UNION, SELECT i FROM, information_schema, exec, logical

operators (OR, AND,=) and expressions (1=1);
- Those, containing group phrases ADMIN DROP, CREATE TABLE,

DELETE FROM, INSERT INTO etc.
In order to synthesize and analyze the model of attack identification, preliminary

training, control and test datasets must be prepared. Training dataset contains the
parameters of learning object; the selection of parameters was heuristically-based on
the essential features analysis of the attack, which may contain a URL. As known,
neural-based models work solely with numerical data represented in some numerical
range, so in the first phase of the research, the URL classifier was developed. It is a
software module that converts the URL into a binary format and sets the logical
identifier “true (1)” if the address refers to an attack, and “false (0)” otherwise. Thus, an
input vector was generated for each of the URLs. Analyzed parameters are presented in
Table 1.

Thus, output vector can be presented in a format:

XT ¼ x1x2 � � � xn½ �

For example, with n = 12 parameters, URL, which contains the expression
«CREATETABLE … AND INSERT INTO…» can be presented as: 010010100100.

Table 1. Assigned vectors to SQL parameter patterns

Parameter number of the input vector Query parameter

x1 ‘(single quotes)
x2 CREATE
x3 DELETE FROM
x4 DROP TABLE
x5 INSERT INTO
x6 UNION
x7 AND
x8 OR
x9 –

x10 (space)
x11 FROM
x12 EXEC
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Based on this approach, neural-network model will have 12 neurons at the input.
Every vector is characterized by the parameter: Benign (0) – does not refer to an

attack, while Injection (1) – refers to an attack. It is enough to have only one neuron at
the output, dividing the input vectors into two classes 0 and 1.

Synthesis of the neural network model was performed on the basis of Rumelhart’s
multilayer perceptron. Rumelhart’s multilayer perceptron is a special case of the
Rosenblatt perceptron, in which the neuron’s weight coefficients are adjusted by the
error-reversing algorithm. The peculiarity is the presence of more than one layer
(usually two or three layers) [12]. Thus, a neural network in the form of a Rosenblatt
perceptron divides the input vectors into two classes 0 and 1. The training sequence is
formed of two arrays: an input array X and an array of purposes Y, which assigns each
of the input vectors to one of two classes.

Three layers were used in the research: input, output and one hidden. Operations of
back propagation neural networks can be divided into two stages: forward and reverse
propagation. In the forward propagation step, an input template is applied to the input
layer and its effect is propagated, layer by layer, through the network until output is
obtained. The actual output value of the network is compared to the expected output,
and an error signal is calculated for each of the output nodes. Since all the hidden nodes
contributed to some extent to the errors detected in the output layer, the output signals
errors are transmitted back from the output layer to the each node in the hidden (inner)
layer, which affects the output layer. This process is then repeated in layers until each
node in the network receives an error message that describes its relative contribution to
the overall error.

Once the error signal for each node is determined, the error data will be used to
update the weight values of each connection until the network enters a state that allows
all training schemes to be coded. The back propagation algorithm looks for the min-
imum value of the error function in the weight space using a technique called the delta
rule or gradient descent. Scales, which minimize the error function, are considered to be
a solution to the learning problem [12, 13].

While defined template is given to the input layer during the training process, the
weighted sum of jth node input in hidden layer is calculated by formula:

Netj ¼
X

wijxj þ hj ð1Þ

Equation 1 is used to calculate the total input to a neuron. hj, which is a weighted
offset node that always has an output value of 1. The offset node is considered a
“pseudo input” for each neuron in the hidden and output layer, and is used to solve
problems in situations when the input template value is equal to zero. If any input
template contains zero values, the neural network cannot be trained without an offset
node.

To decide whether or not a neuron should be activated, the value of the action Netj
potential is passed to the corresponding activation function. The resulting value of the
activation function determines the output of the neuron and becomes the input value for
the neurons in the next layers that are associated with it.
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Since one of the requirements for the back propagation algorithm is that the acti-
vation function must be differentiated, a typical function is the sigmoid equation.

Oj ¼ xk ¼ 1
1þ e�Netj

ð2Þ

It should be noted that other types of functions, for example, hyperbolic, can be
used. Equations 1 and 2 are used to determine the output value of node k in the output
layer.

2.3 The Experimental Part

Node JS programming language and ancillary third-party module Synaptic were used
for developing the appropriate software.

Synaptic is a library of JavaScript neural networks for node.js, which allows cre-
ation any training basically any type of first order neural network architecture and even
second order [12].

Thus, the synthesized model has three layers of neurons, the neurons of the input
and hidden layers have a sigmoidal activation function, while the output layer is linear.
The model has the following architecture: input layer of 12 neurons; hidden layer of 6
neurons; output of 1 neuron. One input vector consisting of 12 elements X, which
admissible limits of values are [0, 1] is input to the model. Initialization of the model
was performed by random values from the interval [−1, 1].

The number of hidden layer neurons was determined according to following rules:
- “The optimum size of the hidden layer is the value usually between the number of

nodes in the input layer and the number of nodes in the output layer”;
- “The number of neurons in this layer is the average between the number of

neurons in the output and input layers.”
To set up a neural network, it is needed to define a number of parameters based on

the best result with optimal configuration (training speed, error value, etc.).
Learning rate in a machine learning and statistics is a setting parameter in opti-

mization algorithm, which determines the step size at each iteration, moving to the
minimum of the error function [14, 15]. The value varies between 0 and 1.

In this research learning rate 0.2 was used.
The maximum number of iterations (epochs) is required to terminate training if a

minimum error has not been reached. The number of iterations in the research did not
exceed 200.

The minimum of error is the value of the error at which the neural network stops
learning. In this research, the value was 0.005.

Input sample was divided into 70% (learning datasets), 15% (control sample) and
15% (testing sample).

A total of 30 233 URLs were generated to form samples.
The training set consisted of 20 182 records, including 12 913 regular and 7 269

malicious URLs.
The control sample included 5 025 records: 3217 normal and 1 808 malicious.
The test sample contained 5 026 records: 3217 normal and 1 809 malicious.
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After the training the synthesized model can classify the input data to an accuracy
of 95%.

The model training diagram is presented below and shows the change in learning
error at each iteration. The training was conducted both on small (Fig. 2) and large
samples (Fig. 3).

The graph above shows that for the main training sample, the relative learning error
is 1.89%.

While operating the neural network, there may be a situation, when the studying
SQL injection parameters are randomly presented in the URL and do no harm to the
webserver and, in accordance, the database (False Positive), but the system defines
them as an attack. In future researches, it is possible to use clear SQL injection tem-
plates and take into account the HTTP status of the webserver response code to resolve
this issue.

In summary, the relative error of the synthesized model on control and test samples
does not exceed 5%. The classification results are presented in Table 2.
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Fig. 2. Learning diagram on small sample
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Fig. 3. Learning diagram on main sample
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3 Conclusions

This paper presents the results of research of the creation of a SQL injection model,
based on the neural network of direct signal propagation. We have evaluated the
synthesized model on a large sample of data, obtained through the synthesis of max-
imum quantity of diverse URLs. In our opinion, the proposed model has all the
advantages, that makes it possible to obtain the use of a neural network apparatus and
achieves high accuracy in solving such a complex problem as the SQL injection
identification task, demonstrating stable results. This approach to identifying SQL
injection is useful in integrated information security solutions, which are processed
using different DBMS platforms.
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Abstract. The practice of using unmanned aerial systems (UAS) shows that the
accuracy of determining by them the coordinates of a ground targets (GTC) is
often insufficient. However, the quantitative assessment of the degrees of
influence of the individual components involved in this process was not per-
formed yet. To assess the degree of influence on the accuracy of the GTC
determination the camera geometric factors and the flight control application
screen parameters have been took into account. The relative location of the
camera and the on-surface target at the moment of such determining was
analized. To solve the problem posed the specific values of the partial deriva-
tives of GTC with respect to most influensable arguments were assessed and
after that they were compared with the accuracy of the geo-positioning. By this
method was assessed the sensitivity measure for the inaccuracy of determining
the angular position of the camera, and the influence of inaccuracy of specifying
by the operator the target’s location on the flight control application screen. This
may give the UAS’s developer the guidances concerning which UAS compo-
nent may be most promising in terms of improving the accuracy of GTC
determination. The made calculations show that at this stage of the UAS
development to improve the accuracy of the operational GTC determination
worth to focus on improving the camera angular coordinates accuracy at the
moment of the target detection.

Keywords: Unmanned aerial system � Target detection � Accuracy � Video
reconnaissance � Video surveillance

1 Introduction

Unmanned aviation systems (UASs) in the last decades have become actively used as a
specific accessible means of solving many civil and military problems [1, 2]. In
addition to traditional surveillance, aerial photography, and reconnaissance, they are
used [3] to solve many new problems. These include:

• radio and video broadcasts;
• agricultural lands cultivation;
• people and vehicles search and rescue;
• goods delivery.
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In recent years there has been rapid progress in the design and manufacture of more
sophisticated airborne sensors for unmanned aerial vehicles. This opens up the new
opportunities for environmental monitoring, reconnaissance, subsequences elimination
of the flood and earthquake, and specific military tasks as well.

It is also significant that the UAS capabilities mentioned above are accompanied by
a simultaneous price decline for small UASes. This, in turn, makes them more
accessible [4] due to the following benefits:

• they are capable of hanging or loitering for long periods at the desired height in the
desired location;

• they do not need much time to deploy, they can be launched quickly;
• The UAS equipment is capable of transmitting images with better resolution and

better quality than satellites;
• the practical flight altitudes of such UASes are lower the typical altitudes of con-

ventional air traffic;
• they can get close to the points of interest users need.

The tasks of aviation reconnaissance have always been solved since the aviation
advent. Before the modern information and communication technologies (ICT) have
appeared, aviation reconnaissance information was traditionally obtained through post-
processing of aerial photographs [5], but this creates time delays and reduces operative
efficiency.

The development of information and communication technology (ICT) in the late
XX - early XXI centuries has led to a significant increase in the pace of events in many
fields, especially in the military field. Moreover, the success of a many mission
becomes critically dependent on the speed of decision-making. This, in turn, is
determined by the speed of obtaining reliable input information. As a result, this has led
to an increasing need to receive from UASes, along with the traditional types of service
listed above, also operational information about ground targets coordinates (GTC),
which are detected directly through aerial video surveillance and operational target
detection in the unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) videocamera’s field of view.

In particular, the need for such operational determination of the coordinates of the
targets arises when solving the following practical problems [6]:

• the defining targets for military needs, for example, to control artillery fire;
• the search for survivors and aviation flight recorders after aviation accidents;
• the inspection and search operations in the wildlands and at the sea;
• the spot spraying the dangerous weeds in agriculture by pesticides.

2 Target Setting

When performing a typical UAV flight as part of a UAS there interact coordinatively
(see Fig. 1):
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• an unmanned aerial vehicle equipped with a video camera;
• a ground control station (GCS) which is radio-connected to the UAV. Flight

Control Application (FCA) has been started and is active on GCS;
• an operator (ground-based external pilot) who, through the GCS, controls the

execution of the UAV flight and issues requests for coordinates of targets which he
observes on the FCA screen.

1. The UAV is started. During the flight, the UAV camera transmits in real-time to the
GCS an image of the ground surface that the operator sees in the flight control
application window.

2. During video surveillance, the operator sees a target – an object of interest on the
ground.

3. The operator with the mouse cursor clicks on a target image on the FCA screen.
4. In response to the operator’s action, the GCS through radio channel sends a request

to the UAV to transmit information about its current position in space, that is, its
linear and angular coordinates.

5. The on-board equipment of UAV (autopilot and inertial measurement unit, IMU)
will read the attitude parameters of the camera from the GPS and angle sensors. An
appropriate data packet is generated by onboard software and is sent to the GCS by
the radio channel.

6. At GCS, the FCA application calculates the coordinates of the ground target, taking
into account:
a. the spatial information received from the UAV;
b. the optical parameters of the camera lens;
c. the screen coordinates of the place where (see step 3) the operator clicked the

mouse.

Operator

UAV

UAV camera

The viewing fieldThe image of the target

Target

Ground surface

Target coordinates

Ground Control Station

Radio

Y

X

channel
on the FCA screen

of the UAV camera

Fig. 1. General scheme of operational determination of the target’s coordinates in the process of
reconnaissance UAV flight performing.
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7. The calculated coordinates are displayed on the screen of the operator, which
determines the way of their further use.

The described actions are formally explained by the sequence diagram in Fig. 2.

The practice of using UAS shows that the accuracy of determining the coordinates
of a target according to the methodology described is often insufficient. The reason for
this is the organizational and technical complexity of the described technology, each
component of which contributes to the inaccuracy of the final result. However, the
quantitative assessment of the degrees of influence of the individual components and
process factors shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 on the accuracy of determining the coor-
dinates of the targets was not performed yet. Further refinement and development of
new UAS models require the knowledge of the relative impact on the accuracy of
GTCs of the various UAS components and which ones need to be given priority in the
further development.

Decomposing the task of defining a GTC using UAS by its logic requires the
definition at least two groups of parameters:

1. Spatial and angular coordinates of the UAV’s video camera;
2. The relative coordinates of the target relative to the UAV camera.

Below is an analysis of the UAS subsystems which have influence to obtaining
sufficient accuracy to solve the formulated subtasks.

3 Actual Scientific Research and Issues Analysis

3.1 The Precision of the Gyro Stabilized Platforms Positioning

At a qualitative level, it is quite obvious that the stability of the video image on the
GCS depends primarily on the stability of the angular orientation of the camera during

FCA

Video Show video of

Click the target
terrain map

See terrain map
Target is recognized

See target
coordinates

calculation

place on the screen

transmitting

UAV position

UAV position
request

UAV Operator

Target coordinates

Fig. 2. The UML sequence diagram of operational determination of the target’s coordinates
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the shooting process. In turn, stable video on the GCS screen makes it easy for the
operator to identify the target visually and mark it with the mouse cursor.

An important means of enhancing the stability of images transmitted by cameras
was their placement on gyro-stabilized platforms [7] (gimbals).

The gyro-stabilized camera’s gimbal (Fig. 3) has its own inertial measurement unit
(IMU), which includes electromechanical micro gyroscopes, among others. The output
signals of these gyroscopes are proportional to the angular velocities of the camera
rotation around the UAV’s axes of the pitch, roll, and yaw.

The stability of the video image transmitted by the camera is achieved at relatively
stable angular coordinates of the camera relative to the external coordinate system
(ground). Since the IMU gyroscopes produce angular velocity signals, and the aim is
the stability of angular coordinates, the gyroscopes outputs must be integrated over
time. This function in the electromechanical gimbal system is performed by integrated
motors with axes of rotation, which correspond to rotations in the pitch, roll, and yaw.
The angles of rotation of the fuselage UAV are compensated by the gimbal’s motors,
which ensures the stability of the orientation of the camera.

Although such gimbals provide [8] precision for controlling the angular position of
the camera within 0.02°, the “horizon loss” remains a technical problem for them. This
phenomenon is manifested in the fact that during the gimbal work integration errors
gradually accumulate and the actual position of the “horizontal” plane of the camera
receives a certain deviation from the horizontal.

This disadvantage is partially compensated by the horizontal alignment calibration
procedure performed immediately before the UAV flight, but it is not entirely possible
to eliminate this deficiency in common gimbal models.

However, the practical accuracy of holding the horizon in the process of one flight
with an electromechanical gimbal system within the deviation of 1°… 3° is quite real
[8].

Yaw

Pitch

Roll

Payload with
built-in IMU

Mounted to
host vehicle

Fig. 3. Video camera on the gimbal [8]
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3.2 Accuracy of the Geo-Positioning Satellite Navigation System

The first and most important component of the GTC is UAV coordinates at the time of
their calculation.

The most commonly used way to determine your spatial coordinates for UAVs was
and still is to use geo-positioning satellite navigation systems [9] like GPS NAVSTAR,
SRNS GLONASS, and others.

According to [9], the accuracy of the coordinates determination in the open field at
a single-frequency GPS sygnal reception by different geo-positioning satellite systems
can have the values shown in the Table 1.

The accuracy of coordinate determination by these systems depends [10] on:

• the surrounding area (in the city, among high-rise buildings, the accuracy is worse
than in the open field);

• the number of satellites whose signals are available to the UAV GPS receiver at the
current time. Typical preferred number of satellites is at least 5, optimal is at least 8;

• the use or non-use DGPS;
• whether the GPS UAV receiver can or cannot receive two-frequency (L1 + L2 or

L1 + L5) satellite navigation signals;
• sufficient satellite signal reception time. With insufficient satellite reception time,

the coordinates will have unreliable values.

If necessary, to improve the accuracy of GPS coordinates, the users may apply the
following means.

1. The most radical, but rather costly, measure to date was the additional use of
differential position correction (DGPS). Normal GPS accuracy is 2–20 m, DGPS
application provides accuracy 1–5 m, but an additional limitation is the distance of
the object from an anchor point with well-defined coordinates. As this distance
increases, accuracy decreases.

2. The second approach available to the user is to switch from receiving GPS signals
on one carrier frequency (single-frequency reception, L1) to receiving signals GPS
using two carrier frequencies (dual-frequency reception, L1 + L2 or L1 + L5,
signal denotation presented in according to [11]). Such a transition provides [12] an
increase in the accuracy of coordinate determination to the values of 0.2… 0.5 m,
but it is related to the modernization of the radio equipment of the GPS UAV
receiver.

Table 1. The values of the accuracy of coordinates determining by the different geo-positioning
satellite systems

Navigation system GPS NAVSTAR SRNS GLONASS BDS COMPASS

Accuracy 5 m
(without differential global
positioning system, DGPS)

4,5 m–7,4 m
(without DGPS)

10 m
(Open sygnal)
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Since the upgrading of the UAV equipment (item 2) is less costly than the orga-
nization of anchor points (item 1), especially in the unfamiliar site, the transition to
dual-frequency GPS reception has recently become widespread.

4 The Accuracy Analysis of the Ground Targets
Determination Using the UAV Video Camera

To assess the degree of influence on the accuracy of the GTC determination the camera
geometric factors and the application screen of the FCA, let us consider the diagram of
the relative location of the camera and the on-surface target at the moment of deter-
mining its coordinates (Fig. 4). The image generated by the lens on the cam-
era’s M sensor is displayed on the FCA window by the UAS.

Figure 4 shows: M – the light-sensitive pixel matrix (video sensor) of the camera;
F – the focus of the camera lens; d – the focal distance of the camera lens; c – the angle
half of the viewing area of the camera; G – ground target; H – the current flight altitude
of the UAV; GS – the surface of the earth; Δ – elevation correction according tj the
elevation map; a – the view angle of the camera relative to the horizontal; b – the target
angle relative to the camera’s view ray; CS – the center of the FCA window; CC – the
center of the camera sensor; TS – the location of the target point on the FCA screen; TC
– the projection of the target onto the camera matrix; hS – the height of the FCA
window in pixels; hM – the height of the camera matrix in pixels.

Let’s make some assumptions to simplify the analysis.

1. With small changes the camera angles of pitch and yaw, the offset of the camera’s
line of sight on the Earth’s surface by course and yaw will be values although
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TС

TS

СС

СS
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М
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Fig. 4. Scheme for the accuracy assessment for determining the coordinates of a target by using
UAS. a – the position of the camera relative to the ground target G; b – the position of the TS
target’s image in the flight control application window
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slightly different, but in the same order. Thus, to determine the influence degree on
the accuracy of the GTC estimation the camera angular orientation accuracy, it is
sufficient to consider only a vertical section of the scene (pitch plane), which
significantly simplifies the mathematical descriptions.

2. Assume that the camera lens has no optical distortion. However, for further anal-
ysis, it’s possible to take into account that according to [13], at the UAV flight
altitude of 300–400 m, the distortion error of determining ground coordinates from
an aerial photograph of the Sony RX-1 camera was 12–15 cm.

3. Assume that the image on the camera’s sensor M (Fig. 4) is similar to the scene in
the FCA window. This condition is true when using only affine transformations of
the first image to the second, which is used in almost all computer graphics systems.

Suppose (Fig. 4) that the target G has a projection on the sensor M at the point TC,
and then the latter was displayed on the FCA window at the point TS. Then, assuming
assumption 3, it’s possible to write:

TCCc
hM
2

¼ d � tgb
d � tgc ¼ y� hS

2
hS
2

; ð1Þ

that is

tgb ¼ tgc
2y� hS

hS
: ð2Þ

Then the coordinate X of the target G in the coordinate system XY will be equal

XG ¼ XF þ H � Dð Þ � ctg aþ b yð Þð Þ: ð3Þ

To solve the problem posed in this study, it is necessary to estimate the specific
values of the partial derivatives @XG

@a and @XG
@y , and after this compare them with the

accuracy of the GPS positioning. The partial derivative @XG
@a may be a sensitivity

measure for the inaccuracy of determining the angular position of the camera, and the
partial derivative @XG

@y will allow to estimate the influence of inaccuracy of specifying by
the operator the target’s location on the FCA screen. This will provide guidance for the
UAV developer concerning which component may be most promising in terms of
improving the accuracy of GTC determination.

From formula (3) it can be seen that the derivatives @XG
@a and @XG

@b can be found in the
same expression

@XG

@a
¼ @XG

@a
¼ H � D

sin2 aþ bð Þ ; ð4Þ

allowing you to rate one of them.
Given the practical orientation of the task of this work, the method of approximate

numerical differentiation (3) was chosen for the situation of a typical UAV flight at an
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altitude of 600 m. Two variants of the camera were evaluated – with a regular lens
(c = 30°) and with a long-focal lens (c = 5°), and two variants of finding the UAV
relative to the target – on approach (a = 50°) and just above target (a = 90°). The
results of the calculations are given in Table 2.

Table 2 shows that the error of target’s image positioning 1–3 pixels (point TS,
Fig. 4) on the FCA screen by computer mouse with usual sensitivity 400–600 dpi gives
the ground target offset 0.1 … 0.97 m/pixel. This value is at least at the order of
magnitude smaller than the error in determining the GTC due to the error of the angular
position of the camera (10.39… 17.7 m/degree). The “by pixel” error has the same
order of magnitude as the GPS positioning with using DGPS, especially with dual-
frequency receivers (positioning error 0.1… 0.2 m).

The use of telephoto lenses or the “mark the target right above it” tactics do not
give a special gain. However, there remains a practical approach whereby the detection
of a target is more accurate, the closer the camera is to it, which is not always
acceptable in military applications.

5 Conclusions

The made calculations show that at this stage of UAS development to improve the
accuracy of the operational GTC determination rationally worth to focus, first of all, on
improving the camera angular coordinates accuracy at the moment of the target
detection. This is most effective for military UASes, and for civilian applications it’s
possible additionally recommend tactics of loitering with reducing flight UAV’s alti-
tude to refine the GTC.

The recommended improvement in precision of camera attitude angles can be
achieved by using more accurate inertial orientation systems of gyro stabilized UAV
camera’s gimbals and their mandatory pre-flight calibration relating to horizontality.
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Abstract. The article discusses the features of the mass balance of an
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) and the mass of UAV safety equipment; the
equation of the UAV mass balance and the dependence of the UAV take-off
mass on the known loads and the relative masses of the UAV parts are obtained
taking into account safety and airworthiness; The main systems designed to
replace the pilot on board an unmanned aerial vehicle are considered; The
dependence of the total mass of the apparatus on the masses of means ensuring
safe operation is demonstrated; the calculations of several options for the mass
balance depending on the purpose of the unmanned aerial vehicle; the depen-
dence of the thrust-weight ratio, flight range, maximum speed and mass of an
unmanned aerial vehicle of civilian use is considered in a first approximation;
the developed mass balance model was tested in the project of creating the
Sparrow unmanned aerial vehicle at the National Aerospace University, Khar-
kov Aviation Institute.

Keywords: UAV � UAV take-off mass � UAV mass balance equation �
Aviation equipment � Existence equation

1 The Problem

Mass model in CAD systems provides mass calculation and mass report. The level of
report details is determined by the project stage. The model is based on relationships
between the geometry of the aircraft, the loads acting on it, the features of the power
point, the magnitude of the target load, the composition and placement of equipment on
the one hand, and the mass of the aircraft and its components on the other [1].

Mass and size are the basis of all engineering structures design and construction.
They become even more important in aviation. The high efficiency of the aircraft is
achieved mainly by reducing the mass of the structure, power point, equipment sys-
tems, as well as the high density of its layout, i.e. maximum use of volumes. Therefore,
mass related issues have always been among the main design challenges [2].

The importance of this problem has increased not only due to the further airframe
mass decreasing issues, but in addition to ever wider application of optimization
methods, the main criteria of which are mass and economics. Particular attention to
mass issues is also explained by the fact that the overweighting of aircraft is an
inevitable reason for the failure to fulfill the basic flight characteristics. That is why
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everyone recognized that the main and most difficult task of creating a modern aircraft
is the need to keep its initial equipped mass from increasing, on the basis of which all
its design characteristics are formed [2].

The absence of a pilot on board defines the main problem of civil unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAV) as the problem of the airspace’s legal and safe usage.

According to the current Air Code of Ukraine and the Aviation Rules of Ukraine,
part 21, despite the great potential of UAVs, they cannot be allowed to fly in the
Ukrainian airspace for commercial purposes.

To solve this UAV issue, it is necessary to add safety features and functionally
compensate the absence of a pilot on board. In the available literature on UAV design
[3–5], the issues of UAVs mass design and analysis were not reflected.

The complexity of the mass problem is caused by the need to achieve extremely
high aircraft payload and productivity.

2 Main Part

The take-off mass of the aircraft and its parts are the most important parameters that
integrally describe all the properties of the aircraft, that is why these parameters have
found a significant place in CALS technologies [6, 7].

According to V.F. Bolkhovitinov, to give the aircraft any property, it is necessary to
spend a certain amount of material. This amount of material is inconsistent and depends
on the device’s technology level, which is used to achieve this property.

So the flight range at a constant fuel consumption per kilometer Ck is directly
proportional to the mass of fuel mF , i.e.

L ¼ 1

Ck

mF : ð1Þ

The aircraft property - the ability to fly – is proportional to fuel mass onboard and
aircraft’s degree of perfection 1

Ck
, i.e. technology level. As you can see, mass is the

equivalent of product quality. This is a kind of “money”, with which we pay for any
property attached to the product. The mass of the entire aircraft can be represented by
the sum of the individual masses, which provide a certain composition and properties
required for the successful aircraft tasks completion. Thus, the mass of the entire
aircraft and its structure quantitatively determine the set of properties and the rela-
tionship between them.

Typically, the mass of an aircraft is considered as the sum of several terms, which
are either the mass of aircraft parts or its payload. Therefore, the mass of an aircraft can
be represented as the mass of its structure (mP), propulsion system (mM), fuel, payload
(mN ), i.e.

m ¼ mP þmM þmF þmN : ð2Þ
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This equation expresses the aircraft mass balance. If on the right side of this
equation we express the mass of terms using the corresponding aircraft properties, we
obtain an equation relating the aircraft mass to its various properties.

Such an equation, combining the properties of an aircraft and, moreover, in certain
quantities, will no longer be a mass balance equation, but an equation for the aircraft
existence. It will display not only the relationships of various properties and qualities of
the aircraft, but also the possibility of implementing them in certain quantities in one
aircraft.

Conclusions from the existence equation:

1. The ability to provide a set of properties has a historical character, since it depends
on the mass, which in its turn depends on the technology’s perfection level.

2. The aircraft could be created for the first time only at a certain stage in the
development of mass excellence, which made it possible to maintain the mass
balance while keeping the necessary minimum flight performance.

3. For a given take-off weight, an aircraft can have only a certain, limited number of
properties.

4. For a given take-off mass, each aircraft property cannot exceed a certain limiting
value.

5. All aircraft properties are quantitatively interconnected in the sense that an increase
in any of them leads to decrease in others for a constant take-off mass.

6. The aircraft specialization leads to the redistribution of mass costs, i.e. to changes in
the aircraft weight structure.

7. An increase in the properties volume attributed to the aircraft, all other things being
equal, leads to an increase in its take-off mass.

The reasons for the mass structure constancy: strict interdependence of the aircraft
structures properties and masses; stable requirements range for each aircraft type and
class; stable values of certain relative masses caused by special conditions; mathe-
matical features of the relative quantities very nature.

Let’s find an analytical expression for the aircraft existence equation.
Airframe mass depends on the total mass of the aircraft (the greater the mass of the

aircraft m, i.e. the mass that the airframe will have to carry, the greater will be the mass
of the airframe), on calculated overload (the greater the calculated overload n, the larger
the construct elements sections will be, therefore, the greater the mass of the airframe),
on wing elongation (the greater the elongation k, the greater bending moments, the
smaller the chord, the smaller the section height, the greater the section of the wing
force elements, therefore, the greater the mass of the airframe), on relative wing profile
thickness �c, on contraction η etc. As a result

mP ¼ Fðm; n; k;�c; g; . . .Þ: ð3Þ

Similarly, the mass of the propulsion system is a function of the aircraft mass,
specific mass and specific “forehead” of the propulsion system (c), maximum hori-
zontal speed (Vmax), etc., i.e.
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mM ¼ Uðm; c;Vmax; . . .Þ: ð4Þ

The mass of the fuel system depends on the aircraft mass, the specific consumption
of the engine (cp), altitude (Hcr) and speed (Vkp) at cruising mode, quality (K), aircraft
range (L), etc. Hence,

mF ¼ Wðm; cp;Vkp;Hcr;K; L; . . .Þ: ð5Þ

The mass of the full load is composed of the crew mass (mpil), weapons (mw) and
equipment (meq) that we want to load into the aircraft, i.e.

ð6Þ

Using the obtained expressions, we can formulate the next equation

m ¼Fðm; n; k;�c; g; . . .ÞþUðm; c;Vmax; . . .Þ
þWðm; cp;Vkp;Hcr;K; L; . . .Þþ#ðmpil;meq;mw; . . .Þ:

ð7Þ

The resulting equation is the equation for the aircraft existence, since it shows
which properties and in what quantities are available in an aircraft.

But in this form, the existence equation is inconvenient. Although it expresses the
absolute aircraft mass, it does not allow to compare different aircrafts due to differences
in their masses, powers, resistances, etc. It is necessary, without abandoning the
meaning and essence of the aircraft existence equation, to find another form of it,
bringing all aircrafts to the same scale and therefore allowing them to be compared.

If we divide both sides of the existence equation by the aircraft mass, we obtain the
equation in the form of relative masses

1 ¼ �mp þ �mM þ �mF þ �mN ; ð8Þ

�mp ¼ mp

m
¼ f ðn; k;�c; g; . . .Þ;

�mM ¼ mM

m
¼ /ðc;Vmax; . . .Þ; ð9Þ

�mF ¼ mF

m
¼ wðcp;K; L;Hcr;Vmax; . . .Þ; ð10Þ

�mN ¼ mN

m
¼ #ðmpil

m
;
meq

m
;
mw

m
; . . .Þ: ð11Þ

In this equation, the properties of an aircraft are relative to a kilogram of its mass,
so it can be used to compare aircrafts with each other. This is achieved by comparing
the degree of mass unit usage, i.e. by the degree of their perfection.

In this form, the existence equation is convenient for analysis and for evaluating
both existing and future aircrafts.
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The meaning of this equation is that any aircraft property will be associated with the
mass. This determines the condition for the quality existence in the required quantity.

The mass balance equation is written as:

m0 ¼ mee þmF: þmup; ð12Þ

where m0 – take-off mass, mee – empty equipped mass, mup – useful payload mass. If
we decompose mee into components, we will get:

m0 ¼ mk þmpp þmce þmom þmF þmup; ð13Þ

where mk – airframe structure mass, mpp – power point mass, mce - control equipment
mass, mom - overload mass.

mom ¼ merc þmeum; ð14Þ

where merc – mass of equipment replacing crew, meum – equipment and undeveloped
fuel residue masses. Dividing both sides of (13) by m0, we obtain the equation of
relative masses:

1 ¼ �mk þ �mpp þ �mce þ �mF þ merc þmeum þmup

m0
; ð15Þ

where �mk ¼ mk
m0
, �mpp ¼ mpp

m0
, �mce ¼ mce

m0
, �mF ¼ mF

m0
– the relative masses of the structure,

power point, control equipment and fuel respectively. Relative masses mk;mpp;mce

have corresponding dependencies on the airframe units parameters and technical
specifications in the form of weight formulas and statistical data. The fuel relative mass
mF depends on the range, flight duration, engine performance, flight mode, aerody-
namic properties and is determined by formulas derived from the Breguet range for-
mula. The masses of the crew, equipment and payload are given values and expressed
in absolute values.

The manned aircraft flight safety and its airworthiness property are determined by
the crew presence and design decisions that meet the requirements of the Airworthiness
Standards. The presence of these properties is fundamentally reflected in the next
masses mk;mpp;mce [8–10]. This means that decreasing these values will reduce the
reliability, safety and airworthiness of the aircraft.

Let’s proceed with the components of UAV take-off mass. According to the
research results, to ensure the UAV safety, the following devices must be included in
its composition:

– aeronautical lights with a flashing beacon having mass mal and a radar transponder
of an active response having mass mrad for providing visual and radar visibility;

– a container with an air conditioning system to ensure the stable operation of elec-
tronic units, having mass mcc;

– an automatic pilot to provide functional compensation for onboard pilot, having
mass map, and consisting of three subsystems - a flight control system, a system for
maintaining flight modes and a security system;
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– a payload system to ensure the principle of aviation security as security against
payload, having mass mssp.

These systems can be used in various combinations or all together depending on the
purpose of the UAV and the area where it will be used [11]. UAVs layout and design
differ from the ones of the manned vehicle because of the crew removal and operational
components associated with it. Also the installation of additional devices that provide
functional pilot compensation and safety are required for UAV.

The UAV mass balance equation can be written as:

m0 ¼ mk þmpp þmal þmrad þmcc þmsps þmap þmssp þmF ; ð16Þ

where msps – the mass of all on-board systems power supply. It becomes necessary to
characterize each component of the take-off mass. In the first approximation the msps

design of the UAV experiences the same loads during the flight as the manned aircraft.
However, UAVs are subject to loads that the manned aircraft does not have. These
loads are: ejection launch load, parachute landing and uncoordinated steering devia-
tions in case of control failures. Due to this, the relative mass of the UAV design �mk

will have a slightly greater value than that of manned aircraft of the same mass
category.

The operation of a power unit on a UAV does not fundamentally differ from
operation on a manned aircraft. That is why the relative masses of power unit �mpp and
fuel �mF will be determined the same way for both UAV and manned aircraft.

The masses of aeronautical lights mal and the radar transponder mrad are inde-
pendent from the take-off mass.

The power supply system feeds all consumers of an empty equipped UAV. Due to
the fact that UAVs have more of these consumers, the relative mass �msps for UAVs will
have bigger value than for manned aircraft.

The payload system consists of the payload and the devices ensuring its operation -
the payload management system, the radio data transmission system and the power
supply system. The payload mass mup is defined by the UAV purpose and does not
depend on the take-off mass. The devices mass that provide payload operation depends
on the payload power consumption, range and flight duration, i.e. from mup and mF ,
therefore it can be approximately defined as: mssp ¼ k1mup, where k1 payload weight
gain, k1 [ 1 and, in the future, it is also necessary to define the functional dependence
for k1:

The mass of all automatic pilot systems map can be represented as the sum of
devices masses, which does not depend on take-off mass mdmn and devices whose mass
depends on take-off mass mdmt: map ¼ mdmn þmdmt:

The devices mass mdmn is determined by the UAV purpose and its application areas.
The devices mass mdmt includes the steering drives masses msd , and the parachute
system for safe termination of flight and energy damping msafe, which can be expressed
in take-off mass fractions msd and msafe:

All electronic components must be placed in a container with artificial climate. The
air conditioning system mass depends on the container volume, and therefore on the
masses sum: mcc ¼ k2ðk1mup þmrad þmdmnÞ; where k2 – the container with the air
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conditioning system relative mass coefficient according to the weight of the units to be
conditioned, this coefficient must be determined in the future.

Now Eq. (16) can be written as:

m0 ¼mk þmpp þmal þmrad þmsps

þmdmn þmsd þmsafe þ k1mup þmF þ k2ðk1mup þmrad þmdmnÞ:
ð17Þ

By grouping the take-off mass components into dependent and independent from
m0 and dividing them by m0, we will get

1 ¼ �mk þ �mpp þ �msps þ �msd þ �msafe þ �mF þ mal

m0
þ ð1þ k2Þðk1mup þmrad þmdmnÞ

m0
:

ð18Þ

By solving the Eq. (18) relatively to m0, we will get:

m0 ¼ mal þð1þ k2Þðk1mup þmrad þmdmnÞ
1� ð�mk þ �mpp þ �msps þ �msd þ �msafe þ �mFÞ : ð19Þ

Thus, the UAV mass balance Eq. (18) and the UAV take-off mass dependence on
the masses of known cargoes and the relative masses of UAV parts equation are
obtained taking into account safety and airworthiness (19).

To clarify the effect of safety and airworthiness devices on the UAV take-off mass,
let us see how Eq. (19) will look in the complete absence of safety devices, but with the
radio control having mass mcon, i.e. mal ¼ mrad ¼ mdmn ¼ 0; k1 ¼ 1; k2 ¼ 0; �msafe ¼ 0;
In the result we will get:

m�
0 ¼

mup þmcon

1� ð�mk þ �mpp þ �msps þ �msd þ �mFÞ ; ð20Þ

where m�
0 - radio-controlled UAV take-off mass that does not include safety devices.

It is obvious that the safety devices usage significantly increases the take-off mass.
As an example, let’s consider the effect of these devices on the hypothetical UAV take-
off mass with the following parameters close to real: �mk ¼ 0:35; �mpp ¼ 0:12; �msps ¼
0:03; �msd ¼ 0:22; �mF ¼ 0:22; �msafe ¼ 0:05; k1 ¼ 2; k2 ¼ 0:2;mup ¼ 1 kg:

Radio-controlled UAV take-off mass that does not include safety devices mcon ¼
0:5 kg; will be equal to:m�

0 ¼ 0:5þ 1
1�ð0:35þ 0:12þ 0:03þ 0:03þ 0:22Þ ¼ 6 kg:

When installing parachute system �msafe ¼ 0; 05, with radio control, we get:
m�

0 ¼ 0:5þ 1
1�ð0:35þ 0:12þ 0:03þ 0:03þ 0:22þ 0;05Þ ¼ 7; 5 kg:

Next we should isolate the payload and its control from the onboard UAV systems
k1 ¼ 2, i.e. we get: m�

0 ¼ 0:5þ 2�1
1�ð0:35þ 0:12þ 0:03þ 0:03þ 0:22þ 0;05Þ ¼ 12; 5 kg:

Let’s additionally apply electronic components conditioning k2 ¼ 0; 2:
m�

0 ¼ 1; 2 0:5þ 2�1
1�ð0:35þ 0:12þ 0:03þ 0:03þ 0:22þ 0;05Þ ¼ 15 kg:
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Thus, when you consider that an unmanned aerial vehicle is launched from a
catapult, as well as that a civil unmanned aerial vehicle flies under conditions in a
standard atmosphere. Having performed the calculations, we obtain the dependences of
the flight range on the fuel supply at different specific loads (Fig. 1).

Thus simulating the composition of a civil unmanned aerial vehicle (assigning
flight ranges, maximum speeds) using the obtained formula, we obtain mass depen-
dences, as well as all weight components of the drone. Modeling the calculated flight
ranges from 200 to 300 km and maximum speeds from 50 to 80 m/s, we get the mass
of the device from 22 to 35 kg.

3 Conclusion

Thus, adding safety properties to UAV leads to an increase in its take-off mass. In the
same time the mass balance equation will have the following features:

• UAV mass balance structures without using safety devices and using them differ
significantly;

• to ensure the UAV safety and introduce it into the airspace, it is necessary to use
additional devices to increase the safety level, which significantly increase its take-
off mass;

• Equation (19) shows that the safety can be achieved in several ways:

– additional devices usage, which increase the UAV take-off mass;
– improvement of additional devices to achieve the same effects with less take-off

mass growth;
– improvement of additional devices and design, engines, energy supply devices to

achieve safety effects with less take-off mass;
– aircraft design and its systems improvement with a slight increase in take-off mass

to increase reliability;

Fig. 1. The graph of the dependence of the estimated flight range L on the relative fuel reserve
mF at different specific loads P0.
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– comprehensive improvement of all components ensuring flight safety, by clarifying
the functional dependencies �mk, �msps, �msd and �msafe, k1 and k2, on the specifications,
geometry and technical characteristics.

The practical value of the UAV mass balance equation is that it allows to more
accurately determine the take-off mass in all approximations during the design stage
and shows ways to control the take-off mass.

The UAV mass balance equation and the dependence of the UAV take-off mass on
the masses of known cargoes and the relative masses of UAV parts, taking into account
safety and airworthiness, are an integral part of the model describing the mass in CAD
systems when designing UAV. This data is necessary when describing the life cycle of
an aircraft using CALS technologies.

An interesting option to consider is the design with reduced effective straining and,
accordingly, with some increase in the UAV structure mass, which makes it possible in
the future to either increase the resource, or install a large equipment mass or operate
with large overloads. With further modernization using lighter equipment a mass
reserve could be obtained. It can be used to increase payload or fuel reserve.

This approach allows to solve the problems of establishing dependencies between
the UAV components masses and the possibility of using them in the corresponding
sectors of the airspace. Obtaining such dependencies makes it possible to design safe
UAVs, taking into account the usage conditions and combining options for on-board
equipment to create multi-functional devices.
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Abstract. The effective functioning of the testing institution is related to the
systematic, precise and timely tests of weapon specimens and military equip-
ment. The planning of test activities should ensure a continuous process of
testing. However, the excessive and uneven arrival rate of specimens for test
might adversely affect the planned testing process.
To check the magnitude of the possible impact, the statistical parameters of

the input flow of testing requests were calculated. The magnitude of the input
flow is determined, the central, second and third moments are calculated, the
distribution law of the request rate is determined, the coefficient of variation of
the time interval between requests is determined. However, the calculated
numerical values of the statistical characteristics of the input flow revealed no
significant risks for significantly reducing the efficiency of the testing institution.
Analysis of the statistics revealed some deviation of the actual test time of the

separate specimens from the planned value. The study of this deviation revealed
the influence of some external and internal factors that accompany the test
process. Such deviations can lead to negative effects: delay in the testing pro-
cedure of subsequent specimens or the testing institution inoperative in the
intervals between tests.
A further solution to the problem of ensuring the effective functioning of the

testing institution is to develop a mechanism that allows take into account the
factors of influence and determine a priori the test time deviation of a specific
specimen from the planned time with some degree of certainty.

Keywords: Testing � Queuing � Weapons and military equipment

1 Introduction

Recently the flow of testing requests for weapons and military equipment has increased
significantly. This became a problem because, despite the expansion of the testing
organization structure (creation of new specialized units) and the increase in staff,
significant time deviations from the basic testing plan started to arise. This turned out to
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be critical for the organization because it increased the risk of delays in testing other
weapons and military equipment. To prevent disruption of the testing, we had to take
extreme measures and modes of operation. Further increase in the size of the testing
institution was unacceptable because it increased the cost of maintaining it.

In order to stabilize the planned testing process, it was proposed to study all the
major processes that accompany the main stages of the testing process: test planning,
testing and processing of test results. The purpose of this study was to search for
problems that led to deviations from the basic testing plan and development of optimal
algorithms for test planning and management. Another reason for investigating the
testing processes for weapons and military equipment was the further development of a
conceptual model of an automated test planning and quality management subsystem.

After analyzing a set of methods for the study of dynamical systems, we choice for
the analytical apparatus of queuing theory, because in its concept it is well suited to the
analysis of the system of mass tests, allowing to obtain decisions at the stage of
analytical modeling and, eventually, can become the basis for simulation modeling and
analysis of testing processes.

2 Background and Related Work

The issues addressed in this paper are the first steps for research and modeling of the
testing institution’s activities. Nowadays, the queuing theory [1] is a well-known
analytical apparatus for the study of dynamic systems [2] that serve mass demand in
many practical areas, such as: social infrastructure, education, production [3, 4],
telecommunications, computer technology [5], military and defense technologies [6]
and the like.

If the testing institution is represented by a queuing system, then the specimens of
weapons and military equipment to be tested are considered to be the input flow.
Analytical description of the input flow of requests is possible using the methods of
mathematical statistics [7]. To do this, you need to have a data set that has the property
of consistency [8].

It should be taken into account that the requests are of different importance and
urgency, causing ambiguous behavior in the formed queues, which was for example
considered in [9].

In [10] it is stated that recurrent Palma input flows with Poisson-like distributed
input requests would be the most convenient way to describe processes in queuing
systems. The hypothesis about the nature of the input flow of requests for testing
weapons and military equipment was put forward in [11].

Finally, there are many examples of successful application of the theory of queuing
systems in military and defense technologies, including modeling of military systems
[12, 13], analysis of the effectiveness of combat methods [14], comparative assessment
of weapons [15], formation of concepts for building military systems [16], etc.
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3 Research Method

3.1 Description of the Object of Study

A special feature of weapon and military equipment testing is the stringent require-
ments for the reliability of the tests (the accuracy and reliability of the assessments
obtained from the tests) and the time limits for testing.

The test process begins with the receipt of a request to test a specific prototype or
specimen of weapon or military equipment. The input of requests for testing is massive
and continuous in time.

Preparatory measures are taken after the test request is received:

• firstly, the program and test methods are developed, a test plan is drawn up and a
test team is formed from specialists;

• then laboratory, measuring equipment and a test site are prepared;
• and eventually training of test staff is conducted.

The preparatory stage has tight time constraints and cannot last longer.
Subsequently, direct tests of a prototype or weapon specimens and military

equipment are carried out, which in time is carried out in accordance with a pre-defined
test plan.

The test results obtained are processed and a conclusion is drawn on the conformity
or non-conformity of the test prototype or weapon specimen and military equipment.

3.2 Modeling

The baseline of the testing process at the institution is represented by the context
diagram in Fig. 1 [11].

The following points are important for modeling processes in a testing institution
and for analyzing problems encountered when planning and performing large amounts
of tests:

Input flow of test 
requests

Requests queues divided 
into groups

The output flow of 
requests

Tests

channels

1

2
i
n

The next stage of 
the life cycle

Rejection flow
Return to previous life cycle stage

t

Fig. 1. Context diagram of the testing institution queuing system.
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• description of the parameters of the input flow of test requests;
• queue formation and order of servicing test requests;
• procedure for the distribution of test requests across the system servicing channels;
• description of the service parameters - testing of a prototype or a weapon specimen

and military equipment.

The idea of modeling using a queue system is to evaluate the effectiveness of the
testing institution through the utilization coefficient [6],

q ¼ k
C
; ð1Þ

where k is the intensity of the input flow of test requests and C is the traffic capacity of
the testing institution. When q ! 1, we obtain the maximal usable coefficient fully
using the workforce and means of the testing institution (test teams, or channels in the
context diagram of Fig. 1). The mode with constant input flow and constant traffic
capacity will be as close as possible to the optimum.

However, there is always a risk associated with the non-stationarity of the input
flow, e.g. when there is an increase in k, herewith k � C. In this case, there will be a
“congestion” on the servicing of the system, and if the request queueing time exceeds a
certain limit, there is a risk of failure of the state task. As practice has shown, the risk
was insignificant when the growth in k was short in time, the channel capacity C has
enough reserves to cover the peak values k.

The worst cases were when the growth in k was spread out in time and the reserves
C were too small, then the risk of failure of the state task was great. Accordingly, the
task of determining and analyzing a set of parameters of the input flow of test requests
was set.

3.3 Input Flow of Test Requests

Forming a List of Input Flow Parameters. Input flow parameters were determined
and analyzed with statistics using the totality of the available reporting data over three
years. To estimate the parameters of the input flow, we needed the following statistical
characteristics:

• the intensity of testing requests k [1];
• the mathematical expectation value M� X½ �, variance D� X½ � and standard deviation

r�½X� and the number of test requests received over a period of time t [7, 8];
• the coefficient v of the interval’s variation between moments of occurrence of an

event (the deviation of time intervals between test requests) [6],

m ¼ rint

sint
; ð2Þ

where rint is the standard deviation and sint is the mathematical expectation value
for the length of the interval between requests;

• the distribution law for the number of test requests received per unit of time.
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Set the Time Interval for Analysis. To obtain reliable data from the analysis of
statistical information, we needed to have a general data set that had the property of
consistency. According to the law of large numbers [9–11], the statistical frequency of
an event observation approaches the probability of an event occurring P� X½ � ! P X½ �, if
the total number of events n ! 500 [8]. That is, ideally, the number of time intervals
for analysis (when a certain number of events occur) should be at least 500. The
standard time units of the year are a month, week, day, and in three years only the
number of days exceeds 500. However, when analyzing statistical material, the number
of requests received more than one per day was extremely rare: as a rule, either one
request per day or no request at all was received. Therefore, choosing a time interval of
one day would not be indicative. If the requirement nt � 500 is met, we are only
satisfied with a two-day interval, and given the five-day workweek (established by
national labor law), every fifth interval would be broken by the weekend.

Otherwise, the week unit has the characteristic feature of five working days and two
weekends. In addition, the analysis of the statistics revealed a certain correlation of the
receipt of applications on certain days of the week (which is related to the procedure of
issuance by the top management of the order for conducting the tests). Therefore, for a
time interval for analysis, to a certain extent neglecting the rule nt � 500, a week was
selected, the total number of which in three years was nt ¼ 156.

Analysis of Results. As a result of processing a set of statistics, the following
parameters of the input flow of test requests were obtained:

• the intensity of testing requests k � 1; 87;
• mathematical expectation value for the number of test requests per week

M� X½ � ¼ 1; 79, variance D� X½ � ¼ 1; 93 and standard deviation r�½X� ¼ 1; 39;
• the standard deviation of the length of the interval between requests rint ¼ 4; 12,

mathematical expectation value sint ¼ 3; 79, according to (2), the coefficient of
variation of the intervals between the test requests is m ¼ 1; 08.

It was important for further modeling to establish the Poisson character of the
distribution law for test requests, which would further substantially simplify the sim-
ulation process itself. We have constructed a statistical function of the distribution of
the requirements for the Poisson law for k ¼ 1; 87

Px Dtð Þ ¼ kDtð Þx
x!

e�kDt; x ¼ 0; 1; . . . ð3Þ

The function graph is shown in Fig. 2.
As can be seen from Fig. 2, the built-in statistical function of the distribution of test

requests by Poisson’s law (3) converges well with the empirical histogram, which is
built on a variation series of relative frequencies Wi of the number of test requests per
week xi.

Despite the importance of the input flow numerical data obtained for further
modeling of processes in the testing institution, we did not detect significant deviations
in the number of test requests per week xi from their mathematical expectation value
M� X½ �. There were also no significant prolonged periods of large increase in k that
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could have a big impact on the deviation from the test organization plan, and the
coefficient of interval variation between requests was too small to assert a significant
effect of the input flow irregularity.

4 Discussion

The conducted studies of the parameters of the input flow of test requirements did not
reveal any significant risk for deviation from the test plan. But, looking at (1), we paid
attention to the channel capacity of the testing institution, namely its behavior over time
during the tests.

Based on the analysis of the statistical material, we have seen periodic time
deviations of tests of certain samples of weapons and military equipment from the
planned time indicators, which were expressed in the extended or postponed time of
testing. As stated in the reports, the reasons for shifted tests were different, for example:
defects of specimens discovered during the test process, weather conditions, unpre-
paredness of a polygon base or laboratory-measuring equipment, etc. It should be noted
that the causes have both an internal character of influence (depending on the insti-
tution) and an external character of influence (independent of the institution). In
addition, different time requirements for the preparatory stage were observed, which
depended on the complexity of the specimen, the development of the methodological
base of tests, the training of specialists and so on.

Therefore, taking into account the reasons for the time lags would allow adjust-
ments to be made to the plans and to stabilize the institution’s activities both when
planning tests of a specific specimen of weapons and military equipment and planned
activity of the institution as a whole at the prospective planning stage.

The problem is that, for the most part, the influx of causes, which can be called the
factors of the shift in test time, is unpredictable at the test planning stage. Therefore, to
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Fig. 2. Input flow parameters: Wi - histogram; Px - statistical distribution function.
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further address the problem of stabilization of the planned test process, it is necessary to
investigate and establish a correlation between the reasons that may affect the test
process and the magnitude of the time shift of the test process.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

5.1 Conclusions

The clear and stable operation of the testing institution in the context of an intensive
flow of weapons and military equipment testing requires careful planning, considera-
tion of all relevant baseline data and analysis of all the processes that accompany the
test activity. Applying queuing theory apparatus can facilitate the process of finding
optimal algorithms and test planning methods to ensure a stable test process is possible.

Based on the existing statistical material, we have analyzed the parameters of the
input flow of test requests and its possible impact on the occurrence of extreme situ-
ations that threaten the planned test process. Despite some positive aspects of the study,
which are related to the established parameters of the input flow requests and the
distribution law of test requests, there are no high risks that would explain the extreme
modes of the institution.

However, from the analysis of the statistical material, deviations in the time of
testing of certain specimens of weapons and military equipment, which were caused by
various internal and external factors, were revealed.

5.2 Future Work

For further research, it is necessary to formulate an approach that will allow to take into
account numerically the magnitude of the influence of external and internal factors on
the course of testing and to obtain an a priori assessment of the real testing time of
specific weapon specimens and military equipment in specific conditions.
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Abstract. Actual spatial resolution of acquired digital aerospace images rapid
evaluation is a topical issue for any Earth remote sensing application. A quick
overview of known methods for the evaluation of spatial resolution of digital
images is conducted. A model and method for the spatial resolution evaluating
of digital aerospace image using automatically extracted its bidirectional point
spread function (PSF) are presented. The bidirectional PSF is optimally
approximated by 2D gaussoid with two parameters, which are determined by the
bidirectional edge spread function (ESF) of image. The signal distribution along
the ESF is restored by results of statistical filtering in a 4 � 4 sliding window.
The final value of spatial resolution is calculated in a frequency domain at the
predetermined modulation level. The proposed method was implemented as
software code and was tested over a commonly used high-resolution satellite
image. The quantitative estimates obtained are in good agreement with modern
theoretical background.

Keywords: Digital aerospace image � Spatial resolution � Bidirectional point
spread function � Gaussian approximation

1 Introduction

Remote sensing plays an important role in achieving the fundamental goals of sus-
tainable development [1]. In particular, achieving the United Nations sustainable
development goals requires high-quality remote sensing data to monitor relevant
indicators [2]. Remote sensing is an universal information tool to support decision-
makers with prompt and high-quality information about objects and phenomena on the
Earth’s surface [3]. Images of the Earth’s surface contribute the largest and most
important part of modern remote sensing data. And the spatial resolution is the most
important and universal criterion for the quality of imaging information obtained [4].
Spatial resolution itself determines the information capabilities of remote sensing and
must be taken into account during its missions planning [5]. A priori known technical
specifications of the imager are not always correct: often manufacturers misrepresent
the concept of spatial resolution by the ground sampled distance (GSD), i.e. the size of
the photodetector projection onto the Earth’s surface. The situation is further worsened
by the fact that the actual resolution also depends on the radiometry of digital image
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[6]. But the information capabilities of remote sensing applications associated with the
objects’ detection and identification are determined specifically by the actual resolution
of digital image.

Spatial resolution assessing is a significant and long-developing research area.
Historically, these methods inherit classic legacy for analog optical and photographic
imagery. This paper does not address methods for digital imagery evaluating that are
based on the reference image engagement or the human involvement. Only blind
evaluation of spatial resolution is considered. Such methods include the spatial reso-
lution evaluating by test charts using classical spatial frequency analysis [7]. The
implementation of digital imaging technologies has led to the analysis of discrete
evocations of image features such as contrast, sharpness and blur [8]. The need to
engage the signal theory statistical methods with covariance, noise and signal-to-noise
ratio for image analysis gradually jelled [9]. Finally, it became clear that the best
estimates of spatial resolution of digital imagery could be obtained at the intersection of
spatial frequency analysis and advanced statistical methods [10, 11].

So, the method for reliable and objective evaluation of actual spatial resolution of a
digital image with consideration of one’s radiometry is urgently needed. Keeping in
mind the huge volumes and rapid flows of aerospace imagery, such method should be
fully automatic. In addition, it should provide an opportunity for a simple solution on
the suitability or unsuitability of a particular digital image for current remote sensing
application.

2 Spatial Resolution Modelling

Several different models of varying complexity can be used for the spatial resolution of
aerospace images estimation. Simplified naive models generally do not provide the
necessary accuracy of the estimates obtained [12]. The most common of these models
is discussed below.

2.1 Geometric Approach

In the simplest case, the spatial resolution r of image is considered as equal to the GSD
size d:

r ¼ d ¼ a � l; ð1Þ

where a is the photodetector size, l is the image scale. For non-oblique aerospace
imaging l ≅ f/H where f is the imager’s equivalent focal length, H is the imaging
altitude [13].

In some applications, the resolution is determined not by the GSD size, but by the
period of the bar grid, which is also resolvable in the image, i.e. the sum of the light and
dark bars [14]:
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r ¼ 2d: ð2Þ

2.2 Diffraction-Limited Resolution

The diffraction nature of optical image formation in imaging system limits the angular
resolution c according to the Rayleigh criterion [15]:

c ¼ 1:22 k � D; ð3Þ

where k is the optical wavelength, D is the lens aperture. Next, for geometric reasons, it
follows

r ¼ c � f � l ¼ 1:22 k � D f 2

H
: ð4Þ

The consequence of (4) is an expression for the optimal photodetector size in a
diffraction-limited system [16]:

a ¼ 0:61. . .0:82ð Þk f
D
: ð5Þ

2.3 Statistical Approach

The concept of spatial resolution applies to digital imaging system remains intact only
if the resolution of the discrete sensor array is significantly superior over the resolution
of the analog part (e.g., optics) of the system. In the case of consistency of the analog
part resolution with the size of the photodetector, it should rather be determining as the
detection threshold of a separate discrete element of image (pixel) over the background
of others by ones radiometric values [17]. In view the stochastic nature of the digital
image formation, the classical statistical detection can be used to evaluate resolution
[18]:

r ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
nmin

p ¼ 2rw
jw2 � w1jU

�1 1� eð Þ; ð6Þ

where nmin is the minimum number of pixels required for detection (statistical sample
size), w1 and w2 are radiometric means of target and background, rw is sample standard

deviation, e is the acceptable error probability, and UðxÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffi
2p

p
Rx

�1
e�

u2
2 du is the stan-

dard normal cumulative distribution function [19].
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2.4 Spatial Frequency Analysis

Theoretically, the resolution of imaging system is limited by its transfer function h(x, y),
which determines the dependence of the output signal w(x, y) from the input one
w0(x, y) through the convolution [20]:

w x; yð Þ ¼
ZZ

hðx;yÞ[ 0

w0ðx� u; y� vÞ � hðu; vÞ du dv ¼ w0 x; yð Þ � h x; yð Þ: ð7Þ

In optics, the transfer function h(x, y) is known as the point spread function (PSF).
To simplify operations of convolution (7) for further analysis, the frequency domain
transform is often involved, where the convolution is converted into the common

product. The Fourier transform of PSF H(n, η) =
Rþ1

�1

Rþ1

�1
hðx; yÞ � e�2pinx � e�2pigy dx dy

is called optical transfer function (OTF). It’s a complex value. Its real absolute value
T(n, η) = |H(n, η)|, called the modulation transfer function (MTF), is needed to evaluate
spatial resolution [21]. The spatial resolution corresponds to the spatial frequency n*
for the MTF value at a certain threshold level of input modulation K, K = T(n*) as
shown in Fig. 1; usually K = 0.15 … 0.30 [22].

The imaging system’s MTF can be calculated theoretically according to model
specifications of separate links of the optical signal transfer: the atmosphere, the lens,
the receiving sensor array, the electronic chain, etc. [23].

Fig. 1. Spatial resolution evaluation using MTF
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2.5 Direct Measurements of Sharpness in the Image

For an accurate and objective spatial resolution evaluation, it would be worth to extract
PSF directly from the analyzed image itself. Then the problem of resolution deter-
mining will be reduced to an analytical or numerical calculation of the minimum
distance at which PSFs can come together without losing their discrimination. Such
calculation can be performed based on the physical value of PSF signals in image or on
the error probability of close PSFs confusing – see Fig. 2.

The error probability e is proportional to the shaded area in Fig. 2 and it depends on
the resolution r chosen value.

Unfortunately, notwithstanding the direct methods for PSF measuring in digital
image exist, they are not stable enough [24]. The main drawback of such methods is a
strong sensitivity to noise. Much more often, the indirect determination of PSF is
applied through the edge spread function (ESF), when evaluating which one the useful
signal is accumulated [25]. Figure 3 illustrates the averaged ESF �wðxÞ (right) obtaining
over a digital image fragment with a brightness crossing boundary (left).

Fig. 2. Spatial resolution evaluation using PSF

Fig. 3. ESF measuring by image
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After obtaining the ESF, its spatial derivative h(x) = ∂w(x)/∂x, called the line spread
function (LSF), according to the projection-slice theorem, represents a one-dimensional
projection of the two-dimensional PSF h(x, y) [26].

3 Spatial Resolution Evaluation

An analysis of the methods for PSF determining conducted in the previous section
shows that the best results provide a direct measurement in the image. Herein, the
extraction of a reliable ESF from the image should be considered as the main operation.

3.1 Bidirectional ESF Extraction

The classic widely used method for ESF extraction using some edge detection tech-
nique [27] has several problems: susceptibility to noise, a small width of the brightness
crossing zone (possibly within one pixel), the arbitrariness of the boundary direction
relative to the raster grid.

The first problem is solved by filtering only the most suitable ESF selection. To do
this, a certain measure of the ESF quality is introduced, for example, the sharpness of
the brightness jump. To solve the second problem, a parametric approximation of the
ESF in a small spatial vicinity of the analyzed brightness crossing is required. Quite a
lot of ESF models are known [28], but the Gaussian approximation is most often used.
This approximation provides a fairly high accuracy, it is easily differentiated and
analytically transformed into MTF. The third problem can also be solved by simply
selecting the raster-native ESF only, for which it suffices to perform scanning in
window exclusively in two directions. At the significant size of the aerospace image
scene, the number of required ESF will be sufficient.

3.2 Bidirectional PSF Restoration

The Gaussian approximation of bidirectional PSF is completely determined by two
parameters in all, namely the Gaussian constants along the axes r and 1:

h x; yð Þ ¼ 1
2p � r � 1 � e

� x2

2r2 � e�
y2

212 : ð8Þ

Unknown parameters r and 1 are calculated using one-dimensional LSF, each
independently for its own:

h xð Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
r
� e� x2

2r2 ; h yð Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
1
� e�

y2

212 : ð9Þ

Chosen approximations (9) leads to the following equations for the ESFs:

�wðxÞ ¼
Zx

�1
hðuÞ du ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi

2p
p

r

Zx

�1
e�

u2

2r2 du ¼ U x=rð Þ; �wðyÞ ¼ U y=1ð Þ: ð10Þ
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The EFS parameters depend on the values of normalized signals in high and low
brightness segments, as well as on the degree of inclination of their distributions from
the horizontal. Their optimal values can be obtained using the least squares method, the
gradient method, or any other more accurate optimization method [29].

3.3 Bidirectional MTF Modelling

If the parameters of Gaussian approximation are known, then it is possible to write out
the appropriate equation for bidirectional MTF:

T n; gð Þ ¼ F h x; yð Þf gj j ¼ e�2p2�r2�n2 � e�2p2�12�g2 ; ð11Þ

where F{�} is the Fourier transform operator.
Since the considered system is linear, and the PSF is separable in a good

approximation [30], the spatial resolution components rx and ry can be estimated by
MTF (11) in isolation from one another:

rx ¼ 1
n�

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
� 2p2 � r2

lnK

r
; ry ¼ 1

g�
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
� 2p2 � 12

lnK

r
; ð12Þ

where K = T*(n, η) is the modulation threshold.

4 Test Image Approbation

A Fig. 4 fragment of the WorldView-3 (30 cm GSD) satellite digital panchromatic
image from Maxtar (http://www.digitalglobe.com/products/satellite-imagery) was used
for the method testing. A large number of bright crossings are present in the test image.

Fig. 4. WorldView-3 satellite image test fragment
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The technique outlined in Sect. 3 is implemented as an image processing frame-
work in the SciLab open source computation environment (http://www.scilab.org) with
a graphical interface Fig. 5. The SciLab code is structured into the reusable procedure
for bidirectional PSF evaluation as well as into the explicit-control codesegment for
image scanning and logical operations executing.

The input image brightness is linearly normalized; processing is carried out inside a
4 � 4 sliding window. The best ESF represents are selected in parallel both hori-
zontally and vertically over the entire image. After selection is completed, the optimal
approximation parameters r and 1 are calculated. The resulting approximations of ESFs
are plotted in Fig. 6.

Fig. 5. SciLab application for image analysis

Fig. 6. Approximated ESFs of satellite image Fig. 4: horizontal, vertical
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The obtained approximation parameters values make it possible to restore the
bidirectional MTF (11) of the test image and evaluate one’s spatial resolution using
Eqs. (12). The calculated spatial resolution values and auxiliary intermediate entities of
the test image are summarized in Table 1.

The estimates obtained are slightly worse than the official specifications of the
WorldView-3 satellite data product that is in principle confirmed by some independent
tests [31].

5 Conclusions

Thus, a computer technique for the spatial resolution of digital aerospace images
automatic determination has been developed and tested using statistical and spatial
frequency methods combination. This technique will be quite useful for developers of
aerospace imaging systems, for express evaluation of digital images acquired, as well
as under the experimental evaluation of electro-optic imagers.

Future research should be expanded in two ways. Firstly, the proposed technique
should become technologically mature and take the form of a complete well-proven
computer framework suitable for large-scale implementation and practical service.
Secondly, the problem of multidimensional imagery remains unresolved. Almost all
modern aerospace imaging systems generate multi- and hyperspectral images or at least
color ones. Even neglecting the issues of bands co-registration, the now available
philosophy for their evaluation is not suitable. This is a significant scientific challenge,
and it needs new research.
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Abstract. We describe baseline model for both employees and companies to
increase human capital through general training. This model is primarily aimed
for companies under overcoming the economic crisis. The model describes the
situation when there is a significant level of migration for highly skilled
employees, too. The model uses the parameters for the company (part of the
tuition fees the company pays) and for the employee (part of the maximum wage
after training, the number of years from which the employee returns the loan for
the company). It is shown that the motivation space always exists for the
employee and the company. Therefore, the channel for motivating an employee
for general training always exists for the company. Each point in the motivation
space for the employee is profitable both for the company and for the employee
at the same time. The company and employee can determine their own profit as
a result of bargaining. Our results allow creating effective incentives for
employees, which allows the company to create conditions both for increasing
the productivity of employees and for continuing work in the company.

Keywords: Human capital � General training � Motivation � Wage inequality

1 Introduction

Today, the economy of most countries of the world is rapidly entering the economic
crisis. It is caused by ignoring the social and economic challenges that the developed
countries of the world faced. The pandemic of the coronavirus disease COVID-19 and
the ever-increasing number and role of migrants proved to be a very powerful driver of
the crisis too [1].

The way out of such a powerful crisis is always based on a change in the structure
of the economy of each country, caused by the emergence and rapid development of
innovative companies. All this requires powerful changes in the professional structure
of a huge number of employees.

Therefore, in the conditions of overcoming from economic crisis, the company’s
requirements for the presence of human capital that have the necessary qualifications
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increase. The presence of human capital in such company will determine the success of
economic development in the aftermath of the crisis period.

The formation of the necessary professional skills among company employees is
carried out through education and training. Becker’s classic work [2] (Becker 1962)
draws attention to the fact that training-on-the-job can usually be divided into general
and special trainings.

General training develops the skills of an employee, which can be applied in
different workplaces and in different companies. For example, this type of training
includes trainings on new skills in the field of new technologies.

Specialized training develops only those skills that can be applied only to a par-
ticular company (for example, only within one particular activity). For example, this
type of training refers to the skills of using specific objects of new technology.

Typically, starting with the classic Becker [2] models and Ben-Porath [3], general
workplace training models use the assumption that total training is paid only by the
employee (see in detail [4] and[5]). Recent models also included this assumption; see,
for example, [6].

Human capital today is one of the powerful tools of economic development. The
constant increase in the level of human capital is necessary for growth, because today
there are rapid changes in technology, the connection between people and the migration
of workers to societies with a different culture.

As a result, companies had to take part in paying for general education together
with employees. This led to the emergence of a number of new models.

In [7] builds a model for firms that offer skills training. In the document, the author
concentrates on the problem of identifying the reasons why companies pay for training
in general skills. The answer lies in the fact that the company thus receives personal
information about labor productivity.

In [6] proposed a model in which they assume that all investment in training should
be funded by the firm.

In Croce’s model [8] a number of proposals for the training process are used. For
example, the employee can leave the company after training and the company par-
ticipates in financing the training of employees only due to a payroll tax or profit tax.

In [10] and [11] found the evidence that the need for joint financing of general
training on the part of the company and the employee.

The modern market is characterized by a high level of migration of people [1].
However, migrants in a new country find themselves in conditions that differ from the
conditions in the domestic country. In particular, this applies to migrants from countries
in which socio-economic institutions and accepted norms of behavior differ signifi-
cantly from those that exist in the new country. As a result, migrants should receive
general training, the task of which is to obtain new skills for him/her, which he can
apply to various companies.

Staff training can play the role of a powerful motivational factor for the employee.
First, staff training leads to an increase in wages. Secondly, the development of skills
provides additional guarantees to the employee from dismissal. Thirdly, in the case of
dismissal, the employee receives additional employment opportunities after high
qualification.
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The problem of joint participation of the company and its employees in raising the
level of human capital has an internal contradiction. On the one hand, the company
needs highly skilled workers. On the other hand, additional funds are needed to
improve the efficiency of the employee. In fact, we are getting some sort of trap: the
company, having no means to improve the skills of its employees, produces simpler
goods. And at the same time, workers who have less wages do not have the resources to
improve their skills.

Finally, the employee after general training has the opportunity to switch to another
job in the company, where his wage will be higher. The situation is aggravated for
migrants, especially for highly skilled employees.

Thus, today there are new areas of general education that are necessary for the
functioning of a particular company. In this case, unlike the classical approach to
general education, the company turns out to be an interested agent for receiving such
training by the employee.

The purpose of the article is to develop a baseline model for both employees and
companies to increase human capital through general training through the joint pay-
ment of general training in the workplace.

2 The Model

Employees must be continually retrained, as innovations and technologies are
spreading. Previously, the company always recruited a new employee who knows new
technologies or innovations. But today employees who may know new technologies or
innovations are absent (as higher education in these countries has greatly decreased).
The company needs a situation where the employee continues training in the company.
Therefore, the company requires great motivation for employees to save their work-
place after training.

An effective scenario for training employees is the case when the cost of training
will be simultaneously paid by the employee and the company. This scenario simul-
taneously solves the problems of increasing the productivity, motivation and retention
of employees in the company. Moreover, we will describe below that the profit for the
company will also be received.

The model lasts two periods. In the first period the employee pays part of the
payment and receives training. The employee has training and at the same time con-
tinues to carry out his work in the company. The company pays part of the payment
(like lending to an employee). In the second period after training, the employee
receives a wage increase and pays for loans. The company increases the wage for the
employee (which increases productivity after training) and receives repayment of the
loan from the employee. Of course, the company does raise wages only in part.

The described model for communication between the employee and the company is
beneficial for both parties.

The employee has access to training to improve their competence. In addition, the
employee receives a guarantee that he will not be dismissed on the initiative of the
company during the loan repayment period. Finally, the wage will be increased
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(although not in the same degree, of course, as it would be if it had the appropriate level
performance).

The company also receives its “bonus”. First, he “connects” the employee with the
enterprise in a certain period. Secondly, it receives higher productivity (through
training) of employees at lower wages (it can provide greater savings by discounting).
Thirdly, the company can support only a part of employees: the overall productivity of
workers will be increased due to competition between employees. Finally, the company
can switch to the production of more competitive products due to the fact that its
employees will receive certificates from the relevant firms (for the case when training is
special).

We introduce the following notation. c is training fee; 0 < p < 1 is part of training
fee, which the company pays; n is the number of years, from which an employee
returns of a lending to company; wL is (annual) wage of an employee before training,
Dw > 0 is (annual) wage increase for employee after increasing his/her skills (after
from training), DP > 0 is an annual increase of profit of a company from employee
after training; f > 0 is a total cost for finding an employee with high productivity and
loss for adaption of an employee in a company, wH > wL + Dw is (annual) wage for
employee with high productivity (such after training).

An employee solves the problem of maximizing his/her utility function Ue.

max Ue ¼ pc
1� bnþ 1

1� b
� ð1� pÞc� ðwH � wL � DwÞn

� �
: ð1Þ

Here b is a discount factor b = (1 + r)−1, where r is a market discount rate (in
absolute terms).

The first term in (1) corresponds to the bonus of the employee, which he receives as
a result of the fact that the company pays a part of the tuition fee. It is calculated as a
loan that an employee must repay a loan for n years. The second term is the cost that
the employee pays for training. The third term is the loss of an employee due to the fact
that he is already a skilled worker and receives less payment for n years.

A company maximizes a utility function Uf.

max Uf ¼ DP � n� pcþðwH � wL � DwÞn� �
: ð2Þ

In (2) the first term corresponds to the additional profit for the company, which is
due to the increase in employee productivity after training. The second term is the
company’s payment for training an employee. The third term is the company’s profit
due to the fact that the employee receives wages lower than his productivity.

It should be noted that the company could choose an alternative way. It can to fire
this employee and to hire an employee with high productivity. A company gets a profit
UN

f by this way.

UN
f ¼ DP � n� f � wHn: ð3Þ
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The first term in (3) is the company’s profit from using an employee with high
productivity. The second term is the cost of finding an employee with high productivity
and loss for the adaptation of the employee in the company. The third term is the wage
of an employee with high productivity. Formula (3) is written on the assumption that
the term for finding a high-productivity employee is small (and therefore it is omitted).

A company chooses training for employee, when a requirement will be satisfied.

Uf [UN
f : ð4Þ

There are the variables, which an employee and a company may to use for max-
imization of a utility function. A part of training fee, which the company pays p and
annual wage increase for employee after increasing his/her skills Dw can play a role of
such variables. A company controls a variable p, and an employee controls a variable
Dw.

A condition (4) we can to rewrite as first condition for the control variables.

pcþDw � n\ð2wH � wLÞnþ f : ð5Þ

Please note that the obsolescence of the technology lasts for several years.
Accordingly, typical values will be equal to n = 1, 2.

An employee must to get a profit from training, too. Therefore a second condition
for the control variables obtains from the condition Ue > 0.

pc 1þ 1� bnþ 1

ð1� bÞ
� �

þDw � n[ cþðwH � wLÞn: ð6Þ

For convenience of analysis we introduce the relative values of the control variables
of the problem. We introduce the quantity W = (wH − wL), which is the maximum
significance for the increasing employee’s wage. Thus the following dimensionless
variables we introduce: a = Dw/W, where 0 � a � 1, c = c/W, F = f/W, H = wH/W.

With using these variables inequalities (5) and (6) can be rewritten in a dimen-
sionless form.

cp
n

þ a\1þ HþF
n

; ð7Þ

cp
n

1þ 1� bnþ 1

1� b

� �
þ a[ 1þ c

n
: ð8Þ

The inequalities (7) and (8) on the plane of the control parameters (p, a) and with
the restrictions for them (0 � p � 1 and 0 � a � 1) will define the space, in which
the each point (i.e., each value of p and a) will get the profits for both an employee and
a company. This space we call as a motivation’s space for employee. Every point from
this space is corresponded to situation, which can be described as a contract between an
employee and a company (and this contract will be profitable for both agents).
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Unlike the models Acemoglu [5], Bassanini et al. [9] and Brunello [10] we took
into account the different characteristics that are characteristic of countries with tran-
sition economies. We have implemented a discount rate, wage differentials (between
employees with high and low productivity) and the total cost of searching for an
employee with high productivity and loss for the adaptation of the employee in the
company. Unlike the models discussed above, our goal is to find parameters about
which the employee and the company can agree and before training. These parameters
form a motivational space for the employee.

3 Model Analysis

Two theorems are valid for a motivation space for employee in general case.

Theorem 1. For any n � 1 the inequality (7) do not restricts the motivation’s space
for employee, when the condition c < wH + f is valid (and this inequality must be
omitted).

Proof. Restrictions 0 � a � 1 and 0 � p � 1 set a square on the plane (p,a). The
intersection of the line from (7), which sets by changing the sign of inequality to sign of
equality, with the a-axis is defined as ap=0 = 1 + (H + F)/n > 1. This point always lies
above the motivation’s space for employee.

Let’s we consider the conditions, under which a line from (7) pc + na − n − H –

F = 0 intersects with a line a = 1. This intersection occurs at a point p0 = (H + F)/c. In
a situation, when p0 > 1, can not be intersection with the square of possible values for
p and a. In other world, only when c < H + F (or, in absolute units, c < wH + f) the
restriction (7) is irrelevant for our purposes. End of theorem.

The inequality c < H + F (or, in absolute terms, c < wH + f) is performed only if
training’s payment is less than a sum of an annual wage of the employee with high
qualification (i.e. after training) and the cost, which spends on finding of skilled worker
and on preparing his/her for work in a company. This inequality always performs,
because we consider only short-term trainings (a payment on them does not to exceed
an annual wage for employee).

Theorem 2. The motivation space for the employee always exists for any conditions
of the problem under consideration (which are given by inequalities (7) and (8)).
A straight line (9) defines one of the boundaries in the motivation space for the
employee.

cp
n

1þ 1� bnþ 1

1� b

� �
þ a� 1� c

n
¼ 0: ð9Þ

Proof. We use the theorem of analytic geometry which can be stated as follows: two
points M1(x1, y1) and M2(x2, y2) are always located on the same side of the line
Ax + By + C = 0 if and only if the inequality (Ax1 + By1 + C)(Ax2 + By2 + C) > 0
exists. Let’s consider two points with p = 0, a = 1 and p = a = 1 (which define the top
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horizontal border for the motivation’s space for employee). Substituting these values in
(9), we obtain the following inequality:

1� 1� c
n

� 	 c
n

1� bmþ 1

1� b

� �
þ 1� 1� c

n


 �

¼ � c2

n2

� �
1þ 1� bmþ 1

1� b
� 1

� �
¼ � c2

n2

� �
1� bnþ 1

1� b

� �
\0:

Thus, the points under consideration lie on opposite sides of the line (9). This
means that the line (9) crosses the upper boundary of the motivation space for the
employee. As a result, the space of motivation for the employee in the frame of the
model always exists, and Eq. (9) defines one of its boundaries. End of theorem.

Numerical calculations of the influence of variations in model parameters on the
characteristics of the motivational space that is used in negotiations are presented on
Figs. 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows the effect of variation c on the intervals of variation of a
and p, which are used in negotiations between the company and employees. Figure 2

Fig. 1. The motivation space (MS) for bargaining between company and employee. Variable
values are n = 1, b = 0,91 (r = 0,1). DE – c = 0,1 (MS = DBE), DF – c = 0,5 (VS = DBF), DG
– c = 1 (MS = DBCG), DH – c = 1,5 (MS = DBCH), DI – c = 2 (MS = DBCI).
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shows the effect of the number of periods of reduction in workers’ wages on the
intervals of variation of a and p.

Finally, we note that if the inequality c < wH + f is not satisfied, then inequality (7)
becomes relevant. In this case, the bargaining set will be limited above by a line
segment cp + na – 1 – HF = 0. Appropriate formulas are easy to obtain. However,
this case corresponds to a rather limited range of situations (for example, for higher
education of employee, etc.), and therefore this case will not be discussed in detail.

4 Discussion and Outlook

We see that the motivation space for both the employee and the company always exists
within the framework of Theorem 1. In other words, each point from this space is
beneficial both for the employee and for the company.

Of course, the Nash equilibrium is points with a = 1 and point D (Fig. 1) or points
D, F, H (Fig. 2). The Pareto optimum is point with p = a = 1.

However, for real situations, Nash equilibrium and Pareto optimum are often not
applicable. Because we do not take into account all the features of the real situation in

Fig. 2. The motivation space (MS) for bargaining between company and employee. Variable
values are c = 1, b = 0,91 (r = 0,1). DE – n = 1 (MS = DBCE), FG – n = 2 (MS = FBCG), HI
– n = 3 (MS = HBCI).
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which the employee and the company worked. Moreover, we often have to take into
account that the company (or employee) can have power.

If a company has a power, that a company can to choose the point D for case at
Fig. 1, and D, F or H (when a = 0) for case at Fig. 2. If an employee has a power, that
an employee will always choose p = a = 1. Different cases can be, too.

The company can “exchange” part of the loan for the cost of further savings in wages.
In other words, the company has enough opportunities to decide what is more important
for it: to spend a lot of money once or to save on the employee’s wage in the long term.

This situation is typical for the employee. He/she can also “exchange” his expenses:
large expenses today or a larger increase in wages after.

The important facts are the following.

1) A minimum value for p always exists for the payment from a company for
employee’s general training. It is calculated by the formula (9) with a = 1 and
depends only on the discount factor and on the loan term. In other words, the
company makes a profit when the loan amount for the employee will exceed a
certain minimum cost.

2) The minimum wage for an employee exists only in the case, when the inequality
(10) is satisfied.

c\
nð1� bÞ
1� bnþ 1 : ð10Þ

In absolute dimensions the inequality (11) looks as following.

c\nðwH � wLÞ 1� b

1� bnþ 1 : ð11Þ

An inequality (11) exists in two cases. First, if training is inexpensive. Second, if a
term, during which an employee returns of a lending to company, is sufficiently long.

The obtained results make it possible to clearly take into account the difference
between the training programs that provide the employee with different skills. Within the
framework of the model, such differences will be reflected in different prices of general
training and on different wages of an employee after training. Thus, the developed model
can be used by the company to select the optimal training for employees.

The modern market is characterized by a high level of migration of people [1].
However, migrants in a new country find themselves in conditions that differ from the
conditions in the domestic country. In particular, this applies to migrants from countries
in which socio-economic institutions and accepted norms of behavior differ signifi-
cantly from those that exist in the new country. As a result, migrants should receive
general training, the task of which is to obtain new skills for him/her, which he can
apply to various companies.

For example, in [11] the relationship between the success of Polish service firms
and the availability of appropriate manpower was investigated. It has been established
that the motivational effect of relations between people and organization is less than on
the relation “man-work”. Thus, Polish service firms may have a chance to increase their
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success when the company’s attractiveness is enhanced by the possibility of increasing
human capital through training.

5 Conclusions

Unlike existing models, the paper considers partial financing of training by the
employee, as well as repayment of the company’s expenses for general education
because of an incomplete increase in wages to the employee after training for a certain
period of time. Thus, there is an opportunity for bargaining between the employee and
the company, which allows taking into account both the current economic state of the
company and the individual characteristics of the employee. In particular, the man-
agement characteristics for bargaining are: part of the payment for general training by
the company, part of the total increase in the employee’s wage after general training,
the time of the employee’s return of the loan to the company. The results obtained can
be used for different training costs, different levels of differences between the
employee’s wage before and after general education.

Acknowledgements. We thank Anatoliy Fisenko for both helpful discussions and improving of
our English.
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Abstract. Emotional infection is considered as a social and psychological
model of transferring the mental mood of the manager to other stakeholders of
the information system creation projects, emotional impact in the face of direct
contact, and the inclusion of the individual in certain mental states that affect to
the success of management. The object of emotional infection technology is the
manager or group, the task was to educate, educate and create the organization
of new behaviour in neither adverse, complementary but nor contradictory
internal and external conditions. In times of crisis, the emotional behaviour of
the Information system project manager and his infection with the project team
is exacerbated by external uncertainty. The stakeholder infection model is based
on an understanding of the life cycle of the project manager, which is presented
as a curve for personal changes of the manager of Information system projects
and programs. Emotions are considered in content, reflecting the various aspects
and meanings that caused them. To apply the psychophysiological model for
assessing the impact of the emotional state of the stakeholders of Information
system projects success, these influences have been transformed into a com-
petent model for managing these projects. Examples of changes in the compe-
tence of the manager and the project team in the case of a wall and asthenic
emotions are given.

Keywords: Emotional infection � Model � Information system � Project
success � Stakeholders

1 Introduction

The vast majority of human-created technologies are based on the imitation and
copying of various natural processes and phenomena. Information system projects and
management behaviour are no exception. In management processes, managers try to
model the creative behaviour and build on the historical traditions of different cultures.
The traditions of the research schools cover various aspects of activity: philosophy,
commerce, intelligence, diplomacy and politics. Due to the rapid development of
information technologies, a new association has emerged, which is to use computer
systems and networks more deeply in modelling activities: artificial systems, databases,
processing of big data and emotional intelligence. The trend of such penetration is
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growing and expanding, so there is a need for a new organization of innovative
activities with broad involvement of information technology and management of
emotional processes. Creatively, innovative thinking is the most valuable, open-ended
part of human thinking that manifests itself in the form of certain emotions. The health
of innovative thinking is a delicate balance between the order and the chaos of
stakeholder behaviour. Behaviour is often manifested through a variety of emotions.
Scientific advances in this field are limited and far from complete, but at the same time,
several common features inherent in this process and the behaviour of innovative
project managers can be distinguished. Mission (goal structure) is defined as the result
to which the activities of managers are directed. The goals are arranged in a certain
sequence, which regulates the rational and emotional activities of the manager. As soon
as one of them is reached, a new one arises and so on until the final goal is reached.
Each step towards the main goal has a local purpose. Therefore, thinking can rationally
organize (profile) the mission. Such an organization serves to manage actions in an
innovation project. Many goals and stages of their achievement are profiled in the form
of a graph having the structure of a tree. The behaviour of a modern project manager is
organized in such a way that thinking is the cause, and action is the consequence (think
first, then do it), though it is often the other way around. The peculiarity and a priori
uncertainty of the innovation goal is its new quality. In turn, the innovative qualities of
the purpose of the concept are relative and depend on subjective evaluation, experience,
erudition, emotional intelligence, the benevolence of expertise, public recognition. In
times of crisis, the emotional behaviour of the project manager and his infection with
the project team is exacerbated by external uncertainty.

The statement of the research problem. The paper examines the model of emotional
infection of stakeholders of information system projects and programs in a crisis
environment.

The purpose of the article is to formulate the emotional infection model of
stakeholders for Information system projects and programs management in a crisis to
form rational structures and processes.

2 The Primary Research Materials

Human consciousness contains and uses a wealth of data and knowledge. Human
nature reveals the taste and needs to acquire new knowledge and apply it to behaviour
in new, circumstances and situations arise every minute. In general, intelligence can be
modelled by a pair of sets, or a set of facts and rules, or methods of applying them to
achieve a goal. This model was called productive and was used in the early stages of
artificial intelligence development [1, 2]. Examples of facts and rules: fact - work is
paid; the rule is that if you do the job, you can be rewarded. Here, the rule is condi-
tional: if a condition is met, then some action will occur. The rules establish the
necessary sequence of cause and effect to achieve the intended consequence, that is, the
result. The facts and rules have different complexity and are organized into a knowl-
edge base. To achieve this goal, you need to be able to link complex sets of facts and
rules. The mission of innovative projects is often unclear, so intermediate goals are also
vague, if they are bound by fuzzy rules, the task of achieving such a goal is
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significantly complicated and unclearly achievable [2, 12]. This circumstance influ-
ences the emotional state of the manager and requires certain competencies to handle
uncertainty in the context of emotional infection of stakeholders. This creates the
conditions of creative risk. Such risks are critical in times of crisis when an innovative
project is adversely affected by external factors [3, 4]. Here, it is almost impossible to
abandon the simplification, the selection of the main, most essential features of the facts
and rules and the rejection of minor ones [16–18].

As mentioned above, in order to share the emotions of other people, it is not
necessary to see them in person. The experiments, which were conducted on the basis
of Facebook and Twitter, showed that emotions are transmitted in the virtual space.

In some cases, emotional infection can be controlled consciously. Usually we are
talking about the fact that the leader of opinions or a group of people, pursuing their
own goals, seek to cause some kind of emotions in society. As you know, great power
gives rise to great responsibility, so it depends on the leader whether he will use
influence in order to inspire people to constructive activities or, say, sow panic, and
then offer a “cure” (this strategy is used to get more control).

Managing Information system projects very often appear emotional resonance.
The technique of emotional resonance can be defined as a way of creating a certain

mood among a wide audience while transmitting propaganda information. Emotional
resonance allows you to remove the psychological defence that a person builds on a
mental level, deliberately trying to protect himself from propaganda or advertising
brainwashing. One of the basic rules of propaganda is: first of all, you need to turn not
to the mind, but to the feelings of man. Defending themselves from propaganda
messages, on a rational level, a person is always able to build a system of counterar-
gument and reduce all efforts to “special treatment” to zero. If the propaganda influence
on a person occurs on an emotional level, outside his conscious control, no rational
counterarguments in this case work.

The effect of emotional infection manifests itself especially strongly in the crowd -
a situational set of people who are not connected by a conscious goal (like in case
Covid-19). The crowd is a property of a social community, characterized by the
similarity of the emotional state of its members. In the crowd there is a mutual infection
of emotions and, as a result, their intensification. The nature of mass emotional
infection is almost unstudied. One of the interesting hypotheses states that the main role
in this is played by the appearance of resonant oscillations in the structure of elec-
tromagnetic fields formed by the human body.

The mechanism of human behaviour in a crowd is described in many sources, they
all coincide in the fact that a person, becoming part of the masses, falls under the power
of passions. Typical signs of human behaviour in a crowd are the prevalence of
situational feelings (moods), loss of intelligence, responsibility, hypertrophic sug-
gestibility, easy controllability. These conditions can be enhanced by various means.
The necessary moods are caused by the appropriate external environment, a certain
time of day, lighting, light stimulants, various theatrical forms, music, songs, etc. In
psychology, there is a special term - fascination, which denotes the conditions for
increasing the efficiency of perceived material through the use of related background
effects. Most often, fascination is used in theatrical performances, game and show
programs, political and religious (cult) events, etc. - to infect people in the crowd with a
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special emotional state. Against this background, relevant information is transmitted,
and we must strive to ensure that it is not too much.

The possibility of emotional infestation opens up scope for manipulation, including
in interpersonal relationships. People can aggressively include others in the space of
their own experiences in order to receive attention and some benefits for themselves. It
is important to separate the request for support and the desire to manage others.
However, sometimes manipulations, like the tendency to succumb to them, are
unconscious. Recognizing emotions and recognizing their origin can be one way to
avoid emotional contagion.

The mere possibility of emotional infestation is not negative or positive. This is a
feature of our psychophysiology, because people are primarily social animals [5].

It is the ability to notice the condition of relatives and quickly respond to it, as well
as to signal about their condition, has become an important factor in the development of
the human species. Warn others about the danger, inspire for joint activities or carry
away the game - all this we learned at the dawn of mankind.

However, with the development of intelligence and society, conscious control of
these processes has become possible. That is why in some cases it is better to allow
yourself to show emotions, and in some - to restrain. This is especially true for
managers, teachers and media workers. And, of course, self-control is important for
personal and family relationships. When people are in a close emotional relationship,
their experiences inevitably affect each other’s experiences.

Emotional processes include a wide class of processes, internal regulation of
activity. They perform this function, reflecting the meaning that objects and situations
have on the subject, their values for the implementation of his life. In humans, emotions
give rise to experiences of pleasure, displeasure, fear, timidity, etc., which play the role
of orienting subjective signals. The simplest emotional processes are expressed in
organic, motor and secretory changes and are among the innate reactions. However, in
the course of development, emotions lose their direct instinctual basis, acquire a
complex nature, differentiate and form diverse forms of the so-called higher emotional
processes: social, intellectual and aesthetic, which a person makes up the main content
of his emotional life.

The result is the following classification of emotional process:

– affects - short-term and intense emotional processes, accompanied by pronounced
motor manifestations and changes in the work of internal organs;

– emotions are longer and less intense than affects, emotional processes that reflect the
subjective meaning of situations, but not of specific objects in themselves;

– feelings are longer and less intense than affects, emotional processes that reflect the
subjective meaning of specific objects. For example, hatred;

– moods are quite prolonged emotional processes of low intensity.

Interestingly, in this case, infection occurs without the participation of non-verbal
signals. However, the inability to see the poses and facial expressions, as well as to hear
the voice of other people, is compensated by new means of transmitting emotions that
are used when communicating on the Internet. This is a certain style (you know exactly
a certain number of people who abuse capsule and punctuation marks), typical mistakes
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that people make when they are nervous and in a hurry, as well as the specifics of using
emoticons and stickers. This area is still waiting for its researchers - we give an idea.

3 Emotional Infestation in Project Management

Emotional infection is a socio-psychological mechanism of transmitting the mental
attitude to other people from one person or group of people, emotional impact in
conditions of direct contact and the inclusion of the individual in certain mental states.

In the study of the emotional component of the processes of managing projects
recognition was created by the psychophysiology Simonov P.V. [5] formula, in a short
symbolic form represents a set of factors that affect the emergence and nature of the
effects of emotions.

E ¼ f P � In� Isð Þð Þ; ð1Þ

where E - emotion, its degree, value and impact; P - the power and influence of the
actual need; In� ISð Þ - assessment of the possibility of meeting the need based on
innate and ontogenetic experience; In - information on cost, meeting the need; Is -
information about existing values that the manager actually owns.

This formula is practically used to obtain specific quantitative values, but only to
illustrate the very principle of the formation of positive or negative emotions of varying
strength.

The factors listed above are decisive, necessary and sufficient, but a time factor
should also be considered. Emotion can be either short-lived or long-lasting. At the
same time, it is necessary to take into account the peculiarities of emotions and
individual-typological features of managers of innovative projects. From the formula, it
follows that the possibility of satisfying the need influences the sign of emotion.
A function that reflects emotions is the same as an evaluation function.

Emotional infestation is a social and psychological mechanism of transfer of mental
mood to other people from one person or group of people, emotional influence in the
conditions of direct contact and inclusion of a person in certain mental states.

Emotions are different in content, reflecting different aspects of the significance of
their situations. To apply the psychophysiological formula for assessing the impact of
the emotional state of the stakeholders of innovative projects, we transform these
influences into a competent dream model of managing innovative projects.

Consider the intensity of emotions in the implementation of information projects
within the competence of the knowledge system ICB in an Agile world [12]. Emotions
may vary in intensity (strength). The intensity of emotion in each case is, of course,
influenced by a large number of factors within the competence of managing infor-
mation projects. In general, their contribution makes it possible to estimate Simon’s
formula.

Emotions are different in content, reflecting different aspects of the innovation
project and the situations that caused them situations.
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Consider how emotional infection of stakeholders in information projects is formed
through the competency system of the IPMA Reference Guide ICB4 in an Agile World
Version 2.3 example [12].

Criteria for assessing competence in managing innovative projects and programs
are determined based on a taxonomy consisting of 10 criteria [12].

1. Self-reflection and self-management.
2. Personal Integrity and Reliability.
3. Personal Communication.
4. Relations and Engagement.
5. Leadership.
6. Teamwork.
7. Conflict and Crisis.
8. Resourcefulness.
9. Negotiation.

10. Results Orientation.

Define Leadership and Teamwork according (1) as the power P. Part of compe-
tences Self-reflection, Personal Integrity, Personal Communication, Relations and
Engagement define like value Is. Competences Conflict and Crisis, Resourcefulness,
Negotiation, Results Orientation defines like cost In.

These criteria focus on individual values, psychology and ethics. These compe-
tencies are drivers of emotional infection.

Four key principles: focus on customer satisfaction, foregrounding, teamwork, and
focus on excellence, have been imported into project management and are the pre-
vailing principles of intellectual project space [6–8]. Adherence to these key principles
directs the efforts of the project team and assists them in creating new, unique man-
agement ideas and methods [9, 10]. For example, the desire of the project team to
comply with the terms of the contract to avoid litigation and compromise with the
counterparty can lead to both positive and negative results. However, the negative can
be minimized if the intellectual space of the project works properly [11, 13, 14]. Good
and balanced teams are a good example to follow and a lesson for colleagues in other
projects. Not only members of the project team, but also other participants involved in
the project in one way or another, including service companies, agencies responsible
for forming a temporary staff, etc. - all of them is directly affected by the project
product, or the project implementation process. The stakeholder is, therefore, a generic
term that defines all institutions, companies and individuals who are directly or indi-
rectly affected by the project. How to resist of penetration into project team emotional
infestation?

If you feel that after a short conversation with a person or communication on social
networks, there was discomfort, most likely you were infected with negative emotions
from the interlocutor. How to counter this?

1. Calm down. If you are angry, it is best to stop communicating and try to calm down.
Then you should ask yourself the question: what is happening now? What is the
purpose of your communication? Perhaps you need to stop communicating at all or
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try to shift the conversation into a more constructive channel a little later, when
emotions calm down.

2. Develop critical thinking. No matter what the interlocutor tells you, it is important
to keep a cool head, to collect and analyse information, to compare facts. Then it
will be harder to manipulate you.

3. To be here and now. This is a good habit, helping to realize that at the moment you
are infected with negative from the interlocutor. Try to concentrate on something
positive, pleasant, in order to regain your good mood.

4. Spread your shoulders. Our brain is designed in such a way that if we straighten our
shoulders, inhale deeply and straighten our back, it reads this as information that
everything is fine with us. After some time, we actually begin to feel much better.
Therefore, if you feel that you have become infected with negativity, simply
straighten your shoulders and smile.

During the implementation of the program, professionals from different fields of
knowledge with different skills cooperate to achieve the mission of the program [15,
16]. The community is a space of partnership and competency, in which the profes-
sional competencies of the participants are concentrated, the competence of the team is
formed, as well as the cooperation between professionals is encouraged to create a
strong teamwork potential. At the program level, the most important thing is to set up
interfaces for interaction between organizations and program team members.

Let look on the conceptual model of organizational development programs in a
turbulent environment (Fig. 1).

External turbulent environment
Factors of  external emo nal iinfesta on

External 
Impact 

Indicators

Factors of 
interac on 

(Impact 
factors)

Internal turbulent environment 
Factors of internal emo on infesta on

Indicators of 
internal 

influence

Interac on 
model, 
project 

por olio and 
priori es

Organiza on. Protec ons mechanisms
of the development program

Business lines Areas of ac vity

Fig. 1. Conceptual model of organizational development programs in a turbulent environment.
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Corporate consistency between programs, projects, and individual tasks must be
ensured in the area of organizational development management. This has to do with the
coherence of corporate action on the project, part of the resources, knowledge and
synergy of programs and projects.

The stakeholder infestation model is based on an understanding of the life cycle of
the project manager, which is presented as a Kuber-Ross curve for personal changes of
the manager of innovative projects and programs (Fig. 2).

On this curve, we see the initial phase of change of effective activity within three
steps - “shock, surprise, reflection”, “insensitivity” and “denial”. This is a short-term
phase where the wall and asthenic stains are infected. These infections usually do not
extend beyond the project management team. The second phase is related to a sig-
nificant drop in performance. These are “blaming yourself and others,” “panic and
fear,” “depression and danger.” At this stage, an asthenic infection is formed that goes
beyond the project management team.

The third phase involves the transition from asthenic to wall infection of the
stakeholders of the innovation project. In this phase, the following factors are formed -
“acceptance of ignorance”, “testing and verification”, “feeling of optimism, hope and
restart”, “opening, learning”, “feeling of satisfaction” and “integration and new
understanding” of the innovation project.

A negative impact “astenic” is blindly following someone else’s mood and reac-
tions, for example, when a “breeding ground” of gossip and negativity appears in the
team, which changes the mood of the masses, causing anxiety and distrust of col-
leagues, which, of course, affects labour efficiency. Unconsciously “mirroring” the
emotions of other people, we really begin to feel the same emotions as they are.

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3

Stenic
Stenic

Astenic

1

2

Fig. 2. The curve of personal changes of innovative projects and programs manager.
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The positive effect “stenic” is associated with self-control. We try to manage our own
emotions, notice changes and control our condition. For example, a confident leader can
easily convey an optimistic attitude to his team. Here for the manager it is important to
give people a positive charge, set up and motivate them to succeed in their work.

The simulation results of the implementation of theKnowledge Base Creation Project
at the UkrainianMinistry of Finance are shown in Table 1 and Table 2. At the same time,
“score 1” was considered as an assessment of the current state of the information project
before infection, “score 2”, after infection of the project stakeholders.

Key competencies for creating intelligent program support and stakeholder
engagement for innovative projects are Strategic Thinking, Integral Thinking, Lead-
ership, Coordination, Communication Skills (provided by information systems, data-
bases and knowledge), motivated, professional initiatives.

Table 1. Assessment of changes in the competence of the manager and team of the project with
“asthenic emotions”

№ Criterion name Score 1 Score 2

1 Self-reflection and self-management 6 4
2 Personal Integrity and Reliability 5 3
3 Personal Communication 5 3
4 Relations and Engagement 6 3
5 Leadership 7 6
6 Teamwork 7 6
7 Conflict and Crisis 6 3
8 Resourcefulness 5 4
9 Negotiation 6 4
10 Results Orientation 6 4

Table 2. Assessment of changes in the competence of the project manager and team with
“stenic emotions”

№ Criterion name Score 1 Score 2

1 Self-reflection and self-management 5 8
2 Personal Integrity and Reliability 5 9
3 Personal Communication 4 7
4 Relations and Engagement 6 9
5 Leadership 6 8
6 Teamwork 6 8
7 Conflict and Crisis 5 9
8 Resourcefulness 5 8
9 Negotiation 5 8
10 Results Orientation 5 9
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The results of the assessment of changes in the competence of the manager and
team of the project with “asthenic emotions” are shown in Fig. 3.

The chart of changes in the level of competence of managers of innovative projects
(Fig. 3) shows significant drop competence in the context of the influence of asthenic
emotions. In this case, the coefficient calculated as K = (Score 1)/(Score 2) in this case
is equal to 1.55, which indicates the negative impact of infection on the application of
the competence of the project manager.
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Fig. 3. Assessment of changes in the competence of the manager and team of the project with
“asthenic” emotions”
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Fig. 4. Assessment of changes in the competence of the project manager and team with “stenic
emotions”
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The graph of changes in the level of competence of managers of innovative projects
(Fig. 4) shows significant increase incompetence in the context of the influence of wall
emotions.

In this case, the coefficient K is 0.63, which indicates the positive impact of
stakeholder infection on the competence of the innovation project manager.

The application of the proposed model and the approach to assessing the compe-
tencies of the manager and team of the innovation project is conceptually under-
standable and fully proven as to the adequacy of the model.

4 Conclusion

Development of a model of emotional infection of stakeholders of innovative projects
and programs in crisis conditions allows specifying the trajectories of project imple-
mentation in the conditions of crisis of internal and external environment.

The results of modelling in the implementation of an information technology
Knowledge base creation project at the Ministry of Finance determined that the key
competencies for creating intellectual support for innovative projects and stakeholders
infection are strategic thinking, integrated thinking, leadership, coordination, com-
munication skills systems, databases and knowledge) as well as motivated, proactive
and professional leaders of the program team.
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Abstract. In the paper authors propose to use a machine learning approach,
namely decision tree algorithm, for project selection in the portfolio of the
project-oriented company. The analysis of references showed that today there
are exist a lot of research is dedicated to selection and evaluation projects in a
project portfolio. And this means that the problem is actual and requiring further
investigation for searching the best solution. The paper’s objective is the
investigation of using a decision tree and evaluate the efficiency of the devel-
oped model for the task of project selection. Tasks of the paper: to develop a
decision tree model for the project portfolio dataset, to evaluate the decision tree
model, to describe the advantages and disadvantages of the developed model.
As a result of research, it was creating a decision tree model, that allows pre-
dicting a project successful with accuracy 99%. This is a good result that allows
the management of the company to make a quick decision that will allow with a
high degree of probability to determine which project is best to invest in.

Keywords: Decision tree � Machine learning � Project portfolio management �
CART

1 Introduction

1.1 Problem Statement

The implementation of a large number of projects in a project-oriented company in
limited resources demands clear rules of investing funds. When a new project is ini-
tialized in a portfolio of the company it becomes necessary to check the feasibility of
financing: the importance of the project for the company (its priority), probability of its
successful finishing, resource availability, and so on. The success of the company
depends on how correctly the decision on the projects was made. Evaluating and
selecting a project in a portfolio is a complex process involving many factors and
considerations from the time the project is proposed to the time it is finally selected.
Given that making a good evaluation and selection is of crucial importance, it is
essential to develop well-founded mathematical models to lead the organization to its
final goal. To achieve this, such models have to reflect as closely as possible both the
real situation of the organization as well as its targets and preferences. However, since
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the process of selecting and implementing project portfolios occurs in real environ-
ments and not in laboratories, uncertainty and a lack of knowledge regarding some data
is always an important issue due to the strong interdependence between the projects
and the political, economic, social, and legal conditions in which they are carried out
[1]. So, the main issue for management of the project-oriented company is debugging
the process of selecting or rejecting a project for a portfolio. So, the scientists and
developers are faced with the task of creating a system that will help decide on the
inclusion of projects in the portfolio.

1.2 Relevant Scientific Researches

Today there is a lot of research for solving such issues. For example, in the paper [2] a
mathematical model that extends the classical approach incorporating the inherent
uncertainty to these problems is proposed. In the paper [2], the project portfolio has
been modeled using four basic dimensions including technology, complexity, inno-
vation, and time sensitivity. The aim is to plan and control the progress of the project
portfolio while maximizing the strategic adaptation subject to the changes of the human
resources. In the paper [3], authors extend earlier preference elicitation approaches by
allowing the decision-maker to make direct statements about the selection and rejection
of individual projects. Authors convert such project preference statements to weight
information by determining the weights for which (i) the selected project is included in
all potentially optimal or non-dominated portfolios, or (ii) the rejected project is not
included in any potentially optimal or non-dominated portfolio. Authors [4] found that
the existing methods for selecting and managing the projects within a portfolio do not
focus enough on how interdependencies can disrupt the balance of the whole project
portfolio system. To tackle the problem, the authors propose a systemic approach using
the Viable System Model to enhance the way that these interdependencies can be
effectively managed because of the overall portfolio system. Besides scientific work
there is practical development, for example, Project Expert [5]. So, the analysis of
references shows that today a lot of researches is dedicated to selection and evaluation
projects in a project portfolio. And it is mean that this problem is actual and requiring
further investigation for searching the best solution.

In the paper authors propose to use a machine learning approach – classification
and regression trees (CART) algorithm for project selection in the portfolio of the
project-oriented company. Machine learning methods are popular in the modeling of
decision-making processes, including project selection. For example, in paper [6]
authors show that structure at the instance level is tightly connected to algorithm
performance, and demonstrate that different machine learning and modeling method-
ologies, specifically Decision Trees (DT), Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) and Multi-
nomial Logistic Regression (MLR), can be used to perform effective algorithm
portfolio selection. And authors of the paper [7] compare the results of carrying out
portfolio analysis and optimization of a collection of exploration projects that have
been modeled using both decision tree and stochastic simulation approaches.

Authors have an idea to provide research that will check by experiment what
approach of machine learning (decision tree, random forest, logistic regression, etc.)
will have a result for the task of project selection to the portfolio of the project-oriented
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company. In perspective such research will allow us to develop a computer system that
can evaluate and select the most profitable projects based on research results.

1.3 Paper’s Objective and Tasks

The paper’s objective is the investigation of a CART using for the task of project
selection and evaluation of the efficiency of the developed model.

Tasks of the paper:

– to develop a CART model for project portfolio dataset;
– to evaluate the decision tree model;
– to describe the advantages and disadvantages of the developed model.

2 Modeling of a Decision Tree for Project Portfolio Selecting

2.1 Definition of a Decision Tree and CART Algorithm

Decision tree learning is one of the predictive modeling approaches used in statistics,
data mining, and machine learning. It uses a decision tree (as a predictive model) to go
from observations about an item (represented in the branches) to conclusions about the
item’s target value (represented in the leaves). Tree models where the target variable
can take a discrete set of values are called classification trees; in these tree structures,
leaves represent class labels, and branches represent conjunctions of features that lead
to those class labels. Classification and regression trees are a non-parametric decision
tree learning technique that produces either classification or regression trees, depending
on whether the dependent variable is categorical or numeric, respectively [8]. At the
heart of the popular algorithms for decision tree construction lies the principle of
greedy maximization of information gain: at each step, the algorithm chooses the
variable that gives the greatest information gain upon splitting [9].

2.2 Decision Tree Model Construction for Project Portfolio Selection

Every portfolio consists of a plurality of projects defined by different features that
considered in a project application. Every project application can consist of quantitative
(cost, duration, data of project start/finish, project profit) and qualitative (project name,
name of project initiator, project priority, country, city, and so on) values and infor-
mation about project accepted or rejected. So, when a company implements a lot of
projects during a time, it accumulates the database of project applications and when a
new project is initialized there is a possibility to take advantage of this database for
deciding the fate of this project. In reality, management of the company when deciding
on project selection is guided by many factors, that can be as formal (base on the
features) as not formal (intuition, personal relationships, and so on). The influence of
not formal factors on the decision-making process often can reduce the probability of a
successful project selection, so it is necessary to minimize these factors. This
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minimization can be implemented by constructing a decision tree. Decision tree allows
one to make a solution based only on formal factors.

For the construction of the decision tree model was developed in the next algo-
rithm. An original algorithm [10] was adapted under the project environment, namely,
there were changed arguments for the possibility of using the model for creating a
decision tree based on the project portfolio dataset.

1. Compute the entropy for project portfolio dataset:

H Sð Þ ¼
X
c2C

�p cð Þ log2 p cð Þ;

C ¼ accepted; rejectedf g;
ð1Þ

where, H Sð Þ - the entropy of project portfolio;
p cð Þ - probability of project acceptance or rejection.

pacc ¼ � na

na þ nr

� �
� log2

na

na þ nr

� �
;

prej ¼ � nr

na þ nr

� �
� log2

nr

na þ nr

� �
;

H Sð Þ ¼ pacc þ prej;

ð2Þ

where, pacc - entropy of accepted projects;
prej - probability of rejected projects;
na - number of accepted projects;
nr - number of rejected projects.

2. To calculate the entropy and information gain for every project feature.
2:1. Calculate entropy for every feature value.

E fi vj
� �� � ¼ �p vaj

� �
log2 p vaj

� �
� p vrj

� �
log2 p vrj

� �
; i ¼ 1. . .N; j

¼ 1::M:
ð3Þ

where; vj - value of project feature;
fi - project feature;
E fi vj

� �� �
- entropy of value vj;

p vaj
� �

- probability of value acceptance of the feature;

p vrj
� �

- probability of value rejection of the feature.
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2:2. Calculate average entropy information for project features.

I fið Þ ¼
XM
j¼1

nij
na þ nr

; ð4Þ

where; I fið Þ - entropy information;
nij - number of value j in feature i;
M - number of values.

2:3. Calculate Information Gain.

IG fið Þ ¼ H Sð Þ � I fið Þ: ð5Þ

where, IG fið Þ - Information Gain.

3. Calculate Information Gain for every feature of the dataset and pick the highest gain
attribute. The root will be with the highest Information Gain.

Repeat the same thing for sub-trees till will get the tree.

3 Experiment Conducting and Result of Research

3.1 Experiment Conducting

For model checking an experiment was conducted. For this experiment a dataset with
Kickstarter projects [11] was chosen. The dataset has 15 columns (features) and
378661 raws. Kickstarter is an American public-benefit corporation [12] based in
Brooklyn, New York, that maintains a global crowdfunding platform focused on
creativity [13]. The company’s stated mission is to “help bring creative projects to life”
[14]. People who back Kickstarter projects are offered tangible rewards or experiences
in exchange for their pledges [15].

For development the decision tree was used programming language Python and
environment Jupiter Notebook.

Figure 1 is shown the logical structure of the experiment.
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1. Project data reading and evaluating

Table 1 is presented a fragment of the row dataset.

2. Data clearing and processing

Preparing dataset to learning and development of decision tree dataset was pro-
cessed. There was removed unnecessary features: ‘ID’, ‘name’, ‘currency’, ‘launched’,
‘deadline’, ‘currency’, ‘usd pledged’, ‘usd_pledged_real’, ‘usd_goal_real’. Features
were removed to reduce collinearity in the dataset (Fig. 2). An important stage of

1. Project data 
reading  and 
evaluating

2. Data clearing 
and processing

3. Defining 
target, train and 

test data

4. Data learning 
and decision 

tree construction

5. Prediction 
accuracy 

assessment

Fig. 1. The logical structure of the experiment

Table 1. Fragment of the dataset (transformed table)

1 …

ID 1E+09 …

name Greeting From Earth: ZGAC Arts Capsule For ET …

category Narrative Film …

main_category Film & Video …

currency USD …

deadline 2017-11-01 …

goal 30000 …

launched 2017-09-02 04:43:57 …

pledged 2421 …

state failed …

backers 15 …

Country US …

usd pledged 100 …

usd_pledged_real 2421 …

usd_goal_real 30000 …
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dataset processing is the transformation of categorical variables to columns using one-
hot encoding. Also, there was added column ‘duration’ that defined as a difference
between ‘deadline’ and ‘launched’ saved in days. The fragment of the processed
dataset is presented in Table 2.

Fig. 2. Heatmap of collinearity of dataset features

Table 2. Fragment of processed dataset (transformed table)

1
goal 30000
pledged 2421
state 0
backers 15
duration 59
category_3D Printing 0
category_Academic 0
category_Accessories 0
category_Animals 0
country_JP 0
… …

Note: full table consists from
202 rows � 331675 colunmns
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3. Defining target, train, and test data

As a target was defined as a feature “State”. This feature shows the status of
projects. “State” has categories: failed (197719 projects), successful (133956 projects),
canceled (38779 projects), undefined (3562 projects), live (2799 projects), suspended
(1846 projects). For dataset learning was left only “failed” and “successful” projects.

For the learning decision tree and evaluation of its accuracy dataset was split in the
ratio of 70% train to 30% test data.

4. Data learning and decision tree construction.

An algorithm of decision tree learning is presented in Fig. 3.

Best model hyperparameters are found with cross-validation:
{‘max_depth’: 9, ‘min_samples_leaf’: 10}
Final decision tree is presented on Fig. 4.

To start to build the 
decision tree

To perform cross-
validation

To receive the best 
parameters

To build the decision 
tree

tree = DecisionTreeClassifier(random_state=8)

params = {'max_depth': np.arange(2, 11), 'min_samples_leaf':  
np.arange(1, 11)}

skf = StratifiedKFold(n_splits=5, shuffle=True, random_state=17)
best_tree = GridSearchCV(estimator=tree, param_grid=params, 

cv=skf, scoring='accuracy', n_jobs=-1, verbose=1)

best_tree.best_params_
best_tree.best_score_

export_graphviz(decision_tree=best_tree.best_estimator_, 
out_file="tree_2.dot", filled=True,

feature_names=df.drop('state', axis=1).columns)

Fig. 3. An algorithm of decision tree
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As far as the decision tree has a complex structure a fragment is shown in Fig. 5.

5. Prediction accuracy assessment

In the process of decision tree construction was defined prediction accuracy
assessment by ROC AUC metric (0.998280954146071). According to this metric, the
accuracy of the decision tree prediction is 99%.

Note: all experiment data and algorithms are available in the Github repository:
https://github.com/Yehorchenkov/MODS2020?fbclid=IwAR2l_7F9_CcWM5xv9wjm
F4FkGjGJc_UUPTwcMpqDKxjfwsvAoTCF0u8QW_c

3.2 Advantages and Disadvantages of Using the Decision Tree
in the Project Portfolio Selecting Process

Using a decision tree for project selection in a portfolio of a company has as advantages
and disadvantages:

Fig. 5. Fragment of the decision tree

Fig. 4. Final decision tree
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Advantages:

– Decision tree allows one to make a decision only based on formal indicators.
– High accuracy of decision tree prediction.
– The decision tree has a simple algorithm of construction.
– It is possible to develop a decision tree fast and cheap.

Disadvantages:

– To select a project in the portfolio, the decision tree makes only a superficial
prediction at the stage “should be considered carefully” or “reject” the project. If a
tree predicts success for several projects, and you need to select only one, then such
a tool as a decision tree is no longer enough. It is necessary to look for deeper
mechanisms for decision making.

– Decision trees can be unstable because small variations in the data might result in a
completely different tree being generated.

– Decision tree learners create biased trees if some classes dominate. It is therefore
recommended to balance the dataset before fitting with the decision tree.

3.3 Summary

The experiment shows that when initiating a new project using a decision tree with an
accuracy of 99%, it can be predicted whether this project will be successful. This is a
good result that allows the management of the company to make a quick decision that
will allow with a high degree of probability to determine which project is best to invest
in. Also, a decision tree is available and easy to use tool which has a simple and cheap
implementation. All you need it to prepare a dataset and construct a decision tree. For
the construction decision tree there is no need for a complicated program environment
or software. Besides, thanks to the decision tree, it becomes possible to understand
what features of the project and their values are important for the success of the project.
But on the other hand a decision tree can help only at the first stage of project selection
and for more deep analysis there is a need for a more complex tool for machine
learning. Also, although decision tree modeling does not need a complex program
environment, its construction demands special competence from the developer.

4 Conclusion

In the paper authors propose to consider using of decision tree for the task of project
selection to a portfolio of a project-oriented company. It was developed a decision tree
model and evaluate this model through an experiment for a project portfolio dataset. In
the result of the experiment it was defined that prediction accuracy for the project
portfolio dataset is 99%. Also, in the paper authors describe the advantages and dis-
advantages of the developed model.

Such research allows us to consider using machine learning approaches for project
portfolio management. for the suitable approach selection, it is necessary to model and
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check every from them. The best solutions will be a base for an information system that
will be used for improving project portfolio management efficiency.
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Abstract. With the intensive development of project management processes,
the increasing number of project stakeholders which demand constant access to
the up-to-date project information and the large territorial distribution of project
modules, the issue of ensuring the information security of a project management
system becomes a significant indicator of its quality and reliability. Maintaining
the confidentiality and integrity of the project information can significantly
increase the level of trust in the project, reduce the risks of delayed execution
and cost overruns.
The paper presents the model of formation of information security manage-

ment system in the project based on the PMBoK and ISO 27001 standards. The
model defines the processes of ensuring the information security in all the
subject areas of project management. Such a model can be used in the formation
of a common information security system in a project, taking into account
different methodologies and project management systems. The paper proposes
to carry out such an assessment by determining the degree of convergence of the
information security systems of the project participants for their further
integration.

Keywords: Information security � Project management � Information systems �
Distributed team � Convergence

1 Introduction

Today the information society is developing dynamically which causes the increase of
the number of different types of interactions using modern information technologies.
Interdisciplinary project management practice, by synthesizing advanced information
and communicative technologies and by using the active development of computer
technology, allows to reduce time and the cost of project implementation significantly,
to ensure the high quality of the project itself and to reduce the risk management
requirements which are the main factors of a successful project.

Project activity in any field is characterized primarily by an innovative component.
It makes the most valuable contribution due to which the latest achievements and
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technological developments are created and implemented. Therefore, proper consid-
eration ought to be given to the issues of information security while performing the
project activity.

On the other hand, the information space of the projects is a part of the artificially
created environment as the result of the information-production activity of the project
participants and the information space of the project itself. And each participant of this
process influences the security level of business processes which are inextricably linked
to the information assets of the project.

The constant increase in the volume and types of cyber-attacks has recently
demanded adequate awareness and certain competencies in the field of security of all
the information processes participants in the projects. By all means, a project manager
does not have to be an expert in information security, but without understanding the
importance of organizing it at all stages of the project lifecycle, the risks of reducing
trust between the participants are significantly increased and the sense of privacy and
security of each individual is reduced.

Effective implementation and the use of project information security management
systems while creating the project allows to:

• Manage the availability of information about the project and the internal (personal)
information about the project participants including the company secured docu-
ments, digital database, data and information devices and cloud servers etc.

• Manage the resistance to different security threats, including data breaches and
cyber-attacks.

• Create a single security platform for all the project stakeholders.

According to statistics [1], a significant number of cyber-attacks falls on small projects,
therefore, not only information security management systems have to be implemented
in large projects, but also the economic effectiveness of the activities needs to be
carefully calculated, according to the overall project efficiency.

Almost all of the given features require further research on implementing Infor-
mation Security Management in the Project Management processes, both in technical
and technological directions and in the direction of the personal information security
culture of the project stakeholders.

2 The Aim of Research

The aim of research is modeling the information security management system in
project based on PMBoK and ISO 27001 standards, which determines processes of
information security providing in all Project Management domains.

3 Related Works

For the first time an information security issue was mentioned in BS 7799 and then in
ISO/IEC 27001:2013 “Information Security Management System” [2] as an essential
part of PM activity.
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Today there are three major design approaches to information security management
depending on the subject of the study.

The first one defines the peculiarities of managing information security projects in
organizations where the object is the security system of the organization.

The second approach determines the security system for development information
systems where the object is a product of the project.

The third approach explores exactly the processes of integrating security man-
agement systems into the project management system.

Antonio Jose Segovia indicates correctly that it’s not about establishing “a
methodology to manage projects in the field of information security (for example, use a
methodology such as PRINCE2 project management to implement a project of ISO
27001)”, as to point out establishing “a methodology to treat the information security in
project management (for example, to use a risk management methodology to analyze
IS-risks relating to a project)” [1]. The ISO 27001 Standard is straight devoted to the
second issue.

As Sunita Verma emphasized in [3], “considering the latest edition ISO
27001:2013, the inclusion of information security is a totally new feature which aims to
integrate within different Project Management processes and procedures”. According to
ISO 27001 Annex A.6.1.5, information security integration and implementation should
be carried out despite the project’s type and scale.

She also highlights that “all projects whether internal or external need resources,
activities to progress, and estimated time for completion of each project as per assigned
milestones” [3]. Information Security can be integrated and implemented in different
Project Management activities such as:

• Include and properly integrate information security within project objectives and
deliverables.

• Implementation of risk assessment in the initial stages of the project.
• Identify and apply treatment for the identified risks during the initiation phase and

make sure to implement required security measures for each identified risk.
• Make sure to make the information security policy an obligatory part of all the

phases and stages of a project.

Defined activities are inherent in projects with a cascading lifecycle that have clear
measurable security goals in order to have a well-secured plan with minimal lope holes
for security breach or threat within the methodologies such as PRINCE2 [4], P2M or
PMBoK [5].

In the [6] authors defined project management based on a security failure, a failure
to maintain the CIA (Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability) triad of information
security [7].

Project managers have special interests in all three components of the CIA triad. IT
projects warrant special consideration for maintaining confidentiality. The business
case for any IT project will include strategic business goals whether the project delivers
an exciting new technology or a mundane but essential upgrade to maintain enterprise
productivity. IT project documentation also frequently includes intimate details of
network and systems architecture that presents an attractive target for industrial espi-
onage and hackers. Failed changes to IT systems can also impact availability and
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integrity. Special attention to backups, back-out plans and security risks early in the
project will pay big dividends when project rollout leaves little time to consider how to
undo the changes made during a Go-Live or react to an unexpected risk occurrence that
may cause systems to go down, or cause data loss, corruption or breach. Project
managers should develop plans to mitigate risks to the project documentation and
methodology itself.

Survey [8] states that InfoSec is one of the critical factors for project success.
Disappointingly, the major PM standards i.e. PRojects IN Controlled Environments
(PRINCE2), Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) Guide and ISO
21500 (Guidance on Project Management) all disregard InfoSec. They only discuss risk
management, which is a much broader area. Likewise, the various PM methodologies
(Agile, Waterfall, Six Sigma etc.) all exclude discussion on InfoSec.

One of researches [1] conducted in 2014 had the following objectives:

• To measure the level of knowledge of IT Project Managers (P-Ms) in InfoSec.
• To measure the importance of InfoSec to P-Ms.
• To investigate how P-Ms rank InfoSec among the critical PM success factors.

Out of the 70 respondents, 75.7% had adequate knowledge in InfoSec and 98.6%
regarded InfoSec as an important factor in managing projects. On the contrary, when
respondents were asked to rank scope, time, cost, InfoSec and quality in order of
importance, scope, cost, quality, time and InfoSec were ranked 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th and
5th respectively. It is evident from the findings that, although P-Ms regard InfoSec as
an important factor in PM, they place the least value on it.

The study [9] mainly focuses on the importance of information security and its
integration with project management in the form of a framework. The purpose of
designing this framework is to provide project managers a clear picture of security
controls to be adopted in each phase of project management. The designed framework
is basically a combination of project management, system development life cycle
(SDLC) and essential information security controls. As the basis, the authors indicate
the Project life cycle defined by the PMBoK methodology.

As indicated in [10], Scrum, Kanban, Scaled Agile – we will hardly find a con-
ference, a publication or a discussion in the area of digitization and project management
that does not deal with these topics. But what does the daily practice of ‘agile’ really
look like? How successful are agile approaches? What are the real challenges? What
are the methods most commonly used? How many organizations are using scaled agile
approaches like SAFe, Nexus, Spotify, LeSS?

“Status Quo (Scaled) Agile” 4th survey gave some interesting answers helping
organizations to position their own agile activities and helping to define an appropriate
strategy where and how to use the agile on the team level or scaled agile on the level of
programs or organizations. The results are based on the answers of more than 600
participants from more than 20 countries. The survey has been designed and conducted
by the team of the University of Applied Sciences of Koblenz directed by Prof. Ayelt
Komus together with IPMA.
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• The majority of users of agile approaches use them selectively or in a mixed form.
• The success rate of agile approaches continues to be rated much more positively

than that of classic project management.
• However, a time series comparison shows that agile and classic users are

converging.
• Once again, the assessment is very clear that the application of agile approaches has

led to improvements in results and efficiency.
• 34% of agile respondents use a scaling framework.
• 74% say that improvements in results and efficiency have been achieved through the

use of scaling frameworks.
• Only 15% of the Scaling users consistently observe the specifications of the

respective Scaling standards.
• The top 3 reasons to use agile approaches are the time to market, quality and risk

reduction.
• The most important challenges for the successful implementation of agile approa-

ches are “internal processes” and “top management”.
• 74% of “consistently agile” employees see change as an integral part of the culture,

at least in individual areas, compared to only 38% for classic PM.

The leading frameworks are Nexus, Large-Scale Scrum (LeSS), Scaled Agile Frame-
work (SAFe) and Disciplined Agile (DA) [11].

4 Main Methods and Research

The main methods are structural and mathematical modeling of the information
security management system of the project. Determining the technical characteristics of
the security of project management information systems in different methodologies was
provided by structural comparative analysis.

5 Building a Model of Project Information Security
Management System (PISMS)

Including information security systems to specification can significantly increase the
confidence of its stakeholders. Paying attention to such a pressing issue will create safe
conditions for the collaboration of geographically distributed teams, as well as increase
investment attractiveness. Working information access restriction provides an adequate
security level to project information assets (as innovative developments, intellectual
property, confidentiality of inside information, etc.). E.g., information within the pro-
ject may be classified as confidential, innovative, personal, and business. This classi-
fication is a common basis for project stakeholders’ ISSs. It’s also clear that
information security depends on chosen PM methodology.

The PISMS implementation can mainly be carried out within the framework of
information communication management processes in the project, which contain
PMBoK’s four main process groups:
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• Information communication planning.
• Distribution of information.
• Report on project implementation.
• Administrative completion of the project.

The Project’s Information Security Culture (PISC) is an integral part of the PISMS.
Like organizational (corporate) culture, PISC is a complete system, and the concept of
“state” represents for it an ordered set of essential properties that the system has at any
given time. When forming a common model of stakeholders’ values in international
projects, the Project Manager has to deal with such features as national mentality,
traditions, religions and cultures diversity. The same applies to the manifestation of
human nature in the form of PISC, as indicated in works [12–14] devoted strictly to the
influence of traditions, religions, and society environment on ICS. Therefore, the issue
of developing an ISC in international (as well as multinational) projects is relevant
against the background of a steady increase in their quantity, and requires special
research.

When developing plans to manage the various subject areas of the project, the
aspects related to the InfoSec must be integrated and sufficiently detailed. The analysis
of ISO/IEC 27001 made it possible to form a model of information security within the
fields of knowledge of PM (Fig. 1). Thus, at the stage of determining the convergence
of the mission, strategy and values of the stakeholders of an international project, the
attitudes towards restricted information common to all project participants should be
highlighted and recorded. Standardized processes for InfoSec monitoring and man-
agement of the project must be standardized and developed.

When designing the estimates, the necessary equipment to ensure proper InfoSec is
taken into account at each stage of the project lifecycle. On the other hand, the
CyberSec technical system must be supported by the relevant InfoSec competencies of
the stakeholders.

Another important step which follows risk analysis (including InfoSec) is choosing
a risk management strategy. So, there are several options: eliminate the risk; reduce
risk; accept the existing risk; or shift the risk to a digital partner (for example, use cloud
solutions). When evaluating the information, the P-Ms decide on possible outsourcing
or full autonomy.

6 Security Analysis of Support Systems for Different Project
Management Methodologies

It is also worth mentioning that the PISMS can and should be cost-effective by
increasing the efficiency of the project activity.

Today, the introduction of information systems namely Trello [15], Asana [16], Jira
[17], and YouTrack [18] allows to:

• Increase project lifecycle control, reducing the risk of project failure.
• Improving resource efficiency.
• Due to the proper allocation of resources and participants workload, the work

deadlines and the response to problems on the early stages are reduced.
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• Reduce budget overruns.
• Reduce the time spent by P-Ms.
• Reduce time to collect data and manually generate project status reports to free up

temporary resources for more priority tasks.

Fig. 1. Model of PISC formation in the Project within PMBoK and ISO 27001
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Therefore, when implementing project InfoSec, it is necessary to ensure that PIS is
implemented in accordance with the known PM methodologies, and PMS supports the
required InfoSec level.

Today, the most popular methodologies used by teams are Agile (Scrum, Kanban,
Lean). This choice is made for various reasons. However, such a system should not be
an obstacle to project development, but rather to significantly increase team produc-
tivity. That is why it is critically important that the PMS maintains the team-based
methodology. Different information systems are used to provide these methodologies.
Let’s consider technological security aspects of some project management support
systems.

The first step in using an online PMS is registration (gain access). At this point, it is
important to remember that transmitting personal sensitive information through unse-
cured communication channels or in an open form reduces the overall security of the
system. It is normal to allow the user to independently create/modify his/her personal
data that will be used to identify this user in the system without disclosing it. All of the
systems discussed in the paper use the “unique link principle” to enable the users to
create or modify their data so that they comply with customized policies and rules in
the PMS.

Login/password authentication is one of the simplest and most common methods
of user authentication in the WEB environment. If the login and password entered are
the same as those stored on the system, that user is granted access, if not - the
authentication is considered unsuccessful. All systems discussed in this article support
login/password authentication. The systems under review have OTP and/or U2F
authentication capabilities. Both of them inherit some OTP vulnerabilities such as
phishing and various forms of attack.

Another important security factor is the communication channels. HTTPS is
already the de-facto standard for WEB systems that handle personal data and valuable
information. It enables secure communication in secure communications channels
through transparent encryption for the user. So, data transmitted over the network is
encrypted, and even if it becomes available to a third party, it will be very difficult to
decrypt.

It is also important where the data will be stored. Not all PMSs provide the user
with the implementation of file storage, while relying on existing solutions. In some
cases, the ability to deploy PMS within organization becomes very important as
organizations do not trust cloud solutions and their ongoing availability.

In the Table 1 all of the systems listed below allow the use in the cloud, and only
Jira and YouTrack can be installed on hardware.
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7 Mathematical Modeling of the PISMS

In forming the information security management system of the project (PISMS) it is
possible to use the list of possible variants of interaction of elements of information
security systems of project participants formed for morphological analysis.

The search in this list is carried out taking into account the degree of convergence
between these elements. The absence of ready-made solutions in the form of defined
interactions (when the interaction does not take place) leads to the need to develop
(select) new elements of systems and methods of their interaction.

Optimization of the choice of options is proposed for the formation of the PISMS in
order to ensure the quality of the overall projected PMS. The method of integer linear
programming with Boolean variables is used. We introduce a Boolean variable xij ¼ 1,
in case when for ith interaction component (by values or/and technical indicators) of
new PMS the jth interaction way is chosen. In other case (when we didn’t make
decision on jth interaction way) xij ¼ 0.

Taking into account the interaction systems convergence degree the objective
function will be as follows:

F ¼
Xn

i¼1

Xm

j¼1
aiMCON1j þ aiMCON2j þ aiMCON3j þ aiMCON4j
� �

xij; ð1Þ

where ai is weight coefficient which takes into account the importance of convergence
degree on ith parameter of new PMS;

Table 1. Agile supported PM-systems comparison

Params Agile supported PM-systems
Trello Asana JIRA YouTrack

Authentication
Authentication
login/password

+ + + +

OTP/U2F
authentication

OTP/U2F
(via plugins)

OTP only OTP only OTP only

Data transfer
HTTPS support + + + +
Flexibility of
project access
restriction policy

Board Ticket Ticket Ticket

Self-sufficiency Storage
(third-party
services)

Storage
(third-party
services)

Storage (own &
third-party
services)

Storage (own &
third-party
services)

Accessibility
Standalone − − + +
On-Demand in-
cloud

+ + + +
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n – number of parameters for which the convergence degree is determined;
m – number of possible options system elements interaction by the ith parameter of
convergence estimation;
MCON1j – convergence degree of project stakeholders’ values system in InfoSec
domain;
MCON2j – convergence degree of InfoSec technics support systems of project
stakeholders;
MCON3j – convergence degree of PM methodologies used by project stakeholders;
MCON4j – convergence degree of project integration systems security.

The restrictions in order of importance are shown as follows:

– Quality assurance requirements to PISMS being created:

Q ¼
Xn

i¼1

Xm

j¼1
qijxij: ð2Þ

– Costs limitations on introduction of new PMS elements:

C ¼
Xn

i¼1

Xm

j¼1
cijxij: ð3Þ

– Timing requirements to PMS development:

T ¼
Xn

i¼1

Xm

j¼1
tijxij ð4Þ

– Requirements for PMS development risks:

R ¼
Xn

i¼1

Xm

j¼1
rijxij ð5Þ

where qij is expert evaluation of quality MCONij;

cij – PISMS costs development for MCONij;
tij – time spent on PISMS development for MCONij

rij – risks associated with PISMS elements changes, estimated MCONij degree, and
its relationships/connections.
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During optimization, the requirements of the information security project should be
fully met (in other words, maximize convergence F): max F subject to the following
restrictions:

Q�Q0;C�C0; T � T 0;R�R0 ð6Þ

where Q0, C0, T 0, R0 – permissible means for quality, cost, time, and risk metrics for
MCONij.

The degree of convergence here is the area of convergence of the information
security systems of project participants in a multidimensional space, which determines
the completeness of the approximation of these systems.

In general, the formula of calculation can be represented as:

Mcon ¼
X N

M
i ¼ 1
j ¼ 1

1
2
CONi j; jþ 1ð Þ � CONi jþ 1; jþ 2ð Þ � sin 360

N
: ð7Þ

where Mcon is a convergence degree of the ISSoPs of stakeholders;

CONi; – convergence on the ith element of the ISS of jth and jþ 1ð Þth stakeholders;
N – number of compared elements of stakeholders’ ISSs;
M – number of stakeholders.

The degree of convergence in this case determines the degree of approximation of
information security management systems of project participants in a multidimensional
space. Convergence rate estimation (CON) may be due to an Euclidean distance [19].

CON ¼ 1�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXN

i¼1
Ai � Bið Þ2

r
; ð8Þ

where Ai and Bi is completeness degree of ith element of ISS for two different project
stakeholders;

N – number of project stakeholders interaction pairs by the ith element.

8 Conclusions

The necessity to take into account information security in project activities is associated
with the intensive development of project management processes and is regulated by
international standards such as PMBoK and ISO 27001. This paper is devoted to
process modeling of project’s information security management system based on
mentioned standards. The resulting model allows to ensure an information security
through all stages of the project creation, regardless of the chosen methodology and
taking into account each project participants’ information security system.
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Further research may be aimed at:

• Modeling the integration of security systems of project participants.
• Design of technical security systems in projects.
• Development of modules for existing Project Management software tools, including

the information security management processes.
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